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PART I

INTRODUCTION TO SUPPLY

CHAPTER 1
ARMY SUPPLY SYSTEM

A. INTRODUCTION

This is a manual about the management of placed upon the effective management of supply
the Army supply system. It is concerned with functions.
principles and policies of supply and the man- The chapters of the manual are grouped under
agement skills necessary to implement them. It three main headings: (1) Introduction to Sup-
is addressed to those military and civilian indi- ply, (2) The Management of Army Supply, and
viduals who exercise supply management re- (3) Principles for the Supply Manager.
sponsibilities at various levels of authoritysponsibilities at various levels of authority Part I, Introduction to Supply, consists of two

chapters. The first chapter discusses the scope
discussed in this manual can all be included and magnitude of the Army supply system and
under the broad term of "logistics." This is the need for its effective management. The sec-
such a general classification, however, that for ond chapter describes the individuals and agen-
the purposes of this manual, the term "supply" cies within the Army and at higher Government
has been used to denote the narrower range of levels who are responsible for managing the
functions from the initial determination of re- system. Chapters 3 through 9 discuss indi-
quirements for items needed through the dis- vidual functional areas of supply: storage and
posal of excess material. Logistical services distribution, determination of requirements,

procurement, cataloging, maintenance and re-
pair parts, disposal of excess stocks and man-

transportation, and training of troops specializ- agement controls. Chapter 10 is a summary of
ing in these activities and services receive little, the management principles which underlie the
if any, attention. In all chapters emphasis is discussion throughout the manual.

B. MEANING OF SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

1. Purpose of Army Supply commands of United States ground, air, and

A part of the mission of the military services naval forces.
is to defend the nation. The Army's combat To support its combat forces, the Army re-
forces bear a major share of this burden. In quires service forces responsible for developing
the United States the six armies and the Mili- and making available to troops the weapons and
tary District of Washington, are responsible
for defense of the continental United States
and for preparing men for oversea combat. the Army's manpower-military and civilian-
Together with the Air Force and Navy, the is devoted to these essential tasks. The over-
Army mounts our defenses against air attack. riding purpose of these individuals is to con-
Overseas, the Army maintains large forces and tribute to the Army's mission of success in
serves as executive agent for several unified battle.
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Supply efforts to support combat forces can warfare depends more and more on highly spe-
mean a number of things. In the days of the cialized equipment.
cavalry, the term meant providing forage at If the danger of an enemy attack were the
the end of the day's march. In 1942, it meant only consideration, the nation might well main-
amassing the men and materials with which to tain the military establishment on a war footing
assault Europe. In the cold war situation, which at all times. A maximum of security would thus
characterizes the present day and which may be provided. New weapons would continually
continue throughout the entire half-century, replace old ones at a rate limited only by tech-
supply means something else again. nological development and industry's capacity

to produce. There are factors in the situation,
2. World at Mid-Century however, which preclude full mobilization. The

Three major factors govern the conduct of safety resulting from a military establishment
military supply in the existing climate of poli- on a war footing must be weighed against its
tical and military affairs. They are: (1) the attendant cost. Full mobilization might pro-
continuing threat of an enemy attack and the duce maximum short-range security, but in the
possibility that the attack, for which defenses long run it might so weaken the nation's eco-
must be constantly marshaled, may never occur, nomic potential that the ability to resist aggres-
(2) the continuous need for the development sion would be impaired.
of new weapons and improvement in the arts Economy in the use of manpower, material,
of war, and (3) the limitation on the dollars space, and funds is required if we are to main-
and the material available for defense. rtain for an indefinite period a strong military

The continuous threat of an enemy attack force as a deterrent to aggression and a base
means that the supply system may be called for expansion in the event of an emergency. A
upon at any time to support combat operations. large peacetime Army is being maintained, but
The attack may involve a major conflict, initi- it is far from adequate to meet wartime needs.
ated perhaps by a devastating assault upon the In order to facilitate rapid mobilization, re-
industrial plants and military bases of the serves have been established for certain critical
United States. Or the attack may be limited in materials and equipment. The solution repre-
nature, confined to a distant localized area, and sents a carefully considered compromise; no
requiring long lines of supply from the United mobilization plan can possibly put troops in the
States. field as rapidly as would be the case if the Army

It is entirely possible, of course, that a major were maintained fully mobilized. This compro-
war will not occur in the foreseeable future de- mise is necessary in order to equate the needs of
spite a continuation of international tensions. national safety with the objective of maintain-
Indeed, the aim of our rearmament program is ing a healthy economy.
to deter an enemy from attacking. If the pro- In this plan of defense, supply dollars are an
gram is successful, the attack will never occur. item in short supply. In the existing situation
Meanwhile, it is necessary to maintain a strong the need for economy takes on a new meaning.
posture of defense to permit expanded mobili- The nation recognizes at the outset that the dan-
zation and to deter aggression. ger is great and that the dollars available for

A strong posture of defense over a period defense are limited. Recognizing this, it be-
that may extend for a generation or more re- comes extremely important that a full measure
quires continuous effort to improve the Army's of defense be received for every dollar spent.
ability to wage war effectively. The Army must Never in the history of the Army supply system
have weapons and equipment which excel those has economical supply been so important to the
of its enemy. Superior weapons and equipment accomplishment of military objectives or to the

welfare of the nation.can come only from the application of scientific
discovery to military necessities. This superior- During World War II and the Korean Conflict
ity becomes progressively more important as the primary problems of supply were associated
weapons are made increasingly destructive and with getting the goods into the system and dis-
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tributing them to the troops. The nation's in- pany to move more goods off its shelves, or to
dustrial plant and the Army supply system com- sell more automobiles than its nearest competi-
bined to assure that desperately needed equip- tor if it costs the company more than the selling
ment was available where it was needed and price to do it. In a profit and loss economy, man-
when it was needed. The objective was to get agement is compelled to evaluate what it is
goods to the troops; any inefficiency involved in doing in terms of what it costs to do it.
speeding up this process was worth the price. In the Army supply system, the emphasis has
The nation still expects outstanding perform- traditionally been placed on the effectiveness of
ance from the Army supply system but the prob- supply operations rather than on the cost to
lems of today require the kind of miracles which supply. That is, the overriding consideration
mean doing more with less. has been making materiel available when it was

This emphasis on doing more with less sug- needed and where it was needed. In a military
gests a different way of thinking about the sup- organization this concentration on supplying
ply system as it was developed in World War II using units, sometimes at the expense of cost
and in the Korean Conflict. For example, the factors, is of course a legitimate emphasis.
Army has developed a superlative system of re- Failure to supply troops with needed weapons
ports for measuring the adequacy of supply in and equipment can result in disaster. In busi-

tquantitative terms. The reporting system, how- ness the penalty for failure is bankruptcy, an
ever, is not designed to balance accomplishment undesirable end but far less extreme than de-
against cost. Only recently has the Army de- feat on the battlefield.
voted attention to obtaining the dollar value of Individuals responsible for managing the
its inventory or its issues. While these figures Army's supply system therefore tend to resist
are of little use in their raw form, they are the imposition of the businessman's preoccupa-
basic to any system of reports designed to eval- tion with costs upon a system that is governed
uate the dollar economy of supply operations. by considerations other than cost. Yet these
Dollar figures and dollar reports will not auto- same individuals recognize that the Army can-
matically produce dollar savings. Dollar savings not tolerate inefficiency or condone waste. In-
will come when supply managers are cost con- deed, inefficiencies in Army supply are of more
scious, and cost consciousness is a way of think- concern to the nation than wasteful business
ing about the supply process. Dollar accounting practices, because the Army's supply require-
will provide cost information, and with this in- ments represent such a large portion of total
formation effective management decisions can national resources.
be reached.

It is the task of supply management to ap-
3. Supply Management praise and control the cost to supply without

impairing the ability to supply on time and in
To fulfill his dual responsibility of protecting required quantities. Accomplishing this objec-

the nation and providing this protection as eco- tive is a difficult task, necessitating a high order
nomically as possible, the supply manager must of management competence and appropriate
continually appraise his operations in terms of tools of management. The Army has already
two basic questions: (1) what is being done? made important strides, particularly in the
i.e., how good is the product or service? and area of financial controls, which will provide
(2) how efficiently is it being done? i.e., how new and useful tools for managing the supply
much is it costing? It does no good for a com- system.

C. PROBLEMS OF SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

1. Introduction system. The security of the nation itself de-

There is no management responsibility in in- pends upon well-managed supply operations.
dustry equivalent in scope or complexity to the Moreover the scope of the management job, as
responsibility of managing the Army's supply measured by the size and the diversity of the
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inventory to be managed, the value of the physi- the money utilized for inventory purposes will
cal facilities involved and the number of people tend to release funds which can then be applied
required to do the job, dwarfs any similar indus- to decreasing the Government's national debt.
trial responsibility. Many of the most difficult Thus a billion dollars of excess inventory could
management problems are directly associated involve needless annual interest charges of 30
with the magnitude of the system. Other prob- million dollars assuming there is no deprecia-
lems arise from the absence of the profit motive, tion in inventory value.
by which industry controls and evaluates its Another cost factor associated with an exces-
day-to-day operations, the lack of competition sive inventory is storage cost. A larger inven-
and the rapid rate of change which character- tory means that additional storage space is
izes military operations in general and which required, space that is expensive to construct
poses particularly difficult problems for the sup- and maintain. If funds are not available for

ply manager. These management problems are construction of additional covered storage
discussed in this section. space, material that should be stored in covered

2. Magnitude of the Supply System space has to be stored outside. This increases
2he. MAgnitu tresuppsibily Systemanaginthe rate of deterioration of the goods and raisesThe Army's responsibility for managing its

supply system is the largest job of supply man-
agement ever to confront a single organization. Excessive inventory also raises costs associ-
The value of the inventory in CONUS depots ated with obsolescence and eventual disposal.
is approximately 16 billion dollars. This is If the inventory is larger than it need be, the
about one third the value of all the inventories factor of obsolescence is given more time in
of all the manufacturers in the United States. which to take its toll. Goods that are not issued

The Army's multibillion dollar inventory is and consumed remain in the warehouse, and
presently stored at 48 depots and 17 storage even if they do not deteriorate physically, they
activities in the continental United States. may eventually become obsolete. There is ob-
These depots aggregate over 300 million square viously little security value in outmoded equip-
feet of storage space, about half of it covered ment, and disposition of such equipment will be
space. This represents substantially more stor- necessary eventually. While some return can
age space than the total of all commercial ware- be obtained through surplus sales, it is small
house space in the nation. in relation to the initial cost and the storage

costs during the period when the equipmentApproximately 40,000 personnel are engaged
in the receipt, storage, and issue functions of washeldunnecessarily.
the Zone of the Interior depot system. At the The cost of operating the ZI depot system
present time the expense of operating the sys- varies with the size of the inventory. Reduc-
tem amounts to nearly 300 million dollars an- tions in the size of the inventory, would be
nually. reflected in lower operating costs. One of the

Of what significance is the magnitude of the biggest areas for reductions is in manpower;
supply system to the Army supply manager? a smaller inventory could mean that less people
Of foremost concern is the size and value of the would be needed to operate the system.
inventory itself. If the inventory is larger than While operating costs can be decreased by
necessary to meet current'and anticipated needs, reducing the size of the inventory, it is possible
the costs of maintaining the supply system are to obtain lower operating costs through manage-
substantially increased. These increased costs ment efforts even if the size of the inventory
result from several factors. remains the same. The opportunities for sav-

Unnecessary interest charges represent one ings are great; with annual operating costs of
cost factor associated with an inventory which some 300 million dollars, an increase in effi-
is larger than necessary. The stock owned by ciency of only 1 % would amount to a yearly
the Army is in effect financed with borrowed saving of three million dollars.
funds on which an average of perhaps 3% The Army is embarked upon a broad program
interest must be paid annually. Reductions in of supply management, designed to provide new
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management tools and to encourage the develop- distinction is an important one for the purposes
m/ent of a management point of view. A point of supply management. By a process of selec-
of view of this kind must include two basic tion, less than 700 items have been designated
components: (1) a habitual emphasis on as- as principal. These items represent less than
sessing supply performance in terms of its costs 0.1% of the items stocked, but account for about
and (2) a broad understanding of the process 60% of the Army's procurement dollar. They
of supply not as individual and separate func- are the high dollar value items: the tanks, the
tions, but as an interrelated chain of activities skysweepers, and the cranes. They are also the
from the conception of a new weapon or a new low dollar value items with high rates of issue:
item of equipment through its procurement, the M-1 rifle and the caliber .30 ammunition.
storage, distribution, and consumption. This As a group they are of first importance in
point of view together with the new manage- mobilization planning because their availability
ment tools, is bound to result in more economical would govern the rate at which mobilizaton
operation of the supply system. could proceed.

Excepting repair parts, clothing, and subsist-
ence, the secondary items embrace everything

A second management problem, related to the else carried in the supply system. They include
size of the Army's inventory, arises from the the soap, radios, paint, aspirin, and nails of
diversity of items carried in the inventory. Army supply. These secondary items are not of
Managing a multibillion dollar inventory is in critical importance in mobilization planning be-
itself a man-sized task; the task becomes far cause they can, for the most part, be obtained
more complex when the items to be managed from industry about as fast as men can be
range from iceberg lettuce to the heavy tank. drafted. Mobilization would involve a shift in

The Army's inventory is composed of slightly distribution of many of these items rather than
under 1,000,000 items of supply, of which about an increase in their total demand. Coffee is not
700,000 are centrally procured and supply con- necessarily consumed in greater quantities dur-
trolled. Some items are low cost, others high ing full mobilization, but rather, the military
cost; some are easily acquired through normal consumes more and the civilians less.
commercial channels, others can be obtained Repair parts include all essential elements,
only through the most painstaking cooperation materials, components, assemblies or subassem-
between the Army and industry. All the items blies which may be required for installation in
essential to both military and civilian life as the maintenance and repair of an end item. The
well as those peculiar to the Army must be gun tubes, carburetors, bolts, and screws are
purchased, stored and distributed to the troops. considered repair parts. The differences be-
Obtaining these approximately 1,000,000 items tween principal items, secondary items, and re-
of supply requires the services of more than pair parts and their effect on methods of supply
95% of the industries which make up the are further defined in chapter 4.
American economy.

Opportunities for economy exist in all three
In order to manage this inventory properly, classifications of items of supply, but because

it is necessary to segregate the entire range of of the difference in the nature of the categories,
items into meaningful categories. These cate- these opportunities exist in different ways. In
gories can be developed upon the basis of the the case of principal items, the opportunities
nature of the item, its importance to supply for more economic supply exist largely in the
needs or its behavior in the supply system. The areas of requirements computation and pro-
following paragraphs indicate some of the ways curement, while for minor secondary items and
in which the items in the system are described. repair parts the distribution and handling oper-

a. Principal Items, Secondary Items, and Re- ations offer the greatest opportunities. If the
pair Parts. The items in the supply system are procurement of tanks can be reduced by one,
divided into three broad categories: principal approximately a quarter of a million dollars
items, secondary items, and repair parts. This will be saved. On the other hand, a reduction
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of 10% in the procurement of rivets would rely to a greater extent upon normal commercial
amount to only a small saving in procurement channels of supply rather than to procure and
dollars. If appreciable savings are to be stock large quantities of commercial items in
achieved for items of this kind, they must come the Army supply system. As chapter 5 on pro-
from improved storage and distribution prac- curement indicates, the Army is already relying
tices. For example, changing the basis of issue to a greater extent on commercial channels
of rivets from single rivet to multiples of the through such practices as the use of the open
manufacturer's unit of pack might save more end or call type contract and local rather than
in depot operating dollars than the total dollar centralized procurement. These practices have
value of the rivets purchased. the effect of reducing the size of the Army's

inventory and shortening the supply lines.
Despite their differences, principal, second-

ary, and repair parts items cannot be completely They also enable a greater percentage of the
divorced from one another for supply manage- purchases of commercial items to flow directly
ment. This inability to separate the three en- from the manufacturers to the points of use
+irely is particularly evident in the case of re- rather than through the depot system, with con-
pair parts and depot maintenance. Most of the sequent reductions in depot handling, shipping
725,000 repair parts stocked are required to time, and under certain conditions, transporta-
maintain less than 700 principal items. The tion costs. The possibility of even more exten-
high percentage of the Army's maintenance sive reliance on commercial channels for the
dollar which is expended for these few principal supply of secondary items is discussed in
items accentuates the direct relationship be- chapter 3, on storage and distribution.
tween the procurement and maintenance costs Items of a purely military nature include such
for principal items and the procurement, stor- things as weapons, tanks, and ammunition.
age, and distribution costs for a majority of the Many of these items are designated among the
repair parts. This relationship is further dis- 700 odd principal items and receive special
cussed in chapter 7 on maintenance and repair attention, particularly with respect to determin-
parts. ing their requirements for current needs and

b. Military and Commercial Items. A second mobilization reserves. The mobilization re-
broad classification of Army supply items is serves consist of items of this nature rather
their segregation into military or commercial than of such easily obtainable items as paper
categories. In many instances these categories towels and wastebaskets. The need for stock-
duplicate the principal and secondary item clas- piling is directly related to the difficulties and
sifications. Repair parts are not classified spe- the time periods associated with obtaining the
cially. items. Most of the effort in mobilization plan-

ing and in assessing the industrial capability
It is not always easy to designate Army items of the nation is directed toward long lead time

of supply as being either military or commer- items, most of which are purely military in
cial. Light bulbs, office supplies, and nails are
clearly commercial items but it has been argued nature.
that the special techniques for packaging items c. Fast-Moving and Slow-Moving Items of
of this kind for overseas shipment makes them, Supply. Another useful way of segregating the
from the Army's standpoint, military rather items in the supply system is by the speed with
than commercial items. One way of differentiat- which they turn over, that is, their frequency
ing between military and commercial items is of issue. At one extreme many of the items
in terms of whether the items are regularly supplied by the Chemical Corps have never been
stocked by commercial organizations to supply issued while at the other extreme, many Quar-
the normal demands of their civilian customers. termaster items are used by the troops every

day. The Army Field Stock Control System has
There are many opportunities for economy in disclosed some interesting facts on the fre-

the supply of the Army's commercial-type items. quency of issue for many items. In Ordnance,
One of the most promising opportunities is to for example, less than 15 % of the repair parts
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stocked account for over 85% of the line items industry. Such means constitute an essential
issued. tool of management."

Of what significance are these facts? The Dollars are symbols for men and materials
first point relates to how much should be stocked and represent perhaps the most important man-
in depots and in how many depots throughout agement control in industry. Dollars are used
the system. Fast-moving items of supply, the in industry as an incentive; the anticipation of
so-called "best sellers," should be distributed a dollar profit acts as a strong motivation for
widely throughout the system. Conversely slow- individual and organizational effort. Dollars
moving supplies need be carried at only one or also serve as a means of appraising individual
two depots. Moreover, the reporting system can and organizational performance; a profitable
be simplified on the basis of frequency of issue; company is presumably one that is efficiently
slow-moving items need not receive the same operated.
attention as the best sellers. Further, stock Dollars are used in industry to provide stand-
levels should vary directly with the issue experi- ards for achievement and a means of measuring
ence of the item. the degree to which a standard is achieved or

Issue experience, however, is often a trouble- exceeded. In many companies an individual
some guide, as will be indicated at many places manager is given a budget under which to con-
in this manual. At this point perhaps a single duct his operations. He may be given consider-
illustration of the vagaries of issue experience able freedom in deciding how best to spend the
will suffice. The rotor for the distributor of a funds available to him. An attempt is made to
jeep engine is normally a slow-moving item. insure that he controls the accumulation of all
But during one period of World War II, the costs relating to his area of responsibility.
troops in Italy were demanding more rotors Under these circumstances it is possible not
than the rest of the Army combined. Because only to control costs but to appraise the effec-
the supply of rotors was based on past issue tiveness of each operation assigned to an in-
experience, this created a critical supply prob- dividual manager. If the work is accomplished
lem. An investigation revealed that rotors had satisfactorily within or below the budget
become a kind of coin of the realm in Italy. amount, the manager is presumably doing an
First, jeep drivers immobilized their vehicles efficient job of managing. Raises in pay, bonds
when they left them by removing the rotors. arrangements and promotions can be and often
But rotors also served a secondary purpose of are employed to encourage such efficient man-
identifying a GI as a jeep driver. Girls liked agement. Conversely, pressures of a negative
jeep drivers and GI's liked girls. Therefore, kind are employed or implied as a means of
many a foot soldier attempted to equip himself avoiding unprofitable operations.
with a rotor so that he might give the appear- The important point is that in a profit and
ance, at least, of being a jeep driver. The diver- loss economy there are positive incentives to
sion of so many rotors to Italy created a short- good performance and a means, through the
age of rotors later on in the Philippine dollar sign, of appraising the quality of individ-
campaign. It became difficult to supply troops ual managers throughout the organization.
with sufficient rotors, let alone the native popu- Many of the Army's operations have indus-
lation which soon realized that possession of a

trial counterparts. Depots perform some of therotor might eventually lead to possession of a same services as commercial warehouses. Man-
jeep. ufacturing activities in the Army, as carried on

in arsenals and at other installations, closely
approximate similar operations in industry.

In the Report of the Advisory Committee on The conspicuous difference has been the absence
Army Organization, 10 February 1954, it is of a profit and loss framework within which
stated that "in the business operations of the to conduct these business activities of the Army.
Army there is an especial need to find a sub- By its very nature the Army is not a com-
stitute for the profit and loss statement in mercial organization. Its supply system is not
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subject to the force of competition; its existence without the benefit of such data. Of equal im-
does not depend upon a continuing record of portance, the lack of such data has complicated
"profitability." Yet as pointed out earlier, it the problem of appraising the performance of
is of tremendous importance that the system be the individual managers and particular opera-
managed efficiently. As in business, securing tions within the supply system. As the Report
the maximum effort of Army supply managers of the Advisory Committee on Army Organiza-
requires the use of incentives both monetary tion has indicated, it is important that an equiv-
and nonmonetary. The Report of the Advisory alent of the profit and loss statement be devel-
Committee on Army Organization goes on to oped to meet the needs of the Army. This man-
say that ". . . incentives are especially needed ual will point out in later sections that a start
to attract and hold men in the important supply toward the development of such a substitute is
functions which constitute an increasingly already well under way.
significant aspect of the Army's mission."

But incentives do not constitute by themselves 5 Absence of Competition
a substitute in the Army for the profit and loss Closely related to the profit and loss basis on
statement in industry. Management tools are which industry is conducted is the factor of
also needed which will approximate in their competition. Competition has been called the
effect and usefulness the beneficial aspects of driving force in the American economy; the
the profit and loss statement and the accounting pressure of competition acts as an incentive to
and fiscal controls that are required to produce better performance. If a company cannot com-
the profit and loss statement. The Army is pete in terms of the quality of its product or
attempting to develop substitutes for these services and the costs to provide such products
business controls; essentially it is engaged in or services, it cannot continue long in business.
developing a system of controls by which the The continuing pressure of competition on busi-
cost of performance can be measured. When the nessmen probably accounts for much of the
cost of performance is known, it will be possible progress and increasing efficiency that has
to make more informed management decisions. tended to characterize the American economy.
For example, in chapter 3 of this manual the The Army supply system, on the other hand,
question of whether to disperse stocks at many has no competition for its customers' business.
locations near the customers or to concentrate It has occasionally been argued that this absence
them at only one or a selected number of loca- of competition is simply proof that military
tions is discussed in some detail. In considering supply is, after all, a very simple business. If
this and other problems, it is difficult to reach the supplies are not available, the customer
management decisions without knowledge of must wait or do without. He cannot take his
alternative costs. Cost data are also essential business elsewhere as his civilian counterpart
in deciding such questions as when to dispose might do. This is true, but to say that it simpli-
of obsolescent equipment or material. fies Army supply management is to miss the

The costs of some of the manufacturing opera- point of military supply.
tions carried on within the supply system are Because there is no alternative source of sup-
becoming better known through extension of ply, the Army supply system has a far greater
the use of industrial funds. These funds, which responsibility to its customers. Commercial
are discussed in later sections of the manual, organizations can and do specialize. Even
put manufacturing activities on a working Macy's has not attempted to meet all of the
capital basis and make possible the formulation needs of all of its customers. But the Army
of a military equivalent of industry's "cost of supply system must be prepared to meet all the
goods sold" figure. legitimate demands made by using units.

In summary, the absence of the profit motive One of the leading authorities in the depart-
has made the job of managing the supply sys- ment store merchandising field recently recom-
tem more difficult. Decisions requiring cost mended-only half facetiously-the "splinter"
data have had to be made in many instances method of inventory control. By this he meant
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that'when the stock clerk reaches in the wooden able factor but it poses difficult problems in de-
stock bin and gets a splinter in his finger because termining what items to procure, how many
the bin is empty, it is time to order more goods. items to procure and how long the items should
Behind this statement is the recognition that be retained in the supply system. Throughout
slow-moving inventories are uneconomical and, history the arts of war have changed from period
in fact, the largest single cause of department to period and weapons have become increasingly
store failures. complex and effective. In the past generation,

But the Army system does not exist to serve technological developments have proceeded at an
an economic but a military end. That certain accelerated rate and the Army's modern arsenal
items cannot be supplied economically from a of atomic weapons, missiles, and radar-controlled
commercial point of view does not relieve the antiaircraft guns bears little resemblance to its
Army of the responsibility of supplying these arsenal of ten or twenty years ago. The change,
items. From the point of view of the Army sup- moreover, has been reflected in more than basic
ply manager, the problem is not what items to weapons; transportation equipment, clothing,
supply, but rather the most economical way to even office machinery have undergone a similar
provide the items which must be supplied. degree of change.

The absence of competition has another im- Improvements in the arts of war have always
portant bearing on the responsibilities of the been a necessary concomitant to military respon-
supply manager. As has been pointed out, com- sibility, but in the present situation they take on
mercial organizations often make progress in added significance. The United States, relative
developing new methods and techniques through to potential enemies, is short on manpower. This
the stimulation of competition. Trade organiza- deficiency must be counterbalanced by greater
tions freely promulgate average operating data firepower, by more effective and mobile weapons
to provide a standard against which the individ- and equipment, and by the most efficient utiliza-
ual organization can measure its performance. tion of total manpower at our disposal. Thus the
There is constant pressure to improve the prod- Army's research and development activities be-
uct or service and lower its attendant cost. come increasingly important and the products of

research programs can be expected continuallyThe absence of outside competition in the Army to be introduced into the supply system
supply system means that progress in Army sup-
ply management must come largely from within. The introduction of new items of equipment
Agencies in the Army must, in effect, compete poses the usual problems for current supply ac-
with each other. With suitable cost data, it will tivities and particularly difficult problems with
be possible to achieve at least a part of this ob- respect to mobilization reserves. Mobilization re-
jective; for example, depots may be placed on a serves are accumulated over a certain period of
competitive basis and the Army's manufacturing time. As time passes, our expanding technology
activities can be placed in competition with each renders the mobilization reserves obsolete. Thus
other and with similar types of commercial ac- at more or less regular intervals of time, the
tivities. equipment in reserve, or part of it, become tech-

nologically obsolete and the defense system is
6. Factors of Change correspondingly weakened. This "cycle of vulner-

Managing the supply system is made difficult ability," as the Deputy Secretary of Defense has
by virtue of its size and complexity and a general termed it, is only one of many problems that
absence of the desirable aspects of the profit technological change imposes upon the managers
motive and competition which have been respon- of the supply system.
sible for much of our industrial progress. An The workload of the supply system is directly
additional management problem of perhaps equal influenced by changes in the international situa-
significance arises from the factors of change, tion. From the cutbacks following World War
both technological and personnel, which charac- II, the supply system was suddenly required to
terize the system. respond to meet the demands of the Korean Con-

Technological change is a constant and desir- flict. The present period of quiescence may, at
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any moment, give way to active involvement in is insuring that policies and practices that govern
hostilities. No businessman, despite seasonal or peacetime operation of the system are capable of
cyclical fluctuations, faces the degree of change extension or easy modification to meet the
that must be accepted by the Army supply man- heightened demands of warfare.
ager. The businessman is able to work in a rela-
tively stable environment in which orderly plan- 7. Conclusion
ning toward a desired objective can go forward. From even this brief discussion of some of the
The objective of the Army supply manager may problems of managing the Army's supply system,
be firm at any given moment, but experience has it is apparent that the task is a profoundly diffi-
taught him to be prepared for sudden and drama- cult one. The Under Secretary of the Army re-
tic change. cently stated, in reference to only one of the

These changes in workload are accompanied by many supply management problems, that the
particular difficult personnel problems. A small "problem is so big that it looks almost uncon-
nucleus group may be required to expand to twice querable. Our first approach was how to get this
or ten times its size. New people must be located, ponderous mass on a workable basis."
trained and given responsibility often in excess Getting a ponderous mass on a workable basis
of their experience or capabilities. At some later means breaking the overall job down into man-
date, the expanded workforce may be cut back, ageable segments and placing each one under the
and typically these cutbacks are soon followed direction of a competent manager. In its list of
by periods of expansion, and the cycle of hiring principles to guide the Army in organizing effec-
and training goes forward once again. tively to accomplish its mission, the Report of the

An added burden in the area of personnel Advisory Committee on Army Organization sug-
change is the Army's policy of rotating its officer gest the desirability of this objective. The report
personnel. Rotation of assignments certainly states:
helps to develop well-rounded officers, but it com- a. There should be clearly defined lines of
plicates the immediate task of managing the sup- responsibility and accountability for each princi-
ply system. Supply management is a technical pal activity included within the Army's mission
field; people with such responsibility in industry . . . from the highest to the lowest echelons.
undergo long periods of apprenticeship to gain b. Each responsible official-from the Secre-
the knowledge and experience to fit them for tary to the commander of an organization, camp,
managerial positions. An Army officer, on the -post, or station-must have adequate and undi-
other hand, may be suddenly thrust into a posi-e t a undi-

responsibility with- luted authority to discharge the responsibility
tion of supply management responsibility, with- fixed in him.
out adequate training or prior experience with
supply. As he is gaining a growing mastery over c. There should be a means of measuring the
his field, he must keep in mind that his next performance of every individual and organiza-
assignment may be in a tactical unit. The burdens tion responsible for a segment of the Army's
that these shifting assignments place on the in- mission.
dividual and on the supply organization far out- Because of the nature of the supply mission
weigh those that accompany the shifts in in- and the fact that the problems of supply man-
dustry. agement are continually changing, meas-

uring the performance of the individuals andChange then is a constant factor in Army sup- uring the performance of the individuals andorganizations comprising the system is in itself
ply. Much of it is necessary. Although manage- one of the most difficult problems of supply man-
ment decisions are facilitated in a stable environ- agement. During World War II, management
ment, the Army supply manager is expected to was appraised almost solely by the extent to
make decisions in an environment that is con- which troops were adequately supplied. Tonnage
stantly shifting. A high order of competence is figures were often an excellent indicator of ef-
required to administer activities under these con- fective performance. In peacetime or in the
ditions and a premium is placed upon running a present cold war period, management must be
flexible operation. Not the least of the problems appraised also in terms of economy of supply,
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and the dollar sign takes on added significance. ganizations in the supply system by either tons
But dollars and defense are interrelated, and or dollars alone gives a lopsided view; today's
economy cannot override national security. Yet situation demands that accomplishment be bal-
in the present situation getting goods to the anced against cost. This problem, perhaps the
troops is not good defense unless the job is ac- central one for supply management, will be dis-
complished at the lowest ultimate cost. Measure- cussed as it relates to each of the functions and
ment of the performance of individuals and or- areas of supply treated in this manual.
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CHAPTER 2
ORGANIZATION FOR ARMY SUPPLY

A. INTRODUCTION

This chapter will discuss in summary terms planning and supply operations. The former
the individuals and organizations who are re- would include the formulation of strategic plans,
sponsible for managing the Army's supply sys- primary programs and military budgets. The
tem. Like chapter 1, this second chapter is intro- latter refers to the process of forecasting the de-
ductory in nature. The purpose of these two mands of existing defense forces and taking the
chapters is to set the stage, so to speak, for the necessary supply action to meet these demands.
more detailed examination in following chapters It is apparent, of course, that what we here refer
of functional areas within the chain of supply. to as supply operations requires constant plan-

In discussing the management of the Army ning but it is planning of a different order from
supply system, it is necessary to go beyond the that concerned with strategic objectives, pro-
organizational structure of the Army to higher grams, and budgets.
Government levels. As part of the military estab- The formulation of plans, programs and bud-
lishment, the Army is governed by the Depart- gets is carried on to a greater or lesser extent at
ment of Defense, and its supply activities are all levels of the Army. Supply operations, on the
influenced by directives promulgated at OSD other hand, are largely managed by and within
level. Its supply activities are also directly in- the seven technical services under the direction
fluenced by decisions of the National Security and control of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Council, the President, the Congress and by Logistics. Since this manual is primarily con-
public opinion, cerned with the management of supply opera-

tions, emphasis is placed in this and subsequent
The organization for supply, then, extends chapters upon the management problems con-

from levels of national policy, where objectives fronting the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
are defined and dollar and statutory limitations for Logistics, and the technical service head-
established, down to the level of troop units quarters and field activties. Before discussing
which consume supplies. It is possible, within the supply management responsibilities of these
the military establishment, to divide the supply agencies, however, it is necessary first to see how
management function into two categories, supply they are influenced by higher authority.

B. SUPPLY MANAGEMENT AT NATIONAL POLICY LEVEL

1. Introduction the Army for the support of military units and

At the level of national policy the broad operations.
framework is established within which the 2. The President
operations of the supply system must be man-
aged. The President, his executive agencies, the As Chief of the Executive Branch of Govern-
Congress, and the public share in formulating ment, the President has the Constitutional re-
and accomplishing the objectives of national se- sponsibility for carrying out the laws enacted
curity. They also share in defining the role of by Congress. In terms of national security, the
the military establishment and in determining President allocates the defense mission among
the share of the nation's resources available to his executive departments and agencies and he
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directs and coordinates their execution of the for the preparation and submission of the mili-
foreign, domestic, and military aspects of the tary budget, the President maintains expendi-
national security mission. ture control of the military funds even after

The President is specifically authorized by the money has been appropriated by Congress
the Constitution, with the advice and consent and raised by the Treasury Department. The
of the Senate, to 'make treaties with foreign Army must justify its proposed expenditures
nations and he directs the Department of State to the President, as represented by the Bureau
in the conduct of foreign affairs. While the of the Budget, before the money becomes avail-
conduct of foreign affairs is a civil responsibil- able for Army supply.
ity, it is closely allied to defense problems. The In addition to being the Chief of the Execu-
network of treaties which links us to nations tive Branch of the Government, the President
of the free world is a powerful deterrent to is also designated by the Constitution as Com-
aggression against any of the member nations. mander in Chief of the Armed Forces.
But this system imposes on us a responsibility Congress in the National Security Act of
for the defense of other nations as well as for 1947 created the National Security Council to
the defense of our own shores. In terms of assist the President in coordinating the various
supply management, this means that we must elements of national security policy.
be prepared to support combat operations in
any quarter of the globe. 3. The National Security Council

Domestic policy, no less than foreign policy, The National Security Council is composed
has a significant impact on both defense and on of the President, as chairman, the Vice-Presi-
Army supply management. The Federal Govern- dent, the Secretaries of State and Defense, the
ment is financed either directly through taxa- Director, Office of Defense Mobilization, and
tion or indirectly through debt financing. The the Director, Foreign Operations Administra-
Department of Defense budget is larger than tion. Other individuals, such as the Chairman
the combined budgets of the other departments. of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Secretary of
Army supply requirements represent one of the Treasury, and the Head of the Central
the largest items in the defense budget. It Intelligence Agency, are also invited to attend
follows, therefore, that the Treasury Depart- the Council's meetings. The decisions of the
ment's task of financing the Federal Government Council have a profound influence upon the
must be closely coordinated with the financial objectives and the operations of the Army sup-
requirements of the Army supply system. ply system.

Each year the executive departments, includ- The National Security Council assists the
ing Defense, submit their annual budgets to President in defining the broad objectives of
the President through the Bureau of the Budget defense and translating these broad national
established in the President's executive office. security objectives into coordinated missions
The President submits the Federal budget to for the executive departments. For example, if
Congress for review and enactment, subject to the containment of an aggressor nation were an
any changes deemed to be advisable. With the objective, the Secretary of State might advise
budget, the President sends to Congress state- the President concerning the treaties necessary
ments designed to show, in all practicable detail, to accomplish this objective. The Secretary of
the financial condition of the Government to- Defense might assist in determining both the
gether with the recommendations for new taxes, strategic concept and the military strength nec-
loans, or other appropriate action to raise funds essary to support the foreign commitments rec-
to support budget recommendations. ommended by the Secretary of State. The Di-

After making whatever adjustments it con- rector of Defense Mobilization might contribute
siders desirable, Congress enacts the necessary his views on the economic ability of the nation
legislation to raise the funds needed. to support both the foreign and the military

Because many changes may occur in military commitments implied in this plan of defense.
demands during the two-year period required The impact of decisions of the National Secu-
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rity Council upon the management of the The military mission can be accomplished
Army's supply operations is clearly demon- only through the money appropriated by the
strated by a recent decision popularly known as Congress. At the beginning of each calendar
the "New Look." The Secretary of State, in year the President submits his budget for the
announcing this decision to the public, stated following fiscal year to Congress. Congress re-
that the United States would respond to aggres- views the budget and may make reductions in
sion with weapons and at places of its own it prior to appropriating money. In practice
choosing. The Secretary's announcement was congressional cuts in military budgets are
interpreted in the press to mean that the United usually smaller than the cuts previously effected
States might employ atomic weapons at strate- by the Department of Defense and the Bureau
gic centers removed from the immediate scene of the Budget. But because the congressional
of the aggression. This interpretation was cuts come after the reductions effected within
taken to mean that the planning activities of the Department of Defense and the Bureau of
the military establishment were simplified. the Budget-the congressional cuts are more
First, prior indecision as to the desirability of significant than their dollar magnitude or their
employing atomic weapons was presumably percentage of the total military budget would
eliminated. Secondly, the immense difficulties indicate.
of attempting to plan for response to aggression In addition to budget review, Congress di-.t ith immediate ... ne .f the aggression-- In addition to budget review, Congress di-
at the immediate scene of the aggression- rectly influences the conduct of supply through
were presumably lessened since the nation statutory regulations. For example, Public Law
would choose the place at which it would re- 413, the Armed Services Procurement Act,

413, the Armed Services Procurement Act,
spond. affords greater flexibility in government. Public

The implementation of a basic policy like this Law 216 requires the Defense Department to
one has a significant effect upon force levels and establish a unified system of financial account-
weapons systems and, thereby, upon the objec- ing. As a result of Section 638 of the Depart-
tives and workload of the Army supply system. ment of Defense Appropriations Act of 1953,
Less fundamental decisions of the National Department of Defense Directive 4000.8, "Basic
Security Council have a similar effect upon Regulations for the Military Supply System,"
individuals and agencies in the Army responsi- dated 17 November 1952, was promulgated. In
ble for meeting supply requirements. Thus the order to guide Congress in formulating legisla-
National Security Council, as a kind of "Super- tion affecting the military establishment, the
Cabinet," establishes through its decisions the Joint Armed Services Committee of Congress
basic courses that Army supply must follow, maintains close liaison with the military serv-
within the limitations imposed by congressional ices, and conducts investigations of both a rou-
statute and available funds. tine and special nature.

These investigations, even when they do not
lead to new legislation, have an important in-

In our check and balance type of government fluence upon the conduct of supply operations.
there is an inevitable interaction between the For example, the investigation of the ammuni-
spheres of responsibility assigned by the Con- tion situation in Korea highlighted certain
stitution to the President and to Congress. problems and led to changes in supply policies
Stated simply, the Legislative Branch of the and practices. Often Congressional investiga-
Government makes the law and the Executive tions are of a less formal nature, involving
Branch carries out the law. Since the Army's questions of suggestions from individual Con-
supply operations must be carried on within gressmen to responsible authorities in the sup-
statutory limitations, the Congress thereby ply system. These questions and suggestions
exerts a controlling influence. The influence of are often helpful in improving supply practices,
the Congress upon supply management, of although the time required to answer inquiries
course, goes well beyond its enactment of gov- sometimes imposes a severe burden on Army
erning legislation. personnel.
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5. The Public will investigate the situation to verify the ac-
curacy of the columnist's disclosure, and takeIn a democracy the people are sovereign; the

course of Government is set at election time by whatever action appears to be necessary.
the public. An aspirant to public office who As an agency of the people, the Army is re-
advocates an unpopular course of action is sponsible to the people directly or indirectly
likely to be defeated. An official in office who through their elected representatives. The in-
pursues such a course is unlikely to be re- fluence of public opinion, by means of the press,
elected. Thus, directly at election time and in- radio, and television, can contribute to improve
directly at other times, the public influences supply practices. Yet these organs of public
the conduct of Government. opinion and the people themselves must temper

The effect of public opinion on defense poli- their criticism with responsibility and under-The effect of public opinion on defense poli-
cies is manifested in various ways. The people standing For example, the public expects Army

supply managers to be correct 100%S of theof the United States reject aggression; accord-
ingly, supply planners must concentrate on the time. This tendency is seen particularly in the
requirements for a retaliatory attack, not an field of Army procurement. No businessman
initial attack. Public opinion also exerts an expects his managers and workers to be right
influence on the issues that arise from day to all the time; a standard somewhat lower than
day. A newspaper columnist may allege that 100% is considered satisfactory. By trying to
improper supply practices have occurred at an be right all the time, the Army often spends
Army installation. The Office of the Under more than it needs to and its personnel tend to
Secretary of the Army and supply agencies become more conservative than they should be.

C. SUPPLY MANAGEMENT AT DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE LEVEL

The Secretary of Defense is responsible for Army Programs and budgets prior to the sub-
accomplishing the military aspects of the na- mission of the defense budget to the President.
tional security mission as they have been defined The Assistant Secretaries advise the Sec-
by the National Security Council and delegated retary of Defense in their specified areas but
to the Department of Defense by the President. they are not empowered to take independent
The Secretary of Defense directs and coordi- action.
nates the military services in their efforts to
fulfill their assigned missions. He is assisted The authority of the Secretary of Defense
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and by Assistant over all aspects of the armed services is ex-
Secretaries of Defense. tremely broad and, accordingly, his influence

over the Army's supply policies is substantial.
The Joint Chiefs act in an advisory capacity For example, Department of Defense Directive

to the Secretary. They interpret the broad guid- No. 4000.8 sets forth principles to guide pro-
ance of the National Security Council and trans- curement, military activities of a commercial
late it into specific missions to be accomplished and industrial type, distribution, cataloging and
by each of the armed services. On the basisby each of the j tarmed servictves. Op n mthe ulass standardization and other functions. The direc-
of the joint strategic objectives plan formulated tive also limits certain activities; for example,
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Army prepares it states that no additional independent or ex-
a midrange estimate which establishes thea midrange estimate which establishes the panded supply facilities for common-use stand-
Army's objectives in terms of major forces, ard-stock items of supply shall be created with-
facilities, and materiel. out prior approval by the Secretary of Defense.

The Army formulates three controlling and The Army, like the other military depart-
thirteen derivative and special purpose primary ments, is responsible for implementing direc-
programs in support of the midrange estimate. tives such as 4000.8. In effect, the service secre-
The Army budget represents the dollar cost of taries are required to see to it that existing
accomplishing the primary programs. The departmental directives are modified in accord-
Office of the Secretary of Defense approves the ance with the instructions included in 4000.8.
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These modifications are carried out in the Army who have been delegated responsibility for sup-
largely by the civilian and military executives ply management.

D. SUPPLY MANAGEMENT AT DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY LEVEL

1. The Secretary of the Army for the Secretary within their specific areas of

The responsibility and the authority of the responsibility.
Secretary of the Army within the Department The Assistant Secretary of the Army (Finan-
of the Army are akin to those exercised by the cial Management) is responsible for general
Secretary of Defense for the military establish- management, control, comptrollership and re-
ment as a whole. The Secretary of the Army is view and analysis of programs and budgets.
responsible for all aspects of the military mis- He has been designated as the Secretary to
sion delegated by the Secretary of Defense to whom the Comptroller of the Army reports. In
the Department of the Army. Like the Secre- this capacity the Assistant Secretary has super-
tary of Defense, the Secretary of the Army has visory and review authority over the prepara-
been granted broad powers by Congress in order tion of the Army's primary programs and bud-
to provide the administrative flexibility essen- gets, and is responsible for the execution of the
tial to managing the complex business of the primary programs.
Army. 4. The Chief of Staff

2. The Under Secretary of the Army Under the direction of the Secretary of the
Army, the Chief of Staff supervises the opera-

DThe Undertyt Secretary of the Army adctis has tion and administration of all activities of theDeputy to the Secretary of the Army and is his Army. The Chief of Staff directs programming
principal civilian assistant in the field of gen- with the assistance of the Vice Chief of Staff

with the assistance of the Vice Chief of Stafferal management. The Under Secretary serves who coordinates the development execution,
who coordinates the development, execution,as Executive Secretary of the Army Policy
and review and analysis of programs. Follow-Council and as such is responsible for its overall ing the Chief of Staff's approval of the Army

direction. ing the Chief of Staff's approval of the Army
Strategic Objectives Plan, which is prepared

3. The Assistant Secretaries of the Army under the supervision of the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Military Operations and which forms

There are Assistant Secretaries of the Army the basis for Army programming, the Army
for Financial Management, Civil-Military Af- Staff evaluates the plan in terms of force levels
fairs, Logistics, Manpower and Reserve Forces. and objectives. The Army Staff converts the
The Director of Research and Development force levels and objectives into a summary
holds a position roughly coequal with the Assist- (order of magnitude) budget in terms of direct
ant Secretaries. The Assistant Secretary of the obligations for each major Army appropriation.
Army (Logistics) has the following assigned Following review and necessary adjustments by
areas of responsibility: procurement of mate- the Chief of Staff and the Secretary of the Army,
riel and services; production; materiel supply the force levels, objectives, and dollar evaluation
and maintenance; industrial mobilization; in- become the basis for program and budget devel-
dustrial labor relations; Army participation in opment. They are published by the Chief of
the Mutual Defense Assistance Program; Staff in an annual Control Program Directive
claims; command, industrial and civil real prop- which provides the approved program guidance
erty; housing and public quarters; military con- on objectives, dollar targets, special assump-
struction, communications, medical, transporta- tions and other supplemental information nec-
tion, and other service activities of the technical essary for the preparation of Control Programs.
services; Army Contract Appeals Panel; and
Army Contract Adjustment Board. 5. Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics

Unlike the Assistant Secretaries of Defense, At the Department of the Army level, the
the Assistant Secretaries of the Army may act Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics is responsi-
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ble for planning the supply support necessary visory Committee on Army Organization points
to implement the strategic plans and for the out that "The controlling consideration . . . is
economical and effective accomplishment of whether the advantage of greater specializa-
supply operations within the technical serv- tion, coordination and uniformity with respect
ices. He is also charged with directing and con- to a function (e. g., procurement) is more
trolling the technical services in the perform- important than the need for coordinating and
ance of their supply missions. This control is resolving all differences between functions with
exerted in the form of directives outlining sup- respect to an item (e. g., tanks)." The com-
ply policy and procedure as well as through in- mittee concludes that "Coordination of the de-
spection visits to supply installations. All com- velopment, procurement, and distribution of an
munications on supply matters which are di- item is a more meaningful basis for organiza-
rected to the technical services from levels tion . . . than specialization in each function.
above DCSLOG as well as questions directed The present technical services' organization is
up from the technical services to the Chief designed to achieve that primary coordination."
of Staff or to the Secretariat must pass through The commodity specialization of the technical
the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for services affects to some extent the methods and
Logistics. Thus the Deputy Chief of Staff for procedures by which they operate; the Ord-
Logistics occupies a key position in the supply nance Corps, for example, by virtue of the na-
system. He must translate the broad policy ture and the size of its inventory, controls and
from above into operating procedure for the distributes stock somewhat differently from the
technical services; moreover, the missions of other technical services. The fact that the serv-
the technical services must be coordinated by ices are in large measure independent organiza-
DCSLOG in order to insure that they conform tional entities also accounts for many of the
with the supply management objectives estab- current differences in procedures and paper
lished at the level of DCSLOG and above. work.

This element, directing and coordinating the Despite their organizational and procedural
technical services, is a vital link in the Army's differences, the technical services are marked
supply organization. by a broad degree of similarity. All seven serv-

ices compute requirements, procure, store, dis-
6. Technical Services tribute and maintain the items for which they

a. Introduction. It is the technical services are individually responsible. They do serve thesame troops and fight the same wars. To facili-which bear the burden of operating the supply
tate DCSLOG, direction and control, the serv-system. These seven services are organized ices areices are required to utilize the same basic re-around major commodity and service group-

ings; for example, the Signal Corps is respon-
sible for supplying communications equipment Because the technical services bear the major
and the Chemical Corps supplies both weapons responsibility for operating the supply system,
of a chemical nature and devices to protect per- it is desirable at this early point in the manual
sonnel and equipment against chemical attack. to summarize briefy the supply missions of
Within each of the services, there are activities each of the services. An indication of how the
specializing in a supply function, such as pro- overall supply system operates is presented in
curement or stock control. chapter 3.

b. Ordnance Corps. Ordnance is by far theThe technical services are established and ex- b. Ordnance Corps. Ordnances by far the
basic largest of the technical services by any com-perienced in their assigned jobs. Their basicpe*ine monly accepted supply standard of measure-commodity-type organization is similar to the ment. The inventory for which Ordnance is

way that many prominent corporations are responsible exceeds the combined total of the
organized; indeed many corporations have inventories of the other six technical services.
shifted from a "functional" to a commodity- Ordnance supplies the following kinds of items:
type organization. In appraising these two (1) Weapons and ammunition (except
types of organizations, the Report of the Ad- chemical).
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(2) General purpose vehicles. quarters and Ordnance headquarters
(3) Special purpose and special equipment detachments.

vehicles. (2) Supply units, including Ordnance am-
(4) Combat vehicles. munition companies, depot companies,

vehicle and artillery park and distri-(5) Fire control instruments. buting units and industrial personnel.
(6) Spare parts, assemblies, tools and

cleaning and preservative materials (3) Maintenance units, including Ord-cleaning and preservative materials
necessary to the maintenance of all nance direct support and heavy field

maintenance companies, divisionOrdnance equipment except general
transport administrative vehicles. maintenance battalions, heavy (fixed)

shop units, tire repair companies and
The Ordnance Corps provides the following detachments and special maintenance

kinds of service: teams.
(1) Maintenance and repair of all Ord- (4) Miscellaneous units, including Ord-

nance equipment and materiel. nance recovery and evacuation units,
(2) Collection and dissemination of tech- salvage and reclamation companies,

nical information relating to the oper- bomb disposal squads, ballistic teams,
ation and maintenance of Ordnance technical intelligence teams, ammuni-
materiel and the materiel of allied and tion renovation companies and detach-
enemy nations as necessary. ments and special instruction teams.

(3) Collection, evaluation and dissemina- Naturally, the demand for the materiel sup-
tion of Ordnance technical intelligence plied by all the technical services undergoes a
concerning enemy Ordnance materiel. substantial increase with the increased activity

(4) Disposal of ammunition and ammuni- of mobilization and war. This is particularly
tion components, explosives, duds and true of Ordnance supply because of the nature
unexploded or delayed action bombs of Ordnance materiel; ammunition provides an
(except booby traps and land mines). obvious example. Furthermore, many Ordnance

(5) Inspection of Ordnance materiel and items have long production lead times. These
ammunition. are the complex items such as tanks and fire

(6) Specialist training of Ordnance per- control equipment which in time of mobilization
sonnel and troop training in preven- limit the speed with which combat troops can
tive maintenance, servicing, character- be put into the field. For these reasons mobiliza-
istics and limitations of Ordnance tion planning plays a central role in Ordnance
equipment. supply.

(7) Establishment of standards of service- The disparity between the peacetime and the
ability for Ordnance equipment. wartime rates of consumption has a significant

(8) Furnishing technical advice and as- effect on the problems of Ordnance supply.
sistance concerning safety in process- Someone has said that when wars end-depots
ing, handling and storage of Ordnance bulge. When these depots are bulging with Ord-
materiel. nance items, as was the case at the end of World

War II, the peacetime supply system is seriously
The principal field installations employed by handicapped by these excesses which can neither

the Ordnance Corps in accomplishing its mission be immediately consumed by the troops nor sold
include ammunition depots and supply points, to the public.
Ordnance general supply depots, arsenals, vehi- c. Quartermaster Corps. The Quartermaster
cle and artillery parks, maintenance shops, col- Corps has a supply responsibility associated
lecting points, Ordnance schools and training with the welfare of the individual soldier. With
centers. The principal troop units include: the exception of the Army Medical Service, none

(1) Command and control units, including of the Army's technical services is so vitally
Ordnance group and battalion head- concerned with this function. Other Army sup-
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ply services necessarily concern themselves with group headquarters, and Quartermas-
tanks, guns, bridging equipment, trucks and ter battalion headquarters.
communications systems. The Quartermaster (2) Supply units, including mobile petro-
Corps, to cite only two aspects of its mission, leum supply companies, subsistence
is concerned with the clothes the soldier wears supply companies, depot supply com-
and the food the soldier eats. panies, headquarters companies, depot,

Among the technical services, the Quarter- and petroleum depot companies. Divi-
master is the oldest. General depots are under sion Quartermaster units, because of
the jurisdiction of the Quartermaster General. their supply functions, may also be

included in this category, but they pro-
Quartermaster supplies the following kinds vide in addition to supply such services

of items: as parachute supply and maintenance,
(1) Subsistence. salvage collecting, laundry, troop
(2) Clothing and equipage. bathing and graves registration.
(3) General supplies. (3) Service and maintenance units, in-
(4) Petroleum products. cluding bakery companies, laundry

companies, salvage companies, refrig-
eration companies (mobile), bath com-
panies, aerial supply companies and

(7) Air items (parachutes, aerial delivery air item repair and depot companies.
kits, etc). Special hospital laundry detachments,

(8) Materials handling equipment. office machine repair detachments,
(9) Repair parts for the items shown in base and mobile petroleum products

(2), (3), (5), (6), and (8) above. laboratories, drum cleaning detach-
ments, drum filling detachments and

The services provided by the Quartermaster clothing equipment and repair detach
clothing equipment and repair detach-

Corps include the following: ments are also included in this cate-
(1) Maintenance of Quartermaster items. gory.
(2) Storage of bulk petroleum. (4) Miscellaneous units, including mobile
(3) Disposition of remains of deceased sales companies.

military personnel. Unlike the supply problems of Ordnance,
(4) Overall supervision of national ceme- which center around the activities in which the

teries. troops are engaged, the supply problems of the
(5) Food service program supervision; Quartermaster are directly related to the troops

this includes the training of personnel themselves. A soldier eats approximately the
for post bakeries, central pastry same quantity of food and wears the same num-
bakeries, central meat cutting, refrig- ber of the same size of shoes regardless of his
eration, commissary sales stores, menu activities. But shifts in troop strength affect
planning, and mess management. the Quartermaster Corps more quickly than any

The principal field installations include Quar- of the other technical services. For most sol-
termaster supply points, Quartermaster depots, diers, military life begins at the end of a long
labor pools, sales commissaries, laundries and line in which they receive such Quartermaster
dry cleaning plants, bakeries and other installa- supplies as food or clothing. For the duration
tions necessary to perform Quartermaster serv- of his military service, the soldier will in all
ices, including Quartermaster schools and train- probability draw Quartermaster supplies every
ing centers. The principal Quartermaster troop day. If he dies while in the Army, the Quarter-
units are: master will dispose of his remains and care for

his grave if he is buried in a national cemetery.(1) Command units, including headquar-
ters and headquarters company Quar- While soldiers are clothed and fed alike, many
termaster base depots, Quartermaster of the Quartermaster supply problems arise
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from differences which exist between individual (3) Construction and rehabilitation of
soldiers. There are, for example, a great many railways.
combinations of shoe lengths and widths. In (4) Clearance of obstacles including mine-
order to prepare for increases in troop strength fields.
and for rapid replacement demand for Quarter- (5) Installation and maintenance of fixed
master items, it is necessary to forecast the refrigeration plants, pipelines, water
size distribution as well as the total demand. purification and distillation systems

d. Corps of Engineers. Corps of Engineers and utilities not specifically assigned
operations differ markedly from those of other to other arms or services.
technical services. Principal responsibilities are (6) Providing waterborne transportation
in the areas of construction, rehabilitation, real in inland amphibious operations.
estate and supply. In accomplishing its con- (7) Operation of beach and port mainte-
struction and rehabilitation missions, the Corps nance areas from the time of landing
of Engineers is the major consumer of the items onward
for which it has logistic responsibility, differing
in this respect from some of the other technical (8) Surveying, mapping, and the produc-
services. The Engineers have a civil works
function. Of the technical services, the En- (9) Photographic work related to terres-
gineers are most likely to be used as combat trial reconnaissance and Engineer ter-
troops. The Corps of Engineers supplies the rain intelligence.
following kinds of items: (10) Supervision and inspection of camou-

(1) Construction equipment and supplies. flage technique.
(2) Bridging equipment, including boats (11) Operation of sawmills.

as necessary in construction. (12) Dredging operations.
(3) Fortification materials. (13) Furnishing utilities.
(4) Petroleum distribution equipment, (14) Fire fighting and fire prevention.

such as pipelines and large storage (15) The acquisition and disposal of real
tanks. estate, including land, buildings, docks,

(5) Certain industrial gases. wharves, office and storage space,
(6) Fixed refrigeration and air condition- quarters for individuals, organizationsquarters for individuals, organizations

ing equipment. and detachments.
(7) Surveying equipment, maps, and map (16) Training of Engineer personnel and

dissemination of technical information
(8) Water purification and distillation in the use and maintenance of Engineer

equipment. equipment.
(9) Camouflage materials. (17) Providing advice and assistance to

(10) Repair parts for the items shown in troop units other than Engineer units
(1) through (9) above. who, during combat operations, are re-

The Corps of Engineers provides the follow- quired to engage in construction and
ing kinds of service: fortification and in the assault of forti-

(1) Maintenance of Engineer equipment. fled positions.
(2) Design, construction, rehabilitation or The principal field installations include depots,

repair and maintenance of structures supply points, maintenance shops, pipelines,
of every character with the exception water purification and distillation installations,
of telegraph and telephone systems general utilities establishments and Engineer
and other communication equipment. schools and training centers. The troop units
This mission includes the building and with which Engineer accomplishes its missions
maintenance of roads, bridges, include the following:
shelters, airfields, wharves, piers and (1) Command units, including headquar-
jetties and permanent fortification. ters, Engineer command, Army; head-
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quarters, Engineer brigade, Corps; projects and for the total class IV supply de-
headquarters, Engineer brigade; and mands. The component parts of a port in a
headquarters, Engineer aviation bri- particular size range, for example, are prepared
gade. to serve as a standard. When the demand arises

(2) Combat units, including Engineer com- for a port in the given size range, supply plan-
bat groups and battalions, armored ning will consist of modifying the standard plan
Engineer battalions, airborne Engineer to meet the needs of the particular situation.
battalions, and bridge units. Forecasting total class IV demands is a matter

(3) Construction units, including Engineer of estimating the number and the kind of proj-
construction groups and battalions, ects which the Engineers will be called upon to
Engineer aviation groups and bat- provide during the period covered by the fore-
talions, Engineer equipment companies, cast. This method will probably be no less accu-
Engineer dump truck companies and rate than the old method of item-by-item fore-
Engineer pipeline companies. casting and it will save a significant amount of

time and work in preparing requirements esti-
(4) Maintenance and supply units, includ-

ing Engineer maintenance and supply
groups, Engineer maintenance battal- Along with Ordnance, the Corps of Engineers
ions, Engineer depot battalions, Engi- bears the brunt of the repair parts problem.
neer field and base maintenance com- Because of the large number of makes and models
panies, Engineer depot companies, of mechanical equipment, the number of repair
Engineer parts companies and Engi- parts which must be maintained and supplied is
neer equipment supply companies. huge. With only about 25,000 end items, the

(5) Topographic units, including Engineer Engineers supply over 170,000 repair parts. At
Army and Base topographic battalions, the Yokohama depot in 1951, for example, it was
Engineer topographic companies, Engi- found in the course of a gasoline engine overhaul
neer Base map distribution companies program that the depot contained 350 different
and Engineer technical intelligence makes and models of gasoline engines. In many
teams. instances the parts were not interchangeable and

(6) Miscellaneous units, including Engineer in some cases the manufacturer had either gone
water supply companies, Engineer cam- out of business or no longer manufactured parts
ouflage battalions and various teams of for the particular model of engine.
the Engineer service organization. To overcome the situation described in the

The supply problems of the Corps of Engineers above example, the Corps of Engineers now has
are closely related to the Engineer construction under development, a family of small size mili-
and maintenance mission. Over 60%o of Engi- tary-type engines. This program, together with
neer supply falls into class IV (special projects). Industry Preparedness Measures, will eventually
These special projects range from constructing eliminate many commercial makes and models
a port with all the necessary dock facilities, roads from the supply system and provide longer en-
and structures to preparation for the supply and gine life, interchangeable parts, improved pro-
installation of flood gates for the Inchon reser- methods and standardization.
voir in Korea. Effective execution of these proj- e. Chemical Corps. Over 90% of the items
ects involves careful logistical planning and a supplied by the Chemical Corps are military in
high degree of coordination among diverse ele- nature. They consist of weapons such as flame-
ments. Since these projects are frequently the throwers and toxic bombs and shells, as well as
end result of an emergency situation, the time protective devices against chemical weapons such
available for planning must frequently be abbre- as gas masks, impregnated clothing and shelters.
viated. At the present time the Corps of Engi- Because of the nature of Chemical items, supply
neers has developed a functional component management must, in one sense, be carried on
system to meet the need for a rapid system of in a vacuum. Many of the items supplied by
computing the requirement for both individual Chemical have never been issued, while others
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such as gas masks must be forced upon the The principal troop units include the fol-
troops. For most of the items in Chemical supply lowing:
there is no normal demand. One of the critical (1) Command units, including Chemical
problems in Chemical supply management is base depot headquarters and headquar-
forecasting the potential demand for items which ters company, and Chemical platoon,
have never been issued and effecting technolog- company and battalion headquarters.
ical development in equipment which has never (2) Combat units, including Chemical
been used. In terms of dollars most Chemical smoke generator battalions.
supplies are consumed by the Air Force. The (3) Maintenance and supply units, includ-
Air Force determines requirements, budgets, and ing Chemical depot companies, Chem-
provides funds while the Chemical Corps pro- ical base depot companies, Chemical
cures, stores and issues, except in the oversea base depot and maintenance companies,
theaters where the Air Force itself stores and Chemical maintenance companies and
issues the items supplied by Chemical. various depot and maintenance teams.

The Chemical Corps supplies the following (4) Miscellaneous units, including Chemical
kinds of items: processing companies, Chemical base

(1) Chemical weapons, such as gases and processing companies, Chemical decon-
vesicants. tamination companies, Chemical labora-

(2) Chemical ammunition. tories and special decontamination,
(3) Protective devices against chemical and processing and intelligence teams.

biological weapons. f. Signal Corps. The Signal Corps is the com-
(4) Certain common chemicals. munications, electronic and photographic expert
(5) Repair parts for the items shown in for the arms and services of the Army. It also

(1) through (3) above. supplies ground communications for the other
Chemical provides the following kinds of departments of the armed forces. Like Engi-

services: Decontamination neers, the Signal Corps has a dual mission and
Signal consumes a substantial quantity of the

instas(1) D minan services s to units and noitems for which it has supply responsibility. The
installations in excess of that normally items supplied by Signal include the following:performed by the individual units.

(1) Tactical radio, certain types of radar,(2) Processing services including impreg- telephone and telegraphic communica-
nation and reimpregnation of clothing tions and detection equipment, and
and equipment in bulk for reissue. supplies and parts for all such equip-

(3) Laboratory services, including the ex- ment.
amination and analysis of captured (2) Fixed radio, telephone and telegraph
materiel and surveillance of supplies communicationssystems.
and equipment.~and equipment.~~ ~(3) Meteorological equipment supplies.

(4) Dissemination of technical information
pertaining to chemical warfare. (4) Photographic equipment and supplies.

(5) Furnishing technical advice and assist- (5) Repair parts for the items shown in
ance concerning safety in the process- (1) through (4) above.
ing, handling and storing of Chemical The services provided by Signal include the
materiel and in chemical operations. following:

(6) Training of Chemical Corps technical (1) Installation, maintenance and operation
personnel for performance of special- of all Signal communications and elec-
ized duties. tronic systems and equipment (except

The principal field installations include supply communication systems within regi-
points, Chemical schools, Chemical training cen- ments and similar units of the other
ters, impregnating plants, maintenance shops arms and services and certain Air Force
and depots. communication systems).
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(2) Photographic work (except for Navy equipment requires technical skill and training.
and Air Force). In order to minimize the degree of skill required

(3) Cryptographic work. by the users and by the lower echelons in the
(4) Maintenance and repair of all items of maintenance organization, Signal uses a system

Signal supply. of kits and assemblies of component parts to a
far greater degree than any of the other tech-

(5) Trainin of Signal specialists and train- nical services. While this reduces the problems
ing in the operation of Signal equip- of maintenance and training, it increases the
ment for Signal troops and for other difficulty of supply. The component parts of the
troops using this equipment. kits and assemblies must be consolidated at one

The principal field installations through which point for assembly prior to distribution
the Signal Corps accomplishes its mission include throughout the system and the component parts
wire and radio networks, electronic systems, of the assemblies must be supplied to the points
engineering laboratories, radio stations, Signal in the maintenance organization where the as-
centers, Signal procurement and stock and supply semblies are themselves overhauled.
control centers, Signal depots, Signal mainte- g. Army Medical Service. Army Medical sup-
nance shops, photographic laboratories and film ply is similar to Ordnance supply in that the
libraries and Signal schools and training centers. demand may be expected to increase markedly
The principal troop units include the following: with combat operations. But like Quartermaster,

(1) Field service units including: division Medical is concerned with the welfare of the
Signal company; Signal battalion, individual soldier, and to an even greater degree
corps; Signal battalions, operations; than Signal or Engineers the Medical supply
Signal battalions, support; Signal bat- mission is of subsidiary importance to its other
talions, electronic warfare; Signal bat- activities. The Medical Service supplies the fol-
talion, construction; Signal company, lowing kinds of items:
depot; Signal company, repair and (1) Medical, surgical, veterinary, and den-
Signal radar maintenance units. talsupplies.

(2) Base service type units including: head- (2) Medical, surgical, veterinary, and den-
quarters company, base depot; Signal talinstruments
base depot companies; Signal basents.
maintenance companies; Signal battal- (3) Drugs, medicinal chemicals, plasma and

whole blood.ion, theater headquarters; and miscel-
laneous Signal units, such as: installa- (4) Field medical equipment such as hos-
tion company; large base company; pitals and dental laboratories.
long lines company; medium base com- (5) Repair parts for the items shown in
pany; message center company; Signal (1), (2) and (4) above.
photo company; radio company; radio The principal services performed by the Med-
relay company and telephone and tele- ical Service include:
graph operations company. (1) The care of the sick and wounded.

(3) Miscellaneous units including: Signal
pigeon company; mobile broadcasting (3) Sanition
company and various special purpose (3) Sanitation surveys and inspections.company and various special purpose
technical teams for intelligence, radio (4) Training of Medical personnel.
propagation and meteorological activ- The principal troop units of the Medical Serv-
ities. ice include:

The dollar volume of Signal supply is smaller (1) Command units, including headquarters
than that of Ordnance and Quartermaster and is and headquarters detachments, Medical
comparable to that of Engineers. But the equip- group; headquarters and headquarters
ment supplied by Signal is of a highly technical companies, Medical battalion and head-
nature creating difficult supply and maintenance quarters hospital center.
problems. Repair and maintenance of Signal (2) Evacuation units, including Medical
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battalions of infantry, armored and (3) Water operation on inland waterways,
airborne divisions; Medical companies, operation of ports, water terminals,
infantry regiments, Medical clearing and marine repair facilities.
companies, Medical ambulance com- (4) Operation of military railways, railway
panies, Medical gas detachments, Med- shops, and railway terminals.
ical holding companies and Medical (5) Operation of highway transport, repair
ambulance hospital trains. shops, highway terminals, and adminis-

(3) Hospitalization units, including evacu- trative motor pools.
ation hospitals (750-bed), semimobile (6) Operation of supply depots and depot
evacuation hospitals (400-bed), con- maintenance facilities.
valescent center Army or communica- (7) Operation of staging areas armywide,
tion zone hospitals, general hospitals transportation schools and training
and station hospitals. centers.

(4) Maintenance and supply units, includ- (8) The training of Transportation spe-
ing Medical supply detachments, Med- cialist personnel, Army aircraft main-
ical depot, depot communications zone,
Army Medical depots, Medical general force personnel including personnel

forces personnel including personnellaboratories, communications zone and of allied countries in the use of the
Medical field laboratories Army.

(5) Miscellaneous units, including miscel-
laneous teams, such as Medical head- Principal Transportation field installations in-
quarters, professional, veterinarians, clude: Army Terminals, supply depots, repair
supply, maintenance, optical, and food shops, administrative motor pools, schools and
inspection. training centers. The principal troop units in-

clude the following:h. Transportation Corps. The Transportation
Corps is wholly occupied in the field of logistics. (1) Command units, including transporta-
In addition to the service it performs in moving tion terminal commands, transportation
men and materiel, it also has supply responsibil- railway commands, transportation mo-
ity for aviation, marine and rail items used by tor transport commands, transporta-
the Army. tion group headquarters, and trans-

portation battalion headquarters.
Transportation supplies the following kinds of (2) Service or operating units, including

items: transportation truck, boat, terminal
(1) Army aircraft and allied equipment service, amphibious trucks, helicopters,

except communications. railway battalions and companies.
(2) Marine floating equipment except (3) Supply and maintenance units, includ-

dredges, assault boats, bridge power ing transportation depot companies as
boats and construction barges assigned well as railway shop, boat maintenance,
to the Corps of Engineers. and helicopter maintenance battalions

(3) Military rail equipment. and companies.
(4) Certain cargo handling equipment and (4) Miscellaneous units, including move-

certain petroleum handling equipment. ment control companies and teams and
(5) Repair parts for the items shown in staging area companies.

(1) through (4) above. 7. United States Continental Army Command
Transportation Corps performs the following Although it is primarily a training command,

services: the USCONARC function of direction, super-
(1) Transportation of persons and things. vision, and coordination of matters pertaining to
(2) Operation of cargo helicopter units in development of tactics, organization, doctrine

support of tactical or logistical opera- and materiel blueprints the outline within which
tions and heliports. the chain of supply must be designed. The needs
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and desires of the fighting forces determine in terested in obtaining a needed item of equipment;
large measure the types of new equipment to be he is less interested in which technical service is
developed. The Office of the U. S. Continental responsible for supplying the item. This problem
Army Commander is the agency that insures may be eased to some extent, particularly with
that troop needs are accorded adequate recogni- respect to common-use items, when the Federal
tion; this is achieved by means of the Develop- Identification Number is assigned. Since the
ment and Test Branch, its field testing boards, paper work and procedures of supply vary to
and Arctic Test Branch. The boards work with some extent among the services, it is often neces-
representatives of the technical services, the sary for the unit supply officer to be familiar
combat arms, science and industry in developing with several systems of requisitioning.
and evaluating new equipment and modifying Although supply activities exist to support
existing equipment. troop units, the troop units themselves must bear

From a supply management standpoint, the a proper share of the responsibility for effective
U. S. Continental Army Commander's work is supply. This responsibility was well stated by
often of central importance. Although its first the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4 in an article
concern is combat effectiveness, USCONARC appearing in the April 1953 edition of the Army
representatives must also think in terms of the Information Digest:
dollar sign. For example, a modification in a "It appalls me to think how many failures
standard item, say a truck, may increase the occur in the last link of the logistic chain. Equip-
comfort of the driver but it may add appreciably ment is manufactured at great expense. It is
to the truck's cost, since the standard truck shipped 5,000 miles by train, ship, and truck.
production line will have to be modified. The It is issued to the troops and eventually may
USCONARC also plays a part in the decision to with great labor be carried to the top of a moun-
replace existing items of equipment with new tai in Korea. How many times, at that last
and improved versions. Here the cost of render- point, has the whole enormous effort been thrown
ing existing equipment obsolete must be weighed away as carelessly as a burnt match by the happy-
against the advantages of the new model. go-lucky negligence of the very people whose

8. Troop Units lives depend on their keeping the stuff in shape?"

Supply exists for only one purpose-to support 9. Implication of Atomic Warfare
troop units in combat and training for combat. Dispersion, duplication of resources, mobility,
Thus, supply managers at all levels must appraise and speed of communication take on vastly in-
their operations in terms of the degree to which creased importance in atomic warfare and in a
they meet troop needs adequately. For example, climate of possible mass destruction. The extent
new items should be developed with the problems to which those principles are applied is a matter
of the soldier in mind; a flat can, for example, of calculated risk balancing between combat
can be carried more easily on the soldier's person necessity on one hand and capabilities and re-
than a round can. sources on the other. In support of the shifting

The paper work of the supply system must weight on tactical principles, systems to achieve
also be constantly examined in terms of facili- greater dispersion and duplication of supplies
tating the task of the unit supply officer. In this and facilities, and to gain mobility and speed of
connection, the commodity- specialization of the communication are being considered and tested.
technical services sometimes presents problems Supply managers must be alert to the importance
at the using level. A unit supply officer is in- of guidance evolving from such tests.

E. CONCLUSION

Effective supply is everyone's responsibility. for operations are delegated down through suc-
The degree to which this responsibility can be cessive tiers of management. At each level the
exercised depends on the position of the indi- task of supply management is further subdivided
vidual. Formal responsibilities for policy and while the formal responsibility for coordination
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and direction is retained in the level above. The higher echelons, defects in the system or oppor-
commander may delegate duties to his staff, tunities for improvement can sometimes be
administrative and operating subordinates, but detected most readily by individuals working at
he retains personal responsibility for their suc-

cessful management. This responsibility em- operating levels. It is their responsibility to di-cessful management. This responsibility em-
braces the obligation to effect improvements in rect the attention of their superiors to the
the supply system. While policy emanates from methods or functions susceptible to improvement.
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PART II

MANAGEMENT OF ARMY SUPPLY

CHAPTER 3

STORAGE, DISTRIBUTION, AND CONTROL OF STOCKS

A. SUPPLY SYSTEM AND ITS CUSTOMERS

1. Introduction logical appeal. This manual, however, deals with
the management of an operating supply systemThe size of the Army supply system is equaled

by the complexity of its operations. The supply in which the supply cycle may be encountered
in many different stages and forms at any givenof some critical items is planned and controlled
moment. The interrelationship of requirements,

at the highest level in the Army supply organ-
ization, or even by the Secretary of Defense procurement, storage, and distribution at allization, or even by the Secretary of Defense.

levels makes it impossible to manage any oneOther common items are left to the discretion of
Other loco o its aer lt to ty dsct. function as an element isolated from the others.

the local supply officer at an Army post. Supplies
in heavy demand cannot be controlled in the same In this chapter distribution is discussed in its
way as those which are relatively slow moving. broadest sense, covering the whole process of
Even the same item may be supplied in different channeling material from stock review and re-
ways, according to its eventual disposition as an plenishment to its ultimate consumption. The
independent end item, as a repair part for an- chapter begins with a description and analysis
other end item, or as a component of a set or kit. of the consumers or customers of the supply
At the same time all the varying processes of system and of the organization and distribution
supply have a common end, to support the Army's pattern set up by the Army to meet their de-
current or planned operations, and all have a mands. It then traces the consumer demand for
more or less integral relationship with each goods through the post, camp, or station to the
other. supply depot and ultimately to the inventory

control point. At each of these levels in the
To provide for the management of its supply

operations the Army generally breaks down the supply system the responsibilities of manage-
whole process of supply into segments or func-
tions constituting the components of the supply Following this comprehensive treatment of
cycle: distribution with its related functions, this part

of the manual continues with chapters on the
The computation of supply requirements; special areas of requirements planning and the
The procurement of required supplies; contribution of procurement to supply manage-
The storage and distribution of supplies to ment. It then takes up separately the subjects

meet the needs of the consumers. of cataloging, maintenance and repair parts, the
Traditionally the basic components of the sup- disposal of stocks in excess of needs, and finally

ply cycle are taken in the order presented above, the establishment and use of management con-
with requirements at the head of the list, fol- trols.
lowed by procurement and distribution. This is
the sequence in which plans, directives, and the 2. Customers of the Supply System
goods themselves move from the strategic plan a. General. In an overall view the customers
and the research laboratory to the consumer and of the Army supply system are a surprising
presentation of the material in this order has a aggregation. They include the Active Army in
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the continental United States and overseas, the on memorandum receipt but are now
National Guard, the reserve components such as dropped from accountability by the
the USAR and ROTC, other branches of the station property officers and picked
military establishment (Navy, Air Force, Marine up on the "station property book" of
Corps), other Government agencies, other gov- the unit. However, such housekeep-
ernments receiving military aid, industry (Gov- ing items are assets of the station
ernment-furnished property), civilian agencies and must be returned by the units
(emergency relief), and the general public upon when they depart. Troop units also
occasions of disasters such as floods. Flags and borrow many items from the station
blank ammunition are also provided to the public property officers for various pur-
for ceremonies. These customers draw supplies poses: generator sets to provide field
for many purposes under many rules: they may lighting, tools to maintain the prem-
have free issue or have to reimburse the Army; ises or to perform a certain repair
they may draw the supplies against allowance job, etc. Troop units, particularly
tables or for the purpose of installing them in a Engineer and Signal units, may draw
building; they may merely "borrow" the supplies class IV supplies to construct perma-
for a brief period such as for housekeeping at nent or semipermanent installations.
a station; they may obtain the supplies for per- Troop units also, of course, draw
manent addition to their equipment and for other large quantities of repair parts to
purposes almost beyond tabulation. maintain the equipment issued to

The methods by which these customers place them.
(b) Overhead installations at ArmJ posts,their demands upon the system also show many (b) Overhead installations at Army posts,camps, and stations. In addition tovariations. The demand may be stated by an

troop units at a station, various over-issue slip or by a requisition. In many cases
supplies are issued "automatically," that is, with- head installations such as hospitals,
out any active demand from the user at all. maintenance shops, bakeries, laun-

dries, administrative offices, etc.,
b. Active Army. draw some or all of their supplies

(1) Troops in the continental United States. from the station property officers.
The Active Army within the continen- Property officers themselves use
tal limits draws the great bulk of its equipment and supplies furnished by
supplies from the technical service more than one service. For example,
property officers of posts, camps, and the Engineer property officer fur-
stations. nishes generators, tractors, and other

(a) Troop units. Troop units draw their items to other property officers; the
basic equipment and supplies from Ordnance property officer furnishes
the station in accordance with tables trucks and vehicles to other property
of equipment published by the Army. officers; the Quartermaster property
These are ordered through the unit officer furnishes forklift trucks to
supply officer or supply sergeant by other property officers; etc. Most of
means of an issue slip. During gar- these overhead equipment items are
rison duty authorized unit equipment carried on station property books by
may be reduced to the amount re- units and activities. The post engi-
quired for training and full equip- neer also obtains some of his equip-
ment issued only when the unit is ment items on loan from station
sent to the field. Troop units also supply officers, although most of his
draw various housekeeping items expendable supplies are locally pur-
such as beds, desks, typewriters, and chased at the station. Because the
so forth which are required for the post engineer maintains a small stock
period of their garrison duty and of supplies of repairs and utilities
training. These housekeeping items items on hand, he might be termed
were formerly "loaned" to the units an eighth supply officer at the sta-
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tion, though he consumes his own direct delivery from vendors and if
supplies rather than issuing them. the technical service has authorized

(2) Troops overseas. OSA to go directly to procurement

(a)' Oversea requisitions. All requisi- offices);
tions representing the demands of 4. Maintain records of the status of
troops overseas are placed on the oversea requisitions and conduct
Oversea Supply Agency at New following-up liaison with the various
York, New Orleans, and San Fran- sources of supply as to the status of
cisco. Although we cannot cover the requisitioned items in order to advise
organization and operation of the the oversea command when the items
supply system in oversea areas, it may be expected;
might be noted that, in general, over- 5. Maintain close liaison with overseas
sea commands are organized into commands by communications and
stations, depots, stock control points, visits to the commands.
and supply control points. The names (b) Automatic supply to oversea com-
that have been applied to these func- mands. When a new oversea com-
tions sometimes vary, but the func- mand or base is established, supplies
tions are remarkably similar to those and equipment are laid down for the
performed within the continental first few months of the operation
limits. The requisitions from the which are calculated on the basis of
oversea commands are received by its mission and strength by the sup-
the Oversea Supply Agencies at the ply and stock control point. Shipping
local Transportation Terminal Com- orders are then placed on depots and
mand designated to support each delivery of the supplies is phased
oversea command. The Oversea Sup- with the Oversea Supply Agency at
ply Agencies are directly supervised the Army Terminal. As the over-
by the Deputy Chief of Staff for sea command or base becomes es-
Logistics. tablished, the stock already received

In effect these Oversea Supply Agencies is picked up on its stock records.
act as representatives of the oversea When demand experience is built up,
theater commanders in presenting the automatic supply is phased out
the demands of oversea customers and stocks are replenished by requi-
upon the supply system in the con- sition. Some amount of automatic
tinental United States. Technical supply continues, however, for spe-
service personnel in each Oversea cial categories of materials. For
Supply Agency: example, newly developed equipment

1. Edit the requisitions with their may be shipped without requisition
stated bases for supply against vari- to designated theaters as it becomes
ous criteria available to the agency, available from manufacturer. How-
such as known strength of the com- ever, repair parts for new equipment
mand, mission, approved bills of ma- or for any substantial increase in
terials for class IV projects, prior older equipment population are com-
issue experience, etc.; puted and shipped in advance of the

2. Break down the requisitioned items major items in order to integrate the
according to the initial source of supplies into the oversea commands
supply designated by the technical without requisition and provide
service; maintenance support for the major

3. Prepare oversea extract requisitions items concerned.
to be sent separately to each source (3) Technical services. Technical services
of supply (or purchase requisitions requisition supplies from each other
if the port has the facilities to accept principally for the following purposes:
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(a) Set assembly, when the set is com- equipment to support them are then
posed of items supplied by more than placed on the depots for shipment to
one technical service; the Army Terminal. Replacement items

(b) Maintenance and operation of over- are ordered by the foreign government
head facilities that require Ordnance through appropriate Oversea Supply
vehicles, Engineer cranes, and Quar- Agency which follows essentially the
termaster forklift trucks, to cite a same extract procedure as for Active
few examples. This type of demand Army supplies.
was discussed above as part of the (2) National Guard. Requisitions from
demand placed on station supply National Guard units are submitted to
officers. It may also originate, how- the United States Property and Fiscal
ever, at depots, arsenals, or other Officer for the State in which the unit
installations of the supply system is located. This officer is the account-
itself; able property officer for all Federal

(c) To install another service's item in a property issued to the National Guard
larger end item being assembled by of the State. The USP & FO submits
a manufacturer, for example, an consolidated requisitions to sources of
Engineer generator being installed in supply designated by the technical serv-
a radar set; ice except for such items over which the

(d) In connection with research and de- Chief, National Guard Bureau desires
velopment. to exercise centralized distribution con-

trol. In the latter case the USP & FO
c. Other Requisitioners. In addition to the submits requisitions the Chief,

Active Army located in the continental limits or National Guard Bureau in Washington.
overseas, there is a wide variety of other cus-

(3) Army Reserve and ROTC. Army Re-tomers of the Army supply system which either (3) Army Reserve and ROTC. Army Re-
serve training centers (armories)add size to the problems of the Active Army or
with all Army Reserve units or activi-create problems of their own.
ties assigned or attached thereto are

(1) Other governments. The shipment ofsupply on Active Army
military supplies to other governments installations as designated by the ZI
is either automatic or based on requi- Army Commander. Unit requisitions

Army Commander. Unit requisitions
sitions through the Oversea Supply are consolidated, if required, by the
Agencies. Automatic shipments pre- Training Center Supply Officer who
dominate. The initial determination of forwards them to the technic ervice
which items will be furnished to theforeign geinstallation property officer for supplyforeign government is performed by an

action. Supply is from station stocks,Allocations Committee based on need,
availability of the items, and the ability by local purchase or from technical
to support them. The Oversea Supply service depots. Procedures are the

Agency then places requisitions both same as for Active Army units, exceptAgency then places requisitions both that the Army Reserve customers are
for the end items and the repair parts, not physically located on the installa-
tools, and equipment to support the end tion. Requisitions from ROTC units
items, usually directly on the inventory are submitted by the Military Prop-
control points of the technical services. erty Custodian of the institution to
However, the inventory control point t s

technical service depots through Mili-generally must translate broadly stated
"repair parts, tools, and equipment to

support X number of the item for and citation of funds. One ZI Armysupport X number of the item for X
period" into specific quantities of spe- area has been testing the system of
cific items. Shipping orders for the satelliting ROTC unit on Active Army
required number of major end items installations for supply similar to the
and computed repair parts, tools, and Army Reserve. It is probable that this
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system will be adopted Army wide in Logistics. Except in emergency situa-
FY 1958. tions, however, and in certain well-

(4) Other departments of the Military Es- defined areas of critical importance,
tablishment. The Army furnishes the such as operation of the Oversea Sup-
Air Force and Marine Corps with vari- ply Agencies and control of specific
ous items such as trucks, construction major procurement actions, the Dep-
machinery, ground radio apparatus, uty Chief of Staff for Logistics does
and weapons. In the case of some tech- not perform any specific operating
nical services, this demand, particu- functions in the supply system but
larly that of the Air Force, constitutes exercises direction and control over
a sizable portion of the total supply the technical services. Here he is re-
workload of the technical service. The sponsible for the formulation of plans,
Navy obtains Army items to be sup- policies, and procedures in the follow-
plied as Government-furnished prop- ing areas:
erty to manufacturers assembling (a) Budget preparation and defense for
Navy items that include Army compo- supplies and equipment;
nents. ay(b) Logistics plans;

(c) Mobilization plans;
(5) Military attaches. The Army furnishes (c) Mobilization plans;(d) Materiel requirements;

supplies and equipment to military at- (e) Procurement;
taches at various foreign posts either () Supplyandservicetroops;
from the nearest military depot or by (g) Standards and specifications for
requisition on the Zone of the Interior equipment;

supply system. (h) 'Cataloging and identification of
(6) Civilian agencies and the public. Under equipment;

such emergencies as flood, drought, (i) Storage and distribution system;
cold, famine, and pestilence the Army (j) Foreign and civilian aid;
furnishes supplies to civilian agencies (k) Construction; and
and the general public. (1) Disposal.

3. Operating Organization of the Distribution (2) Heads of technical services. The
heads of technical services have both

System supervisory and operating responsibili-
a. Operating Responsibilities. The primary ties. As indicated in chapter 2 they

aim of the Army supply is to meet the demands are responsible both for supply and
of its millions of customers scattered through- support of the commodity groups as-
out the world and representing a wide variety of signed to them. This involves the di-
needs and activities. Chapter 2 of this manual rect supervision of central procure-
has already discussed the organization of the ment activities, inventory control
system in terms of policy guidance passed down points and depots. They also perform
from the President and Congress to the Bureau regular staff functions as subordinates
of the Budget, the Department of Defense, the of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logis-
Department of the Army, and its supply activi- ties. As indicated in chapter 2 they
ties. This section will concentrate rather upon tics and USCONARC of equipment
the actual operations, the operators, and their tables for the items for which their
responsibilities in the vast complex of personnel, respective technical services are re-
equipment, and facilities that constitute the dis- sponsible. In addition to these super-
tribution system. visory and staff functions, the regular

(1) Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics. operating phases of supply begin in the
The implementation of DoD policy offices of the heads of technical serv-
guidance and the responsibility for ices. They compute requirements for
day-to-day control of the system be- all principal items either independently
gins with the Deputy Chief of Staff for or in coordination with their inventory
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control points. Furthermore, the dis- (e) They review periodically the com-
tribution of certain major items. plete inventory status of each item
known as "regulated items," is directly under their control in relation to cur-
controlled by the heads of technical rent and future demands for the
services or by inventory control points. item.

(3) Inventory control points. An inventory (f) They determine the servicewide ex-
control point is an organizational unit cesses of items under their cogni-
within the supply system of a military zance unless such determination has
service which is assigned primary re- been reserved to higher authority.
sponsibility for the management of a (4) Depots. The depot is the basic storage
group of items, either for a particular and distribution point of the supply sy-
service or for the Department of De- stem. The control of receipt, storage,
fense as a whole. This management and issue of supplies, however, is only
responsibility includes computation of partially located in the depot itself.
quantitative requirements; scheduling The inventory control points deter-
national programs of repair and re- mine what items and what quantities
build; initiating procurement or dis- the depot will receive. The depot
posal; developing worldwide quantita- permitted will in all cases fill req-
tive and monetary inventory data; and uisitions upon it directly from stocks
the positioning and repositioning of on hand. Many kinds of requisitions
materiel within the supply system. for all items and all requisitions for

In concept, each item of materiel for mili- certain items must be approved by the
tary or for industrial use within a inventory control point before the de-
military service, regardless of manner pot can issue the supplies. Unless spe-
of acquisition, is under the cognizance cifically excepted, stockage levels at the
of but one inventory control point of depot are established by the inventory
that service. Inventory control points control point. The principal supply re-
carry out these functions among others: sponsibilities of the depot in regard to

(a) They maintain a worldwide inven- receipt, storage, and issue of material
tory of all items under their cogni- therefore are the following:
zance. In general, all items are in- (a) To protect and preserve stock in
ventoried at least once each year. storage;

(b) They channel flow of materiel into (b) To examine, or "edit", requisitions
and through the distribution system calling for supplies which it has
in such a manner as to eliminate un- authority to issue with respect to
necessary cross hauling and back stock number, nomenclature, avail-
hauling and to minimize aggregate ability, substitution, and inter-
inventory holdings.~inventory holdings. ~changeability and to correct obvious

(c) They take necessary steps to mini- errorsc
mize entrance of nonstandard items o
into the supply system and take vig- (c) To package and ship the supplies in
orous action to dispose of those non- te to meet the required date on
standard items currently in stock for the requisition;
which retention cannot be justified (d) When requisitioned items are not
on the basis of known equipment or available, either:
program application. 1. To establish dues out for the item if

(d) They phase introduction of new sub- stock is due in and release the dues
stituting items into the supply sy- out promptly upon receipt of the
stem so as to insure the maximum stock;
practical and economic utilization of 2. To extract or report the shortage to
the obsolescent items and their re- the reserve depot or inventory con-
pair parts. trol point; or
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3. To procure the item under certain eral of the continental armies. They
conditions if authorized to do so; are subject to the technical control of

(e) To maintain accountable records of the supply system, however, through
stocks in storage (except ammuni- the editing of requisitions, the exam-
tion) by stock condition and pre- ination of stock levels and the monitor-
scribed accounting classifications ing of excess stocks as described above.
(account codes) ; Limitations on amounts and items au-

thorized for local procurement by the(f) To maintain warehouse location rec-
station, together with the form andords, to inventory physical stocks station, together with the form and

against book balances at periodic in- frequency of requisitions and reports,
are also prescribed by supply authori-tervals, and to adjust inventory rec- ties through the chain of command.

ords to reflect actual stock on hand ties through the chain of command.
ords to reflect actual stock on hand The supply responsibilities of stationsby proper conditions and accounting

cl assificatons;tions and accountingare in many aspects parallel to thoseclassifications; of depots and include:
(g) To repair and return to stock repara- (a) Protecting and preserving stock in

ble items in accordance with pre- storage;
scribed schedues; (b) Maintaining accountable records of

(h) To assemble sets, kits, and outfits stocks in storage and checking phys-
from separately stocked items in ac- ical stock on hand against inventory
cordance with instructions from the records at periodic intervals;
inventory control point; (c) Issuing authorized supplies against

(i) To make liaison visits to posts, issue slips presented by troop units
camps, and stations served by the at the station or by other authorized
depot for the purpose of offering customers;
technical assistance in connection (d) Maintaining authorized stock levels
with levels and disposing of excess and replenishing inventories by plac-
stocks; ing periodic requisitions on the ap-

(j) To inspect and/or examine supplies propriate technical service source of
received from procurement. supply;

(5) Posts, camps, and stations. At each (e) Where items requested by an issue
post, camp, and station, supply officers slip are not available in stock, either:
representing each technical service req- 1. Placing the items on due out against
uisition, stock, and issue to troop units quantities due in or to be requisi-
and other requisitioners the supplies tioned from the depot;
for which their technical service is 2. Procuring the item on the local sta-
responsible. In the continental United tion market, if authorized to do so;
States, the station stock rooms form (f) Receiving supplies turned in for re-
the final link in the chain of distribu- pair as excess by troop units and
tion. Unlike the inventory control disposing of them as directed by the
points and the depots, station supply depot;
officers are not under the administra- (g) Maintaining stock fund and financial
tive control of the heads of technical inventory accounting records at
services but report through the chain designated posts, camps, and sta-
of command to the Commanding Gen- tions.

B. MANAGEMENT PLANNING FOR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

1. Distribution Pattern the seven technical service headquarters, the
a. Introduction. Any descriptions of supply dozens of inventory control points, and the

functions which are broad enough to include 48-odd depots comprising the distribution sys-
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tern in the continental United States must deal were also held at 103 redistribution centers and
largely in generalities. To appreciate the actual a number of railroad ground storage yards. The
management problems confronting the oper- expansion of the Engineers was matched or ex-
ators of the distribution system, it is necessary ceeded by all the other services. Highly com-
to examine the pattern of distribution set up by plex new equipment entered all supply systems:
each of the technical services for the commod- radar, aerial map making equipment, complete
ities which it handles. How and where do the hospitals, and mechanized equipment from
technical services maintain their stocks? How landing craft to tanks to jeeps. No longer was
is the distribution of these stocks controlled? it practical to attempt to store at one point
How does consumer demand flow through the every end item and repair part for a technical
supply organization and how do the needed sup- service. Specialization began: one depot spe-
plies return to the consumer? An understand- cialized in large guns, another in tanks, another
ing of the distribution pattern in these terms in subsistence, another in toxic chemicals, and
will define the basic management task of the so on. The expansion was so great that often
Army supply system as a whole: to find the more than one depot specialized in the same
means for flexible yet adequate control of the commodity. Because of their specialized func-
huge volume and variety of supplies demanded tions, these depots came to be known as "key
to support the military mission. depots" for the commodities which they handled

b. Development of Distribution System. The and were thus distinguished from "distribution
basic unit of the system is the technical service depots," which handled a broad group of com-
distribution depot. This depot distributes tech- modities for customers in a limited area. The
nical service items to all customers, primarily distribution depot remained and even grew
posts, camps, stations, and ports of embarkation, larger but no longer could it store and issue the
in 'an assigned geographic area. whole range of commodities for a technical serv-

ice. Both key and distribution depots were often
Depot stockage is determined by recurring given "satellite" or "reserve" depots to handle

demand for items and by a consideration of the the overflow of their stocks. Reserve depots is-
economy and desirability of stocking items at sued supplies only on orders from the master
the particular depot in question. Prior to World depots or the head of the technical service.
War II the technical service distribution depots,
except ammunition depots and a few others, With this increase in items and tonnage came
were generally housed together in five "general an increase in tempo: the Army had to know
depots" at Schenectady, N. Y.; San Antonio, as quickly as possible what it had and where in
Tex.; Atlanta, Ga.; Columbus, Ohio; and Oak- order to meet the constantly shifting require-
land. Calif. With few exceptions, stations ments of war. A reporting system was devel-
placed their requisitions on the appropriate oped to meet this need. Every storage point
technical service section of the general depot. transmitted its stock balances at varying inter-
Distribution areas for the services generally con- vals to the technical service headquarters where
formed to each other. they were consolidated for an overall picture of

stock availability. But the many other tasks that
This simple picture of distribution was rudely the war brought to the technical services soon

torn asunder by World War II. The tonnage of forced them to move this central control of
supplies and number of new items multiplied so stock away from the congested Washington area
rapidly that the general depots would not hold to stock control points in various parts of the
them. For example, the Corps of Engineers country. In many cases the technical service
published a catalog in early 1941 with all of its initially retained the computation of require-
items: 1,100. At the height of World War II, ments function and merely moved out the day-
Engineers had 50,000 end items and about 200,- to-day control of extracting between depots and
000 repair parts. The five Engineer sections of related functions. Gradually, however, the com-
the general depots became ten sections of gen- putation of requirements for all but a few se-
eral depots and six separate Engineer depots lected principal items and major secondary items
and seven subdepots. Huge quantities of stocks was also delegated and supply control points
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were dispersed throughout the country. These The distribution patterns of our supply sys-
were often housed with the stock control points, tem present problems of high impor-
but the two functions have usually been main- tance to the supply manager. Are the
tained intact. most efficient and economical patterns

The end of World War II caused a rapid con- for peacetime operations coincidental
traction of both tonnage and number of items, with the basic patterns we should es-
together with abandonment of some depot facil- tablish to maintain readiness for war?
ities. However, the complexity of today's muni- How far should we go in seeking uni-
tions and supporting equipment, together with formity in technical service systems?
the military demands of the present world situ- What provision must we make for flexi-
ation, have put an end to this contraction and bility or for the ability to expand sud-
there can be no return to a few general depots denly to meet suddenly imposed de-
storing the whole range of supplies for all mands. Supply managers in the office

~~~~services,.~~ ~of DCSLOG and in all the technical
services work continuously at solution

c. Management Problems in Distribution of these ever-changing problems.
Pattern. (2) Mission of general depots. At present

(1) Introduction. The distribution pat- no general depot has sections from all
terns of the several technical services technical services. In some, a major-
are not consistent. From divergent ity of technical services are represented
interpretations of the original concepts, but the supply mission of each tech-
such as the general depot or key de- nical service section is assigned inde-
pot, the present distribution system pendently by the technical service head.
has developed. Not all the variations, These missions may vary strikingly
of course, constitute problems for the within the same general depot. The
overall management of the Army distribution areas served by two tech-
supply system. Many of them are nical service sections, for example, may
based upon sound principles according be very different. Again one technical
to the different types of commodities service section may have a regular dis-
handled by each service. In other tribution mission, while another sec-
cases divergences from original stor- tion at the same depot may have only
age and distribution plans have been a reserve storage mission as a satellite
caused by the limited facilities avail- for another depot of the same technical
able to the technical services at the service. Where the distribution mission
time stock was received in large vol- of one technical service section includes
ume from procurement and from sta- an Army Terminal, the distribution
tion or oversea returns. Many of the missions of the other sections may not
variations are the direct result of the include the same terminal and these
impact of World War II upon the dis- services may supply the terminal from
tribution system, followed by the Ko- other depots.
rean Conflict while the system was still (3) Assignment of depot distribution
wrestling with the effects of rapid de- areas. As indicated above the geo-
mobilization and peacetime economies. graphic areas served by technical
These dislocations constitute recog- service depots, whether as sections of
nized problems of supply management. the same general depot or as branch
They may be summarized under three depots located in the same region of
principal headings: the mission of the the country, vary widely from each
general depots, the assignment of geo- other. Generally there is no single
graphic areas to key and distribution geographic area within the continental
depots, and the interpretation of key United States that is supplied by all
and distribution missions. technical services in common. Simi-
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larly, no Army Terminal is supplied by The criteria for selection of keyed items
all technical services from the same also vary between services. Some serv-
location. ices select commodity classes. Other

There appears to be little relationship be- services select items for keying accord-
tween reserve and distribution depots ing to the end use made of the items.
located within the same geographic Still others disregard commodity
area. In other words the stockage at classifications and end use and key
the reserve depot or depots in the same items by frequency of issue alone.
area does not necessarily complement d. Analysis of Depot Distribution Areas.
or supplement the stockage at the mas- (1) Introduction. The fact that depot dis-
ter distribution depot. tribution areas differ from each other

(4) Assignment of key missions and dis- does not by itself present any difficulty
tribution missions. Every technical for supply management. Analysis of
service has found it desirable to con- the distribution areas should be di-
tinue to a greater or lesser degree the rected to economy in supply, which in
depot specialization by commodities this case means primarily economy of
developed in World War II. Thus each transportation. Potential savings in
service keys certain commodities or this area are considerable. The size of
items to a single depot or to two or the expenditures suggests the impor-
more key depots, each serving a desig- tance of good planning and the maxi-
nated zone broader than the coverage mum utilization of management tech-
of a regular distribution depot. In some niques to keep these costs to the mini-
instances supplies are keyed by com- mum. Transportation is a highly com-
modity class or end use, in others by plex subject involving technical rules
frequency of issue alone. When the with respect to intransit privileges,
practice of "multiple keying" is fol- documentation, packaging, routing,
lowed the zoning of the continental commodity classification for rating
United States, like the division of dis- purposes, and fixing of responsibility
tribution areas, differs among the for damages in transit. The transpor-
technical services. tation planning problems which fall

In practice the methods of keying vary within the scope of individual depot
considerably from service to service. management, and the possibilities of
The keyed stocks are not always con- direct shipment from manufacturer to
centrated at the key depots or even consumer, are discussed later in this
at the satellites of key depots but may chapter. The effectiveness of individ-
be found at distribution depots also. ual depots, however, is limited by the
This pattern arises in part from the degree of initial planning, on an inter-
assignment of key missions after the service basis, for the most efficient
stocks were already distributed widely relationship between each depot, its
through the system. Even after as- customers, its sources of supply, and
signments were made, however, space the other depots supplying the same
limitations and other factors have dic- customers. There are two principal
tated the distribution of keyed stocks areas of potential economies in the
to other than the appropriate key de- overall freight and transportation
pots. Frequently, therefore, the key pattern: the maximum utilization of
depots do not have a complete inven- intransit privileges and the maximum
tory picture of the stocks for which consolidation of shipments.
they are responsible, and requisitions (2) Intransit privileges. With some ex-
for these stocks must be placed upon ceptions, the intransit privilege may
the inventory control point. effect a' reduction of freight rates
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when a shipment is offloaded at an are the same, that is, if the distribu-
intermediate point between origin tion areas for all sections of a general
and destination and shipped on to its depot coincide and if all sections are
final destination within two years. The assigned similar distribution missions,
intransit rates apply only to carload or instead of independent reserve or key
truckload lots. For example, the car- missions, consolidation of shipments
load rate from Chicago to St. Louis into carload or truckload lots can be
may be $1.50; from St. Louis to New regularly accomplished at considerable
Orleans, also $1.50; but the rate from savings. It may cost the government
Chicago direct to New Orleans, only no more to ship a carload of 40,000
$2.00. If a shipment is offloaded at St. pounds than a less-than-carload lot of
Louis and then is shipped on to New 15,000 pounds. To illustrate, the Gulf
Orleans within two years, the rate for Transportation Terminal Command is
the second shipment is only $0.50 plus supplied by the Quartermaster Corps
a small intransit charge of about 15%. and the Corps of Engineers from the
This is obtained by subtracting the Atlanta General Depot; whereas the
amount paid, $1.50, from the through Signal Corps, which uses Atlanta as a
rate of $2.00. Full utilization of this distribution point, supplies the Gulf
privilege can reduce transportation Transportation Terminal Command
costs substantially. The situation of from Decatur, Ill., and Lexington, Ky.
each depot should be analyzed in rela- In many cases it would be possible to
tion to the locations of its customers combine Signal shipments with Engi-
and its major sources of bulk supplies. neer and Quartermaster shipments to
If these supplies originate mainly in New Orleans at no extra cost of trans-
the Northeast, for example, they can portation to the Government. If a
be shipped more economically to bulk single consolidated shipment of Engi-
customers in the Middle West and West neer and Quartermaster supplies to
from a depot located between the New Orleans amounted to 15,000
source and the customer than from a pounds, another 25,000 pounds of
depot located to the West of its cus- Signal supplies could be shipped in the
tomers. The rate differential is such same car for no additional cost in
that the "inbetween" location is more transportation, subject to minor vari-
economical even if it is many miles ations for differences in commodity
further from its customers than the rates.
"outside" location. The proportion of Sometimes the cost advantages of consoli-
bulk supplies and the consequent sav- dation must be offset against the use
ings are particularly significant in the of intransit privileges, while in other
selection of depots to supply Transpor- cases both cost advantages may be
tation Terminal Commands. used to reinforce each other. An over-

(3) Consolidation of shipments. Another all analysis and reassessment of the
freight cost consideration to be types of missions and the distribution
weighed in the assignment of depot areas assigned to all depots of the
service missions and areas is the rate Army supply system should yield
advantage in shipping carload or truck- measurable savings in transportation
load lots over shipping less-than-car- costs.
load or truckload lots. This analysis e. Assignment of Key and Distribution
applies particularly to general depots Missions.
where shipments are made to customers (1) Need for specialization. It has been
by a number of technical service sec- brought out above that all technical
tions at the same location. If the cus- services have adopted with some
tomers of all technical service sections variations the concept of specialization
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by one or more depots in certain items items stocked by a service represent
or commodities with a corresponding between 80%o and 90%o of the line
reduction in the responsibilities of the item volume in the depot system. Se-
distribution depots. In general there lection of items for dispersed storage
is no distribution depot in any tech- and issue upon the basis of frequency
nical service that now stocks the full of issue offers the simplest method of
range of a service's items. It is prob- designating distribution type items.
able that the statement could be ex- The criterion of frequency of issue, how-
panded to say that there is no distri- ever, cannot be used exclusively for the
bution depot in the system capable of selection of distribution items. Other
handling a balanced stock of any serv- factors must be considered in each
ice's whole range of items in view of case. Some of these are as follows:
the variety of storage facilities, mate- (a) What is the bulk of the item? Al-
rials handling equipment, space, and though an item may be relatively in-
so forth that would be required. Under
these premises the distribution depot sequent transportation costs may
cannot supply all needs of the requi- suggest that the initial placement
sitioners within its geographic area. from the manufacturer should not be
Specialization is a necessity and it re- centralized. On the other hand, the
mains for supply management to use item may be so small that it can
the conditions imposed upon it to de- be sent anywhere rapidly by par-
velop an effective and economical pat- cel post.
tern of distribution.

(b) Does the item require specialized
The two words just used, "effective" and storage? Such items as dry bat-

"economical," may not always be teries, photographic film, toxics,
compatible in military supply. The dis- and ammunition may require special-
tribution system exists only for the ized storage that is not available in
purpose of supplying the Army with all distribution depots.
the things it needs to perform its mis-

(c) Does the item have a constant orsion. The urgency of the need can
dictate speed and it often costs more urgent demand even though the

to. do. soetigas hanumber of issues is relatively small?to do something fast than to do it In other words when the item isslowly. In all considerations effec-
tiveness must be weighed against cost, it can be supplied from a remotealthough the element of cost may in-

central location. Again the item mayvolve the men needed for another
purpose and the dollars needed for an- have a low issue frequency but apurpose and the dollars needed for an-
other item. uniform rate of issue.

(2) Keying by frequency of issue. To pro- (d) Is the item in the strategic reserve
for wide distribution in an emer-vide effective supply to the consumer

and to obtain economies in time and gency even though current issues are
costs of storage, the largest possible relatively small? For example, gas
proportion of consumer demand should masks may not be issued frequently
be satisfied by the nearest possible but should be widely dispersed
point of issue. This basic rule indi- against emergencies.
cates that the stockage in the distribu- (e) Is the use of the item concentrated
tion depots should represent to the in certain geographic areas where
maximum extent those items that are stockage should be close to the con-
most frequently issued. Studies by a sumer? It is not desirable, for in-
number of the technical services show stance, to stock snowplows in the
that between 10%o and 20%o of the Memphis and Atlanta distribution
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depots, but they might reasonably bined with keying by frequency of
be stocked in distribution depots at issue and should be flexibly applied.
Schenectady, N. Y., and Ogden, For example, one or more frequently
Utah. 'issued items in a commodity class

(f) What is the requirement for dis- whose stockage is restricted may be
persion of stocks of this item to excepted from the general rule, par-
obtain minimum vulnerability in the ticularly when some of the criteria
event of war? mentioned above for wide distribution

Keying based upon frequency of issue, can be applied, such as bulk and urgency
even when modified by these criteria, of demand. The majority of commod-
has certain drawbacks. For most items ity classes, in fact, will be subject to
the frequency of issue will change exceptions of this kind. This point will
over a period of time: a little-used be discussed further at the end of this
part, for instance, may become a re- chapter and in chapter 7.
pair part for a new machine with a The commodity classification systems in
high rate of issue, or a heavily-used present use by the services have gen-
item may be in process of replacement erally not been adaptable to keying by
by new equipment. If assignments of commodity classes and the services
key and distribution items are con- have had to resort to keying by end
stantly changed to reflect rates of is- use of the items: for example, topo-
sue, the problem of keeping all requi- graphic equipment, mortuary equip-
sitioners, depots, inventory control ment, and marine equipment. How-
points, Army Terminals, and other ever, these end use categories may cut
activities in the supply system in- across a number of commodity classes
formed of the changed status of the used by the service and may include
item reaches some magnitude. Fur- items not peculiar to the end use speci-
ther, the problem is posed whether the fled. The Federal Supply Classification
item should be moved physically from of commodities now coming into gen-
the key depot to the distribution de- eral use will be much more adaptable
pots or from the distribution depots to to keying by commodity class.
the key depot. If the demand for the
item has increased, normal issues 2. Storage Capacity of Distribution System
should exhaust the key depot of its a. Introduction. Implicit in the preceding dis-
stock. If the issue rate has decreased cussion is the fact that even the vast storage
for an item that is widely distributed facilities of the Army are severely limited in
through the system, the problem is relation to the quantity of goods to be stored.
more difficult. Surplus stocks will ac- In many cases, for instance, the physical con-
cumulate and must be exhausted or dis- centration of certain items or commodities in
posed of as excess unless the item is one depot or a group of depots could not be
small enough to justify consolidation carried out because of the limitations of storage
at a key depot by interdepot shipment. space, and the goods had to be fitted into what-

(3) Keying by commodity classification. ever space was available. The analysis of total
The keying of items by commodity storage capacity, therefore, and the selection and
classes offers a partial solution to the location of stocks to fill this capacity and at the
problem of changes in frequency of same time to meet the needs of the Army's mis-
issue and should make it possible for sion, make up another of the basic problems in
the technical service to fix the respon- the overall management of the supply system.
sibility for many categories of mate- There is no parallel in the commercial world
riel with some permanence. To be to the problem faced by the Army in terms of
effective this method should be com- volume and duration of storage required for
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military supplies. All businesses must have of the Federal Government. Private
working inventories and may acquire larger enterprise considers interest paid on
stocks temporarily to take advantages of favor- borrowed capital as a cost of running
able prices. But the flow of raw materials to the business. Thus, if it could be shown
the manufacturer and of finished goods to the that the Government must borrow in
wholesaler, the retailer, and finally to the con- order to make the investment in inven-
sumer is geared closely to the customer demand. tory, it might be argued by analogy
Any change in this demand is quickly reflected that the interest paid on the borrowed
through the channels of distribution, and accum- capital should be considered as a part
ulation of inventory excesses and the consequent of the cost to hold. By the same rea-
tieup of capital are avoided. On the other hand soning, however, if fiscal policy dic-
the Army must also not only supply its present tates that borrowing is not necessary,
customer, the Army in being, but must be interest charges should not be included
prepared to furnish vast quantities of equip- in computing holding costs.
ment and supplies to an army that may leap (3) Other costs. To this base of the invested
into being overnight. There will be no time to capital in the acquisition cost of the
reflect a larger customer demand through dis- item must be added a large number of
tribution and production channels; the supplies additional capital and operating costs.
and equipment must be available when the emer- Examples of such costs are:
gency occurs. The period during which the (a) The investment in fixed assets, such
customers must be sustained before production as warehouses, sheds, buildings, im-
and distribution can be expanded to meet the proved storage areas, and trackage;
new demand, or the economics of acquisition of (b) The costs of labor and other person-
supplies, is covered in chapter 4 of this manual nel at the depots, inventory control
on requirements planning. In chapter 7, on points, procurement offices, and tech-disposal of excess supplies, some of the eco-
nomics of holding quantities of supplies suffici- c
ent to meet all foreseeable needs are discussed. (c) The investment in operating assets
The economics of long-range storage and pres- such as forklift trucks, cranes, loco-
ervation have a direct bearing both on what motives, dip tanks, spray guns, sand-
should be disposed of and on what should be ac- blasting machines, and other opera-
quired. ting equipment;

(d) The cost of operating supplies such
b. Costs of Long-Range Storage. as preservation and packaging ma-

(1) Need for cost information. The Army terials and office supplies;
cannot store all the quantities of all
the items which it may need. Even if (e) The cost of repairs and utilities.
the standards of strategic necessity are As data on inventory value become available
rigorously applied, they still permit the through the financial inventory accounting pro-
acquisition and storage of supplies in gram, the direct and indirect costs of storage can
quantities that strain the capacities of be applied against the value of the inventory to
the present distribution system. In give an accurate picture of the costs of storing
order to make informed decisions on given quantities of an item or commodity for
what supplies to acquire and dispose of, given periods of time.
the managers of the supply system (4) Uses of storage cost information. In-
must know the relative costs of storing formation on storage costs cannot ofthe items or commodities under con-
sideration. course be used as a sole criterion for

(2) Capital investment. Capital invest- selection of inventories. In many cases
ment is of no less concern to the United strategic considerations will be para-
States than it is to a private business, mount: it may be necessary to store
though it is not capable of such precise critical and complex items until the
measurements due to the fiscal policy storage costs far exceed the cost of
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acquisition if the items must be on a topic that must run throughout any
hand immediately in an emergency. discussion of supply management; here
Storage cost data should focus atten- one subject is selected that bears par-
tion on items or categories of supply ticularly on the storage of materiel:
in which storage costs are high in the costs of fixed assets.
relation to inventory value, and in corn- (2) Costs of fixed assets. The Army's sup-
bination with other considerations, plies are stored in warehouses, sheds,
should help to determine whether and in open storage areas. Almost all
these high costs are justified. Decisions supplies will deteriorate most rapidly
can then be made to reduce, maintain, in the last type of storage and least
or increase current stockage, reserve rapidly in the first. Since all items
stcckage, or retention levels so as to cannot be stored under cover the Army
achieve the most effective balance be- has published lists showing which
tween the usefulness of stocks on hand items may be stored outside in open
and the cost of keeping them. storage. SB 38-8-1 lists items desig-

Since complete data on storage costs, as nated for storage in sheds and in the
outlined above, will represent a major open to the extent that such storage
portion of total costs of operating the facilities are available at installations
the supply system, further analysis of and such items have been preserved,
these data for various purposes is nec- packaged, and packed to withstand
essary in all phases of supply manage- that type of storage. In practice, cer-
ment and will be discussed at appro- tain items must be stored outside,
priate points throughout this part of since factors such as the floorload of
the manual. For example, the refine- extremely heavy equipment, the inabil-
ment of storage cost information by ity to .use vertical space by storing one
types of depots should assist in deter- piece of heavy equipment on top of
mining assignment of key and distribu- ,another, and the inaccessibility of
tion missions on the most economical heavy material to handling equipment
basis. The "cost of holding" is an im- make inside storage impractical. How-
portant part of the calculation of eco- ever, these lists of items which may
nomical order quantities as discussed be stored outside also contain many
later in this chapter. Storage costs as items which can be stored inside with
an element in the overall cost of main- considerably less deterioration. For
tenance are analyzed in chapter 7, example, cotton mattresses should
on maintenance and repair parts. never be stored outside, but a small
Chapter 9, on controls, again takes generator set can be stored outside al-
up this topic as one means of measur- though the rate of deterioration and
ing the efficiency of supply operations. cost of preservation is higher for out-

c. Economy of Storage Costs. side storage. To obtain the most eco-
(1) Introduction. So far we have discussed nomical use of fixed assets, therefore,managers of all levels of the supplystorage costs as though they were system must also know the costs of in-more or less fixed "overhead charges" se

to be applied against the inventory on side and outside storage for given
hand. The supply manager must also items or categories of supply. These

will include the cost and depreciationtake the opposite view, regarding stor- of warehouses, sheds, and handling
age costs themselves as subjects for equipment to be measured against theequipment to be measured against the
analysis and whenever possible for re- costs of packing and preservation in
duction. Less money spent in storing outside storage. The latter costs espe-
and caring for supplies means more cially will vary considerably for differ-
money for supplies themselves and for ent items. Some of the questions for
the Army's manpower. Again this is determination are:
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(a) Is the construction of a warehouse against the value of inventory. An-
more economical? other important factor in preservation

(b) Is commercial storage space avail- costs is the location where the item
able at a rate and for a period that will be stored and used. The costs of
will cost less than preservation of preserving equipment to withstand ex-
the equipment to be stored outside? treme cold, salt air, or tropical mildew

(c) Is the cost of transportation, to a are far greater than the expense to
place where covered space is avail- protect the same equipment for domes-
able, less than the cost of preserva- tic consumption. If an item is intended
tion for outside storage at the place largely for oversea use, for example,
where the material is? The demand the costs of preservation and packaging
for the material where it is now will necessarily be high and this in
in relation to the anticipated de- turn should influence the methods of
mands at the place to which it may storing the item before it is shipped.
be moved must be considered, includ- Warehouse space should not be taken
ing the cost of backhauling if perti- up with materiel packaged to with-
nent. stand extremes of temperature and hu-

(d) What are the relative costs of depre- midity at the expense of materiel not
ciation and preservation in sheds as so protected.
opposed to warehouses? Does the 3. Flow of Requisitions Through Supply System
relative cost of preservation and de-relative cost of preservation and de- a. Introduction. The location and amount ofpreciation between the shed and goods stored in the Army supply system and the
warehouse justify the cost of a physical pattern of distribution are determined
warehouse? by considerations of effective supply and econ-

The questions of whether to build another omy of time, transportation and storage costs.
shed or warehouse where property is Both are related, however, to the much larger
or to abandon storage facilities at one management problem with which the rest of this
location and ship the material to an- chapter is concerned, the effective control of the
other are problems of almost daily movement of supplies through the distribution
occurrence. Comparative costs must be system. Basic to this problem of control is the
known regardless of strategic con- flow of requisitions expressing customer de-
siderations because there will be in- mand through the supply system and the action
stances in which strategic considera- taken as a result. Where does the requisition go,
tions are equal or inapplicable and who acts upon it, and how is this action re-
costs alone of alternative actions are ported? As an introduction to the problems of
pertinent. distribution control, this section will discuss the

(3) Costs of care and preservation in stor-nd classes of requisitions.
age. As indicated above the costs of b. Classes of Requisitions. The station supply
prserving materiel in storage are inti- offices and the Oversea Supply Agencies repre-
mately related to the costs of the facili- senting the variety of customers whom they
ties in which the supplies are stored. support submit different kinds of requisitions
Preservation costs themselves should for different kinds of items or for the same item
also be subjected to analysis in order to to be used for different purposes. These various
determine the most economical type classes of requisitions in many cases require
and degree of preservation for the different processing by the depots and inventory
item in question. The length of time control points. The classes of supply and the
for which the item must be preserved requisitioning procedure for each are shown
and the cost of the item in relation to below:
the cost of preservation should be an- (1) Class I - Subsistence. Subsistence
alyzed just as overall storage costs and items are ordered on a special pre-
length of time in storage are examined printed requisition form on which the
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requisitioner shows the consumption of the Oversea Supply Agencies from de-
food for a stated number of days past pot supplies.
and the requirements for a stated (4) Class IV-Theater of operations con-
period in the future. Perishable pro- truction materials and special projects.
duce is ordered from the nearest mar- Oversea commands draw up plans for
ket center and nonperishable items various construction projects such as
from the appropriate distribution de- docks, airfields, barracks, and fortifi-
pot. Some bulk subsistence items such cations and submit plans together with
as flour, sugar, and salt may be shipped estimated bills of materials through the
directly to stations from wholesalers technical services to the Deputy Chief
based on requirements furnished to the of Staff for Logistics. When the plans
depots. Oversea requisitions for sub- and bills of materials as submitted or
sistence are similarly submitted to the as modified are approved, the approved
Oversea Supply Agencies at the Army bills of materials may be used as the
Terminals by oversea commands. basis for the submission of requisitions

(2) Class II-Troop issue. Class II items to the Oversea Supply Agencies. In
are approved tables of organization addition, the maintenance of existing
and equipment or tables of allowance facilities such as utilities and buildings
items together with repair parts :to is included in class IV supply. This is
maintain them. At stations where sup- a continuing problem and results in a
plies are actually consumed, nonex- steady demand upon the supply system
pendable supplies and expendable sup- for a wide range of both standard and
plies must be submitted on separate nonstandard items. Class IV supplies,
issue slips. No such breakdown is re- particularly for the Corps of Engineers
quired by the depots but the depots do and the Signal Corps (fixed communi-
require separate requisitions for: cation facilities), pose a large number

(a) Regulated items; of problems without easy solutions.

(b) Repair parts; Within the United States most new construc-
(c) Excesses over authorized allowances; tion is handled through the Corps of Engineers

(d) Special requirements for unauthor- district organization which contracts for such
ized items. work. Repairs and utilities supplies are obtained

(3) Class III - Petroleum, oil, and lubri- through local procurement or through the depot

cants. In the continental United States system. Special projects may receive special
open end contracts are awarded to oil treatment.
companies for the supply of fuels such (5) Class V-Ammunition. The Ordnance
as gasoline and diesel oil. Lubricants, Corps exercises logistic responsibility
greases, and lubricating oils are or- for ammunition; this responsibility in-
dered from the depots unless authorized cludes stock control, storage, and issue.
for local procurement at the station. Requisitions for ammunition are sub-
A few special use lubricants fall into mitted to Ordnance depots and supply
the local procurement category. Over- points.
sea installations are supplied by the c. Exceptional Items. There are a number
Army, Air Force, or Navy in desig- of items consumed or used by the Army that do
nated areas through quarterly esti- not pass through the regular supply channels.
mates supplied by the Area Petroleum For example, construction materials such as
Office serving the area to the Military cement, sand, or gravel. Coal is purchased cen-
Petroleum Supply Agency, which pro- trally by the Navy with the Corps of Engineers
cures and arranges for shipment of the responsible for coordinating requirements within
bulk fuels to the oversea commands. the Department of the Army. Bulk shipment of
Lubricants, greases, and lubricating coal to oversea installations is arranged by the
oils for oversea use are ordered through Chief of Engineers. Tactical maps are consid-
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ered "intelligence material" and are supplied by the supplies are needed. Except for
shipment from the Army Map Service to the emergency requisitions, it is 30 days
Engineer officer for the command. Repair parts or more after the requisition is placed
for office machinery are not stocked but procured for supplies within the continental
locally. As noted in connection with stations, limits. The order and shipping time for
the great majority of repairs and utilities items oversea theaters varies by theater and
are procured locally. However, the depots stock by categories of supply demand; thus
and issue a few of the more expensive items such the required date for oversea requisi-
as pumps and fire fighting apparatus. Many of tions varies too.
the bulk supplies for the fixed installations such (3) Priority. Requisitions may indicate the
as maintenance shops, laundries, and dry clean- priority that should be accorded to the
ing plants are procured locally. Various kinds requisition, or the priority of the unit
of bulk paper stock used in printing are pro- to receive its supplies ahead of other
cured from local vendors. Many bulky items units.
such as tanks, vehicles, large pipe, compressed (4) Special marking instructions. Requisi-
gases, and many other similar items are shipped tions must specify the markings that
directly to stations or oversea installations di- should be shown on the packages to
rectly from manufacturers. Lumber for class facilitate rapid delivery to the ultimate
IV construction projects is procured and shipped delivery point.
directly to consumers without passing through (5) Item identification. This consists of
the depot system. These are, of course, merely the line item number of the stock
representative examples of the many items that ordered on the requisition, the stock
are used or consumed by the Army but are not number, the nomenclature or descrip-
processed by the depot, nor, in many cases, by tion of the item, and unit of issue, such
the inventory control point. as pound, drum, each, gallon, etc.

d. The Requisition. Virtually all classes II and (6) Quantity required and stock status.
V supplies, most class IV supplies, and a certain The requisitioner shows his approved
proportion of classes I and III supplies are re- level, the quantity already on hand,
quested in the form of requisitions upon the the quantity due in from previous
depot system. The simple procedures at the requisitions, the quantity, if any, due
stations, where the troop unit submits an issue out to his customers, and the quantity
slip through channels to the station technical required to bring his stock back up to
service accountable property officer, unfortun- his authorized level.
ately cannot be applied when the depot must e. Processing Requisitions Through Supply
ship the supplies to a requisitioner many miles System. In addition to the various methods
away and in many cases across the seas. The noted above of handling requisitions for differ-
requisition normally must contain the following ent classes of supply, the processing of requi-
basic information: sitions through the supply system, including the

(1) Basis or authority for supplies. This is original destination of the requisition and its
generally a brief statement transferred subsequent handling, is subject to much varia-
from the issue slip, such as "Author- tion, according to the individual procedures of
ized by TOE 5-53 and not previously the technical services and the supply status of
drawn" or "To replace the identical the item.
item which has been turned in due to ~f. Management Problems in Requisitioning
fair wear and tear." The basis may Process.
be a rather long statement in justifica- (1) Introduction. One of the simplest
tion of the issue of more than is allowed transactions is the requisition upon an
by the tables of organization and accountable storage point, either a dis-
equipment. It can be, of course, any tribution depot or a key depot, for sup-
reason why supplies are required. plies which the storage point is author-

(2) Required Date. This is the date ized to issue and which it has in stock.
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Here the paper work consists of a retypes the keyed items on to a ship-
requisition prepared by the requisi- ping order on the key depot. Where
tioner and a shipping document pre- requisitions for keyed items are sent
pared by the depot, either as an origi- to the distribution depot, the distribu-
nal document or by converting the in- tion depot may either type an extract
coming requisition to a shipping docu- requisition on the inventory control
ment by reproduction processes. When point, which types a shipping order on
the accountable storage point cannot the key depot, or it may send a tele-
approve the requisition for issue, type to the inventory control point ask-
either additional processing of the ing for a source of supply. The inven-
same paper occurs or new documents tory control point replies by teletype
must be created increasing in number naming a depot to which the item is to
and complexity as more stages are be sent. The distribution depot then
added to the requisitioning process. types the items on to an extract requi-
Some examples of the increased paper sition which it sends to the depot
flow when the accountable storage named, the secondary source of supply,
point is not the initial source of supply and the secondary depot types the
are tabulated below. items on to a shipping document.

(2) Document flow for regulated items. If (4) Special classes of requisitions. Certain
the requisitioner sends his requisition classes of requisitions without regard
for regulated items directly to the in- to commodity, such as requisitions for
ventory control point, the inventory class IV supplies, MDAP requisitions,
control point retypes the items on to a and requisitions originating with re-
"shipping order" on a depot and the serve components are specially proc-
receiving depot retypes the items on essed in different ways by the technical
to a shipping document. If the techni- services. When they are centrally
cal service headquarters is designated processed, the procedures described
as the initial source of supply, this above for regulated items are usually
requisition is edited and stamped "ap- followed.
proved" before it is forwarded to the (5) Conclusion. The preceding illustra-
inventory control point to be typed on tions show the multiplication of work
to a shipping order. If the requisitioner and the extension of supply time which
sends his requisition to the distribution result as the requisitioning process
depot, the distribution depot retypes moves away from the simplest possible
the items on to an "extract requisi- transaction involving a requisition and
tion" and sends it to the inventory con- a shipping document. Much can be
trol point. The inventory control point done, and is being done, to reduce both
retypes the item on to a shipping order work and time through the introduc-
and sends it to the depot which retypes tion of improved techniques of record-
the items on to a shipping document. ing and reproducing supply docu-

(3) Document flow for keyed items. If the ments. The primary aim of supply
item that is keyed is also regulated, the management in this area, however, is
above procedure applies except that to reconcile the need for simplicity in
the inventory control point always requisitioning procedures with the
sends the shipping order to the appro- equally urgent need for selective and
priate key depot. When the item is adequate control of the supplies mov-
keyed only and the requisitioner does ing through the system. The two sub-
not place his requisition upon the key jects are discussed together in the re-
depot, he may send his requisition mainder of this chapter, which takes
either to the distribution depot or to up the management of the supply proc-
the inventory control point. In the lat- ess, first at the depot, then at the in-
ter case the inventory control point ventory control points.
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C. SUPPLY MANAGEMENT AT DEPOT

1. Introduction received at the depot for items which it is
authorized to issue, an "edit" or check of theThe job of the depot is to receive, store, and

issue supplies against authorized demand. As authorization made. If the tem requestednot authorized the requisitioner under the au-
we have seen, however, control of these opera- thorizing document cited, the requisition may
tions is not always exercised within the depot be returned with an appropriate notification, or
itself. The receipt of supplies at the depot, for be returned with an appropriate notification, or

instance, is usuall determined by the inventory clarification may be requested from the origi-
nator. In the case of oversea requisitions, thiscontrol point. The management of depot stock authorization edit has been accomplished by the

receipts, therefore, apart from record keeping Oversea Supply Agency prior to preparation of
and physical handling, is primarily an inventory e at

the extract requisition, and is not duplicated bycontrol point function and will be discussed the depot. The accountability records are then
under that heading. The minimum task of depot checked to determine whether or not the
supply management, comprising those supply
f unctions which are peculiar to the depot and quested items are available in stock. This proc-

ess is termed "editing for availability." Those
for which the depot usually has full responsi- items that are available are retranscribed to an

items that are available are retranscribed to anbility, may be stated as follows: invoice called the Army Shipping Document.
a. To process action documents, maintain rec- This retranscription of the data shown on the

ords, and compile reports of stock on hand and requisition to a shipping document form is re-
stock movements or delays and to obligate ex- quired because the shipping document contains
pected receipts against current demand. essential informaton not on the requisition, such

b. To ship supplies against demand to meet as the name of the common carrier, the bill of
required dates. lading number, the weight and cubage of the

shipment, the number of packages, etc. Alsoc. To protect and preserve supplies while
they are stored at the depot. The management certain information contained on the requi-

sition, such as the basis or authority for order-of these functions will be discussed in this sec-
tion. ing the supplies, need not be shown on the ship-

ping document. In most services these shipping
In the complex organization of the distribu- documents are prepared by punching cards and

tion system the maximum tasks of depot supply listing the cards by tabulating machines onto a
management extend far beyond these limits. Oncertan ireproducible master for reproduction of the nec-
certain items the depot may have authority for
local purchase and for others it can call for ary number of copies. Several of the services
stocks from the manufacturer under centrally are now preparing these shipping documents by
placed open end or call contracts to meet the 'placing those elements of the requisition that
demands of its customers. In these situations are common to the shipping document in a panel,
the management of stocks at the depot includes adding to the common elements the new data
in varying degrees the functions of inventory required by the shipment, and in effect, photo-
control. Many depots have a maintenance re- graphing the panel for reproduction of the nec-
sponsibility. In subsequent sections and chap- essary copies of the shipping documents. Such
ters of this manual, therefore, these additional methods of simplifying the basic transaction in
functions of depot supply management will be the supply system deserve careful study by sup-
discussed and an attempt will be made progres- ply managers at the depot and active extension
sively to define the place of the depot in the to their fullest possible usefulness. The economy
overall picture of an effective and economical of time and labor which they can effect is multi-
supply system. plied as they are applied to more complex trans-

actions. Innovations in reproduction techniques
2. Management of Action Documents at Depot presently being developed by the Army and by

a. Preparation of Shipping Documents for industry may be expected to introduce further
Available Items. When CONUS requisitions are improvements.
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b. Secondary Actions by Depot. terial, labor difficulties, and reschedul-
(1) Committing dues in. When the items ing by the inventory control point.

are not available at the depot and are Since a depot seldom has a required
a proper demand from the requisi- date on a requisition further than 60
tioner, the depot may take certain sec- days away, stock due in more than 60
ondary actions. First, it may place the days in the future has little bearing on
items due out if stock is due in within the editing action. These facts suggest
sufficient time to meet the required the desirability of distinguishing be-
date on the requisition. The requisi- tween current dues in and long-range
tioner in such cases is advised gener- dues in, and of furnishing to the stock
ally by a notation on one copy of the editor only specific information on
original requisition that certain items stocks due in within the next 60 days.
have been ordered. If the stock is not The stock editor does need information
due in within the required time, the on the source of the expected stock be-
depot normally must extract the un- cause such information may have a
available item to the inventory control bearing on his editing action in filling
point. The amount, source, and de- requisitions. For example, stock due
livery schedule of supplies due in, in from station and oversea returns
therefore, are important data for ac- may not be in issuable condition when
tion by the depot on requisitions as it is received and rebuilt stock may be
well as for planning the best use of suitable only for issue within the con-
storage space, labor, and materials tinental limits. The problems of dues
handling equipment. Aside from local in from interdepot transfers are dis-
procurement by the depot, stocks may cussed later in this chapter in connec-
be received from: tion with the inventory control point,

(a) Central procurement. because control of stocks in transit is
(b) Repair facilities. a national problem rather than a depot

(c) Interdepot shipment. problem.
(d) Station returns. (2) Extracts and shortage reports. Where

items will not be available in sufficient
time to meet the required date and

The largest volume of stock is received cannot be procured by the depot, the
from central procurement, with inter- depot refers the items to the inventory
depot shipments and local procurement control point by one of the two follow-
generally running second and third, re- ing methods:
spectively. In all instances, the princi- (a) Extracts. The nonavailable items
pal problem is the time of delivery. are transmitted to the inventory
Except in the case of ammunition, control point. Under this procedure,
depots are advised of stocks due in the original depot "washes its
from central procurement by copies of hands" of further responsibility for
the purchase orders which specify the the supply of the nonavailable items
delivery dates, generally as 100 by 1 and passes the r onsibility to the
June 1958, 200 by 1 July 1958, and so
forth. The ammunition national in- inventory control point.
ventory control and maintenance point (b) Shortage reports. Some services use
furnishes depots with expected re- what is known as the "shortage
ceipts of ammunition. The depots pick report procedure." Under this
up the quantities by expected dates of method the depot transmits a tele-
arrival, but often these contracts call type to the inventory control point
for delivery many months in advance listing the items that are not avail-
of the current date and are subject to able. The inventory control point
all of the vicissitudes of delays in ma- checks the national availability rec-
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ords for another depot which may standing of the problems of transpor-
have the stock. If stock is avail- tation planning can be gained by a
able nationally, the original depot is brief outline of the procedures gener-
teletyped what is called an "advice ally followed at the depots. Detailed
of availability" which informs it procedures are not altogether uniform
where to send the extract requisi- at all depots and for all kinds of com-
tion. In this instance the originat- modities but the general routines de-
ing depot types the same extract scribed below are typical. After the
requisition described above and availability of stock has been ascer-
transmits it by mail to the second- tained, the proposed shipment is exam-
ary source named. ined, line item by line item, to deter-

(3) The effect of automatic data processing mine:
equipment. The use of automatic data (a) The weight and cubage of each line
processing equipment as a tool of in- item. When a number of small items
ventory control is having important fall within parcel post limitations,
effects upon the supply procedures of but does not amount to a truck or
the depots. There is a general trend carload, the shipment is marked for
toward using expensive electronic ma- parcel post or for LCL (less-than-
chines to process the masses of paper- carload lot).
work involved. This trend is working (b) How many "subnumbers" or sepa-
toward centralized accountability and rate voucher numbers will be re-
control within large segments of the quired. Wheeled or track vehicles,
depot system. The use of electronic dangerous chemicals or explosives,
tools may change the mechanics by high precision instruments which
which control is accomplished, but it are subject to expensive damages
does not change the fundamental and items of special value are exam-
factors of the problems involved. All ples of the types of commodities
technical services are rearranging which must be separately docu-
their supply organizations to take ad- mented.
vantage of the usefulness of the rapidly (c) How many railroad cars or trucks
developing electronic tools. by type are required. For example,

it must be determined whether the
3. Transportation Management at Depot shipment will be carried in a boxcar,

a. Introduction. The need for a nation-wide on a flatcar, in a refrigerated car,
analysis of transportation costs in determining etc.
depot service areas has already been discussed. (d) The rate of loading. When, for ex-
On a smaller scale the depot must also plan for ample, a large shipment of construc-
the most economical movement of supplies from tion equipment is to be made, per-
its warehouses to its customers. Recognition of haps only five carloads a day can be
the complexity of the subject has caused the inspected, serviced and loaded.
establishment of a Transportation Division (2) Carload and truckload movements.
under the technical supervision of the Chief of After the proposed shipment has been
Transportation in each depot. Although the analyzed and the number of cars or
supply manager at the depot cannot be expected trucks by type determined, the Storage
to become familiar with all the rules, regula- Division advises the Transportation
tions, and details, he must have sufficient Division, generally by copies of the
familiarity with transportation to plan the shipping document, in order that the
movement of goods intelligently and economi- trucks or cars may be spotted at the
cally. point of loading. The Transportation

b. General Procedures. Division of the depot requests advice
(1) Shipping analysis. A better under- from the Transportation Corps Zone
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Office of the Chief of Transportation riel, the cargo transporter affords the
as to the mode of transportation and following advantages:
the routing. If the shipment is going (a) Protection to materiel in transit so
to an Army Terminal, the Transporta- as to enable reduced preserving and
tion Division requests advice from the packing.
appropriate zone office as to the mode (b) Physical consolidation of small ship-
of transportation and routing. These ments for a single destination.
movements have to be scheduled by the (c) Expeditious handling and loading of
zones in coordination with the Army materiel, as a unit, by materials
Terminals involved to meet ship sched- handling equipment.
ules and avoid "piling up" as well as

ulesrangindivisions where necessary, (d) Greater security of pilferable mate-
arranging divisionswheeneriel. Current Army policy promotes

especially when such diversions may utilization of CONEX for shipments
effect monetary savings in transporta-
tion costs and yet not affect delivery
date at destination. transporters are ordered by depots

from the Transportation Corps,
(3) Less-than-carload or truckload lots. If which service is logistically respon-

the shipment can be made by parcel sible for the transporters and con-
post, the Storage Division of the depottrols their allocation by serial num-trols their allocation by serial num-
packages, marks, and mails the goods

ber in the same manner that freightwithout reference to the Transporta- cars are controlled. When a depot
tion Division. If the shipment amounts shipment for a single oversea desti-
to more than the limits of parcel post, shipment for a single oversea desti-

nation is not sufficient for utilization
but less than a truck or carload, the

.Storage Division picks, packs, and of a cargo transporter, the materielStorage Division picks, packs, and may be processed and documented
marks the goods before advising the for CONEX shipment and trans-
Transportation Division. When the ported to the Army Terminal to be
goods are ready for shipment, the consolidated with other materiel for
Transportation Division is advised. the same destination and trans-
Generally the Transportation Division
picks up the goods from the Storage porter loading.
Division and takes them to a consoli- c. Management of Transportation Planning.
dating point where they may be com- (1) Required dates. It has been noted pre-
bined with other small shipments to viously that without the permission of
the same destination. During all these the depot the required date on the
processes careful attention is given to requisition cannot in the absence of an
the "required date" on the requisition, emergency be less than 30 days from
which indicates the date when the sup- the date of the requisition for domestic
plies are needed by the requisitioner. shipments. Generally the required date

for oversea shipments is about 60 days(4) Reusable cargo transporters. One from the date the Oversea Supply
method of improving the shipment of Agency submits the extract requisition
military cargo is use of the CONEX to the depot. In some cases the re-
transporter. This transporter is es- quired date has already passed when
sentially a steel box with side opening the depot processes the requisition be-
door, having outer dimensions of 8' 6" cause of delays incident to extracting,
in length, 6' 3" in width and 6' 10" in re-extracting, and procurement ac-
height. The transporter has interior tions. In most instances, however,
space of 295 cubic feet, is rated at a when the depot has the stock and au-
9,000-pound capacity, and is equipped thority to issue it, the depot can pick,
with hoisting pads and skids. Designed pack and ship the supplies long in ad-
to facilitate oversea shipment of mate- vance of the required date. The cur-
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rent practice is to process requisitions rates and that holding shipments for
through Stock Control, Storage and consolidation can often cut transporta-
Transportation Divisions, within pri- tion costs in half. There is no cut and
ority, in the order of receipt. Schedul- dried answer to this problem. The
ing is made sufficiently flexible to pro- Transportation Division must know
vide for expediting requisitions de- from experience the approximate ton-
layed in transmittal, or for items re- nage by period to each destination and
quiring care and preservation. Requi- the likelihood that additional ship-
sitions are not held up in the depot to ments will be consigned to the same
enable arrival of supplies to coincide destination. Since five to six days are
with the requisition required date, un- required to process a requisition, the
less the early arrival of the shipment Transportation Division might be kept
would, by reason of volume, create a informed of the destinations shown on
storage problem at the station. If a the requisitions as they enter the proc-
shorter order and shipping time should essing line. It would then be possible
make it possible to reduce station to ascertain about a week or longer in
requisitioning objectives in the conti- advance whether or not any further
nental United States alone from the shipments to a particular destination
levels currently in use, the inventory can be expected. Another approach
reductions and consequent savings that might be considered is the sched-
would be substantial. Such a reduction uling of requisitions to take advantage
would not necessarily decrease the of economical transportation units.
effectiveness of supply from the depot; Stock levels are now based exclusively
under the present 30-day regulations upon the number of days of supply
most of the items on which some sec- that the requisitioner may maintain.
ondary action has to be taken cannot The high costs of transportation sug-
in any case be shipped to the customer gest that there may be instances in
by the required date. While the depot which the interval of replenishment
managers themselves will not have the should be predicated upon the size of
responsibility for determining station the shipment that would result rather
stock levels in terms of days of supply, than the number of days of supply
such decisions cannot be made without authorized for stockage. When the
estimates and determinations by the same station requisitions from several
depots of a realistic minimum shipping technical service sections at the same
time. general depot, the requisitioning

(2) Consolidation of shipments. The econo- schedules should be coordinated to per-
mies possible through reducing depot mit maximum interservice consolida-
order and shipping time allowances tion as authorized by current Depart-
must be balanced against the freight ment of the Army regulations.
savings possible through holding small
shipments for consolidation. The depot 4. Storage Management at Depot
Stock Control and Storage Divisions a. Introduction. The economical use of the
may contend that there is no need for overall storage capacity of the Army's supply
them to expedite their processing system has already been discussed and many of
times if the Transportation Division is the problems handled fall within the scope of
going to hold the shipment several the storage manager of the depot. Where the
days until it can be consolidated. The prescribed type of storage space is not sufficient,
Transportation Division points out he must determine which supplies should be
that the transportation cost of ship- afforded greater or lesser storage protection
ping 15,000 pounds at less-than-car- than that prescribed. Ultimately all economies
load lot rates is about the same as ship- in storage costs depend upon the efficiency of
ping 40,000 pounds at whole carload storage at the individual depot. This section
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concentrates upon further aspects of storage the new stock can be added in the same
management: the location of stock, physical in- space. If all or part of the new stock
ventories and the rotation of stocks. can be consolidated with the old stock,

b. Location of Stocks. such consolidations are generally ef-
fected. If the new stock is too large(1) Physical location. The ideal location of to consolidate at the old location and

stock is seldom obtainable. This means
the old stock is down to a few items,the location of fast-moving small items
it may be expedient to set up a newnear the packing room, location of it may be expedient to set up a new

heavy or bulky items near handling location and move the stock already on
facilities such as cranes and rail hand over to the newly established lo-

tracks, and location of the same item cation where there is sufficient spacetracks, and location of the same item to store the consolidated stock,always at the same place. The nature
of military requirements involves so (2) Location of related components in
many variables that the storage divi- storage. One of the responsibilities of
sion of a depot is not likely to be in a the depot, noted above, is the assembly
position to anticipate receipts and is- of sets, kits and outfits. In addition,
sues far enough ahead so that all items a large number of stock items not clas-
can be located advantageously. Never- sified as sets have many resemblances
theless the storage manager should to sets because of components, acces-
know as far ahead as possible the ship- sories and supplies issued with the
ments due into the depot by time item. For example, a camera may be
period, any contemplated bulk ship- issued with a carrying case, extra lens,
ments out of the depot by time period a tripod, and so forth. Normally a
and the rates of issue of various com- small camera such as used in the illus-
modities. He should also be supplied tration would pose no substantial stor-
with up-to-date information on age problem because it is likely that
changes in any of these rates or sched- all the accessories would be packaged
ules. Knowledge of shipments due in with the camera. But in the case of a
or out permits him to schedule person- large power shovel that comes equipped
nel, handling equipment and space. with a boom, a boom extension, a
Knowledge of the rate of issue of vari- bucket, a set of fairleads, tagline, tools,
ous commodities permits him to con- publications and first echelon parts,
solidate stocks of the same item at the the problem is of some consequence.
same location to the maximum extent The basic power unit, the boom and
possible provided he can allocate the bucket are stored outside. The
enough space to hold the quantity of fairleads and tagline are stored inside
the stock he expects to store. Where in one place and the tools and first
he is severely hampered by lack of ade- echelon parts are stored elsewhere in-
quate space, consolidation of the same side. The Storage Division of the depot
item at the same location may have the must collect all of these accessories and
offsetting disadvantage of wasting in- components when the complete shovel

is issued. The same problem occurs inside space for stock due in while stock
the issue of a combat tank with thealready on hand must be stored out-already on hand must be stored out- radio apparatus, tools and parts. The

side. This situation is the rule rather rage Division must establish van-Storage Division must establish vari-
than the exception and has forced all ous types of subsidiary records which
of the services to establish multiple show quantities and locations of the
locations for the same item. When various accessories, components and
stock is received, the location records parts that are required for an end
are examined to see if some of the item.
same item is already stored. The loca- (3) Stock location records. Although prac-
tion is checked to determine whether tices vary somewhat among the serv-
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ices, the routine described below is nal packages. Some of the services
generally representative of most pro- have remedied this situation by merg-
cedures. Location records are gener- ing location records with stock avail-
ally maintained in stock number se- ability records so that the quantity to
quence and within stock number by be shipped may be altered to fit the
condition of stock. These records packages before posting the entry to
usually show the size of commercial the stock record account. Other serv-
package but do not show the quantity ices, to the extent practicable, indicate
at the location. The storekeeper writes on the stock record card the type and
out a form for "locations established" quantity of commercial pack.
or "locations exhausted" when incom- c. Physical Inventory Procedures. Physical
ing shipments must be located or out- inventories of stocks to verify paper stock rec-
going shipments exhaust a location. ord accounts are performed annually and are
These forms prepared by the store- usually scheduled to spread the inventory work-
keeper are sometimes posted to a card load over the year. Routines vary between the
by entering a new line or crossing services but most of the essential features are
through a line representing an aband- the same. The general practice is to copy the
oned location. In other cases the form location records and send out an inventory team.
prepared by the storekeeper is simply If the team count agrees with the records, no
filed in stock number sequence and further action is taken. If the counts do not
pulled out when an "exhaust" notice agree, a recount is taken. All stacks are flagged
is received. These records are gener- to show that they have been counted and at the
ally maintained in the administrative end of the counting a tour is made to see
office of the warehouse and are whether some stack is unflagged, showing that
searched from the work copy of the the stack did not have a location record. This
shipping document, the clerk noting on annual inventory is scheduled so that only a
the work copy of the document one or limited number of classes of supply within a
more locations where each item may be depot at a time are closed down during the
found. If the stock picker cannot find period of the inventory. If the count agrees
enough stock at the annotated loca- with the records, no further verification is made.
tions on the work copy, he telephones If not, a recount plus a search of "exhausted"
the location clerk for any other loca- locations is made. All services send out a physi-
tions that may be recorded for the cal inventory team to check any item that
item. Because these location records reaches a "zerobalance" on the stock record ac-
are the only source generally of infor- counts to determine if the stock is also "zero"
mation as to the number of items con- in the warehouse. All warehouse refusals, or
tained in the packages received from cases in which the records show a balance but
the manufacturer and because com- the warehouse reports that no stock can be
mercial packs vary for many common found, are also verified by physical inventory.
items, the stock picker must either Whether the physical inventory is annual, cyclic
"break up" a package for odd quanti- or special, the records are finally adjusted by
ties, or ship in even packages by alter-ties, or ship in even packages by alter- an "Inventory Adjustment Report" or a "Report
ping the quantity shown on the ship- of Survey." The latter is only used in certainping document and advising the stock
clerks to change the records. The ad- instances such as unusually large discrepancies
ministrative cost of processing theministrative cost of processing the in value or quantities, and requires action of a
change to the records by an inventory surveying officer.
adjustment report is so great that it d. Rotation of Stocks. The rotation of stocks
is generally considered cheaper by the is important for virtually all commodity areas
services to break up the manufactur- and absolutely essential for certain items. Items
er's original package and repackage such as canned food, rubber products, drugs and
the odd quantity than to ship in origi- chemicals that deteriorate rapidly in storage
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must be rotated to avoid losses of stock. Barring added rather than from the back of the stack
complete and expensive preservation for ex- where the old stock is located. The rotation of
treme long-range storage, all items should be some items such as subsistence is so important
rotated by issuing the oldest stock first. If that the records carry the "date of pack," but

newly received stock has not been processed for the administrative burden of establishing sepa-
long-range storage and stock already on hand rate records for each receipt of the same item

has been, it may be expedient to issue the new would be prohibitive if applied to all commodi-
stock first, depending upon the cost of preserva- ties. At the depot much can be done by dis-

tion measured against the rapidity of deteriora- cipline and inspection to insure movement of

tion notwithstanding preservation. Complete the older stock. Where the depot stock status
preservation can seldom be achieved within eco- reports to the stock control point do not show
nomic bounds and machinery, for example, will the age of stock, as most reports do not, the
continue to deteriorate to some extent notwith- stock control point cannot relate its calls on the
standing "complete" preservation. Accomplish- depots to stock antiquity. It would be prohibi-
ment of proper stock rotation may present some tively expensive to apply the date of pack to all
difficult problems. If a depot is turning over all items in stock status reporting but considering
of its items rather frequently, the location clerk the volume of calls on the depot from the inven-
can select the "oldest" location or the stock tory control point which now has no knowledge
picker can select the "oldest" stock. But the of the age of stock, an extension of the date of
oldest location may include new stock because pack for subsistence items to other items of a
the stock picker added the last receipt to the relatively short storage life and a low or vari-
established location, or the stock picker pulled able frequency of issue appears both practicable
from the front of the stack where stock was just and desirable.

D. SUPPLY MANAGEMENT AT INVENTORY CONTROL POINT

1. Functions of Inventory Control b. Reports of Depot Stock Status. Since the
depots are widely scattered and can issue sup-

The.f n o. i try plies to meet local demands without prior re-
the central and critical area of supply manage-

cording by the inventory control point, or can
ment. National planning of the overall distri- receive stock from various sources without
bution pattern and facilities is an essential first knowledge of the inventory control point, or

knowledge of the inventory control point, or
can establish dues out against anticipated re-

through the depots is an essential sequel. But
ceipts, the inventory control point must receive

the effectiveness of the supply system as a whole cepts, the inventory control point must receivefrequent reports of stock status at the depots
is measured by its success in balancing supply, to obtain a picture of national stock availability.
the assets and inputs of the system, against the

multitude of demands upon it. This is the task Also the stock issued,by the depot and the pur-
pose for which it was issued must be known to

of inventory control.
assist in forecasting future needs. The reports
of depot stock status provide this central con-2. Tools for Control of Stocks
solidation of stock status to the inventory con-

a. Introduction. A large part of the day-to-day trol point at prescribed intervals.
activity of the inventory control point consists
of handling immediate demands for supplies, Both the frequency and coverage of these
either placed directly by requisitions or referred stock status reports vary considerably among
from depots which do not have the stock avail- the services. One service has every depot re-
able. In order to accomplish these daily tasks, port every balance on every item every day.
as well as to effect long-range control of stocks, Another service has the depots report daily on

the inventory control point must receive from "significant changes" in the quantities on hand,

depots information bearing on stock status. The due in or due out using a 10% change as the
most important of these tools of stock control yardstick for determining significance. Other
are described below. services vary the reporting frequency by selec-
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tion of some items for weekly reporting, some tory control point receives reports from procure-
items for monthly reporting, and other items ment activities showing quantities of stock be-
for quarterly reporting, generally basing the ing centrally procured, together with estimated
selection on frequency of issue and on whether dates of receipt.
the items are in long or short supply. g. Reports of Stocks With Troops, in Station

Information on the stock status report gener- Inventories and Oversea Depots. The Machine
ally includes by condition and account stock on Records Units of the Adjutant General's Corps,
hand, due in, due out and issued for the calendar although basically organized for the reporting
year to date. The stock levels or requisition- of personnel, also compile reports of several
ing objectives of the depot are also generally thousand selected items of supply in the hands
included. In some cases the depots are required of troops in the continental United States and
to compute and include the quantity "short or overseas, in ZI station inventories. Items are
over" by this formula: On Hand plus Dues In reported quarterly. These reports have been
minus Dues Out minus Stock Level equals recently revised to include quantities of equip-
Quantity Over or Short. This over or short ment by make and model to assist the inventory
figure is used as a quick means of selecting those control points in computing repair parts re-
items that may require replenishment at a depot, quirements. A few of the technical services re-
or as a means of determining excesses at a ceive periodic complete reports of all stocks in
depot. In other cases the stock accounting is oversea depots and other services receive spe-
centralized in the inventory control point, and reports from time to time of selected items.
the depots report only changes in stock balance. h. Reports of Troop Basis and Movements.

c. Detailed Analysis Reports of Depot Issues. The inventory control point, has information on
The depot stock status reports are supplemented the present location and composition of troops
by detailed analyses of stocks issued, due in and together with any contemplated changes in
due out at the depots. These issue reports, which troop composition, location or equipment.
are compiled for periods varying from six i. Liaison Visits. Regular and special liaison
months to eighteen months, eliminate the dis- visits to depots, stations, Army Terminals and
tortions which would follow from the analysis oversea areas add personal observations and
of a single month's issues. A consolidated issue reports to the information collected by the in-
analysis report is prepared at the inventory ventory control point.
control point to show by stock number the initial
issues and replacement issues for the Regular 3. Control Actions to Meet Immediate Demand
Army, National Guard, reserve components, a. Daily Activity at the Inventory Control
oversea installatons, etc. Issues are generally Point. A considerable part of the inventory con-
consolidated for all depots and for the entire trol point's daily activity is concerned with de-
period under review. termining secondary sources of supply for those

d. Detailed Analysis Reports of Depot Re- requests referred to it by the depots; those
ceipts. Reports are also submitted analyzing requisitions received directly from the field by
depot receipts. These are broken down by source, the inventory control point without passing
as from central procurement, local procurement, through the depots and those shipments initi-
depot transfer, returns from stations or returns ated by the inventory control point not based
from overseas. on a requisition. Approximately 50% of all line

e. Repair and Rebuild Schedules. The quan- items shipped by all depots have been processed
tities of reparable stock at the various depots through the inventory control point, either initi-
are included in the depot stock status reports. ally or as a secondary action, in the course of
Schedules showing current and anticipated one of these activities.
progress in repairing or rebuilding this stock b. Extract Requisitions. When extract requi-
are also made available to the inventory control sitions or shortage reports are received from
point. the depots, the inventory control point deter-

f. Procurement Status Reports. The inven- mines from its records of stock status reports
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from all depots whether stock is available at various allowance tables the required
another depot. If the stock is available, the in- repair parts to support end items that
ventory control point prepares shipping orders have been or are being supplied to con-
or sends notices of availability to the depot or signees and initiates shipping orders
depots in accordance with the procedures out- on the depots to supply the parts.
lined above under depot supply management. f. Account Transfers and Borrowing. Equi-

c. Regulated Items. Requisitions for regu- ties of stock are maintained either at the depots
lated items received directly from oversea agen- or at the inventory control point in separate
cies and stations are similarly checked for accounts for various requisitioning services
national availability and shipping orders are such as the Air Force, Navy, MAP, etc. When
prepared on the depot with stock nearest the equities of stock at a particular depot near the
requisitioner. requisitioner are not available, the inventory

d. Miscellaneous Requisitions. Other requi- control point often ships the supplies from that
sitions received by the inventory control point, depot out of other accounts and balances the
such as requisitions for class IV projects, large national equity of the owning service by adjust-
oversea demands, Government-furnished prop- ing entries at other depots. Also stock is "bor-

erty, etc., are likewise disposed of by the prepa- rowed" from reserve accounts in many cases to
ration of shipping orders on the various depots. meet urgent demands and later replaced. Am-

munition is an exception to this general rule
e. Automatic Shipments. The inventory con- since equities are maintained only at the inven-

trol point computes the requirements and initi- tory control point.
ates shipping orders on the depots for various
purposes without a formal requisition from the

maintains certain numbers of preassembled sets,consignee. Examples of this type of action are: maintains certain numbers of preassembled sets,
kits and outfits at the depots. Where these sets

(1) Initial activation of troop units during are composed of separately stocked items, the
time of war. Here the inventory con- inventory control point instructs depots to
trol point calculates from the tables of

segregate items for set assembly into a separateorganization and equipment or tables
of allowances the quantity of stock re- account and by shipping orders consolidates the

items into a particular depot charged with the
quired to equip initially or bring the physical assembly of sets, kits and outfits.organization up to authorized equip-
ment and initiates the shipping orders h. Repair and Rebuild. The inventory control
on the depots. point must keep informed of the repairing and

(2) Equipping POM units during time of rebuilding of economically reparable stock to
war. The inventory control point re- meet current and future demands. This activity
ceives a list of shortages of items for must be closely coordinated with maintenance
units being prepared for oversea move- facilities, and the technical service headquarters.
ment and forwards necessary shipping The inventory control point is informed of the
orders on the depots to equip the units return of stock to an issuable condition by the
before departure from the CONUS. repair and rebuild schedules mentioned above.
During peacetime essentially the same
procedure is followed in bringing 4. Management of Stock Control Activities
troops up to authorized equipment a. Extracting and Re-Extraction.
strength for purposes of engaging in
strmaneuvers. purposes of engaging in(1) The problem. The problem of extract-maneuvers.

(3) Establishment of new oversea bases. ing was pointed out in connection with
The determination of requirements for depot supply management. Under pro-
new oversea bases is made and ship- cedures which provided for control of
ping orders placed on the depots by stocks to be split between depots and
the inventory control point. inventory control points extracting and

(4) Initial repair parts allowances. The in- which allowed a considerable time lag
ventory control point computes from between stock movement and stock re-
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porting, extracting became the largest requisition from a West Coast depot
single problem in the day-to-day con- for eleven units of a certain hand
trol of stocks. tool. A 45-day-old availability tape

(2) Acceleration of document and report showed a Mountain State depot with
processing. Rapid communication be- fifteen hand tools and a Middle West
tween depots and inventory control depot with 628 hand tools. While the
points is now practicable through the clerk's experience indicated that the
use of electronic tools such as the Mountain State depot would almost
transceiver. Transactions can be re- certainly have issued enough stock
ported daily, and electronic data proc- since the date of the availability tape
essing machines give the inventory to bring its quantity on hand below
control points the capability of proces- the necessary eleven, she was com-
sing automatically huge amounts of pelled under the regulation to place
data so that overnight a stock status the shipping order upon this depot.
report can be produced which reflects The Mountain State depot supplied
all the transactions of the day before six hand tools and re-extracted five.
across the entire system. This issue exhausted its stock so that

(3) Refinement of the national stock avail- in addition to the re-extraction of
ability picture. five hand tools, it was certain that the

next requisition upon this depot
(a) Experience and judgment factors.

(a) Experience and judgment factors. would result in further extraction.
Over a period of time the inventory Eliminating situations of this kind
control point builds up a considerable
fund of experience relating to the through careful consideration of all

activity affected by a regulationmovement of stocks generally
through the system and at individual could reduce the traffic in extractionthrough the system and at individual

depots. On the basis of this experi- considerably.
ence, certain limited predictions can (b) Control and records of stocks in
be made of the rate at which a depot transit.
is likely to exhaust its stocks. Fur- 1. Recording assets in transit. Dues in
thermore, knowledge of anticipated consist of two types of assets: poten-
troop movements and other plans en- tial assets and assets in being. The
ables the inventory control point to long-range due in representing goods
plan for unusual demands before to be manufactured in the future or
they are reflected in the national being manufactured now is a differ-
availability records or other reports ent type of asset from those goods
which it receives. Use of this experi- already in being, but in transit be-
ence and knowledge can help con- tween manufacturer and depot or
siderably in maintaining national between depots. Goods delivered
and local stocks in a balanced condi- FOB manufacturer's plant and stock
tion. The latitude of judgment al- being transferred between depots, as
lowed to personnel at the inventory well as returns from stations and
control point should not be unreason- overseas, are examples of such assets
ably restricted by rigid directive nor in being which give rise to the prob-
by rigid interpretation of general di- lem of intransit control. Accurate
rectives. For example, one service records of stocks in transit will cor-
regulation stated that to save trans- respondingly increase the accuracy
portation costs shipping orders from and timeliness of the total picture of
the inventory control point should be national stock availability.
placed on the depot nearest the requi- 2. In transit stock as a type of dues in.
sitioning activity. A stock availabil- Depot X has been directed to ship
ity desk was handling an extract stock to Depot Y. From the point of
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view of Depot X, the stock has ceased supply management. It must be noted,
to be an asset at the time the order however, that no one improvement nor
was processed to the warehouse. any combination of improvements can
Depot Y cannot consider the stock as be expected to produce perfect supply
asset on hand until it has been re- performance, reduce all transactions
ceived physically. Depot X cannot to the simplest formula of a requisi-
hold the stock on its books until De- tion and a shipping document and do
pot Y receives it nor can Depot Y away with extraction. Aside from in-
pick it up before actual receipt from evitable errors and misjudgments, none
Depot X without distorting the of the methods discussed has attacked
availability records the quantity be- the fundamental problem of day-to-day
ing transferred as an ordinary dues stock control: the separation of the ac-
in, actual assets of the technical serv- countable storage and issue point from
ice are not distinguished from poten- the control of stock. So long as both
tial assets which are still on the as- depot and inventory control point can
sembly line or in the raw material direct stock issues-and this is true of
stock rooms of the manufacturer. the vast majority of items in the sup-
But from the point of view of the in- ply system-duplication of work and
ventory control point, stock in trans- records, delayed reports and the cycle
it is an asset of the technical service of extraction must follow. The ap-
in being regardless of the technicali- proach to this basic problem must lead
ties of accountability. also to an overall analysis of the loca-

Since station and oversea stocks are not tion and the nature of operating control
usually merged with continental over Army stocks. This will be exam-
United States depot stocks at the ined at the end of this chapter.
inventory control point, dues in from b. Account and Condition Reservation Codes.
station and oversea returns cannot (1) Introduction. Many of the customers
be treated similarly and must be of the Army, such as the Air Force and
handled as special kinds of dues in foreign nations included in the Mutual
that reveal the in transit nature of Defense Assistance Pact, operate under
the transaction by the indicated appropriations which are separate
source of the due in. Dues in from from those allotted to the active Army.
procurement where there has al- When the Army buys or sets aside sup-
ready been acceptance at the manu- plies with these funds, it carries these
facturer's plant may be reflected as stocks in separate "account codes"
a special type of firm due in from a which may be defined as stated quanti-
copy of the inspection report. In tative equities in the total quantity on
summary it may be said that the re- hand in the Army supply system, seg-
quirements for due in data at both regated on separate stock record ac-
the depot and the inventory control counts. A depot, for instance, with a
point should lead to a greater refine- total stock on hand of 200 of an item
ment of records than that presently may show 150 in the Regular Army ac-
in use. count and 50 in the Air Force account.

(4) Conclusion. In the areas described The same breakdown is reflected in the
above improvements are being made in national stock availability records at
the performance and economy of the the inventory control point.
operating supply system which will re- Condition codes are normally used to indi-
duce the traffic in extraction. Some of cate the physical condition of stocks:
the techniques suggested have broader new, used but serviceable, unservice-
applications and will be considered able but economically reparable, and
also in relation-to other 'functions of not economically reparable. However,
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in practice the condition code has been necessity for many of what might be
broadened in scope to represent a re- termed "interim segregations" of
finement of the accounting classifica- quantities of stock. to reflect a transi-
tion of stock, known as a "condition tory situation is caused by the fact
reservation code." For example, Regu- that each stock balance is reflected by
lar Army stocks segregated on the condition and account on a separate
records for the assembly of sets are punched card and only another
identified in the Regular Army account punched card can change the records.
code 11, condition code 4, whereas Any memorandum entry that might
Regular Army stock in new condition be made to indicate, for example, that
but unreserved would be identified in 250 of the total quantity of 1,000 avail-
account code 11, condition code 1. Thus able are being held for set assembly
in effect the condition code is sometimes would be lost when a new card show-
used as a subclassification of the basic ing activity on the unobligated 750 is
accounting classification. The purposes mechanically substituted for the previ-
of the accounting and condition classi- ous balance card. Thus any temporary
fication code include: obligation, reservation, or question

1. Segregation (usually as a "bookkeep- about some portion of the total quan-
ing entry" rather than physical tity of stock on hand must be reflected
separation) of specific quantities of immediately by a former transfer of
specific items by ownership: Regu- that quantity into a suspense or hold
lar Army, Air Force, MAP, reserve account to prevent the issue of the
components, etc. stock until the question can be re-

2. Segregation of stocks held for mobili- solved.
zation and strategic reserve. Again, Account and condition reservation codes are
normally, the segregation is not another major source of administrative
physical separation of stocks in the and clerical work in the supply system.
warehouse, but merely on the books. Various studies have indicated that at

3. Segregation of stocks within accounts least one quarter of all stock transac-
by physical condition. Here the tions in the system are paper transfers
segregation is usually both on the between account and condition codes.
books and in the warehouse. As in the case of extraction, the work-

4. Segregation of stocks for some spe- load pyramids at the inventory control
cific purpose, often by the use of the point. This section, therefore, will take
condition reservation code method up the problem of account codes; the
described above, following section will discuss condition

The preponderant use of condition res- reservation codes with particular refer-
ervation codes is in connection with ence to set assembly.
set assembly. Sometimes the items to (2) Transfers between account codes. In
be assembled in sets will be identified the case of stock held under different
under one condition reservation code ownerships only the national total of
pending assembly, and transferred to the stock for a particular ownership
the second reservation code during account may accurately represent the
actual assembly. Equipment set aside equity of the owner. If the equities are
for repair, equipment set aside pend- maintained at the depots and the owner
ing inspection for serviceability, equip- calls for the stock at the depot nearest
ment set aside because it is incomplete to him, he may find that depot without
for one reason or another are exam- sufficient stock to meet his demands.
ples of the many types of segregation Where this situation occurs it becomes
made on stock records by the account necessary for the inventory control
and condition codes. The practical point to transfer between accounts at
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two or more depots. For example, the items under the following principles
Air Force may have a total equity of might lead to a reduction in the number
250 pairs of binoculars in all depots of of accounting transactions now re-
a service. It then places a requisition quired to maintain such accounts:
for five pairs on Benicia Arsenal in (a) Under financial inventory accounting,
California where there is no Air Force dollar credits could be established for
equity. Let us assume further that categories of material instead of
there is stock on hand at Benicia in the specific quantities of specific items.
Regular Army account, whereas the The owner of the dollar credit could
Letterkenny Depot in Pennsylvania has draw all unexpected items until his
ample stock in the Air Force account credit was exhausted.
and no balance in the Regular Army (b) Critical items such as the binoculars
account. The following adjustments to in the illustration might be regulated
the accounts must be effected by the centrally (which is already done in
inventory control point: most cases) against specific quantita-

BENICIA LETTERKENNY tive equities without any breakdown
tAcount On hand Account On hand

Before: 11 (RA) 5 11 (RA) O at depot level by ownership ac-
21 (AF) 0 21 (AF) 5 counts.

Adjustments: 11 (RA) -5 11 (RA) +5 C. Set Assembly.
21 (AF) +5 21 (AF) -- 5

After: 11 (RA) 0 11 (RA) 5 (1) Definitions of sets. The impact of set,
21 (AF) 5 21 (AF) 0 kit and outfit assembly upon the supply

Thus any imbalance between depots in system in terms of account codes, ac-
stock held under an ownership account counting transactions, interdepot ship-
results in a number of accounting trans- ments, backorders and extraction is
actions, the simplest of which is illus- hard to overestimate. Basically the
trated above. If the quantity of stock intention of set assembly is to pull
being issued to the Air Force in Cali- together within the supply system re-
fornia were large, offsetting transac- lated items or components that are to
tions at several depots might be re- be issued as a unit. There are thousands
quired. of such related items stocked by the

(3) Consolidating ownership accounts. The Army and hundreds of different sets,
type of item just used in the above illus- kits and outfits are assembled from
tration, binoculars, explains the origin them. In order to attack the problems
of the ownership accounts for the Air of set assembly, therefore, it is neces-
Force, reserve components and the sary first to examine the typical com-
other services and suggests a principle position of various sets, kits and outfits
that might be used to re-examine the and to assess the impact of each type
practice. When funds were provided upon the supply system. It is extra-
for the purchase of critical, long lead ordinarily difficult even to apply a com-
time items such as binoculars, the serv- mon term to all collections of related
ice providing the funds insisted upon items. They may range from a her-
delivery in kind and the ownership metically sealed first aid kit bought as
equities were established to insure that a single unit and never broken into
binoculars, rather than an equal value separate components to a complete field
in a less critical item were furnished. hospital with tents, X-ray machines,
However, the practice of segregating beds, etc.; from a set of small hand
ownerships by account codes gradually files in a canvas roll to a complete rock
was extended to cover secondary items crushing, screening and washing plant
such as pencils and toilet soap. Perhaps that requires seventeen flatcars to
a reexamination of the use of owner- move. In one case the Army may buy
ship codes for specific quantities of the whole kit, set or outfit already as-
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sembled from a single manufacturer, appeared desirable in order to main-
for example, a set of Allen head set- tain the stability and usefulness of
screw wrenches; in another it may buy tables of organization and equipment.
the components from several dozen By listing on the table a "Carpenter's
manufacturers, for example, an Engi- Tool Set" or a "Mechanic's Tool Set"
neer topographic set for making maps. or a "Diving Outfit, deep water" it is
In some cases every item in the set is possible for the technical service to
peculiar to the set, for example, a soil alter the composition of a set to meet
testing set. In other cases a wide changing requirements without repub-
variety of the items will be common to lishing the many tables of organization
other sets; for example, an identical and equipment on which it appears.
screwdriver can be a component of a The technical services publish the com-
mechanic's tool set, an electrician's tool position of sets in separate pamphlets
set, a carpenter's tool set, and so forth. in section 6 of the catalog series to
In some cases the whole kit may be troop units. They then make interim
replaced and not the parts, as the first changes by the use of lists and cards
aid kit. In other cases components may furnished to the depots which enables
be replaced as a broken hammer in a them to translate a requisition for a
carpenter's tool set. In many cases the set of equipment into the latest com-
Army does not term an end item a set position. Thus the maximum flexibility
but in practice issues it as such, for is obtained to meet changing require-
example, a powered shovel consisting ments in set composition without con-
of a basic unit, a boom, a bucket, cable, tinuous alteration to the tables of or-
etc. Just as we might purchase a house- ganization and equipment.
hold mixing machine and receive sev- (3) Problems of set assembly.
eral bowls, a juicing attachment, mix- (a) General. Among the enormous vari-
ing blades, and so forth, so are military ety of item collections those which
items issued with accessories and at- cause more difficulty to the supply
tachments. In some cases an initial system and to the inventory control
supply of consumables may be issued point in particular are the sets whose
just as razors are sometimes furnished components are separately procured,
with extra blades and shaving cream. stock numbered and issued. The
It is often difficult to distinguish such small sets, kits and outfits procured,
accessories or attachments or compo- stocked and issued as an unbroken
nents from repair parts. Since repair unit cause relatively little difficulty
parts are generally handled by a sep- except for replacement of the compo-
arate element of the technical service nents. When replacement of a com-
and are not distributed in the same way ponent is feasible, separate identifi-
as sets or end items with accessories, cation and stockage of the replace-
the distinction is often important be- ment components can be correlated
cause of its effect on issue responsi- with the number of complete sets,
bility. kits, and outfits in use. The supply

(2) Sets and tables of organization and catalog from which the requisitioner
equipment. Often the technical services orders these small sets, kits, and out-
in designating certain collections of fits should include identification of
related items as sets have had an addi- the components either as spares or
tional purpose beyond insuring that end items and should indicate the
the user would receive an entire source of replenishment.
group of items designed as a unit for (b) Segregation of stock record accounts.
the accomplishment of a specific mis- When the components of a set are
sion. The designation of sets has also separately procured, separately stock
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numbered and assembled into sets in set would be operable with the avail-
varying quantities, it becomes neces- able items. The question is some-
sary to segregate the balances for set times as simple as whether a typist's
assembly on the stock records to pre- outfit would be operable without a
vent issue for another purpose before typewriter. In other cases, however,
the sets can be assembled. Since in the decision is a difficult one and re-
many instances the components of a quires considerable technical know-
particular set are separately issued ledge of the use to which the set will
as end items, are components of other be put. If it is decided to issue the
sets or are likely to be issued as available components, the depot nor-
replacements for sets already in the mally establishes dues out for the
hands of users, the inventory control missing components and supplies
point must direct the depots to set them when they become available.
up the balances held for set assembly (d) Technical service cognizance. Sets
in separate stock record accounts to are often composed of items supplied
prevent dissipation of the assets for by more than one technical service.
other purposes. For example, an Engineer bridge

But establishing separate stock record may contain a Signal Corps flashlight
accounts for the items held for set or a Army Medical Service hospital
assembly may lead to other complica- may contain an Engineer generator
tions: a more pressing demand for set. In practice the assembling serv-
the item as a replacement to a set ice will obtain the other services'
already issued may require "robbing" equipment and include it in the ini-
of the account and later restitution. tial issue of the set but will require
Since the inventory control point is the user to requisition replacements
not certain exactly how many sets from the other services.
can be assembled until the depots (e) Replacement of components. The
have confirmed what quantities have practice of preassembling sets on
been set aside, it may be found that orders from the inventory control
issues of the required components point gives priority to initial issues
were made before the advice to set of complete sets over replacement
aside was received. The timelag be- issues of components. During the
tween actual stock status and availa- period that stocks are "frozen" to
bility reports is again an important determine availability, the depots
factor here. When this situation oc- cannot issue individual components
curs, which is the rule rather than and supply performance suffers by
the exception, either the number of the generation of extracts. This
sets to be assembled must be reduced problem is extended by the common-
and the excesses of plentiful items practice of designating many sets as
returned to issuable accounts, or the regulated items. Even when the in-
short quantities placed on due out. ventory control point has not desig-
When the items are placed on due nated the set as regulated, individual
out, every receipt of a missing item requisitions for complete sets from
or quantity must be correlated users may be extracted to the inven-
against the other items on backorder tory control point and compel it to
to determine whether this particular freeze stocks in order to meet de-
receipt will permit assembly of the mand.
sets. (f) Interdepot transfers. Although in

(c) Operability of incomplete sets. When theory components are bought spec-
not all the items in the set are avail- ifically for set assembly and shipped
able, the question arises whether the to the assembling depot, shifting re-
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quirements after initiation of pro- components prior to the receipt of a
curement results in considerable traf- requisition. Preassembly of sets, kits,
fic in interdepot shipments of compo- and outfits has both advantages and
nents being transferred to a central disadvantages, a tabulation of which
depot for assembly. may assist in an analysis of the prob-

(g) Excessive supply to users. Since lem:
many items such as common hand 1. Advantages of preassembly:
tools are included in a wide variety a. A requisition for the entire set
of sets, using units often receive ex- can be honored without the delays
cessive supplies of such common com- incident to selecting and packing
ponents by receiving several different the individual components.
sets with the same component. b. Sets can be preassembled by mass

(h) Changes in set requirements and production techniques during pe-
composition. Often quantities of riods of reduced activity.
items are set aside in separate stock c. The question of operability is elimi-
record accounts to build X number nated because all of the compo-
of Set. No. 1, but a more urgent de- nents are available.
mand occurs for a related Set No. 2 d. The number of stock items in in-
before Set No. 1 can be assembled. ventory may be reduced by the
Since many of the components may number of set components that are
be common between the two sets, but not normally stocked for replace-
in different quantities, it therefore ment.
becomes necessary to set aside addi- e. Emergency demands for strategic
tional quantities or to transfer out purposes or for mobilization can
excess quantities of particular items. be met quickly without the delays
Changes in the composition of sets incident to possible component
after assembly sometimes occur and shortages and the selection and
it becomes necessary to unpack and packing of the available compo-
substitute another item, or to sub- nents.
stitute a different quantity of the f. There is an element of convenience
same item, or to add other items, or to the ultimate user in receiving
to remove certain items. all components at the same time.

(4) Management of set assembly and issue. 2. Disadvantages of preassembly:
(a) Advantages and disadvantages of a. Stocks needed to maintain sets

preassembly. Listing sets on tables already in existence may be tied
of organization and equipment up in preassembled sets, a practice
rather than listing the individual which in effect gives preference to
components enables the technical the new user rather than to the
service to modify the composition of user who needs a replacement com-
the set without the great expense ponent.
of republishing the many tables of b. Components common to several
organization and equipment on sets may be tied up in preassem-
which the set appears. Depots are bled sets for which there is no
provided with current set composi- pressing need, while there is need
tions and are able to assemble a set for the same components to assem-
requisitioned as such in accordance ble other sets. This may result in
with the latest approved composi- delays in the supply of available
tion. Thus, the fact that the set is components while all of the com-
listed by name only on the tables of ponents are being assembled. For
organization and equipment does not example, the ultimate user may be
require the depot to preassemble the in urgent present need of many of
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the tools in a particular tool set and condition reservation codes that
and would prefer some tools now must be made during the course of
even though not all of the tools in preassembly. These considerations
the set are available at the depot. suggest the basic question: Is the

c. There is of necessity a large physical preassembly of sets the only
amount of traffic in the supply means of insuring that sufficient
system caused by shipping compo- quantities of set components are
nents between depots for preas- available to meet demands? Firm
sembly. These assets in transit not obligation of sufficient quantities of
only are expensive in transporta- individual items to preassemble the
tion costs, but they are assets lost number of required sets for strategic
to use while in transit. and mobilization reserves might ac-

d. Modification of the composition of complish the same purpose without
sets after preassembly results the many disadvantages listed above.
either in the issue of the less satis- The use of sets as a device to avoid
factory composition, or in the ex- frequent republication of equipment
pensive job of unpacking, chang- tables will be discussed later. From
ing the composition and repacking. the standpoint of the ultimate user,

who is in any event responsible or(b) Controlling preassembly of sets. The who is in any event responsible or
preassembly of sets within the supply accountable individual com-

system should be critically reviewed ponents, the convenience of receivingsystem should be critically reviewed a preassembled set varies consider-by stock managers at the inventory a preassembled set varies consider-
control points and by technical serv- ably with the nature set and
ice headquarters. It is difficult to the mission of the unit. Once the
generalize about the large variety of ultimate user receives the set of
item collections carried by the Army, -equipment, the only difference be-
and the above list of advantages and
disadvantages may be expanded or a set is in the catalog which he uses
modified in particular cases. It may for replenishment; if he has a set,

he uses section 6; if he has separatelyoften appear, however, that the sev- he uses section 6; if he has separately
eral serious disadvantages and costs issued items, he uses section 3. At
of preassermbly outweighda l nladvan- the time of initial issue, it is often

true that the only difference betweentages except possibly those of having true that the only differece between
a sufficient number of preassembled receiving a set and receiving sepa-

sets on hand to meet strategic and rately issued items is the fact thatsets on hand to meet strategic and
mobilization requirements and the the depot issuing the set may have
economy in fewer republications of placed the components inside the
tables of organization and equip- special chest or box designed to holdtables of organization and equip-
ment. But it should be noted that them. In such cases as these the
except for the slightly longer time -basic problems incident to set assem-
required to select and pack set com- bly will lie within the supply sys-
ponents an emergency demand can tem rather than with the user, and
be met from adequate stocks of indi- the seriousness of these problems as
vidual components; thus preassem- hindrances to efficient supply will
bly even for this purpose suggests often indicate the desirability of
the more immediate need of insur- eliminating the preassembly of sets
ing that all set components are avail- and issuing the components as sepa-
able. Preassembly at the depot rate items.
increases stock accounting transac- (c) Controlling assemblages. The adage
tions because of the interim trans- to the effect that you may get too
fers or balances between accounts much of a good thing is particularly
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appropriate to the control of sets, limited as possible in order that all
kits, and outfits. We have seen that users may employ all of the items in
such assemblages can be convenient, the set. However, a single tool set,
useful, and a simple way of handling for example, for every kind of elec-
related items which are required to trical repair is not feasible because
accomplish a specific mission or pur- the lineman, the radio repairer, and
pose. But the practice could ulti- the motor rebuilder require different
mately be projected to the point at tools and no one user is likely to per-
which the tables of organization and form all three functions.
equipment would contain seven 2. The practice of compiling "super
lines: Ordnance Equipment, Infan- sets" that embrace hundreds or thou-
try Company, Quartermaster Equip- sands of items, including sets within
ment, Infantry Company, and so on. sets, may be questioned in several
Manifestly the grouping of tools into respects. These sets seldom exist as
sets and kits for the automobile me- such in the supply system and the
chanic, electrician, and the carpenter single line identification on the tables
is a convenience to the user and to of organization and equipment for
the supply system. On the other such an assemblage destroys the
hand, grouping a wide assortment purpose of the tables of organization
of items such as clothing, guns, and and equipment, which is to provide
cooking gear into a single set would to the user a list of the supplies and
combine material that has little in equipment to which he is entitled. It
common as to use, physical charac- might be noted in this connection
teristics, source of procurement, con- that as more and more assemblages
sumption rate, storage requirements, are listed on tables of organization
and responsibility for distribution. and equipment and the description
Because literally every item in the of the material on the tables is
supply system has some relation to further abbreviated, tables are in-
other items in the hands of the same creasingly becoming merely refer-
user, any item in the supply system ence indexes to other publications
might be combined with one or more instead of lists of authorized allow-
other items to form a kit, set, or ances. These super sets are often
outfit. It has been noted too, that the approaching, if not reaching, the sit-
issue of accessories, attachments, uation where they embrace all of a
carrying cases, repair parts, etc., technical service's equipment issued
with major items is little different to a particular user.
in final effect from the issue of what 3. The practice of combining both con-
is formally termed a set. In an area sumable supplies .and nonexpendable
so broad, it is impossible to estab- items into sets might be questioned
lish principles that might govern from several standpoints. Replace-
the universe of commodities issued ment demand calculations for the
to every element of the Army. Vir- components of such sets are much
tually any rule is subject to some more complicated. Quantities and
exception when tested against par- varieties of the consumable supplies
ticular assemblages or particular de- tend to be modified much more fre-
mands. The following principles that quently than the nonexpendable items
may be observed in testing the valid- in the set. The same consumable sup-
ity of assemblages of items are there- ply item in the set may also be con-
fore generalizations: sumed for other purposes by the

1. The purpose or end use to be made same user and its inclusion in the
of the set should be as narrowly set is therefore duplicative and serves
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no useful purpose. The list of con- which they thought were needed. So-
sumable supplies is usually, at best, called "reasonable" levels of stock on
an estimate of the quantity of such many of the 700,000 odd minor second-
supplies that should be carried in ary items and repair parts were main-
reserve, and this may be unrealistic tained regardless of true requirement
when the set is placed in actual oper- based on the major end items and units
ation. supported. An Ordnance maintenance

4. The practice of combining equipment unit in Korea carried cab-over-engine
and supplies issued by more than one vehicle parts even though there were
technical service in the same set no vehicles of this type in the theater.

might be questioned on the basis that Conversely, the reporting of issues instead
the confusionin supply responsibility of demands confused the true require-
caused may not be worth the conven- ments for supply. When a desired item
ience to the user. was not available, substitutes were fre-

5. The composition of sets will have to quently issued. A six-inch screwdriver
be carefully reviewed to avoid inclu- can often be substituted for an eight-
sion of components for which supply inch screwdriver. Through the use of
responsibility has been delegated to issue data alone, it is theoretically pos-
station level. Such delegation of re- sible to increase procurement and sub-
sponsibility is discussed in the last sequent distribution of six-inch screw-
section of this chapter. drivers to the point where no more

6. The practice of including common eight-inch ones remain in the supply
purpose hand tools with each major system.
item issued should be carefully
item issued nshould bt e po icarefully tUnder the Army Field Stock Control Sys-
analyzed against the possibility that tem, no stockage is authorized below
the recipient of the major tem, no stockage is authorized below

the recipient of the major item technical service depots unless sup-
already has such tools. ported by three demands in 180 days.

5. Controling Stock Levels Concurrent programs in standardiza-
tion, cataloging, end item density re-

a. The Army Field Stock Control System. One porting are providing better data for
part of the Army's plan for modernizing its sup- more realistic basic load requirements
ply procedures is a system of controlling stocks which in turn enable supporting supply
below depot level. Named the Army Field Stock echelons to provide the fast-moving
Control System, it is composed of three basic items as needed and to call forward
elements: from key depots the slow-moving items

(1) A selective stockage plan; when required.

(2) Improved stock records; and Complete implementation of this plan was
(3) Gathering and reporting realistic con- completed at all appropriate installa-

sumption-demand data. tions 31 December 1957. Department

This new system came about when the Deputy of the Army objectives under this plan
Chief of Staff for Logistics in late 1954 directed include:
that all technical services develop a common (1) Reduction of the number of different
stock control system based on demand data re-

items in the supply system.
porting which was being tested by the Ordnance
Corps under Project 170. (2) Reduction of the quantity of items sup-

Previous systems allowed supporting ele- plied.
ments including direct support com- (3) Reduction of the quantity of items in
panies, Army field depots, theater stock.
depots, and posts, camps and stations (4) Removal of seldom used items from
to requisition those items of supply lower echelon stockage.
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(5) Expediting of the movement of parts (c) Equipment population. Because the
for deadlined equipment. dispersal of equipment does not nec-

(6) Integration and unification of technical essarily follow the dispersal of
service systems. troops, reports of equipment in the

b. Forecasting Local Demand. field are broken down by areas to
give a local demand. Since these re-

(1) Inventory functions. The problems of ports are generally compiled by
national demand forecasting, which are continental Army areas in the
covered in chapter 4 of this manual United States, they do not always
are multiplied locally in proportion to correspond to the distribution areas
the number of depots in which any of individual depots.
stock item is held. If only one depot
is to stock the item, its stock level is In addition, the manager must take into
the national stock level. But the major- account certain factors that are pecul-
ity of items are stocked by a number of iar to local demand. These include the
depots, ranging from two or more than total and the available storage capacity
a dozen. It is a major task of inven- of individual depots, the bulk and ship-
tory control to anticipate demand at ping costs of the items stocked and the
each of these storage points, to establish repair and rebuild schedules at individ-
operating and safety levels for them
folrloing the pateternyf the nartioa .ual depots which will add to or subtractfollowing the pattern of the national
level and to schedule deliveries into
each point to maintain the level and (3) Problems in estimating local demand.
meet demand. The fluctuations of day-to-day demand

(2) Local demand forecasts are based pri- make it extremely difficult to plan levels
marily upon issue experience of indivd- in advance so that actual quantities of
ual depots, which were obtained from stock on hand at any individual depot
the issue analysis report or correspond- will be sufficient to fill requisitions and
ing data. Like the national stock shipping orders. Large demands from
analyst, the forecaster of local demands oversea requisitioners, demands for in-
must make use of: itial and special supplies and the move-

(a) Information on troop basis, composi- ment of troops within the continental
tion and disposition, and scheduled

changes in these programs Know- United States and to and from overseas
,aei these programs. Know- may exhaust one depot's stock over-ledge of the location and composition
of troops with supporting overhead night and leave another with stocks farof troops with supporting overhead

services and installations can be ap- exceeding the needs of its reduced sup-
plied against allowance tables to de- ply mission. No general rule for the
termine where supplies should be establishment and review of stock levels
placed for distribution. When it is will take care of every possible demand
known that troop strengths will be at every point in the system. The pres-
changed at different locations, that ent figures on extracts, showing that
alterations will be made in overhead one quarter or more of all line items
services and facilities, or that requisitioned are not available at the
changes will be made in the quanti- depots on which requisitions are ini-
ties or kinds of items authorized, the tially placed, indicate this conclusion
manager can plan and revise his clearly enough, and it is unlikely that
quantities and levels. this situation can ever be wholly rem-

(b) Seasonal demand. Seasonal demand edied. In seeking improvements, the
may vary at different locations with closest attention should be paid to flex-
climate and local programs. ible scheduling of receipts from pro-
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curement and to the analysis of stock limitations on the flexibility of delivery
imbalances with a view to the most eco- scheduling make it almost impossible
nomical means of correction. to insure that all local stocks will be in

(4) Scheduling receipts from procurement. balance at all times. In the past when
In the planning of procurement sched- individual depots have had shortages
ules, the stock control manager is nor- or excesses beyond their established
mally interested in the greatest possi- levels, it has been the usual practice in
ble frequency and flexibility of de- all technical services to redistribute
liveries under any given order. For ex- stocks by "leveling actions" involving
ample, if the total national delivery is interdepot transfers of supplies to
scheduled at 300 units once every three raise or lower stock quantities to estab-
months, and five depods stock the item, lished levels. Since this procedure in-
the stock manager must then plan volves additional paper work, trans-
ahead three months for each of the portation, packing and handling, an
five depots. If the same total delivery aggressive program directed by the De-
is scheduled at 100 units each month, partment of the Army has been aimed
the stock manager does not need to at reduction of these transactions. In-
plan so far ahead and has greater terdepot transfers of material have
flexibility in meeting fluctuations in de- been reduced from an average of
mand without extraction or interdepot 60,000 to 80,000 tons monthly to less
transfers. There are limiting factors, than 20,000 tons monthly.
however, to the frequency with which A certain minimum of interdepot transfer,
deliveries can be scheduled: however, will always remain, and the

(a) The contractor's production methods manager is still faced with the prob-
and schedule, which may necessitate lem of maintaining local levels and cor-
relatively large infrequent deliver- recting unbalanced stock positions. In
ies. the analysis of these situations, the fol-

(b) Transportation costs. The analysis lowing points need to be considered. In
of freight costs for carload and less- the case of excesses at the station
than-carload lots may indicate that level:
it is extremely uneconomical, par- (a) Is the item in short supply nation-
ticularly for low bulk items, to make ally? If so, it may be expedient to
a number of small shipments. pull in the excess stock for redistri-

In approaching the problem of sched- bution regardless of other considera-
uling, stock managers should carefully tions.
consider the analysis of key and dis- (b) Will the excess stock be absorbed in
tribution patterns which was noted a reasonable time measured in terms
earlier in this chapter. If items of low of costs of transportation to remove
issue frequency are stocked in only one it as opposed to costs of caring for it
or two depots, the results of miscalcu- at the station?
lation of demand are less serious than (c) Is the item in long supply at the de-
if the same items are widely stocked in pots and disposal at the station
smaller quantities, where a slight therefore appropriate?
quantitative increase in demand can In the case of excesses and shortages at
wipe out stocks at any one of the scat- different depots, the following addi-
tered storage points. Proper assign- tional considerations apply:
ment of key and distribution missions (a) Will the cost of extracting against
can do much to ease the difficult prob- the excess at a depot, including the
lems of local scheduling. cost of smaller shipments to consig-

(5) Balancing stock after receipt. The nees farther away, be more or less
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costly than making a bulk transfer nance. This stock is carried with the unit, and
of the excess to another depot? Of is therefore held to a minimum consistent with
course, if all depots are in long sup- the nature of the organization's mission. No
ply, this question would not apply. formal records are required at this level as far
If the item is in short supply in sev- as stock accountability is concerned. This stock
eral depots, the quantity in overall is replenished by the direct support organiza-
excess in relation to the quantity in tions.
overall shortage must be considered The direct support organizations carry stocks
against time and desirability of pro- of parts for replenishment of the organization
curing to replenish depots in short units' stocks and, in addition, stocks of parts re-
supply. quired to support their own maintenance activi-

(b) What is the bulk of the item? If the ties plus some insurance items. Generally, these
item is small and frequently issued, parts are selected according to demand-any
transfers between depots may be part demanded three times in 180 days is con-
economical, whereas if the item is sidered for stockage. A formal stock control
bulky and infrequently issued, ex- record is kept at this level. It is needed to man-
tracts against the excess at one or age stocks, but it is not kept as an accountable
more storage locations may be more property record. The repair parts supply per-
economical. Will the excess at one sonnel at this level are responsible for the ac-
depot, either as a single item or sev- curacy of requisitions which go forward for
eral items, make up a whole trans- supply action.
portation unit to another storage Absolute accuracy of all information is es-
point in short supply? sential to the operation of the system. It is as-

(c) Is the item of a deteriorating or sumed that the responsible staff officer in charge
seasonal nature, requiring rapid con- is both honest and capable; therefore, the req-
sumption of the excess in the first uisition he submits is considered valid for supply
instance and permitting the stock to action. His requisition is submitted on punched
lie dormant in the second instance cards by means of a transceiver, located at the
until the new season? nearest transceiver installation. Communica-

(d) What future planned changes in tions from this point on are electronic.
missions or anticipated changes inmissions or anticipated changes in Rapidity of communication, the paring down
troop strengths and locations ote r s of stockage, and the precise scheduling of routine
changes in allowances or other such transportation backed up by premium transpor-
considerations, will affect the de- tation are all characteristics of this modern
mand at the depot in long or short Army Supply System. The system itself is evi-
supply? .dence of how the Army Supply Manager works

6. Modern Army Supply System for improvement through imaginative applica-
tion of new capabilities to his old problems.

The modern Army Supply System or MASS
as it is called, is an example of how a major im- 7. Single Manager Concept
provement to the supply system is being field- Essentially, the Single Manager Plan places
tested in Seventh Army for suitability for use the control of one commodity area under the sec-
throughout the supply system. It is a system de- retary of a particular military department. For
signed to replace heavy pipeline stockage with instance, the Secretary of Defense has desig-
rapid customer service. The latest means of nated the Secretary of the Army to be responsi-
communication, control, data processing, and ble for the organization and operation of the
transportation are used to produce that service. Single Manager Assignment for Commodity

In concept, the system is simple. At the or- Groupings such as subsistence and clothing and
ganizational level, a small stock of fast moving textile materiel. In addition, petroleum, medical-
parts plus some insurance items is maintained dental materiel, and traffic management are
to accomplish the authorized level of mainte- under single manager systems.
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The Single Manager Operating Agency is the icisms of the Congress with respect to costly
heart of the Single Manager Plan. This is the cross-hauling and duplication and overlapping
focal point for control of the Single Manager of pipelines, storage facilities, and procurement.
operations, the place where the ownership of The Single Manager Plan is concerned pri-
wholesale stock rests. The agency is managed by marily with:
an executive director, appointed by the head of Medical-Dental Items 7,062
the technical service designated to supply a par- Petroleum Items ___________________________ 1,046
ticular commodity to other departments and Clothing and Textile Items___________________ 34,295
services. Subsistence Items___________________________ 1,861

Total 44,264An administrative committee assists the Ex- Total 44,264
ecutive Director in identifying and overcoming These categories:
problems concerning the operation of this as- 1. Are largely common-use items.
signment. The committee is neither a policy 2. Are completely cataloged.
board nor an executive directorate, but rather, 3. Have had some coordinating attention.
is a group of specialists who recommend solu- 4. Contain many of the duplicating-stock
tions to particular problems. The committee cross-haul troublemakers.
seeks to promote effectiveness and economy in 5. Are 2% of the total number of supply
the agency's effort to meet the needs of the mili- items, but are 20% of line item re-
tary services. ceipts and issues, involving expendi-

The need to eliminate overlapping and dupli- tures of about $2.6 billion per year.
cation in the supplying of many common-use The Single Manager directs (within his As-
items provided one important reason for the signed Commodity Area):
creation and development of the Single Manager 1. Worldwide inventories.
System. Instead of having each military depart- 2. Research.
ment procure its own subsistence, for example,
there now is a single procurement agent-the
Army. Through its Quartermaster marketing 4. Stock Fund operations.
center in Chicago, the Army buys all subsistence 5. Screening Excesses.
on demand from the Navy or Air Force. It per- 6. Training.
forms the actual procurement, contract adminis- 7. Net Requirements and Computation.
tration, and the contracting negotiations. 8. Cataloging and Standardization.

The application of the Single Manager System 9. Inspection and Quality Control.
has provided several changes in supply opera- 10. Distribution and Redistribution.
tions. It has centralized the control of distribu- 11. Storage and Transportation.
tion and the control of inventories for their most 12. Major Maintenance and Repair.
economic utilization. It has eliminated much
duplication of warehousing of identical items in The Single Manager relies on the supply de-
adjacent depots (where two or more services are partments of the services for:
involved). The time and distance for serving re- 1. Program requirements.
tail consumption points from depots also has 2. Technical advice through advisory groups.
been reduced. The Single Manager System has 3. Operation of Area Distribution Depots.
assured coordination of procurement, procure-
ment scheduling, and contract administrations. 4. Optimum utilization of existing depart-

mental skills and facilities.Finally, the System has centralized in one loca-
tion the supply demand and control functions- 8. Interservice Supply Support
such as net requirements computation, inventory
management, and procurement direction. Interservice Supply Support is the name given

to the policy of interservice use of available ma-
The Single Manager Plan meets the recom- teriel within the Department of Defense. The

mendations of the Hoover Commission for Cen- policy aims to improve the positioning of sup-
tral Agency Control. It likewise meets the crit- plies, balancing inventories, and reducing back-
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hauling and cross-hauling of materiel within the Managers to guide and maintain inter-
military supply systems by making these supply service supply support.
systems mutually supporting. (2) Established Commodity Coordination

Specifically, interservice supply support is the Groups including the appropriate in-
action taken by one military service or agency to ventory managers to deal with particu-
provide supplies and related services to another lar commodity groupings of supply.
military service or supply agency. In a Joint (3) Caused major commanders in both con-
Army-Navy-Marine Corps-Air Force agreement tinental United States and overseas to
the four services have: establish task groups and committees

(1) Established an Interservice Supply to coordinate and accomplish inter-
Support Committee of Senior Supply service supply support.

,E. COMMODITY CONTROL AND DELEGATION OF SUPPLY RESPONSIBILITY

1. Principles for Distribution Management organization for supply is impractical. We have
seen, for example, that the "requirements func-

So far this chapter has concentrated upon the for the
standard or typical process of supply in the tion for mfor secondary items, or the estma-
Army system. It has applied to those stocks tion of total future demand, is inseparable fro

the "distribution function," or the location ofwhich are centrally procured, centrally con-
trolled by inventory control points, and dis-d by geographic areas and the sched-
tributed through requisitions or shipping orders uling and placement of receipts to meet it Both

in turn are intimately related to the procurementplaced upon key or distribution depots. Until
function in the areas of delivery scheduling,

recently, this standard supply process covered, n o a
with minor variations, the vast majority of items analysis of market conditions and economical
stocked by the Army. Over the past few years,
however, a number of methods and management b. Commodity Centers. The logical end of
concepts have been introduced or have been these developments is an organization which will
given new emphasis by the Army, and some of bring together the related functions of supply,
these, such as the use of open end and call con- including requirements, distribution and ap-
tracts and the wide delegation of procurement prcpriate aspects of procurement, under a single
authority, have already become significant fac- management. The question then arises: What
tors in supply operations. The purpose of this principle of organizations will serve to replace
concluding section of the storage, distribution, the functional divisions and break down into
and stock control chapter is to examine some of manageable segments the overall responsibility
these developments in the light of the underlying for supply? The answer which is most consistent
principles of supply management which they with the present responsibilities of the technical
represent, and to apply these principles to the services and which is already being studied by
current problems of the Army supply system the Department of the Army, is that unified sup-
which have been discussed previously. There are ply responsibility should be assigned by com-
two principles which may be derived from modity groupings. The technical services are
present developments and applied to future broad commodity organizations. In some services
analysis of the Army supply system. These are: one inventory control point handles all the items

a. Undivided supply responsibility for com- assigned to that service, in others there are two
modity classes and categories of items; inventory control points, one for end items and

b. Delegation of supply responsibility to one for repair parts, and in others a number of
levels in the supply system which are appropriate inventory control points have been set up for
for each item or group of items. commodity groups within the supply responsi-

bility of the technical service. The already exist-
2. Undivided Supply Responsibility ing commodity orientation of the technical serv-

a. Combination of Functions. The technical ices therefore provides the basis for the estab-
services have recognized that a purely functional lishment of "commodity centers," each of which
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would have complete supply responsibility for sidering such a move, many factors
a more or less limited group of related items. must be evaluated.

The concept of the commodity center implies (2) Advantages. The following arguments
more than changing the titles of the old stock have been advanced in favor of cen-
and supply control points and combining their tralized accountability and control of
functions. The commodity center should handle issues:
a group of items which is small enough and has (a) Reduction in recordkeeping and re-
a sufficiently close relationship so that overall porting, since depot accountable rec-
supply performance by the center can be meas- ords and stock status reports would
ured by significant and practical standards. be replaced by the single set of ac-
Within the center, also, the concept of com- countable records maintained at the
modity and item specialization should be the commodity center.
guiding principle of organization. While the (b) Elimination of extracts and short-
ideal of one specialist for each item is economi- age reports, since all shipments
cally impossible, the specialist concept implies would be controlled by the com-
the maximum stability of personnel in com- modity center, based upon current
modity or item assignments and the continuous stock information available at that
*cumulation of experience in supply and de- center.
mand history to apply to the difficult problems (c) Simplification in scheduling of re-
of distribution management. ceipts, since the importance of main-

c. Unification of Accountability and Control. taining balanced stocks in all depots
to prevent extractions would be(1) Introduction. The combination of sup- eliminated.

ply functions, as so far discussed, has
left out of account one function of sup- since shipping orders could be placed
ply which is important under any sup-
ply organization: the control of issues so as to effect supply from the over-
and the assignment of accountability stocked depot, and receipts from pro-
for stocks. In the preceding discussion
of the current supply organization, it ots.
has been noted that a distribution mis- (e) Greater use of direct shipment from
sion depot generally maintains ac- manufacturer to user, with result-
countable records for items stocked, ing economies, since all requisitions
and issues stock against requisitions, would be received by the commodity
whereas the inventory control point center.
can direct the depot to ship the same (f) Elimination of the necessity for test-
stock. To this dual control, established ing stocks prior to the assembly of

sets.in order that the bulk of supply be ac-
complished by direct transaction be- (g) Improvement in requirements com-

t hedeo ad requ itioner, hnasn been putations, by virtue of the availabil-tween depot and requisitioner, has been ity of current stock status informa-ascribed many of the shortcomings of tion and issue data at the commodity
the supply system, including extracts, center.
the necessity for testing stock status

(3) Disadvantages. Arguments advancedfor set assembly, and the absence of a against central accountability and con-
detailed picture of issue history at any trol of issues are:
one point in the supply system. As aone point in the supply system. As a (a) All requisitions would, in fact, be ex-
result, there is some advocacy, under tracted since none would be directed
the commodity center concept, of the to the actual source of supply, and by
centralization of accountability and this lengthening of the supply line
authority to issue stock, with central workload will be increased, supply
processing of all requisitions. In con- action slowed.
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(b) Stock denials by depots in response them is an incentive to efficient and
to shipping orders would not be com- economical supply.
pletely eliminated, since stocks in
storage are subject to change in 3. Delegation of Supply Responsibility
serviceability, loss, pilferage, and a. Introduction. The principle of unified sup-
variation from documented quantity. ply responsibility must be viewed and applied in

(c) Withdrawal of accountable records close connection with another fundamental prin-
from the depots would not eliminate ciple of distribution management, the delegation
stock recordkeeping, if the depot is of supply responsibility. Delegation has always
to be responsible for warehousing, been an important factor in Army supply opera-
care and preservation activities, sur- tions; as noted earlier in this chapter, stations
veillance, classification, and disposal. procure and stock their own bulk supplies such

(d) A considerable portion of the depot as sand, coal, and oil, together with repairs and
reporting workload would continue utilities equipment and materials, and many
in order that the commodity center other items. Responsibility for such items is
be kept informed of changes in serv- delegated out of the supply system entirely. Re-
iceability, classification, receipts, re- cently, the trend to delegation has increased to
turns, and inventory adjustments. a marked degree, with the use of open end and

(e) Centralized accountability would call contracts at several levels in the supply sys-
make reconciliation of inventories tem and outside it, and a larger assignment of
and resultant adjustments more diffi- local procurement authority both to depots and
cult. to stations.

(f) In war, destruction of the com- In the light of the commodity center con-
modity center, with centralized stock cept, the importance of delegation is increased.
records and controls, would paralyze Clearly it is impossible to centralize the com-
the supply system. The costly solu- plete supply responsibility, including issue con-
tion of maintaining duplicate files at trol, for all items which are supplied to the
an alternative site would still lack Army's customers. Even the most efficient cen-
the flexibility in the event of disaster tral control of common commercial items for
which is inherent in the currently de- which responsibility is presently delegated would
centralized system. involve wasteful storage, paperwork and admin-

istrative effort. Many other items which are at
whiConclusion. A commodityh center plan present controlled centrally by inventory control
which brings together the computation points may not prove adaptable to such control
of requirements, the control of procure- when commodity class data become available.
ment and distribution of stock, and to The commodity center concept therefore de-
some extent, the control and recording mands the maximum delegation of supply re-
of issues, provides a potent means of sponsibility for all items which can be more
obtaining supply management objec- economically supplied at the local level. Next,
tives. It gives the commodity manager it requires the delegation of complete operating
a greater responsibility than previously responsibility for such items, including control.
existed in the supply system. His over- Management controls over delegated items may
all performance is constantly under re- be retained at the commodity centers through
view, and the demands on his judgment financial property accounting reports and the
are heavy and continuous. But it also analysis of turnover rates.
gives him the means of meeting this The question is therefore: What items are at
responsibility and the opportunity to present delegated to local levels of control, to
develop a high level of experience and what levels are they delegated, and what criteria
"know-how" in commodity behavior. or principles should be used to guide the further
The combination of great responsibili- development of delegation? The basic purpose

ties and the tools with which to fulfill of delegation is to remove the delegated items
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themselves together with the costs of storing, (1) Centrally placed and fixed-quantity
handling, issuing, and controlling them, wholly contracts. Whether advertised or nego-
or partially from the supply system. If a certain tiated and with a wide variety of
hardware item is procured and stocked locally pricing terms, these contracts are
by distribution depots, the records, reports and placed centrally with a single source
workload related to central control of this item or a group of sources, and specify fixed
are eliminated; if the same item is further dele- quantities of supplies with a fixed de-
gated to station stockage and procurement, the livery schedule. There are many items,
additional savings include the investment in in- comprising the larger part of the total
ventory and processing costs at the depots. The dollar value of Army procurement,
principle limiting factor in delegation is procure- that must be obtained by this method.
ment. Certain items made to military specifica- For example, purely military-type
tions and peculiar to the military must be pro- items such as guns, tanks, uniforms,
cured centrally, from a single manufacturer or a and individual military equipment,
group of manufacturers. At the other extreme, such as canteens, packs, etc., cannot be
many items are identical to those used in the procured on the local market, and still
civilian economy and can be procured at any insure uniformity, quality, or the maxi-
point in the United States through well-estab- mum price advantage of volume pro-
lished commercial distribution channels. Be- curement. Although some of the ex-
tween these extremes lies the whole variety of pensive nonmilitary items such as sur-
items supplied by the Army. While other fac- veying instruments, machine tools, elec-
tors, such as cost and strategic importance must trical machinery, etc., can be procured
be taken into account, the basic determinant for by depots and stations in varying de-
the degree of delegation, as well as the items to grees; costs, standardization, large
be delegated, is the appropriate method of pro- procurement for strategic reserves and
curement. many other factors suggest that local

control is not feasible. Because of suchWithin its statutory limitations the Army has control is not feasible. Because of such
considerations, many of these items arealready developed a considerable degree of flexi- considerations, many of these items are

bility in adapting its procurement methods to the
commodities and the circumstances of supply. It point.
is necessary, therefore, to review briefly the (2) Local procurement. Local procurement
levels in the supply organization to which pro- by stations or depots also employs a
curement authority and consequently supply re- variety of contracting methods. How-
sponsibility may be delegated, and the methods ever, because this kind of procurement
of procurement available, before combining is adapted to obtaining readily avail-
these factors into a reasonable pattern of delega- able commercial-type items, the largest
tion. dollar volume of local contracts is

placed through formal advertising.
b. Levels of Supply Responsibility. The oper- Under the category of supplies suited

ating levels of the supply system, according to
to local procurement falls a large vari-

the pattern developed throughout this chapter,
ety of items of great bulk that are
already being distributed by civilian

(1)hent commodity center (under the marketing systems, such as coal and
present organization, the inventory

fuel oil. Under this category could be
2control k epoint); included a wide variety of commercial

(2) The key depot; items that are widely distributed by the
(3) The distribution depot; civilian economy such as paper, pencils,
(4) The post, camp, or station. paper clips and other stationary sup-

c. Methods of Procurement. From the point plies; pipe fittings; small hardware
of view of delegating supply responsibility, items such as nuts, bolts, screws and
there are certain patterns of procurement: nails; electrical items such as wire,
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receptacles and light bulbs; housekeep- portation and warehousing costs, and
ing supplies such as brooms, brushes, avoidance of the expense of supply and
mops and soap; and common small hand inventory control.
tools. Many of these supplies that are Open end and call type contracts are identi-
common to the civilian economy are fled as four specific types: call; open
available at virtually any city or town end, requirements type; open end, min-
in the United States. imum quantity; and open end, indefinite

(3) Open end and call contracts. These quantity. Of the four types the call
contracts are the most flexible type of is most definite in contractual obliga-
procurement available to the Army, tion and least flexible in quantity and
combining some of the advantages of delivery provisions, while the indefinite
central procurement, such as price and quantity open end type is the least
standardization, with flexibility of local definite in contractual obligation and
ordering. A basic contract is placed, most flexible in quantity and delivery
specifying in a call contract maximum provisions. The type to be selected for
and minimum quantities and the fre- a given purpose will depend upon par-
quency of orders, and in an open end ticular circumstances but should always
contract only the term of the contract be the one which provides the contrac-
and the unit price, without indicating tual arrangement most consistent with
the total amount to be ordered. The the need for flexibility in quantity and
basic contract may be placed centrally delivery terms.
as directed by the commodity center or The call type contract is very similar to the
the inventory control point, or may be fixed-price, definite quantity contract
placed by a depot to provide for the which we know so well. The only real
stations in its area. difference lies in the provision allowing

Emphasis on the use of open end and call delivery instructions to be deferred
type contracts represents an effort to until a later time.
simplify Army procurement and supply Open end, requirements type contracts bind
system. Like other types of contracts, the Government to order and the con-
they are merely tools with which to tractor to supply, subject to fixed limi-
accomplish a particular purpose; the tations, whatever the requirements of
purpose in this case being to accomplish a particularly designated or described
the purchasing function with the least activity may be. The open end, mini-
amount of administrative burden and mum quantity contract is one in which
with the greatest degree of simplifica- the Government guarantees to order
tion of the supply system. The Army from the contractor only a certain mini-
supply system is extremely complicated mum quantity, but may at its option
and expensive, involving control of order at various times additional quan-
literally hundreds of thousands of items tities up to a stated maximum total.
which the Army must have for the The open end, indefinite quantity con-
successful accomplishment of its mis- tract in reality is nothing more than
sion.

an agreement which stipulates that the
Where items are of a commercial or near-

commercial nature and the commercial Government may order and the con-tractor may supply, at fixed or deter-
distribution system is such as to insure
ample and reliable supply, open end mnabe prices, the requirements that
and call type contracts may be used to may arise at designated activities dur-
achieve this kind of simplification and ing the contract period.
economy. The obvious results are fewer d. Supply Responsibility at Commodity Cen-
purchase transactions, direct shipments ter. At present the inventory control points have
from vendor to user, savings in trans- responsibility for a wide range of commodities,
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including commercial as well as military items. items within it. When most items in a commodity
The increasing delegation of commercial items group, for instance, are infrequently issued, the
away from central control, however, has already key depot for this group might constitute an in-
been noted. In general, therefore, a commodity dependent commodity center. Where only cer-
center plan must envisage complete central con- tain items in a group are slow-moving, overall
trol only of items for which central fixed-quantity control of the group might be kept in the com-
procurement is necessary, including commodities modity center and responsibility for these items
of purely military use and certain commercial- delegated to the key depot.
type items according to the criteria noted above. f. Supply Responsibility at Distribution De-
In continuing the delegation of other items, at- pots.
tention should be paid to maintaining the benefits (1) Introduction. The distribution depots
of commodity experience at a central point. Re- store all centrally procured items
view of delegated items through dollar inventory whose stockage is not restricted to key
and turnover reports should be maintained at the depots. If central control of issues is
commodity center, both to appraise the local added to the other responsibilities of
management of these items and to provide a the commodity center, the responsibil-
criterion, if necessary, for bringing them back ity of distribution depots for these
under central control. In addition, the commod- items is limited to receipt, storage and
ity center should have control of the central shipment on orders from the central
placement of open end and call contracts for control point.
items in its commodity class, on the basis of To an increasing degree, however, distribu-
locally estimated requirements. tion depots are being delegated respon-

A complicating factor is the division, noted sibility for supplying their service
earlier in this chapter, between wide and re- areas with commercial-type nonmili-
stricted stockage of commodity classes on the tary items and commodity groups.
basis of frequency of issue. When studies of is- They represent an intermediate point
sue frequency by the technical services are com- of delegation between central supply
plete, it will be possible to concentrate attention responsibility at a commodity center or
at the commodity centers upon those items or key depot and complete delegation of
classes within the general category of centrally responsibility to using activities. The
procured materiel which are widely stocked and supply responsibility at the distribu-
account for the largest volume of issues. tion depot may take a number of

forms, according to the items beinge. Supply Responsibility at Key Depots. To handled and their supply and demand
complement the broad stockage of fast-moving, status.
centrally procured items, key depots store slow-
moving stocks either at one location or at a re- (2) Depot procurement. There are many
stricted group of storage points. Where more items of a commercial nature which
than one key depot handles the same commodity may not be readily available from the

sources used by some stations. This isand the commodity is centrally procured, cen-
tral control must be located in the commodity particularly true for those in remote
center. But when only one key depot handles a areas. These include such things as odd
group of items or a commodity class, commodity sizes and types of hardware or electri-
managers should consider the advisability of cal fittings. If the depot is, as is usually
delegating complete control of the slow-moving the case, near an urban center of com-
group of class of items to the depot. This would mercial distribution, it can procure,
provide the advantage to supply management of control and supply such items to the
segregating control of fast-moving and slow- stations in its area. Procurement may
moving items and would make possible more ac- be accomplished through fixed-quantity
curate determination and review of optimum contracts, and in this case the depot
turnover rates. The practice, of course, will vary must usually maintain stock levels
with the particular commodity grouping and the against requisitions by its stations. If
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possible, however, it is more desirable demand is now restricted to the
for economy of storage and operating limited geographic area served by
costs to place open end or call con- the depot. While this enables the
tracts, particularly for items of infre- depot supply manager to gain a closer
quent issue, and have shipment made knowledge of his customers, it also
directly by the distributor or manufac- subjects him to the vicissitudes of
turer on call from the stations. Parts local supply resulting from the world-
for office equipment are an example of wide program and activities of the
the type of item adapted to this form Army.
of procurement. (b) Local troop disposition and activity.

(3) Calls by depots against open end and Local supply managers must have the
call contracts. Here, again, economy same information on the disposition
indicates that delivery orders and calls and makeup of troop units in their
under centrally placed open end and service area as the inventory control
call contracts should be placed directly point now has for the national troop
by stations to the greatest extent pos- program. They should also have in-
sible, and that the ensuing shipment of formation on training activities, on
goods should return directly to the sta- seasonal demand-in fact on any
tion with no intervening storage and present or planned activity within
handling by the depot. In the present their area which may affect supply
situation, however, in which procure- and demand status.
ment methods are changing, distribu- (c) Oversea requisitions. While local
tion depots still have stocks of items supply responsibility in CONUS will
which have been placed on open end or continue to be restricted to commer-
call contracts. Until these stocks are cial items, these same items are not
exhausted, it is necessary for the depots so readily available in oversea com-
to control the calls made against the mands, and requisitions for most of
new contracts. Once these items are them must still be placed upon the
nationally exhausted, the authority to supply system in the continental
call can be transferred to the stations. United States. At present, the
It is likely that there will still be a few great majority of oversea requisi-
items which may be centrally procured tions, other than those placed upon
on open end or call contracts from a inventory control points, are ex-
single manufacturer or from a sup- tracted by the oversea supply agen-
plier with a limited number of com- cies to designated ZI depots. It is
mercial outlets. Here, the supplier may safe to say that no one factor con-
refuse to entertain the volume and fre- tributes so much to the imbalance of
quency of calls necessary to supply all stock in the depot system as the
Army installations directly, and it may placing of large oversea requisitions
be necessary to limit the number of or- upon individual depots. At least one
ders by permitting only the distribu- service is now experimenting with
tion depots to place calls and delivery the use of open end and call contracts
orders. to fill oversea requisitions for com-

(4) Problems of depot supply responsibil- mercial-type items directly from the
Protblem of epo sppl reposibl-commercial distributor. Others are

i~~~~~ty./~~~ ~using procurement requests for such
(a) Introduction. The delegation of sup- items placed directly by the port

ply responsibility to the distribution upon a designated purchasing
depots raises a number of problems agency. Clearly these methods are
for depot management. These are restricted to items with a short lead
primarily associated with the fact time between order and delivery.
that the balance of supply against Extension of both methods, however,
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to cover as many as possible of the on local activities and programs. Periodic depot
commercial-type items requisitioned liaison visits as well as the limitations of con-
from overseas, should relieve most of sumer funding are important aids in controlling
the burden on the individual depots the large volume and variety of items that may
and permit the depot supply manager be delegated, as are dollar inventory and turn-
to plan and control his supply for a over reports. At present, however, it is not con-
definite group of using activities templated that financial inventory accounting
within his own area. will be extended to all posts, camps, and stations.

g. Supply Responsibility at Stations. Delega- Until complete financial coverage of station in-
tion of supply responsibility to posts, camps, ventories is attained, the delegation of supply
and stations is the final step and means the responsibility to stations cannot be controlled toand stations ls the final step and means the
removal of delegated items from the supply its fullest extent.
system. An indication of items suited to local A final problem in the control of station stocks
procurement by the station has been given is the frequent procurement of nonstandard
above, and many further items may be made items. Local suppliers may not be able to provide
available through calls under open end or items which are identical with military speci-
call contracts, whether placed centrally by the fications. These items are issued to troops and
commodity center or locally by the depot. The may later be returned into the system, causing
prices that will be paid by the local post, camp, or confusion and duplication of stock identification
station for many of these items will necessarily and increased difficulties in maintenance. The
be more than the purchase price would be under limits of variation should be clearly specified,
central or depot procurement of large quantities and in many cases it may be cheaper to dispose
of the same items. However, the cost of central of returned nonstandard items locally than to
or depot procurement, storage and distribution permit them to enter the system at all.
may well make up the difference in local costs
as opposed to costs in large bulk purchases. Fur- 4. Conclusion
thermore, it is possible that under the disloca- This chapter has examined the current prac-
tions caused by enemy action, the ability of the tices and problems of overall distribution man-
local garrison to supply itself with such items agement in the Army system, and in this final
for some period of time from the community section has looked forward to the significance of
would be of great importance to the national current and contemplated developments. It is
safety. In view of the experience of World War not possible to predict the exact form which will
II in maintaining essential civilian industry and result from these changes in operations, organi-
construction, even under the impact of an all-out zation and management concepts. It is possible
war, materiel allocations could permit this re- to say that the Army, as the largest distribution
liance upon civilian supply channels to continue. organization in the world, has presently in hand

While the maximum delegation of supply techniques for effective supply management
responsibility to stations offers great advantages which are unlimited in scope and opportunity.
in economy and efficiency of supply, it also poses Analysis, refinement and application of basic
certain problems for the supply system. As at supply principles to operations at every level
the depot level, local forecasting of demand is in the supply system are necessary if this oppor-
difficult without adequate advance information tunity is to be realized.
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Chart III

CLASS I AND II INSTALLATIONS
THIRD UNITED STATES ARMY AREA

(LESS TERMINALS, SUB-INSTALLATIONS AND COCO FACILITIES)
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Chart N

CLASS I AND II INSTALLATIONS
FOURTH UNITED STATES ARMY AREA
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Chart VI

CLASS I AND II INSTALLATIONS
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CHAPTER 4

REQUIREMENTS PLANNING

A. INTRODUCTION

The "Dictionary of the United States Military late data from quantitative stock records to
Terms for Joint Usage" defines requirements fiscal and funding procedures.
as: "The need or demand for personnel, equip- These, then, are the major divisions of the
ment and supplies, resources, facilities, or Army inventory. Since the items of these divi-
services, by specific quantiities, for specific peri- sions are related in use, it follows that in the
ods of time or at specified times." determination of requirements these divisions

Although the emphasis of this definition is on must be closely related to effect sound supply
specific quantities for specific or specified peri- management.
ods of time, it is important to remember that Preparedness for modern warfare becomes
exactness in requirements planning cannot al- ever more and more dependent on logistics. The
ways be achieved, but this does not preclude old saying that "for want of a horseshoe nail a
requirements from being valid even if not re- kingdom was lost" in principle is more appli-
duced to specified numbers. cable today than ever before. With the vast

Obviously, "materiel requirements planning" logistical accomplishment of the United States
should be discussed largely in terms of possible in World War II, and fresh experience in Korea,
war, but the focal point is preparedness and one would think thatat lastmost of the answers
not war, butthefoclpintisrepredessand are available. However, there remain many

problems, particularly with regard to the future.
"Materiel requirements planning" really is The wide dispersion imposed by nuclear war-

material inventory management with major fare or its mere threat results in drastic changes
emphasis on planning for the future. One of in logistics planning.in logistics planning. The logistician, faced with
our major tasks then is to define the nature greater worldwide requirements planning prob-
of the Army's materiel inventory as sound lems, no longer can follow the World War II
management depends on this determination. To and Korean concept of a mass accumulation of
simplify matters, we can divide the Army's supply to sustain our forces in combat. He must
materiel into two broad divisions. now plan for the same range of supplies at more

The first division is what we call Principal locations and must rely on speedier shipments
and Major Secondary Items. This division in- and faster turnover of supplies to present an

cludes the major key items of capital equip- unprofitable target while maintaining combat
ment which have a long life expectancy and effectiveness.
are budgeted in the Appropriation: Procure- Foremost in our minds in requirements plan-
ment and Production, Army. ning is the formulation of an objective, as mili-

tary preparedness is dependent upon the de-
In the second division, we can place minor termination of this objective. The objective of

secondary items and repair parts. These are a military force must be the yardstick against
generally the consumption type items for which which our requirements are measured and
there exists a recurring demand. Further, these evaluated. It becomes a problem for the highest
items are generally "stock fund" items since level of government . . . it is a fundamental
management has been able to intelligently re- matter for national policy.
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B. LOGISTICS PLANNING ANALYSIS

Chapter 2 discussed, in summary terms, the for Planning, modifying slightly the Joint Pro-
individuals and organizations responsible for gram for Planning of 14 July 1952. This pro-
managing the Army's supply system. gram, like the former, provides for the prepara-

Logistics planning is essentially the analysis tion of joint strategic planning documents
of a strategic plan and fore structure in terms covering three separate but related time periods,
of requirements and the orderly development as outlined in section C that follows. These
of resources to meet the requirements. In war- joint documents are used as guidance for the
time, the controlling factors are manpower and preparation of service plans, estimates, and
materiel. In peacetime, it is money and the programs covering the same time periods. All
planner soon develops a unique awareness of its such documents are revised annually.
importance.

The following section C develops in detail the
On 27 July 1955 the Joint Chiefs of Staff Army Planning, Programming, and Budget

published a revised edition of the Joint Program Cycle.

C. PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, AND BUDGET CYCLE

1. Planning must be evaluated to determine what obstacles
may stand in the way of our own national in-Planning for future requirements entails
terests. This assessment is the objective of themany uncertainties, and the Army planner must terests. This assessment is the objective of the

consider factors over which the Army has no long-range plan, known as the Long-Range
Strategic Estimate (chart IX). The name,control. Experience has shown that these un-

certainties can best be managed by dividing the Army Requirements Development Plan has also
planning procs io p d of been given to this estimate; and this, perhaps,planning process into periods of time, and

developing, accordingly, long range, mid range describes more accurately its precise function.developing, accordingly, long range, mid range
and short range plans (chart VIII). The first iBy taking into account the factors mentioned,
considers possible conditions of war eight years t indica the possible courses of development
in the future; the second, much more realisti- to which the Army will have to adapt itlf
cally four years in the future; and, the third, Current technological developments in electron-cally, four years in the future; and the third,
conditions at the moment and for the succeeding ics, nuclear science, metallurgy, aeronautics,
fiscal year. All such plans are revised annually propellants, and other fields show the type of
to recognize international political changes, equipment which may be available for produc-
developments in pure and applied science and tion in eight years. Equipment and weapons

growing out of such developments can radicallytechnology, and national budgetary policies. The growing out of such developments can radically
Army planner works closely with the Joint ichange the nature, composition, and organiza-
Chiefs of Staff, which is the coordinating agency ton of th e Army, and accordingly, t entative

for similar plans developed by the Navy and organizations are drawn up and efforts made
Air similaForce. plans developedbytheNavyand to envision their tactical and strategic employ-

ment. By successive annual reviews, the previ-
To develop precise plans upon which actual ous year's estimates are revised in light of the

operations could be based for a possible war current year's actual accomplishments in trans-
eight years in the future is manifestly imprac- forming designs to prototypes, and prototypes
tical. It is, however, necessary for planners to to production runs.
assess the ability of the national economy to
support a major war effort, and to evaluate With the midrange plan more specific factors
current and anticipated technological develop- are considered. Forces of specific size and com-
ments so as to determine what weapons and position are scheduled for deployment in se-
other means may be available. Similarly, the lected theaters of war, and their logistical sup-
potentialities of possible enemies in these fields port is carefully calculated. The midrange plan
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is an actual operational plan and is designated spect to use of available materiel and installa-
the Army Strategic Objectives Plan. The ob- tions, and for the expansion of the Army itself
jective is stated in terms of political, military, under mobilization conditions.
and geographical accomplishments. Although The Primary Programs dealt with premobili-The Primary Programs dealt with premobili-
the projected D-Day of the A rmy Strategic zation army and assigned to the various De-Objectives Plan is four years in the future,
the plan becomes the guiding document for the partment of the orderly S taff Sections respon-
Army's procurement and development during sibility for the orderly management of relatedArmy's procurement and development during .i. .activities. The Primary Program structure,the fiscal year beginning two years in the future. consisting of 16 programs which existedIt is drawn up in conjunction with a senior and through FY 58, was criticized for its complex-
parallel plan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in through FY 58, was criticized for its complex-parallel plan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in
which the missions of the three military depart- ity and the th at it caused t o report progress
ments are assigned. The Army plan is normally across rather than through normal commandapproved by the Chief of Staff in June of each channels. Restudy of the entire structure re-channels. Restudy of the entire structure re-year, following which preparations are initiated suted in discarding the Primary Programsulted in discarding the Primary Programto attain a calculated degree of readiness for a
war which, it is assumed, may start on the first Army Program System;" this regulation defined
of July four years subsequent.

a revised concept of programming and begin-
The first step in this preparation is the de- ning with the FY 59 cycle, the Army staff

velopment of a second document known as engaged in operations under this revised system
Mobilization Requirements in Support of the (chart X). The system under the new concept
Army Strategic Objectives Plan (MOB-R- is based on five control programs: Troop, Re-
ASOP). This is a considerably more detailed serve Components, Materiel, Installations, and
document. It specifies the number of units of Research and Development. These are listed in
different types which will be required to carry column 2 of the chart together with the staff
out the operations plan, establishes what their organization responsible for their preparation.
equipment will be, how much shipping and air- The control programs become the repository for
craft will be needed for their movement and basic information guidance and planning infor-
logistical support, and in general provides the mation necessary to the operation of the Army,
basis upon which the technical services can and this guidance is segmented for each of the
begin the detailed computation of requirements five fiscal years covered by the program. The
upon which subsequent budget requests will be third column of the chart, entitled "Appropri-
based. ation," shows the budget structure which is

used as a means to convey specific objectives
2. Programming and guidance required for the budget fiscal

Plans have been defined as schemes of action, year. The appropriations titles are shown in
programs as administrative plans with specific capitals and are underlined. Beneath each ap-
time phases for the accomplishment of interim propriation is listed the intra-appropriation
objectives, and budgets as plans with a price structure only to the detail necessary to convey
tag. By considering all three activities as suc- objective guidance. The first indentation con-
cessive steps in a continuing process, the func- sists of the broad budget programs; the second
tion of each falls into position logically. The indentations are budget projects for which sepa-
Army Program System was devised in 1950 rate guidance is necessary. These are two areas
for the Department of the Army level only, -Tactical Forces and Army-wide Activities-
and extended to subordinate echelons in Fiscal where it is necessary to go to the budget level
Year 1955. The Program System deals only to define clearly the single agency charged with
with the nontactical activities of the Army, and the preparation of specific guidance as shown in
is divided into the Mobilization Programs and the fourth column
until Fiscal Year 1959 the Primary Programs.
The former establish an orderly time schedule The agency responsible for preparing the guid-
for the accomplishment of stated goal with re- ance extracts applicable objectives from the con-
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Chart IX
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trol program for the budget fiscal year and, in all the responsible agencies outside and within
coordination with the Comptroller of the Army, the Army, with interpretation at each level,
includes a dollar estimate required to accomplish there is not sufficient time for the agency respon-
the objectives. This effects a complete marriage sible for actual computation to do an adequate
of program guidance with the budget structure. job. Again, questions on the interpretation of
The Oversea Commands, Continental Army Com- policy in terms of specific items and quantities
mand, DCSLOG, and Department of the Army of materiel can rarely be decided with the neces-
operating agencies receives guidance directly sary speed when they must be passed upward
from the Department of the Army. Each of through many tiers of the national supply man-
these commands and agencies receive a single agement organization. Within the Army, much
directive from the Department of the Army can be done to ease the situation if personnel,
containing program and budget guidance for a concerned with the review of requirements and
fiscal year. The Comptroller prepares the guid- the interpretation of policy at higher levels,
ance by consolidating the information received would phase their demand upon the agencies
from each staff agency responsible for a portion responsible for requirements computation so far
as shown on the chart by the "x." In general as possible in accordance with scheduled work-
pattern, the guidance follows the format of a loads and established reporting methods. At
military field order and contains the necessary the Department of Defense level, planning
information needed by a specific commander to should be sufficiently in advance of the required
do his job for a year. It replaces the numerous date to permit phasing of requirements compu-
program documents and budget guidance mem- tations, to cover a specific situation, into the
oranda formerly received by a command. normal computing workload, thus avoiding

Against this background of national policy "crash" action, and throwing normal computa-
even the details of requirements planning for tions out of mesh.
principal items take on greater significance.
Planning must be complete and any figure or 3. Budget Cycle
estimate may require justification before a num- The process of translating a strategic plan
ber of reviewing agencies both within and out- into a budget is extremely complex, and involves
side the Army. At the same time the control of general and specific guidance or subsequent re-
requirements planning for these items is re- view by the Chief of Staff, the Joint Chiefs of
moved to a considerable extent from the Army'sn o a Staff, the Secretary of Defense, and the Bureau
supply management organization and is located of the Budget. Therefore, only the critical
at higher levels of the Defense Department, the
Administration and Congress. While the neces- points in the who chain of events are consid-
sity for adequate control of the many dollars ered Starting with the Chief of Staff's ap-
spent annually on principal items demands close proval of the ASOP by the end of June of Year
review at all levels, it must be recognized that Y-3, (chart X-I), the MOB-R-ASOP is devel-
this multiplicity of review and direction raises oped by the end of October of the same year. By
certain administrative problems. The Supply the spring of the following year, that is X-2,
Control Study itself is an elaborate form, and the technical services will have computed the
each study is backed up by hundreds of indi- requirements based on the Plan. Based on such
vidual computations, data, and estimates. In- requirements, an estimate is developed by the
terim demands for "spot" estimates of certain Army to establish an approximation of the
items or certain factors further increase the funds which will be required to support the
workload of requirements personnel at technical objectives of the plan. As there is normally a
service headquarters and inventory control considerable gulf between what is theoretically
points. On the other hand, the national policies required and what is practicably attainable, sub-
which affect principal items are subject to rapid stantial adjustment is required before the
change because of emergency, legislation or Army's position for the development of its bud-
other factors. It frequently happens that by the get can be firmly established. This position is
time policies have been passed down through normally accomplished by the fall of X-1, so
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that it may be incorporated into the President's in manufacturing schedules, hurried contract
Budget Message which is presented to Congress negotiations, and delays in planning deliveries.
in January of each year-in this instance Janu- As the planning process is a continuing opera-
ary of X-1. There follows, then, Congressional tion, the effect of these delays is considerably
review of the Budget, and funds are finally ap- dampened. While preliminary reviews are being
propriated normally in midsummer of the same

made to develop the budget growing out of the
year. Assuming that the funds appropriated are requirements needed to support the plan drawnrequirements needed to support the plan drawn
immediately available, and the procurement con- up in year X - 3, money is actually being spent
tracts can be let at once, it would be possible
for the Army to get production of needed items to fulfill the requirements which were generated

strthe just two yeaprsoafterdthtion of ne d by the plan developed in X - 4. It is possible,
started just two years after the completion of therefore, to temper current buying, and adjust
the Army Strategic Objectives Plan. As the gradually to conform to radical changes which
production of major items of equipment requires gradually to conform to radical changes which

tentmay exist between the plans of subsequent years.
normally from nine to eighteen months, it would Such a device is a convenience born of necessity.
be on the average one year later before deliverybe on the average one year later before delivery It is at best a stopgap to cure a difficulty that is
of the first piece of equipment ordered in July long delay between

of the Target Fiscal Year. As this equipment the development of a plan and the procurement
is being ordered to fulfill the requirements of a of material needed for the plan's execution. Re-
war plan with a D-Day of X + 1, only onewar plan with a D-Day of X + 1, only one ducing this delay would bring planning closer
peacetime year is provided for a buildup of quan-
tity production, distribution of the new item to execution and make the strategic plan more

realistic in light of action which is ultimately
through the supply system, issue to using troops,

to be taken in support of it. In this connection,and the training of troops in the use of the
~particular item. ~supply managers would do well to study the

plans-budget cycle of large industries, which
This idealized sequence of budget preparation, have similar problems in the procurement of

presentation, defense, appropriation, and ex- long lead time capital equipment needed for the
penditure of funds is rarely realized in actual production of goods whose sale is projected two
practice. There are frequently last-minute or three years into the future.
changes in national fiscal policies which necessi- The third type of plan used in the Army
tate radical revisions in earlier estimates, so that planning system is utilized to compensate for
the Budget presented by the President may not the difficulties inherent in the long cycle of the
have had the benefit of two years' preparation. Army Strategic Objectives Plan and the Budget,
While Congressional action on the Federal bud- and is at the same time a periodic stock taking
get must be taken before adjournment, adjourn- of the Army's ability to perform its assigned
ment particularly in nonelection years, is often mission under the Joint Strategic Objectives
deferred until August or September-that is, Plan. This plan is known as the Army Strategic
two or three months into the fiscal year. After Capabilities Plan, (ASCP); which, after ap-
the appropriations have been voted, further de- proval by the Chief of Staff prior to the begin-
lays may be encountered in making the money ning of the fiscal year, constitutes an operation
available for expenditure by the Army. The Bu- plan for a war beginning in that fiscal year. In
reau of the Budget is required to make appor- contrast to the Army Strategic Objectives Plan
tionment of appropriated funds to the using which provides the pattern for shaping the
agency, and further restriction may be imposed Army's organization, tactics, and equipment in
by the Department of Defense. Both agencies re- future years, the Army Strategic Capabilities
quire justification for specific quantities of funds Plan provides guidance and assigns missions to
requested. These justifications often cause de- major subordinate commanders for their action
lays, with the result that money may not be avail- in the event of a war starting within the fiscal
able for actual expenditure until well into the year. This plan does not influence the budget
fiscal year. This results in accelerated spending nor does it assume' any substantial improvement
towards the close of the fiscal year, uncertainties in the Army's ability to fight prior to the out-
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break of hostilities. It does provide, however, is, in effect, a short-range implementing plan
for the mobilization of larger forces and for of the Army Strategic Objectives Plan which
their deployment after the war has begun. It was prepared three years earlier.

D. SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

1. Introduction by a particular plan. Application of one to the
The Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics ad- other produces a significantly refined forecast of

dressing the students of the Army Supply Man- ti requirements.
agement Course in January 1955 made the fol- There is more examination necessary, how-
lowing statement. "Emphasis . . . has shifted ever. Specifically, the problem's complexity is
from procurement to control of inventory, re- too great to permit a solution in short order.
quirements computations, and industrial pre- Looking into the future we must constantly bear
paredness, which is coming to be more and more these questions in mind:
the thing that has to be watched. While this
shift has been occurring and while this war-to- fifteen years from now?fifteen years from now?
peace situation has been developing, we've been
making a great deal of progress in managing the Under what tactical concepts will it be de-
supply system." ployed?

This section will discuss the computation of What kind of weapons will it use? In what
requirements referred to by the Deputy Chief of quantities and with what kind of ammunition?
Staff for Logistics and will deal separately with Answers to these questions will have definite
the categories-principal items, secondary items, bearing on materiel requirements. In this re-
and repair parts. gard, there exists a very real problem that cannot

wait until the answers are developed in leisurely
In termsrepes of what the Army owns, principal comfort. It is necessary that there should be a

items represent 60 % of the total Army inventory
dollarwise. Adding major secondary items, the good dcaton of what the answers wll be for
dopercentage rises to 75majo (chart Xsen)dr. ilogistic guidance for development of the materiel,percentage rises to 75'%/ (chart XII). industrial mobilization pro-procurement and industrial mobilization pro-

Detailed quantity requirements are computed grams. There is needed a more specific position
for two essential reasons: toward which the Army's efforts can be directed.

This goal need not be inflexible. In fact, thatFirst, compared to assets, they reflect the cur-
rent and projected readiness for general war as w arranted. By having such a goal, there will bewarranted. By having such a goal, there will beconceived in a specific plan. at least considered on paper what is believed the

Second, they guide annual funding programs prospectus in combat materiel would be, and
by highlighting deficiencies and overages, and in- everything would not have to be evaluated by
dicating where there is an imbalance in related World War II or Korean standards as is neces-
items. sary now.

Great progress has been made by the Army in
refining the science of forecasting supply and de-
mand. For example, a most meticulous exam- After requirements have been determined, the
ination of the methods for computing ammuni- rate of acquisition must be tempered by national
tion requirements has been completed. By exam- policy, limited by appropriations, and encouraged
ination of available World War II and Korean by the need to progressively improve the Army
records, a numerical relationship has been devel- materiel position. This is accomplished by ma-
oped between expected combat intensities and teriel programming wherein are considered all
ammunition allowances. For the first time, known influences on the acquisition of materiel.
there is now an expression of relative combat in- It can best be considered by an examination of
tensity by division and for Anti-Aircraft Units most significant facts having a bearing on those
by time periods throughout the period covered influences.
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3. Transition ment, combine to require a long view of the
materiel needs over a number of years. This is

The major problem confronting the Army to- especially true of P&PA items which in the
day is that of transition from existing types of majority are strictl militems w hich in themajority are strictly military type, of high
materiel to more modern types. This problem dollar unit cost, and require a long production
can be depicted by the weapon changes in the lead time. Also, many of these items, for exam-
future because of expanding technology and the ple in the weapons and communications areas,
need to meet the challenge of the increasing are undergoing revolutionary and rapid changes
capability of a potential enemy. in development and design, thereby accelerating

The real problem of transition is to continu- the obsolescence of their conventional or less
ally maintain the ability to support combat re- modern counterparts.
quirements with adequate stocks and production

This long look is achieved by setting thecapacity of current weapons, but at the same
target at a distance of about five years awaytime to introduce the modern and highly expen-

sive* weapons whethyecoand by working steadily toward it through an-sive weapons when they become available from
development. Gradually, the modern weapons
will replace conventional weapons. pected money availability is projected into a

financial plan. Most significant decisions reflect-
4. Five-Year Materiel Program ing the Army's materiel readiness must be taken

The problem of transition, the idea of a long in light of this financial plan. The level of obli-
period of uneasy peace, limited availability of gation assumed in the plan stems from the pre-
funds, and the fact that it takes about three vious presentations to the Congress and to the
years from Congressional authorization of understanding of commitments made at the
funds to final delivery of materiel from procure- secretariat level.

E. PRINCIPAL ITEM PLANNING

1. Importance of Principal Items cipal item if it is an end item essential for train-
ing and/or combat and if any of the following

Principal items are defined as those which, ter are alicable
because of major importance require detailed
analysis and examination of all factors affecting a. It is a TOE item, the supply of which is, or
their supply and demand. Principal items com- is about to be, increasingly active.
prise less than 1 % of all items stocked by the b. It is an item having a high monetary value
Army, they account for 60 % of the dollars spent of either:
in procurement. Furthermore, their supply and (1) Stock on hand;
demand status governs the status of a large por- (2) Computed procurement requirement;
tion of the secondary items and repair parts in (3) Mobilization requirements.
the supply system. c. It is an item whose procurement will be

Responsibility for determining principal difficult due to:
items rests with the Chiefs of the Technical (1) Long lead time;
Services. Following DCSLOG review and ap- (2) Shortage of strategic materials;
proval, the recommended principal item is pub- (3) Difficulty of manufacture.
lished by DCSLOG in the Principal Items List
(PIL) of the current Materiel Program. Recom- 3. Control of Principal Items Requirements
mendations for deletion of any item follow the For strategic and economic reasons, the sup-
same pattern. Refer to chart XII for numerical ply of principal items is carefully planned and
number comparison of items by category in the controlled at a number of levels in the Army
Army Supply System. supply system. Actual computations of require-

ments are made by the technical services. Re-
2. Selection of Principal Items quirements are reviewed quarterly or more

An item is considered for selection as a prin- often, and a standard form for computation and
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review (Supply Control Study, DA Form 487) concerned is to determine the full requirement
is used in all the technical services. Further, for stocks to be on hand on M-day in order to
staff review is performed in every case by the support a particular mobilization plan (and the
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, peacetime force expected to be in being at that
and certain selected items from the principal time), and then to establish a peacetime pro-
item list are further reviewed by' the Office of gram to acquire gradually the desired stocks
the Secretary of Defense. The DA Form 487 is and production capability, consistent with the
also used for major secondary items. Review by national policy of maintaining an effective
DCSLOG is not performed as for principal readiness over a long period of uneasy peace.
items except for special cases. (For detailed The rate of achievement of full readiness is
information on the DA Form 487 and the PIL, limited by objectives contained in the current
consult appendix D to the Materiel Program.) Materiel Program. Such objectives are stated

From the point of view of supply manage- in the terms of forces to be equipped by time
ment as well as strategic necessity, the segrega- periods. In general, priority is given to items
tion of principal (and major secondary items) of equipment and supply required for the sup-
from minor secondary items and repair parts is port of forces scheduled for early deployment
a valid and desirable management technique. in the event of war.
Procurement, supply control, and distribution
problems are basically different for these vari-
ous categories of supply. Dollar inventory turn- a. Responsibility. The heads of the technical
over figures, for example, might be severely dis- services are responsible for the computation of
torted by the inclusion of items of all categories the Army peacetime and mobilization materiel
in the same reporting group. In a group such requirements based on the guidance and proce-
as materials handling equipment, the few prin- dures contained in the Materiel Program.
cipal items (forklift trucks, cranes, etc.) might
well equal or exceed the total value of the hun- There are four elements considered in deter-
dreds or thousands of repair parts, accessories, mining both peacetime and mobilization require-
and minor end items. It would be impossible in ments. These are:
this case to determine an optimum turnover rate (1) Initial allowances (initial issue) of au-
or any other standard of supply performance, thorized equipment to troop units and
for such a supply category. installations.

Because of their importance, the calculation (2) Replacement of equipment worn out or
and review of principal item requirements re- expected to be consumed in combat or
ceive close management scrutiny at every step training.
in the process. A large number of. general (3) Levels and in transit materiel deliv-
studies, directives, and reports have been pub- ered from suppliers and enroute to the
lished in this area, as well as periodic and de- consuming unit (whether in depots or
tailed guidelines to reflect current changes in in transit).
policies and programs. The purpose of this sec- (4) Class IV equipment and supplies. The
tion is to provide a summary analysis of the occasional or contingency nature of its
methods by which demand and supply of prin- requirements precludes inclusion in
cipal items are estimated for peacetime and TOE's and TA's.
mobilization conditions, the basic problems en- b. Initial Allowance. The first element of de-
countered in making such estimates and the re- mand in the Supply Control Study is the allow-
lationship between principal item requirements ance of materiel, both at present and in theance of materiel, both at present and in theand minor secondary item and repair parts re- future, for the troop strength stated in the Ma-
quirements.

teriel Program. Every troop unit in the Army
4. Peacetime Requirements Planning for Prin- has a table of equipment or table of allowances

cipal Items listing all items of equipment and quantities
The basic purpose of peacetime logistics plan- which are considered to be the minimum re-

ning so far as the requirements manager is quired and authorized for the unit to perform
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its basic mission. The number of units of each replacement and consumption extremely diffi-
type is multiplied by the authorized allowance cult. No two wars, no two engagements, and no
for that type to give the total initial materiel two activities of the peacetime Army are ever
allowance for current demand. This is broken pursued under precisely the same conditions. It
down by areas, such as the continental United is a truism that by the time adequate data are
States, and oversea commands, and by compo- gathered for one area and one set of conditions,
nents, including the active Army and reserve the conditions will have changed. The margin
components. Whenever too much equipment is of error in this element of requirements compu-
authorized by a TOE, requirements are inflated tation can never be wholly eliminated.
by that amount multiplied by the units planned The reports of consumption in themselves re-
for the TOE. Reserve components generally quire interpretation in order to yield useful re-
operate under reduced allowances. Any changes sults for requirements purposes. In combat situ-
in allowances for future periods are computedin allowances for future periods are computed ations such as the Korean conflict, for instance,
and entered at the appropriate point in the combat units are required to submit Combat Use
study. These changes will generally correspond and Consumption Reports on selected principal
to changes in troop strength or status contem- items of equipment. Difficulties in analyzing
plated in the strategic plan. Thus the planned such reports arise from the fact that the infor-
activation of two National Guard divisions mation which they present is not always com-
would result in a decrease of all principal item patible with the basic data required for calcula-
allowances for reserve components and a some- tion of replacement and consumption. A troop
What larger increase (because of larger allow-hat larger increase (because of larger allow- unit, for instance, may report the loss of a major
ance tables) in active Army allowances at that piece of equipment when it is damaged in an
time. Allowances for other forces supplied by accident or by enemy action and must be aban-
the United States Army will be as stated in the doned. A maintenance unit then picks up the
Materiel Program and will be separately com- equipment, restores it to serviceability and re-
puted and similarly listed in the study. turns it to the unit. Unless the previous report

c. Replacement and Consumption. The de- is corrected (which is seldom the case), the con--
mand for future replacement and consumption sumption report may result in an exaggerated
consists of that part of the initial materiel allow- demand. Consumption reports must therefore
ance which is worn out, consumed or replaced be correlated with maintenance reports from the
through wear and tear and losses under combat same area over the same period if even an ap-
conditions. It is computed by applying to the proximation of true historical demand is to be
total items in use a "replacement factor," which attained.
gives the proportion of replacement required d Levels and Intransit. The approved levels
per month for each unit. Thus a replacement ofof stock in the ZI depot system and the oversea
factor of .02 for an item indicates that 2 % of all depot system and the quantities in transit be-depot system and the quantities in transit be-
such items in use must be replaced each month. tween the continental United States and oversea

Computation of replacement and consump- areas must be computed as a part' of principal
tion, of course, represents an effort to arrive at item requirements. Both levels and intransit
"true demand" or use of the item. This elusive time will be computed based on latest data con-
figure is as much of a problem for principal tained in AR 11-8. Quantities required to main-
items as it is for minor secondary items and tain levels are computed by multiplying replace-
repair parts, and greater efforts are made to ment demand (the appropriate replacement fac-
achieve accuracy corresponding to the greater tor times the initial allowance) by the total
monetary and strategic value of principal items. number. of months in the pipeline for the conti-
Replacement factors are carefully studied and nental United States and each oversea area.
constantly revised on the basis of historical data This method further increases the significance
and reports for both peacetime and wartime of the replacement factor, since it is used as the
consumption. However, variations in climate, basis for determination of levels as well as
terrain and conditions of peacetime and combat future consumption. Levels are computed for
use make the accurate determination of future current demand only; they do not change for
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future periods unless a planned change in initial demand by the Army. Chart XIII summarizes
allowances, issue experience or troop disposition paragraph 5 of this section. Current and future
necessitates a recomputation of all demand fig- demand and supply for other agencies supplied
ures. by the Army, such as the Navy, the Air Force,

e. Class IV Requirements. As noted in chap- and the foreign military aid program, are stated
ter 3, class IV supplies comprise all materiel separately on the basis of requirements guid-
needed for special projects, such as the construc- ance contained in the Materiel Program.
tion of a port or a radio station and other pur-
poses which do not constitute a regular demand.
The Corps of Engineers and the Signal Corps a. Current Assets. Current assets consist of
are responsible for the largest proportion of stocks in the hands of troops, both active Army
class IV supplies and of class IV requirements and reserve components, stocks at posts, camps
computations. In the construction of a port, for and stations, stocks in transit, and stocks in
instance, the Engineer units assigned to the depot worldwide. Information as to the size of
work may need heavy construction equipment these stocks is collected quarterly through the
in excess of that regularly authorized under Army Supply Status Reporting System. The
their TOE's, and will need to install at the port reports of current troop stocks should corre-
major equipment such as power plants, cranes, spond to the current authorized troop allow-
and other handling devices which are not in- ances. Variations may be expected because of
cluded in their own TOE allowances. Require- discretionary allowances, seasonal demand, and
ments for all these items are placed in the class other factors. Assuming that stocks are avail-
IV category. Again many of these requirements able, if the discrepancy between authorized al-
originate from the strategic plan for future lowances and actual stocks on hand with troops
operations, and from strategic logistics studies becomes excessive, it indicates either that the
which prescribe in more detail the supply and TOE requires revision or that enforcement of
logistics phases of projects included in the plan. authorized allowance levels is needed through
To approach the difficult task of computing inspection and command channels. The latter
class IV requirements for different operations problem is particularly acute for what may be
under varying conditions, the "functional com- termed "unpopular" items. Many items supplied
ponent" system is utilized by the Corps of Engi- by the Chemical Corps fall into this category.
neers. This involves basically the standardiza- Since they are not needed for the immediate
tion of a number of different types of installa- mission of most troop units, the units will not
tions. Thus there may be four or five different order their full allowance. Both initial demand
types of hospitals, two or three different types and replacement are therefore much lower than
of Army camps and so forth. A complete bill the estimates. If inspection enforces compliance
of materials, from nails to power plants, is pre- with the full TOE allowance, supply discipline
pared for each standard type of each installa- tends to be poor. The beaches of World War II
tion, thus making possible the rapid translation were littered with discarded gas masks. The
of plans into quantitative materiel require- end result, therefore, is often a highly inflated
ments. Granted that the "functional compo- consumption rate, far exceeding the require-
nent" system will apply to only a small percent- ments estimate. Improved supply discipline
age of class IV projects, it will do much to al- through command channels can do much to
leviate problems where it can be used. remedy this situation.

f. Total Requirements. The sum of initial The final element of current assets is stocks
allowances, pipeline, and class IV requirements intransit. In the past stocks in transit have
gives the total current Army requirement for been estimated as those stocks which were on
each principal item as of the date of the study. the rails or on shipboard between depots, be-
The replacement demand, together with any tween depots and ports, and between ports. Im-
planned changes in the other demand elements, proved recording methods, such as the use of the
is projected into the future as changes by period Date of Change of Accountability (DCA) meth-
to give phased increases or decreases in future od, for intransit stocks should be further de-
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veloped to reduce the element of guesswork here ment should be initiated in time to make up the
and the consequent "losing" of assets while in difference. This does not mean, of course, that
transit. requirements computations serve directly as a

b. Receipts From Funded Procurement. basis for procurement of principal items; the
Future assets include receipts from procure- many intervening stages of budgetary review,
ment already initiated or for which funds have appropriation and funding often result in modi-
been specifically authorized. Since most princi- fication of the overall Army program or in the
pal items require long procurement lead times, shifting of emphasis between segments of the
phased procurement receipts often extend over program or even between individual items of
a considerable period in the future. Current or supply. Corresponding modifications are then
expected production difficulties and delays must necessary in reqpirements computations before
be quickly reflected in the periodic requirements procurement is begun.
study, since they may change the entire pattern The overall review of peacetime supply status
of supply status. can also serve as a continuing control of ac-

c. Receipts From Rebuild. The final element curacy in current demand and supply data and
of future assets consists of receipts of rebuilt calculations and in past demand and supply pro-
materiel from the maintenance program. Un- jections. Since past experience data on supply
serviceable stock on hand is first listed (though and demand are reported on each Supply Con-
not, of course, included in the computation of trol Study, the total assets at the beginning of
current assets) from depot reports by areas. the past period plus receipts from procurement
Rebuilding of unserviceable equipment is then and rebuild during that period less the total re-
phased into future periods to form the basis of ported demand (replacement and consumption)
scheduled maintenance. Maintenance schedules for the period should equal the reports of cur-
in the continental United States are controlled rent assets.
by the heads of technical services, while in
oversea theaters they are the responsibility of,oversea theaters they are the responsibilty of least quarterly, review of successive studies will
the theater commander. It is important thatthe theater commander. It is important that also permit a check on the accuracy of past pro-
estimates of receipts from rebuild be extended
throughout the whole forecast period of require- a review, intervening program changes must be
ments. This is necessary because the estimate taken into account.
of replacement demand includes demand for
new equipment required to replace unservice- 8. Relationship of Principal to Secondary Item
able stock turned in for repair. If this element Requirements
of replacement demand is not offset by estimates
of future assets from rebuild, overall demand Forecasts of principal item requirements
will be overstated. Maintenance scheduling and form an inportant element in the computation
its significance for supply management is fur- of requirements for allied minor secondary
ther discussed in chapter 7 of this manual on items and repair parts. A single item such as
maintenance and repair parts. a tractor of a certain make and model may have

hundreds of repair parts and accessories whose
7. Projecting Peacetime Supply Status supply depends to a large extent upon the future

The peacetime supply status is obtained for use and distribution of the end item. This rela-use and distribution of the end item. This rela-
The peacetime supply status is obtained for s

the current period and for each future period in tionship is particularly important when changes
in the Army program affect requirements forthe forecast by subtracting the gross require- any principal item. A "programming changeany principal item. A "programming change

ments from the assets for that period. Excesses factor" is published to express the ratio between
in supply for future periods are available for the current and projected end item populations.
building up mobilization or other reserves. Once Thus if 400 tractors were in use in fiscal year
these demands are satisfied, further excesses 1954 and program changes indicate that only
indicate that current procurement should be 300 will be in use in fiscal year 1957, the pro-
terminated or stretched out. Deficiencies in sup- gramming change factor is 0.75. Since minor
ply for any future period indicate that procure- secondary item and repair parts requirements
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are projected over relatively short periods, only which results from it are plans and estimates,
program changes for the immediate future, subject to variations and errors. In the example
twelve months or less, should be taken into ac- above, the reduction from 400 to 300 tractors
count. Long-range estimates of program in use will not take place overnight. The equip-
changes may themselves be subject to alteration ment will be turned in over a period of time, and
before they can affect minor secondary item and it is very possible that the tractors remaining
repair parts requirements. in the field will receive harder usage, resulting

in a higher demand for spare parts and mainte-
nance materials. The commodity analyst in pro-

ways be applied directly. In many cases a repair jecting allied minor secondary item and repair
part or accessory is used for more than one prin- parts requirements should interpret the pro-
cipal item, and program changes may affect dif- gramming change factor as a trend, along with
ferent items in different ways. Generally, other elements of demand data, such as issue
it should be remembered that the program experience and troop disposition, which have
changes itself and the requirements forecast been discussed in section B.

F. MOBILIZATION REQUIREMENTS PLANNING

1. Introduction using the same methods as for peacetime re-
quirements; initial allowances, replacement and

Mobilization planning assumes the outbreak consumption demand, levels and in transit, and
of total war sometime in the future. Planning class IV projects. These are broken down into
for a floating D-day as a target date is essential. combat area, other oversea areas and the conti-
This factor is an important part of the overall nental United States and are phased out by
strategic plan promulgated by the Joint Chiefs quarters and half-years over the mobilization
of Staff and includes an enumeration of the mili- planning period. Replacement and consumption
tary forces, their composition and deployment, rates for combat areas are, of course, much
which will be necessary to carry out military higher than those for peacetime. The typical
operations for a stated period of time after the mobilization requirements pattern resulting
date of the enemy's initial attack, or D-day. from these computations shows first a very
D-day is not a fixed date. It changes with each rapid increase in requirements corresponding
successive plan. M-day is the day full mobiliza- to the initial buildup of troop strength and com-
tion starts and coincides with D-day. bat activity. The increase then levels off some-

The troop and logistics aspects of the Army what as the Army reaches its full strength, but
Strategic Objectives Plan are carried out in de- continues at a considerably higher rate than in
tail as they are for peacetime planning by the peacetime.
Deputy Chiefs of Staff for Military Operations b. Feasibility. The feasibility of the strategic
and Logistics, and the calculation of principal plan and the ensuing mobilization requirements
item requirements for the period of the mobil- is constantly tested as the plan is developed.
ization plan is again delegated to the technical One test which applies specifically to the supply
services as indicated in the Materiel Program. requirements is the "gross national product
For reasons which will be discussed, mobiliza- analysis" developed by the Deputy Chief of
tion requirements planning is performed in close Staff for Logistics. This determines the Army's
conjunction with peacetime requirements plan- share of the gross national product under the
ning and appears as a part of the periodic Sup- last condition of full mobilization in World War
ply Control Study. II, and continues with a projection of present

mobilization requirements against an estimate2. Computation of Mobilization Requirements of the present gross national product. Thisof the present gross national product. This
a. Elements of Computation. Mobilization method tests the overall extent of the Army's

requirements are 'computed as indicated in the maximum demand upon the national economy
Materiel Program for the same elemients and and the capacity of the economy to meet it.
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3. M-Day Materiel Requirement changed by the Army except with the concur-
rence of the department concerned. In a similarAt this point mobilization supply planning manner, the Army advises the other two depart-begins to have a close relationship with current

plans and forecasts. The requirements analyst they have procurementi sponsibilit here
must project against the rapidly accelerating
demand after M-day the increasing production A detailed discussion of all phases of strategic
capabilities for a given item over the same and mobilization planning, and of the relation-
period. These capabilities are based upon com- ship of the many studies in this area, will be
pany by company estimates, plans and agree- found in FM 101-51.
ments for post M-day production. Since prin-
cipal items generally have a considerable pro- 4. Building Mobilization Reserve Stocks
curement lead time, production will lag behind a. Objective. The ultimate objective in mo-
requirements over the earlier period of mobiliza- bilization supply planning is to be able to meet
tion. This relationship between demand and all programmed objectives and establish reserve
supply is expressed graphically by the upper stocks of materiel in peacetime in order to im-
and lower curves on chart XIV. The point in prove military readiness for war. It should be
time at which the maximum difference between evident that there should be a balance between
the two curves occurs is known as "P-Day." the various items required; for example, be-
The difference between the curves at this point tween weapons and ammunition. The fulfill-
is known as the "M-Day Materiel Requirement" ment of this objective is contingent on the poli-
(MDMR), and it is defined as the quantity cies, guidance and priorities established in the
which should be on hand on M-day to provide Materiel Program.
for the peacetime U. S. forces, both regular and b. Deterioration in Storage. Almost any item
reserve, which will exist on M-day and to sup- will deteriorate to some extent in storage, as
port the current Army Strategic Objectives
Plan until deliveries to the military after M-day stocks, therefore, although recorded in separatstocks, therefore, although recorded in separate
are adequate with respect to location and quan- accounts, are not normally physically separated
tity. from peacetime operating stocks, but are

The M-Day Materiel Requirement, therefore, merged with them to secure stock rotation. Ap-
serves as the basis for computing the quantities plied to the building of mobilization reserve
of principal items which must be currently stocks,'the analysis of deterioration requires the
stockpiled to form a mobilization reserve. Since consideration of the following factors:
M-day is assumed as a certain future date for (1) The storage life of the item. How long
each study, there will be certain peacetime can it be stored before it becomes use-
stocks on hand at that date. The gross peace- less?
time force materiel requirement (PTFMR), (2) The present and projected rate of
therefore, for the given future date is assumed peacetime consumption. If the present
to constitute operating stocks on that date and rate of consumption is 60 units per
is deducted from the M-Day Materiel Require-
ment (MDMR) to give the Mobilization Reserve year and the storage ife three years,
Materiel Requirement (MRMR). Naturally, if it is clearly uneconomical to accumu-
the full PTFMR is not available as an asset, the late and maintain total stocks, includ-
deficit must be provided for during peacetime. ing peacetime and mobilization reserve

stocks, of more than 180 units, no mat-
Definitions of the various terms used above stocks, of more than 180 units, no mat-ter how large the MRMR may be. Only

the most compelling military consider-
The technical services add to the computed ations should dictate the accumulation

M-Day Materiel Requirement, the mobilization of stocks which will deteriorate to the
requirements of the Air Force and the Navy for point of uselessness before they, can be
those items of materiel procured for them by put into service under normal condi-
the Army. These requirements cannot be tions.
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c. Obsolescence. The problem of obsolescence ment, distribution, utilization and disposal. The
is closely allied to physical deterioration. In the proper application of the Modernization Coding
case of high-cost items of advanced design it is System will insure that only essential items are
one of the most serious problems faced by the introduced into the system, duplication of items
national military establishment today. Almost is eliminated and items of new equipment are
all the major equipment of the Army and of the phased in an orderly manner.
other military departments is subject to con- e. Army Mobilization Capabilities Study. An
stant technological change, which must be kept overall review of the balance between mobiliza-
up if the nation's relative military power is to tion reserve programs for different items is af-
be sustained. Mobilization stockpiles of critical forded by the semiannual Army Mobilization
weapons may, therefore, become obsolete and re- Capabilities Study. This study shows the
quire total replacement with newer weapons at Army's ability to mobilize based upon two as-
a cost which would stagger the national econo- sumed M-days and certain assumptions regard-
my. There is no wholly satisfactory solution ing M-day losses. Consideration is given to per-
to the dilemma of adequate protection against sonnel training, materiel, housing, and trans-
attack on one hand and the cost of technological portation. A chart similar to chart XV is drawn
change in the other. Several approaches are up with the lower (capabilities) line keyed to
being used, both within the Army and at the the most limiting factor for each period of mo-
level of the Department of Defense, which bilization. Thus, antiaircraft guns might be the
afford partial solutions. In some cases new most limiting factor in the first period; trans-
equipment is developed only as far as a produc- portation, in the next; and howitzers in the
tion model with no further production or de- third period.
livery contemplated until the advent of an emer-
gency. In other cases mobilization reserves of Imbalances and lack of coordination in build-gency. In other cases mobilization reserves of ing mobilization reserves are highlighted by this
equipment which is subject to rapid technologi- ing mobilizaton reserves are highlighted by this
cal change are limited to a fraction of the theo- study snce full attention is brought to bear
retical requirement. The proportion of actual upon the most limiting factor among the many
stockpiling to the total requirement depends necessary to fulfill the strategic plan require-
stupon: ckpiling to thetotarequirementdepends ments, which are indicated by the upper line of

(1) The militaryessentiauponlity oftheitem; the chart. With such a periodic followup to the
building of mobilization reserves, it is possible

(2) The current funds available for pro- to initiate remedial action.
curement;

f. Mobilization and Peacetime Production
(3) The current peacetime consumption Bases. Mobilization and peacetime supply plan-

rate; ning are most intimately connected in the task
(4) The adaptability of the item to train- of planning production bases as indicated in the

ing or second-line use after it is re- Materiel Program. Mobilization planning for
placed by a newer first-line item; production capabilities envisages three types of

(5) The cost of the item; production bases, chart XVI.
(6) The lead time of the item; 5. Mobilization Reserve Requirements for Minor(7) Whether or not it is a commercial item.

Secondary Items and Repair Parts
d. The Modernization Coding System. In

order to reduce the problems of obsolescence, Because many minor secondary items and re-
the Modernization Coding System was estab- pair parts are readily available or have shortprocurement lead times, the accumulation of

lished during 1954. This system establishes mobilization reserves is only required for a lim-
methods and procedures for the modernization ited group of the more critical and complex
of the Army inventory by relating items under items and items with relatively long past M-day
research and development to their counterparts production lead times. Even for this group the
already in the supply system. It provides guid- number of items is large and planning data,
ance in all areas of effort concerned with mod- such as production bases and detailed consump-
ernization, development, requirements, procure- tion experience, are often unavailable. It is im-
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possible, therefore, to plan mobilization require- plying peacetime requirements by a constant
ments to a degree of detail comparable to the factor, for instance, will result in overstatement
planning for principal items. It has been the of actual requirements for fast-moving items
practice of many of the services to compute and understatement for slow-moving items.
mobilization requirements for minor secondary In general, closer analysis of mobilization re-items and repair parts either by applying a mul- quirements for minor secondary items and re-tiplying factor, such as two or three, to the pair parts should produce considerable divi-peacetime operating requirements, or by desig- dends for supply management. Quantities atnating a certain number of months of peacetime

present designated as mobilization reserves aresupply as the mobilization requirement. As often in excess of peacetime operating stocks.noted previously, a larger peacetime require- Methods of obtaining a closer approximation ofMethods of obtaining a closer approximation ofment and a larger production base mean a lower actual mobilization requirements may result inmobilization reserve requirement, and vice
significant reductions in these quantities, andversa. This generalization holds for all itemsversa. This. generai o hd consequently in the total inventories which mustwhich require a mobilization reserve, whether
be maintained in the supply system.principal, minor secondary or repair parts. The

relationship is, therefore, inverse; computation Additional material on mobilization require-
of mobilization reserve requirements by multi- ments for repair parts is covered in chapter 7.

G. PLANNING TO MEET FUTURE DEMAND FOR SECONDARY ITEMS-REPAIR PARTS

1. Introduction principal items. Usually these items have long
lead times and cost more than $500. Some itemsThe preceding sections have been concerned funded in M&O appropriations are consideredwith the needs of satisfying immediate demands
to be, and are treated as major secondary items.from stock presumed to be on hand. This sec-

tion deals with planning for future demands, Major secondary items are controlled and their
supply control studies prepared as for the prin-the need of keeping stock enough, but not too supply control studies prepared as for the prin-cipal items, but they are reviewed by the techni-much, in the bin. The supply control activity

plans to keep stock available on a worldwide
basis, directing initial distribution of newly pro- 3. Minor Secondary Items
cured stocks to Army depots from Alaska to
Afghanistan based on anticipated demand. To Minor secondary items are all remaining
assist supply control points in anticipating this items which do not fall into one of the above
demand, the stock control activities furnish data categories. Generally, they are characterized by
on past experience. These data include informa- short lead times, low value, and ease of procure-
tion on depot stock status, analysis of depot is- ment.
sues, end item density, and national availability. 4 Repair Parts
It is necessary that stock and supply control
points maintain constant close liaison to assure Repair parts are all elements, materials, com-
that there is eye-to-eye agreement on these raw ponents, assemblies, or subassemblies required
materials of requirements computation. for the maintenance and repair of an end item.

For ease of management, the mass of items 5. General Characteristics
for which future demand must be predicted is It is interesting to note that minor secondaryIt is interesting to note that minor secondary
divided into principal items, secondary items, items and repair parts while constituting the
and repair parts. Secondary items are in turn bulk of the items in the Army Supply System,
classed as major and minor. account for only about 25% of the procurement

dollars spent by the Army. On the other hand
2. Major Secondary Items .they account for 85% to 90% of the entire

Major secondary items are those budgeted in workload and costs of the distribution system.
the P&PA appropriation, but not selected as In these categories then, the manager searching
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for economies will look first to inventory control the period established in the first step.
and supply transactions. This quantity plus quantities currently

due out plus authorized reserves, is the
6. Minor Secondary Items and Repair Parts Re- gross requirement.

quirements (3) In determining how much to buy, total

Each head of a technical service exercises assets are subtracted from the gross
worldwide control over minor secondary items requirement, the remainder is called
and repair parts of his responsibility from a the net requirement.
closely supervised central supply control point.
With approval of DCSLOG, heads of technical 8. Establishment of Gross and Net Requirements
services may decentralize supply control to in- The following formula is used in computing
stallations where complimentary stock control, requirements for procurement as of low dollar
procurement direction and maintenance control value items. It illustrates the steps in para-
points are located. This allows more effective graph 7 and the theory behind the more detailed
liaison and operation. In such cases, the opera- computations prescribed in AR 710-45 for other
tion remains under direct supervision of the dollar value category items:
head of the technical service.

Requirements Quantities
Before February 1955, all minor secondary Depot safety level ( 1 month)_ __

and repair parts items received about the same Procurable MRMR 2________________

degree of attention in determination of require- 'Forecasted demand during procurement
ments. Studies showed that a relatively small lead time ( months)-___.__.
number of items accounted for most of the dol- Recurring 3 ..............___ _____ ( )
lar value of issues. DCSLOG therefore author- Nonrecurring3 ________ ( )

Forecasted demand during procurement
ized varying degrees of control based on annual cycle-d p ___cycle --....--------------------.-
dollar demand. Items are stratified according to Recurring 3___ __ ............. ( )
value of annual issues as: Nonrecurring 3 -

_______---.

a. Low dollar value items ($0 to $1,000 an- Dueout------------------
Gross requirement____ ------------------- -

nual issues). MINUS:MINUS:
b. Medium dollar value items (over $1,000 Assets:

but not exceeding $10,000 in annual issues). Serviceable stock on hand as of stock
status cutoff date _____.( )

c. High dollar value items (in excess of Less estimated consumption during
$10,000 in annual issues). stock status lag time ___( )
Depots were allowed to carry more stock of the Net stock on hand ____--__
low annual dollar demand items. A standard Forecasted receipts_____--

From procurement - __.--.- (
method for computation of requirements for From returns _-__=( _ )
minor secondary items and repair parts is now From rebuild_______-___( )
used in all technical services (see AR 710-45). Total assets -_____________________.

Net requirement …---.______________--____.
7. Steps in Determining Secondary Item Re-

7 Unless otherwise established by subequent instruction.
quirements 2 See definitions paragraph 3, AR 710-45.

3 Recurring and nonrecurring demands will be included in one
The basic steps are as follows: combined total for low dollar value items.

(1) Establishment of a required number of
days of supply representing the mini- 9. Graphic Presentation
mum stock which must be on hand plus
that which should be on order to meet This same situation is depicted on chart XVII
future demand without running out of as a continuing process.
supplies. As shown above, the computation of require-

(2) From past experience of issue or de- ments for these items which produce the biggest
mand plus other known factors, to pre- workload in the supply system is, in theory, a
dict the quantity of stock required for simple exercise.
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In practice, there are many unknowns in- with the exception of low dollar value items it
jected into the problem. A consideration of the is set to correspond to the ordering cycle.
unknowns and the action and reaction within In addition to the normal review, the tech-
the system will make it abundantly clear that nical services also review when an item reaches
the procedure sketched above can seldom be ap- a level of supply designated as the reorder point.
plied rigidly or mechanically. The judgment This safeguard minimizes the effect of unusual
and experience of the analyst must govern and

may override the procedure in the interest of demand but does not warn the analyst of fallingmay override the procedure in the interest of demand and the resulting accumulation of ex-efficient planning and control. cesses. Excesses are caught at the normal re-
view periods. The most economical length for
the review cycle is determined primarily by the

Since the analyst at the technical service and frequency of issue and dollar demand. Generally
supply control level is at the end of long lines of speaking, an item with high dollar demand
communication, it is frequently difficult for him should be reviewed more frequently than one
to determine how old and how accurate are his with a low dollar demand.
raw materials, the reports furnished him by the b. Economical Order Quantities. The princi-
stock control point to show past experience.
Often the cost of obtaining exact informationd e r threview and reorder is that fast-moving stockswill exceed the value of the quantity of items in should be reordered more frequently than slow-question. If his knowledge of future develop- moving stocks. To analyze this principle and
ments is not current, he may be surprised and/ obtain a more exact workable method for fixing
or astounded by unforeseen demands. In short,or astounded by unforeseen demands In short the length of the review and reorder cycle, it is
he is more than usually dependent on others for necessary to take into account three important
his facts and must have a detailed knowledge factors the dollar demand for the item, the

factors: the dollar demand for the item, theof the system which produces those facts and be "cost to hold," and "cost to procure."
quick to see trends, detect inconsistencies, and
adjust his own actions. In this respect, the Field Since the end in view is economy, demand
Stock Control System is expected to provide must be expressed in dollars in order to make
better demand for consumption data particu- it comparable with the other cost elements
larly for repair parts requirements computa- which are involved in procuring, storing and
tion. distributing the item. The dollar demand for

any item or category of items is now available
11. Detailed Examination of Factors in Planning to stock managers in the Army system through

To Meet Future Demands the techniques of Financial Inventory Account-
a. Supply Control Review Cycle. Since it is ing. The other costs of procurement and storage

impractical and uneconomical to review all of are not at present available in a form which
the vast number of items in the supply system would relate them to inventory items or cate-
more frequently, the technical services review gories. The cost to procure includes the actual
the status of their items at intervals of not more costs of making the purchase, receiving, inspec-
than six months as stipulated in regulations, un- tion, and accounting. This will be a relatively
less specifically approved by the Deputy Chief fixed sum; it does not cost much more to process
of Staff for Logistics. a contract in the amount of $50,000 than in the

A semiannual review is most common. The amount of $10,000. The cost to hold inventory
review is the primary activity of the Supply includes the interest on the investment, obsoles-
Control Group. It provides the analyst with the cence, inventory shrinkage and as a major fac-
opportunity to examine past issue and demand tor, the variable elements of the storage and
experience, predict the demand for the next warehousing cost. This cost will vary with the
period and adjust his stock by appropriate ac-
tion. In order to make the most efficient use of
administrative and clerical time, some action Studies of the relationship of these cost ele-
should result from the cyclic review; therefore, ments indicate that the minimum total cost for
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supplying the item is obtained when the cost to The optimum order size, in turn, would be:
hold is equal to .the cost to procure. For exam- Optimum order size

pie, the annual dollar demand for an item may 1. Monthly procurement ______________ $9,600
be $800. The procurement cost may be estimated 2. Bimonthly procurement_____________ 7,200

3. Quarterly procurement -------------- 3,200
at $100 and the holding cost at 12.5% of the 4. Semiannual procurement_-------- 1,600
initial value of the inventory in storage. If the 5. Annual procurement ________--- _--- 800
item is procured once a year, the cost of holding 6. Biennial procurement_______________ 400

the inventory for a year will be 12.5%o of $800, If the figures in these tables are applied to the
or $100, the same as the procurement cost. Now example in chart XVII, and a value of $4.00 is
if the annual dollar demand increases to $8,000, assumed for the item, the annual dollar demand
and procurement is still made once a year, the will be 1,200 X $4.00, or $4,800. Clearly this
cost of holding will increase to $1,000. The ques- makes it uneconomical to order the item every
tion then is: Would it not be cheaper to procure three months; a five or six months' review cycle
more often and hold less inventory? If procure- would yield a considerable saving.
ment is made twice a year, for example, the pro-
curement cost would be doubled to $200, but the Analysis of economical order quantities offers
cost of holding the inventory would be halved to opportunity for economy to the stock manager
$500. The total cost of supplying the item would at the inventory control point. Application of
thus be decreased from $1,100 ($100 procure- judgment is essential when finally deciding on

ment cost plus $1,000 holding cost) to $700 the quantity of any given item to be procured.
($200 procurement cost plus $500 holding cost). In the case of very small procurement quanti-
The situation of course would be reversed if ties, the following questions should be asked be-
annual dollar demand should be substantially fore deciding that it is an uneconomical buy:
decreased. (a) Should the item be retained in the Sup-

In order to express this changing relationship ply System?
and to work out the most economical frequency (b) Have the possibilities of local procure-
and quantity of orders at different levels of ment or local fabrication either commercially or

annual demand, a formula has been worked out by military shops been completely explored?
in industrial practice and is now under study by (c) Have small businesses been thoroughly
the armed services. It is as follows: solicited?

/D · X/ Ch If the answer to the above questions is yes, ex-
x =Cp ception to maximum procurement quantities

where: X is the most economical number of may be requested of the Deputy Chief of Staff
orders per year; for Logistics.

D is the annual dollar demand; c. Maintenance of Operating Stock Levels.

Ch is the cost to hold, expressed as a After a regular review and order cycle has been
percentage of the annual dollar de- set up, and material is moving from the manu-
mand; facturer through the supply system to the con-

sumer, the next problem for supply management
Cp is the cost to procure. is to phase or schedule the movement of stock

Using this formula, with the figures assumed from the manufacturer into the system so that
above, we may derive the following annual dol- it keeps pace with the movement out of the sys-
lar demands necessary to justify various fre- tem to the consumer and does not build up ex-
quencies of procurement: Annual demand value cessive stocks in storage at any given time.

required for: Chart XVII serves to illustrate the relation-
Annual demand value

1. Monthly procurement ___-__-------- $115,200 ship between the order cycle and the scheduling
2. Bimonthly procurement ______------ 28,800 of deliveries. If the review cycle is three months
3. Quarterly procurement _______------- 12,800 and the other factors including demand remain
4. Semiannual procurement _---------- 3,200
5. Annual procurement ---------------- 8005. Annual procurement-_______________ 800 constant, the stock analyst will order in three
6. Biennial procurement _______------- 200 months' supply at each review. If this amount
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Chart XVII

Regular demand 100/mo. Procurement cycle................................................ 3mos.
Safety level .......................................................... Im o.
Procurement lead time level ............................. 6 mos.
Dues out ........................................ Cm......................... o.
Procurable MRMR ........................................ Om o.

Total Level ..................................................... IOm o.

Units on hand

I 000

900

800

700

600

500

400

300

200

100

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan

Months

January review April review July review
On hand ............... ......................... 700 400 300
Due in ................................................... 0 30 400 300 400

A ssets ....................................................Assets .*700 700 700
Gross requirement ............................... 1000 0 * I 000

Net requirement for procurement ... 300 300 300
Delivery schedule ................................. 200 July 2D Oct 200 Jan

*No dues out 100 Sept 100Dec 100 Mar
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is scheduled for a single delivery at the begin- his own activity and by higher management to
ning of the period, stock will rise to four evaluate the overall performance of the supply
months' supply and descend as issues are made system. To realize the full effectiveness of turn-
during the period to the safety level of one over rates, managers must have a means of con-
month's supply. If the economical review and solidating activity into manageable and mean-
reorder cycle is changed to six months with a ingful categories. Inventory turnover rates
single delivery, seven months' supply would be which deal with quantities alone have to be
on hand at the beginning of the period. It can studied on an item-by-item basis. A comparison
readily be seen that a delivery schedule of this of the large quantity turnover rate of thumb-
kind would cause waste of storage space, exces- tacks worth only a fraction of a cent combined
sive storage costs and a considerable loss of with the low quantity turnover rate of expensive
flexibility in meeting demand. It is necessary transits would be meaningless. Financial in-
therefore to define the maximum inventory ventory accounting converts the quantities of
which should be on hand at any given time. This different items to the common denominator of
maximum inventory is the stockage objective. dollars and permits a rapid evaluation of turn-

d. Level of Stock on Hand. The level of stock over rates by classes, rather than by individual
which should be on hand in the system under items.
normal conditions is called the stockage objec- The effectiveness of this evaluation is largely
tive. It corresponds to the previously discussed predicated upon the homogeneity of items in the
review cycle or operating level required to meet selected classes of items. Certain types of com-
expected demands on the system during the modities such as stationery and hardware
normal review cycle plus the safety level. should be turned over at a faster rate than more

e. Turnover Rates. The review cycle or oper- expensive long lead time items such as microm-
ating level bears a close relation to the turnover eters, calipers and other precision instruments.
rate, or "stock turn." The turnover rate is The commodity classifications used in the past
simply a measurement of the frequency with by the services have, with minor exceptions,
which the average inventory is exhausted and been individually designed, and although the
replenished during a stated period of time, usu- same type of item, and in many cases the iden-
ally a year. As a formula, it may be expressed tical item, was stocked by more than one serv-
as follows: ice; differences in classification made it impos-

Total issues sible to relate stock turn of the same commodity
Average inventory = Turnover rate between services. However, the commodity clas-

Thus, if the average inventory for the year was sification systems used where too broad for
5,000 units and total issues were 15,000 units, effective analysis of turnover rates. For exam-
the turnover rate would be 3.0. The most com- ple, most services had a single class for hand
plete and accurate method of determining aver- tools that included consumable items such as
age inventory would be to take the beginning files, drills, and taps; large hand tools such as
inventory statement for the period plus the pipe wrenches and powerdriven hand tools; and
inventory statement at the end of each month precision hand tools such as micrometers,
during the period and divide by the total num- calipers, and gages. The use of stock turnover
ber of inventory statements (thirteen for a rates to measure performance, demands, homo-
period of twelve months). Since this detailed geneous categories of supplies, which will be
information is not always available, a more com- provided when the Federal Supply Classifica-
mon method is to total the beginning and ending tion System is in common use by all services.
inventory statements for the period and divide The potential usefulness of turnover rates is
by two. large. Higher turnover rates mean lower aver-

The use of turnover rates supplies a quick and age inventories with a consequent reduction in
effective measure of supply management per- the costs of storing and maintaining the inven-
formance. It lends itself to a great variety of tory. If, for example, a certain class of stock
comparisons, and should be used by the stock shows total issues of $60 million for the year
manager at the supply control point to evaluate and a turnover rate of two, the average inven-
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tory would then be $30 million. If the cost to their projection into the future cannot
store is 10% of the average inventory, it would be reduced to an exact science. With
amount to $3 million. If the turnover rate can awareness of such limitations, the fol-
be increased to three, the investment in inven- lowing paragraphs sketch the sources
tory will be reduced to $20 million and the cost from which information on demand is
to store will decrease by one third, to $2 million. obtained, and the major problems in

interpreting this information.
On the other hand, excessively high turnover

rates mean frequent exhaustion of stock with (2) Recurring and nonrecurring issues.
consequent backorders, extracts and procure- Throughout the supply system, an
ments. Analysis similar to that employed for effort is made to distinguish those is-
economical order quantities must be used to sues which constitute regular or recur-
determine the best rate of turnover and to fix ring demand from those issues which
operating levels for each class of items. To set are made for a special purpose and are
these standards, considerable experience and not likely to recur in the future. Only
continuous analysis is required. Little turnover the regular or recurring demands are
rate history is at present available to the Army, considered in setting operating and
and commercial experience is not wholly appli- requirements levels; it is assumed that
cable. Financial inventory accounting data, ade- nonrecurring, special purpose demands,
quate commodity classifications, and accumula-
tion of long-term demand history will progres- and projects, to be added to regular re-
sively fill this need. quirements at the direction of planning

authorities. Stations are required to
When the goal of adequate turnover stand- show in appropriate columns of the

ards is achieved, the Army will be able to ap- stock record card whether issues are
proach the "model stock plan" of inventory "initial" (nonrecurring) or "replace-
management, under which attention is concen- ment" (recurring). Stations are not
trated on active stocks comprising the largest permitted to include the nonrecurring
portion of total demand, excesses are prevented issues in the computation of levels to
or quickly identified and disposed of, and inac- prevent inflation of their stocks. Is-
tive or insurance-type items are relegated to an sues in oversea commands are simi-
appropriate position in the overall management larly recorded as initial or replacement
of the system. Since studies have indicated that at the depot or station where the issue
as much as 85% of supply activity deals with was actually made. The depots code
only 15% of the items in the system, an objec- EAM cards for each shipped line item
tive stock plan of this kind offers the Army very as either recurring or nonrecurring ac-
real opportunities for improvement in supply cording to the basis of the requisition.
management. These recurring and nonrecurring

f. Analysis of Demand Experience. issue cards accumulated over several

(1) Introduction. The computation of months are sorted by stock number and
levels, while it requires the use of class of requisitioner, that is, active
experience and judgment, is perhaps Army, National Guard, reserve compo-
the lesser part of the management job nents, etc., and listed as "Issue Anal-
of planning to meet future demands. ysis Report" for the stock control
The questions still remain: How many point. The inventory control points
units constitute two or six months' collect and maintain all the relevant in-
supply of this item? How many units formation on an item, including the
will constitute two or six months' sup- issue history, on a single record form
ply eight months or a year from now? for review by the stock analyst. The
There is no more important problem form of these records varies among the
in the operation of the supply system. technical services.
The analysis of past demand data and (3) Distinguishing recurring from non-
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recurring issues. If the quantity of an to cover several complete seasonal or
item actually consumed in normal sup- sporadic cycles so that average quar-
port of operations, or replaced due to terly demand for the "off quarters" and
fair wear and tear, combat losses or the average quarterly demand for the
other attrition, is to be determined, it "on quarters" can be determined sep-
is essential that the quantity of the arately. Average quarterly demand
item issued for an abnormal or one- must also be adjusted to take into con-
time use be distinguished in the com- sideration increases in equipment popu-
putation of requirements. lation during the period for which the

The basic difficulty in distinguishing be- forecast is made.
tween these two types of demand stems Initial issues, "pipeline level" increases, and
from the fact that the depots do not depot rebuild schedules are the most
normally issue to the ultimate con- common source of nonrecurring re-
sumer, but to station supply officers or quirements. They normally result from
oversea depots which are also noncon- programs or plans made in advance of
sumers. It is only in instances where the actual demand; for example, an in-
the requisitioner on the depot system crease in troop strength or end item
specifies that the stock being requisi- density. Such an increase would cause
tioned is for some special, nonrecurring initial issues, which normally cause in-
demand that it is possible to identify creases in recurring issues, which in
positively that the issue is nonrecur- turn will cause an increase in "pipeline
ring. When the issue is in effect a bulk levels," a chain reaction ending in a
transfer of stock from the CONUS de- nonrecurring demand. A program to
pot to the station or oversea stockroom, rebuild a large number of end items
it is not possible to forecast accurately during a given period in the future will
whether the stock will ultimately be is- create a nonrecurring demand for
sued to meet a recurring or nonre- parts over and above usual recurring
curring demand. A solution to the field maintenance requirements. If the
foregoing problem insofar as it con- requirements analyst is made aware of
cerns bulk transfers of stock from future programs, he can add such de-
CONUS depots to oversea depots may mands to his forecast and adjust his
be to treat such transactions as inter- supply action accordingly.
depot transfers. These considerations suggest that the sepa-

Recurring seasonal demands may be con- ration of recurring from nonrecurring
fused with onetime demands. It is demands should be made only at the
noted that consecutive averaging of level in the supply system where sup-
quarterly demand rates is not satis- plies are issued to the ultimate con-
factory for forecasting requirements sumer. However, the lag between the
for seasonally issued items or other issue from the CONUS depot and the
items with sporadically recurring de- final issue to the consumer by the sta-
mand which conform to a definite pat- tion or oversea installation, plus the
tern. Maintenance of levels during the fact that there are some 100 depots and
"off season" in quantities sufficient to several thousand station and oversea
support issues during the "on season" supply rooms, from which reports
is neither economical nor desirable. would have to be gathered, indicate
Requirements computations should that gathering reports from below the
therefore reflect the pattern of the CONUS depot level would be extremely
seasonal or other sporadic demand, and costly and involve an appreciable de-
procurement phased accordingly. To lay.
accomplish this, the period on which The basic stock record cards of the stations
the average is based should be extended are the only accurate source of the
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breakdown between recurring and non- of omission can therefore inflate the
recurring demand in the supply system, nonrecurring demand experience. It
except, of course, special requisitions goes without saying that the requisi-
submitted by stations to the depots for tioner must compensate on his next
the satisfaction of the demand of an requisition for any errors in judgment
ultimate consumer rather than for in prior estimates, or the picture re-
station stock. Although all of the sta- flected at the depot may become seri-
tion stock on hand may have been or- ously out of focus.
dered for normal recurring demands, In summary, although this solution carries
initial activations of troop units, class in it certain recognized possibilities of
IV projects and other nonrecurring error, it should prove reasonably ade-
demands may be satisfied locally fromdemands may be satisfied locally from quate with frequent inspections of sta-
that same stock ordered for recurring tion practices and policing of the pro-
demands. cedures.cedures.

For purposes of financial accounting for in- Even with a good system, errors of record-
Even with a good system, errors of record-ventories, the Army has instituted pro- ing and interpretation may continue to

cedures which require the requisitioner distort the relationship between re-
at the station to indicate on his requisi-
tion the quantity of the item he has is- curring and nonrecurring issues. It is
sued to meet recurring or nonrecurring the rule rather than the exception for
demands since his last requisition for a stock analyst to be confronted with
the same item. If the requisitioner at a history of "recurrng" issues similar
the station orders more or less than to the following:
the quantity consumed between req- Jan Feb Mar Apr May June
uisitions, or anticipates a different 125 91 104 118 179 83
breakdown between recurring and non- July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
recurring demands than that experi- 122 92 88 203 122 128
enced during the prior period, he may The general trend of issue history indicates
adjust the quantities either in propor- a demand of approximately 105 per month.

The months of May and October, however,
tion to previous experience or to con- :are notable exceptions, with issues of nearly
form to the proportion that he antici- twice the average of the other months. Were
pates. these special demands incorrectly reported,

or did they represent a concentration ofWhen the requisition from the station an- or did they represent a concentration ofWhen the requisition from the station ar- replenishment demands, caused by seasonal
rives at the depot, the breakdown indi- factors, maintenance scheduling, or some
cated by the station between recurring other circumstances? If these months are
and nonrecurring demands permits the averaged into recurring issues, the difference
depot to make an immediate separation is considerable (120 average per month as
of the two classes of issues and over- against 105). It is always time consuming

and often impossible to track down these
comes any delay that would be incident issues to their ultimate source, destination,
to reporting after the actual issue at and justification. The practice of most stock
the station. However, it is recognized analysts is to take all known factors into
as a statistical solution to an account- account and arrive at an educated guess on

average demand, somewhere between theing problem and is subject to certain average demand, somewhere between themaximum and minimum figures. Since it is
inaccuracies which are difficult to common for one stock analyst to handle
eliminate completely. For example, if several thousand items, and since rotation
the requisitioner does not indicate that of personnel in some services often means

that the same, analyst will not review the
any proportion of the total quantity same stock twice in succession, the knowledge
requisitioned will be issued to meet re- and experience which are necessary for effec-
curring demands, it must be assumed tive judgment are frequently lacking. It is

in the field of interpreting issue experiencethat the total quantity should be classi- that the need for a "commodity analyst"
fled as a nonrecurring demand. Errors ceases to be a desirable managament concept
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and becomes a necessity. The commodity to increasing the requirement by that
analyst should handle a restricted and related amount. Furthermore, the issues dur-
group of items and should build up continuous
experience with the behavior of these items
through the supply system from procurement estimated on the same basis as pro-
to the ultimate consumer. jected issues. If a change in demand

A corollary to the concept of commodity has intervened during this period, the
analysis is the extension of historical analyst is not only wrong in his esti-
issue experience. The twelve months' mate of present assets but is project-
issue history now prescribed is a bare ing future demands on an obsolete
minimum. Many stocks show a seasonal basis.
demand, and a much larger number g. Distortion of Issue History by Substitutions
which are not classified as seasonal and Extracts. Demand history, at the depots,
stocks will show fluctuations in demand stations and in oversea commands, is often dis-
with seasonal activities. In these cases torted by issues of substitute items. For exam.
one year's experience will not indicate ple, a screwdriver eight inches long is requisi-
whether the seasonal activity was nor- tioned. Since this is out of stock, a substitute
mal or abnormal, and two or three screwdriver six inches long is issued. The de-
years' issue experience may be no more mand for six-inch screwdrivers is inflated and
than adequate. Since the program for the true demand for eight-inch screwdrivers
the entire Army is apt to change radi- understated. Extracts cause a similar distor-
cally from year to year, extensive issue tion. When Depot X receives a demand for an
histories should be correlated with item which is out of stock, the requisition is ex-
broad program changes in order to pro- tracted to Depot Y. The demand at Depot X is
vide a stable basis for comparison. If understated and the demand at Depot Y is over-
longer issue experience is collected, it stated. Although these distortions are partially
may be possible to treat certain nonre- compensated for by coding the EAM cards rep-
curring issues as if they were recur- resenting issues, neither substitutions nor ex-
ring. Even emergencies tend to recur, tracts, particularly the latter, are completely or
and "unforeseen demands" from the clearly unscrambled in reports of issue history.
short-run point of view will become The difficulty lies in the fact that "issues" are
stabilized over a longer cycle. accounting transactions whereas "demands" are

(4) Timelag in status reporting. The same statistical data. Where the demand did not re-
difficulties are encountered in obtaining sult in an issue, the quantity requested cannot be
current information on national assets combined with the quantity actually issued with-
and issue history as in recording cur- out destroying the accounting records. The con-
rent availability to meet immediate de- flict has been recognized by DCSLOG and the
mand, as discussed earlier in chapter technical services, and the recently developed
3. In fact, the lapse of time between Army Field Stock Control System will result in
the cutoff date of the depot and the the generation of pure demand experience data.
appearance of the information on a h. Issue Experience and True Consumption.
consolidated record at the inventory Even the most accurate records of issues from
control point may be even longer than the supply system can only be a partial reflec-
the interval required to transmit avail- tion of the true demand, or the actual consump-
ability records to the stock control tion of the item by the user. The depots record
point. The stock analyst is working only what they have shipped. Many of these sup-
with information which may be as plies, however, may have piled up in excess in-
much as two months old at the time of ventories at the station or repair shop in the
his review. It is for this reason that continental United States, or in the oversea de-
he must reduce his assets by an amount pot dump or maintenance shop, or in the hands
equal to the estimated issues for the of troop units throughout the world. Station
period of the lag, which is equivalent stocks are periodically checked by depot liaison
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teams, but for preventing excessive stocks in new proper level of stock on hand for
field activities, the stock manager must depend eighteen months. In experience, both
upon the regular Army-wide system of inspec- averages and trends are hard to see
tion which checks inventories at all levels to keep when issues are fluctuating from month
them in line with demand. Even though inspec- to month and initial demands are con-
tion may result in reduction of stock on hand at fused with replacements. The ana-
a station or oversea installation and the return lyst's experience with the stock, and
of the excess to the nearest depot, the inflated his knowledge of program changes and
issue experience has already been recorded and other data should be actively employed
often has continued to be used as a basis for pro- to interpret issue figures and to com-
jection. It is necessary therefore to make con- .pensate for demand changes as soon as
tinual adjustments to issue experience by study procurement lead time will permit. If
and analysis of stock receipts from returns and the stock has a relatively high dollar
to study excess reports, which may reflect dis- value, it may be worthwhile to termi-
posal of some of the stock previously issued. nate contracts or cut back or stretch
Since a considerable length of time may elapse out deliveries in order to avoid the
between the original issue and the return or the carrying of excessive stocks in the sys-
declaration as excess, it is again necessary to tem over a long period of time.
extend issue histories over as long a period as If demand increases, the reverse is true and
possible. stock may run out. It must be noted,

i. Projecting National Demand Experience. however, that the safeguards and in-
(1) Adjusting levels to changing demand. centives in the Army supply system, in-

Once the stock analyst has obtained the cluding the stockage objective, the re-
best approximation of past demand ex- order point, and the scheduling of pro-
perience, he must use this experience curement, are all weighted against
as a basis on which to project future running out of stock rather than
demand and must adjust his levels and against maintaining excessive stocks.
orders accordingly. Where demand is The interpretation of demand by
changing, as it usually is, the problem trends rather than averages becomes
of projection is a critical one. Where particularly important if longer issue
procurement lead time is six months or histories are used at review.
more, any change in demand may cause (2) Additional factors influencing future
serious over or undersupply before it demand. In estimating total future de-
can be corrected. The analyst should be mand, the analyst must consider, in
able to detect the trend in demand as addition to issue experience, other
quickly as possible if this imbalance of elements of planning and past data
stock is to be minimized. This is a which affect the supply situation.
much harder process than mathemati- These include:
cal computation of average past issues (a) Scheduled changes. Scheduled
and projection of this average into the changes in troop strength, or in
future. While averages must often be other major programs which will
computed, as seen above, to analyze affect demand.
past issues and to obtain an approxi- (b) Equipment population. The issue of
mate picture of recurring demand, in- repair parts, accessories, and attach-
judicious application of these results to ments for major items of equipment,
the future may compound and prolong and the issue of components for sets,
the inevitable difficulties of adjusting kits, and outfits, is governed by the
supply to changing demand. If the number of these items of equipment
analyst simply computes and projects or sets in use. Any change in the
the average past issues for the pre- program for major equipment should
scribed period, he will not reach his be reflected in the distribution of
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minor secondary items and repair mand on many items, such as sum-
9parts. Of course, these problems are mer and winter clothing, stocks used
magnified where the same repair at summer encampments and con-
part is used in several pieces of struction equipment which receives
equipment in varying quantities. The greater use in warm weather. These
purpose of the Army Unit Supply stocks should be procured in time to
Status Reporting System described meet seasonal activity, even though
in section D of chapter 3 is to sup- turnover rates are low or nonexist-
ply information on major equipment ent at the time of review. Analysts
population and to assist in determin- should be particularly careful not
ing repair parts demand. to interpret seasonal variations in

(c) Seasonal demand. This affects de- demand as long-term trends.
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CHAPTER 5

CONTRIBUTION OF PROCUREMENT TO SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

A. PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

1. General complishing programmed objectives
through the hour-to-hour control of

It is the purpose of this chapter to review the the 'input' into the supply system."
major aspects of the coordination which is nec- The first of the two objectives set forth by the
essary between procurement and the other sup- Under Secretary has already been discussed in
ply activities, and to evaluate the important previous chapters. The second, the immediate
contribution that can be made to effective supply and continuous control of input into the system,
management by efficient procurement. The selec- is fundamental to the execution of any supply
tion and evaluation of sources of supply, the management plan and cannot be achieved with-
choice of contracting methods and contract out the aggressive cooperation of all procure-
forms, the analysis of the contractors costs, and ment activities. The basic need for responsive-
the negotiation of contract prices and terms, ness on the part of procurement activities to
must all receive close management attention. supply and stock control problems has been

noted in the discussion on the storage, distribu-
2. Dynamic Inventory Control tion and control of stocks. It should not be con-

The procurement agencies of the Army, from cluded, however, that procurement occupies only
the local post, camp or station purchasing offices a subsidiary position in the overall picture of
to the major central procurement activities, are supply management. The point of view is often
the points of immediate contact between the de- expressed that the responsibility of a purchasing
mand generated by the troops and their activi- activity begins only with the receipt of a pro-
ties and the national resources and facilities curement directive and consists in essence of ob-
which are available to meet this demand. In taining a fair and reasonable price for stated
such a position these agencies play a vitally im- quantities of specified goods on a stated delivery
portant part in the overall management of sup- schedule. This is only partially true. A dynamic
ply. The Under Secretary of the Army in inventory control program demands much closer
stating the major objectives of Army supply coordination of procurement and inventory con-
management in 1954, said: trol functions than can be achieved through a

"My earnest belief is that the importance procurement directive and involves the active
of the establishment of dynamic in- participation of procurement information, ex-
ventory control transcends all other perience and judgment in the formulation of
problems of the peacetime operation supply policy and decisions.
of a sizable Army under conditions of
semimobilization readiness. I recom-
mend that the establishment of an 3. Procurement Pricing
effective inventory control activity re-
ceive the highest priority during the Since a large part of all funds appropriated to
new calendar year. the Army is spent for procurement of supplies

"Reduced to its fundamentals, inventory or services, the close control of prices paid for
control has two principal objectives: the supplies or services is vitally important to

"1. Establishment of sound inventory ob- overall financial management. In the civilian
jectives and resulting 'open-to-buy'
limitations covering a floating period economy competition between products and com-
several months into the future. panies in a relatively free market operates to

"2. The dynamic means of consistently ac- determine prices, to reward the efficient pro-
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ducer and to penalize the inefficient. When the have to allow contingencies in cost. By the use
Army buys commercial goods, it is essential that of a price redetermination or incentive type
procurement maintain these competitive condi- clause and the Government's assumption of the
tions. On the basis of dollar value, however, risks involved, a contractor can be induced to
most of the goods bought by the Army are non- eliminate cost of contingencies from his pro-
commercial, ranging from adaptations of com- posal. The redetermination or incentive type
mercial items to supplies for which no con- clause affords protection against incorrect esti-
ceivable market exists outside the military. In mates.
procurement of such noncommercial items, it is The redetermination or incentive type clausesagain essential to substitute valid incentives to are used only when (1) the accuracy of theefficiency and lower cost manufacture for the
pressures of competition which are partially or lack of cost experience or the possible occurrencewholly lacking in the production of these com-

of significant contingencies, (2) the possible
modities. The cost analysis and the pricing savings which might result from a price adjust-
terms used in negotiated contracts, including the
various repricing or redetermination provisions, ment offset the administrative cost of redetermination, and (3) the contractor's accountingincentive provisions and cost reimbursement

incentive.provisions are.al gned tcoprewit feent .system is sufficient to provide the cost informa-provisions are all designed to cope with different tion required to negotiate a fair price at the
aspects of this problem. Continuing examina- time of required to negotiate a fair price at the
tion and analysis is still needed in this area of
procurement. A fixed price contract would al- The contract negotiator is charged with the
ways be used if it were always possible to estab- responsibility of selecting the type of contract
lish final prices during negotiations which were best suited for the individual procurement. His
fair to both the Army and the contractor. A fixed choice will have an important effect on the ulti-
price contract is the easiest to administer and mate cost to the Army. Emphasis is being placed
offers the contractor the greatest incentive to re- on wider use of incentive type contracts in the
duce his cost and conserve labor and material. Army. The incentive type contract gives the con-
However, in a dynamic economy such as ours tractor a greater incentive to keep his costs
where prices and conditions are constantly down by allowing the contractor to share in the
changing, it is often impossible to determine fair savings. A combination of incentive profit pro-
prices initially for all items procured by the visions with advanced techniques of cost anal-
Army. Under a fixed price contract the contrac- ysis and projection may provide a more effective
tor assumes all the risk of performing the con- solution. Any solution will require constant re-
tract at a price agreed to in advance. Where finement of broad procurement principles and
time for performance of the contract extends
over a long period of time or where the contract the Army Procurement Panel that:the Army Procurement Panel that:involves the first large quantity production of a
new item the contractor must include con- "A change in philosophy is requiredwhereby the efficient accomplishmenttingency allowances in his price. Under such of procurement and production is the
a situation, if a fixed price contract with con- goal rather than perfect textbook-type
tingencies is negotiated, the Government will procurement and production."

B. METHODS OF PROCUREMENT

1. General condense the purchasing details contained in
such publications as Armed Services Procure-

Detailed procedures for performing the pur- ment Regulation (ASPR); Army Procurement
chasing function have been published in con- Procedure (APP); or any of the technical
siderable volume. Many legal and administra- service SOP's for Procurement. Rather, this
tive restrictions growing out of these procedures section seeks to -differentiate between formally
confront the contracting officer. It is not the advertised procurement and negotiated pro-
purpose of this section to enumerate, review or curement and to highlight the effect that each
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method can have on the supply system and on c. Bids are opened in public at a preannounced
the national economy. time.

d. Bids are, recorded on a "spread sheet" or
2. Procurement by Formal Advertising abstract by entering the names of the bidders

Formal advertising has been the "law of the and the prices bid. This record is available for
land" and the preference of Congress for nearly public inspection.
100 years. Its proponents claim that its advan- e. Bids are evaluated as to price, the bidder's
tages are wider competition, lower prices, and financial and technical capability, skill and ex-
fairer treatment of contractors. These charac- perience; foreseeable costs and delays in connec-
teristics serve to illustrate the responsibilities tion with inspection and shipping; and other
of the sovereign state to the electorate and to factors. Preaward surveys may be required.
the industrial society. Under a system of free
enterprise, maximum competition must be en- f. Award is made, by written notice, to that
couraged. This competition should result in responsible bidder whose bid, responsive to the
better products, better service, and lower costs. invitation, will be most advantageous to the Gov-
Although formal advertising is little used in ernment, price and other factors considered.
business, because of the additional administra- Thus it is seen that formal advertising is a
tive cost and the general prevalence of commer- procedure carefully circumscribed by statute and
cial reciprocity resulting from "trade relations," regulation and relatively inflexible. It enjoys
leaders in industry nevertheless expect the Gov- wide usage in the construction industry, for ex-
ernment habitually to use the impersonal for- ample, due to a generally universal understanding
mality of advertised procurement. For purposes of construction working drawings and building
of comparison with negotiated procurement, the material specifications, reasonably thorough
mechanics of formal advertising proceed sub- preliminary design, and fairly generous lead
stantially as follows: times. However, many conditions arise in mili-

a. Bids are solicited by invitation and public tary procurement which demand greater speed
announcement. The Invitation for Bid includes in purchasing, tighter security, more design
the identification of the item with appropriate flexibility, specific makes or models, and inten-
specifications cited and with the delivery schedule tional development of additional producers.
which must be met. Invitations are sent to those These demands often cannot be met satisfactorily
prospective bidders whose names are on the within the framework of formal advertising.
Bidders' Mailing List for the item desired. A Purchasing without advertising is referred to as
copy of the invitation is displayed in a public "negotiation," and is described below.
place such as the local post office or reception
room of the contracting office. An announce- 3. Procurement by Negotiation
ment may be placed in the trade journals or Negotiation might better be called "informal
newspapers likely to be read by other prospective This more descriptive
bidders. Information is furnished to the Depart- term would tend to emphasize the concept thatterm would tend to emphasize the concept that
ment of Commerce for inclusion in their publi- negotiation is an informal method of determining
cation, "Synopsis of U. S. Government Proposed the best price available. Negotiation procedures
Procurement." In short, the widest possible are less formal than advertising procedures but
competition is encouraged. nevertheless are required to be competitive

b. Bids are submitted by those potential sup- whenever feasible and, when properly conducted,
pliers who are desirous of furnishing the goods they result in fair and reasonable prices. In
or services the Government proposes to buy. contrast to formal advertising, negotiation pro-
Bidders must meet certain administrative re- ceeds s follows
quirements as to form and time of submission.
The bid must be responsive to the invitation, to a. Requests for proposals are sent to selected
the extent that no exceptions are taken to the suppliers. If there is more than one source of the
qualitative or quantitative requirements or to desired items or services, proposals are requested
the delivery requirements. from enough potential suppliers to insure com-
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petition. When such proposals may result in an the same searching manner, but for a different
award in excess of $10,000, they will be promptly purpose. A hastily computed estimate which is
publicized in the Department of Commerce manifestly on the low side can threaten the finan-
"Synopsis of U. S. Government Proposed Pro- cial structure, even the existence of a business,
curement, Sales and Contract Awards." The thus also threatening timely delivery of needed
proposals, sometimes called "quotations," differ items. The Government negotiator is just as
from bids in that they may be revised after interested in developing sound, reliable producers
submission. Additionally, when so specified, they as he is in driving a bargain with the taxpayer's
contain cost breakdowns to show the quoters' money. Hence, he must not attempt to drive
estimates of labor, material, overhead, adminis- quoted costs below a sound, realistic figure lest
trative, and tooling costs, and profit, whereas a he leave the contractor with little or no incentive.
bid is merely a price with no indication as to Nor should the negotiation ever be allowed to
component costs. become an auction, where each quoter knows

every other quotation and revises his quotationb. The contracting officer may summon any on the basis of price-cutting instead of on theor all quoters to negotiation conferences. One
or all quoters to negotiation conferences. One onthbasis of intelligent cost analysis and honest cost

at a time, the potential producers are interviewed
reduction. Nor should the negotiation conference(1) to insure that they understand what is

teds (2) to determine in greater detail what be allowed to degenerate into a haggling "I'llwanted, (2) to determine in greater detail what
give so much-I'll take so much" session. Nego-elements were included in cost estimates and
tiation, therefore, requires a high order of busi-how estimates were computed, (3) to discuss ness acumen and judgment on the part of Gov-

methods of manufacture, (4) to clarify drawings ness acumen and judgment on the part of Gov-ernment representatives. It is in this type of
and specifications, and (5) to arbitrate any other

procurement that the Government demonstrates
point of possible misunderstanding so as to ar- on

rive at a meeting of the minds" The Govern to industry its ability or inability to conduct itsrive at a "meeting of the minds." The Govern- purchasing in a business-like manner.
ment negotiator sometimes is supported in such
conferences by engineering personnel, cost ana- c. The successful quoter is selected after a
lysts, legal advisors, and other specialists needed review and evaluation of finally revised quota-
for a proper representation of the public interest. tions. As with advertised procurement, award
The manufacturers' representatives are given an is made by written notice to that responsible
opportunity to revise their quotations on the basis quoter whose responsive quotation will be most
of a fuller understanding of the requirement. advantageous to the Government, price, and
This revision may include increases in some ele- other factors considered.
ments of the cost estimate and cuts elsewhere. d. The final contract describing the agree-
The aim of the Government negotiator should be ments reached by negotiation may take one of
to arrive at a fair and reasonable price, fair to several forms. In formal advertising, contracts
the contractor and reasonable to the Govern-

are limited to fixed price types with occasionalment. It is of utmost importance to be able to
conclude ultimately with an agreement with one provisions for price escalation; whereas, in nego-conclude ultimately with an agreement with one

of the quoters which will provide some incentive tiated procurement, a wide variety of contract
for him to reduce his manufacturing and over- types are used. These are described in detail in
head costs below estimated figures, thereby con- ASPR and APP, and can be classified as being
suming less material and manpower and maxi- based on a fixed price or on cost. Many varia-
mizing his own profits as a reward for good man- tions can be applied to these basic types and in
agement. The type of contract negotiated can general include:
contribute to this incentive. (1) Straight fixed price.

During negotiation, costs which seem inordi-
nately high should be questioned and examined (3) Fixed price with redetermination.
thoroughly to insure that they do not contain (4) Fixed price with incentive.
"fat." Costs which appear inordinately low (5) Cost.
should be examined just as thoroughly and in (6) Cost plus fixed fee.
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(7) Cost plus incentive fee. negotiators' examination of quoted costs must be

(8) Time and materials. sufficiently thorough to make up for the absence
of competitive cost data. Negotiation is a neces-

Thus, it is seen that procurement by negotia- sary part of the purchasing structure and must
tion is essentially informal, simple in procedure,
but complex in execution. It must insure com- not be allowed to fall into disrepute as a result

petition unless there is only one source of the of injudicious employment where formal adver-
supplies or services desired. In such cases, the tising could yield equally satisfactory results.

C. SCHEDULING PROCUREMENT AND PRODUCTION TO MEET DEMANDS

1. Procurement Lead Time tions suitable to formal advertising exist, nego-
tiation, especially if conducted in haste, may re-

a. Introduction. There is a direct relationship suit in higher unit prices, thus nullifying the
between the size of inventories on hand and on
order that must be carried in the Army supply
system and the length of procurement lead time. The time allowed for contract placement,
Chapter 3 has indicated that procurement lead whether by negotiation or advertising proce-
time is a direct constituent of minor secondary dures, cannot be arbitrarily reduced. If con-
item and repair parts requirements. For prin- tractors are not permitted sufficient time to pre-
cipal and major secondary items also a longer pare adequate bids or proposals or if contract-
procurement lead time means that supplies must ing officers are not given enough time for con-
be ordered earlier and that more stocks will be siderations of bids or analysis of the proposals
on order at any given time. Furthermore, the and negotiation with suppliers, poor procure-
requirements forecast is made for a stated period ment is likely to result. Reductions in contract-
following the first delivery of the materiel ing time, therefore, must be justified and defen-
ordered The longer procurement lead time be- sible as good management practices. In some
comes, the more distant the future period over cases the negotiation of a definitive contract
which requirements must be forecast and the will be complex and will extend far beyond the
greater the possibility of error. Efforts to reduce established administrative lead time. Where re-
procurement lead time to a realistic minimum quirements are urgent, it may be desirable or
therefore will be directly reflected both in the necessary to award a letter contract, which
money obligated by the Army and in the ac- enables a contractor to begin production before
curacy of requirements forecasts. a definitive contract is negotiated. A letter con-

tract has long been recognized as having a
b. Administrative Lead Time. Administrative proper place in defense procurement. This is

lead time comprises the period between the ini- true when the interests of national defense, par-
tiation of procurement action and the award of ticularly during periods of mobilization, demand
a contract. In general, administrative lead time that the contractor be given a binding agree-
on major items is taken up with the solicitation ment which authorizes immedite commencement
of bids or proposals, the negotiation or award in the performance of the contract and negotia-
of contracts and delays experienced in obtaining tion of a definitive contract in sufficient time to
approval of programs and related funds. meet the procurement need is not possible.

Typically solicitation of bids and formal ad- ASPR outlines a number of restrictions on
vertising procedures take longer than the more the use of a letter contract. Some of the limita-
informal processes of negotiation. The two tions are that they: (a) shall be used only after
methods, however, are generally adapted to the a determination that no other type of contract is
procurement of different items. The substitu- suitable, (b) shall not be entered into without
tion of negotiation for advertising in procuring competition when competition is practicable and
the same item has been applied in emergencies (c) shall be superseded by a definitive contract
to reduce backlogs of orders but tends to be an prior to the expiration of 180 days from the
expensive change. Where competitive condi- date of the letter contract or 40 % of completion,
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whichever occurs first. The ASPR also specifies c. Production Lead Time. Production lead
certain minimum provisions which must be in- time is the period from award of a contract
cluded in the letter contract. It is the policy of until the acceptance of the first delivery of
the Army to include as many definitive contract materiel into the supply system. It depends
provisions in the letter contract as possible. primarily on the nature of the item, the con-

tractor's production methods and the state ofAnother method which may be used in ap-
propriate circumstances to reduce administra- the market. Since these factors are largelypropriate circumstances to reduce administra- beyond the control of the Army, the most im-tive lead time is the informal solicitation of portant procurement function in this area isstepladder quotations on different quantities to set a realistic production lead time at thewithin the total amount to be procured, in ad-. t outset and then ensure that this schedule is metvance of definite determination of quantities by the contractor. The procurement agency isrequired and issuance of a procurement direc- under pressure from two directions here; re-tive. This requires, in the first place, a close quirements analysts are often working from

working relationship between supply and pro-curement act e in obsolete data on production lead time and re-curement activities in determining the timing quest deliveries within too short a period. On
of demand and the range of quantities for whichl wl b. , t t, hthe other hand, contractors faced with a tightproposals will be solicited. In the past, however, delivery schedule in a request for proposal orthis method has sometimes resulted in advance invitation for bid will tend to bid or quote onhiring and other preparatory commitments by

schedules which they know they cannot meetmanufacturers in anticipation of contracts for in order to obtain the contract, if they expectwhich funds were not yet authorized and which ithat penalties for delinquency will not be rigidlyin some cases were never placed. Advancein some cases wer e . A. enforced. The results of this situation can be
solicitation, therefore, requires qualification and serious. Not only does this mean exhaustion of
full explanation to contractors that no commit- s.mt is b m. I supplies and emergency requisitions, but if re-ment is being made by the Government. It is quirements analysts are aware that deliveriesadapted primarily to the procurement of com- are habitually behind schedule, they will tendmerical or semicommercial items for which the to inflate their requirements in other ways incontractor does not have to make substantial
changes in his workforce or production methods.

In the review of procurement directives, the
Even after definite requirements have been judgment and experience of procurement per-

determined and funds obligated, the solicitation sonnel should be fully applied in evaluating the
of stepladder quotations may assist in the closer realism of requested delivery schedules. If the
correlation of demand with supply. As noted in schedule cannot be met under present procure-
chapter 3, administrative lead time at present ment conditions, the requiring activity should be
is rarely less than three months in all services informed and a more realistic schedule deter-
This means that when the review cycle period mined before invitations for bid or requests for
for an item is three months or less, the require- proposal are sent to manufacturers After in-
ments resulting from a subsequent review will proposal are sent to manufacturers. After in-
ments resulting from a subsequent review will vitations or requests are distributed, it is diffi-
often be determined before the procurement cult to withhold award from a low bidder or
resulting from a prior review can be placed. quoter who meets the requested delivery sched-
Immediate communication of any change in re- ule, even through in the judgment of the con-
quirements to the purchasing agency and result tracting officer and in the judgment of th delivery
in modification of quantities on order before a schedules proposed by other bidders this sched-
contract is awarded. Any change at this point ule may be unrealistic.
is, of course, far simpler and less costly than
the processes of amendment or termination of Once a realistic delivery schedule is agreed
contracts which will be discussed later in this upon contractually, it is the responsibility of
section. If the contracting officer has solicated contract administration personnel to make sure
quotations on a stepladder basis, he is prepared that it is met.
to change the quantities to be ordered on rela- Long-run relays which may alter the standard
tively short notice. procurement lead- time for any item will affect
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requirements computations as well as immediate mand fluctuates, and the depot or station to
supply status. If requirements are to be in- which shipment was originally directed may
creased because of increased procurement lead now be in an adequate or overstocked position.
time, it is doubly important that a delinquent As noted in chapter 3, it is the responsibility
contractor should not receive a bonus in the of the inventory control point to reschedule
form of a larger follow-on contract, which was deliveries in order to maintain so far as possible
ultimately caused by his own delinquency. a balanced stock position at each storage point.

In order to provide the inventory control point
2. Delivery, Scheduling, and Destinations with data necessary for rescheduling, it is ad-

a. General. Production lead time ends with visable for the purchasing agency to solicit bids
the first delivery of supplies. In most procure- and quotations initially both on an FOB plant
ments this and subsequent deliveries must be and an FOB destination basis. In formally
phased out, as indicated in chapter 3, to main- advertised procurements the Armed Services
tain adequate but minimum levels of stocks in Procurement Regulation states that the invita-
the system. Again, the purchasing agency tion shall provide for bids on either or both
stands between the interests of the supply sys- these bases where carload or truckload lots are
tem in maintaining minimum inventories on involved. Only with this price information can
hand and the interests of the contractors in ob- the inventory control point and the purchasing
taining a delivery schedule suitable to their agency select the most economical course of
production load and their financial needs. Some- action:
times contractors will not maintain a constant (1) If the costs of transportation from the
flow of deliveries in amounts small enough to contractor's plant to the new destina-
stay within the operating level. Their produc- tion are less than to the old destina-
tion may be seasonal, or the standard packaging tion, shipments must be diverted.
unit may be larger than the amounts required. (2) If the costs of transportation to the
They may refuse to extend production over the new destination are considerably
period desired by the Army or they may do so greater than to the old, it may be
only at a considerable increase in price. In all desirable in some cases not to divert
these cases, it may be necessary to accept sup- shipments but to meet demand at the
plies into the system in excess of operating new destination from a nearer source
levels. Where higher prices are involved, the of supply. The cost of maintaining
interests of overall economy require that pro- excess stocks at the old destination
curement premiums be balanced against the must also be taken into account. This
costs of storing larger inventories before a alternative will be particularly appli-
decision is made. Special permission must be cable to stocks of high bulk and low
obtained to accept stocks in excess of authorized dollar value.
levels.

c. Changing Scheduled Quantities. Not only
b. Changing Destinations. Destinations to are destinations changed to correspond to varia-

which supplies will be delivered are generally tions in local demand, but in many instances
stated in the initial procurement directive and total quantities on order must also be changed
incorporated into the ensuing contract. This after contracts are placed to reflect changes in
has an important effect on the selection of sup- total demand. This is a crucial point in the
pliers, since it is the contracting officer's task concept of dynamic inventory control: the regu-
to select a source whose price, including ship- lation of input into the supply system to respond
ment to the destinations cited, will be the lowest as immediately as possible to upward and down-
among the responsive bidders. The contracting ward fluctuations in demand. When demand
officer may elect shipment at the contractor's increases, existing contracts may be modified to
expense or by Government bill of lading, which- increase quantities or new contracts may be
ever is cheaper. placed. Because an upward trend in demand,

Frequently, however, destinations must be if correctly interpreted by the requirements
altered before delivery is actually made. De- analyst, will throw large initial orders on the
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market until stocks are built up to the new creasing considerably the price of any
levels, a procurement premium must sometimes finished units. The second type of
be paid as low-cost producers become loaded action, the cutback, has generally a
with capacity orders. It is the task of the pro- less predictable effect on prices than
curement agency to hold this premium to a complete termination. If a contractor
minimum, and if necessary to go back to the has incurred large preparatory costs
requirements analyst and determine whether and has made advance commitments
orders can be phased to avoid excessive concen- for materials, the price of the remain-
tration. Very often an acceleration of the re- ing units is increased. In some cases,
view and order cycle will provide a more however, the materials inventory is
accurate control than more infrequent place- bought at short range or may be ap-
ment of larger orders. The economical order plicable to other production. Here, it
quantity analysis described in chapter 3 will is often possible to make a settlement
assist in keeping requirements computations at little or no increase in cost. Unlike
current with increasing demand. complete or partial termination,

stretching out deliveries depends upon
When demand decreased, planned procure- the consent of the contractor to an

ment may be canceled or modified as described amendment of the contract. If this is
amendment of the contract. If this is

above. Because-decreases in demand also have agreed upon, it may be possible to
a cumulative effect, however, it may be neces- obtain the same or even lower prices
sary to cancel or modify contracts already in for an extension of the delivery sched-
existance, if any additional costs are less than ule. This depends on such factors as
the costs of carrying excessive stocks in the

trends in the total volume of the con-
supply system. Here again, the procurement tractor's business and the amount and
agency is responsible for analyzing and ap- pricing of subcontracts.
praising the most economical course of action.
There are three basic methods of reducing input The procurement agency, therefore, is fre-
into the supply system: quently in a position to determine the action

(1) Contracts may be terminated com- which will result in the lowest overall cost to
pletely for the convenience of the Gov- the supply system. Because of the expense and
ernment; the administrative workload of termination

(2) Contracts may be "cut back" or par- under present regulations, most terminations
tially terminated for convenience of of production contracts in the past have applied
the Government. Individual deliveries only to contracts of extremely high dollar value.
may be eliminated .or all deliveries pro- If close control of inventories is to be attained,

portionally reduced; however, flexible methods of canceling, cutting
back or stretching out quantities on order must

(3) Delivery schedules may be stretched be extended to the hundreds of thousands of
out so as to deliver the same amount items for which individual dollar demand is

items for which individual dollar demand is
inover a longer period of time. Almost tirelatively moderate. Total inventories of these
invariably the first alternative results items amountto billions of dollars, and the costs
in cost increases. Unless termination of handling and storing them form a significant
of a contract occurs before the con- portion of the total operating costs of the supply

tractor has performed any work or system. In view of potential savings of this
made any preparations, payment must magnitude, the additional personnel and work-
usually be made for his set up costs, load for procurement agencies in achieving a
materials inventories, work in process more flexible control of quantities on order
and settlement expenses thereby in- might be well justified.
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D. FLEXIBLE PROCUREMENT

1. Introduction not commit itself to buy anything from the
contractor, it cannot legally compel the con-The basic features of open end and call con- tractor to deliver anything to the Government.tracts have been discussed in chapter 3. Their

purpose is to make possible the delegation of contracts in fact permit th
supply. respo t fr contractor to accept or refuse the obligation tosupply responsibility for commercial-type items

from central control to depots and stations, to deliver wlthon a certain period of ime after
reduce quantities of such items on hand and on indefinite nature of open end contracts of thisorder and to introduce a more flexible control

of supply and demand. It is still necessary in type, some suppliers will be reluctant to accept
them or willcharge a considerable premium in

many cases, to maintain central records of the
quantities ordered so that demand data will not their prices.
be lost. Problems relating to placement and 3. Call Contracts
followup will be discussed separately in this sec-
tion for open end and for call contracts. The call contract specifies a fixed total quan-

tity to be delivered and a fixed schedule of calls
2. Open End Contracts upon the contractor. The quantity to be de-

From the standpoint of inventory control, the livered at each call, however, is not specified but
open end contract provides the minimum quanti- depends upon the amount needed for each period
ties on order and the utmost flexibility in bal- by the using activities. While less flexible than
ancing supply against demand. This contract the open end contract, the call contract permits
specifies no minimum or maximum quantities variations in deliveries according to variations
and no schedule or frequency of orders. It in demand, and, if calls are placed by stations,
indicates only the period over which orders may eliminates stockage and handling at the depot.
be placed and the unit prices of items which It may be used where contractors must set up
may be ordered. Since the basic contract does production lines and schedule manufacture of
not commit the Government to buy any specific an item but are willing and able to hold finished
quantity of supplies, the stocks are not placed goods in storage until called for by the Army.
"on order" until the order is actually sent to Again premiums may have to be paid for this
the manufacturer by the using activity. The type of procurement, but frequently this may be
"procurement lead time" for such a contract, less expensive than the storage and transship-
therefore, consists only of the period between ment costs within the depot system. It may be
stock review by the using activity and receipt noted again that the success of the technical
of supplies and may be as little as fifteen days. service procurement agencies in placing open
The "open-order file" is much smaller than for end and call contracts is an indication both of
central fixed-quantity procurement, where the effective procurement operations and of the
entire quantity for any period must be ordered feasibility of these forms of contract. Many
in advance. The effect of error in forecasting manufacturers, in fact, are coming to express
is minimized and responsiveness to fluctuations a preference for open end or call contracts, since
in demand is greatly increased. In addition, if they often give the contractor an approximation
orders against open end contracts are placed of total requirements over a considerable period
by stations, stock levels are not maintained at of time and avoid unexpected orders for large
depots. Total inventory and associated carrying deliveries at short notice.
and administrative costs are greatly reduced.

From the standpoint of procurement, how- 4. Variations on Open End and Call Contracts
ever, the open end contract has certain limita- Between the open end contract,, which does
tions. Although it has been widely and success- not specify any quantities at all, and the call
fully used in industry, its legal status as an contract, which specifies a fixed total quantity
enforceable contract is open to some question. and allows flexibility only in periodic deliveries,
In the simplest terms, if the Government does there is a wide range of variations in contract
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provisions which may be employed to fit the Often it is difficult to estimate demand over
circumstances of supply or procurement in any the contract period, and as indicated above the
given case. The nomenclature assigned to such contractor will not accept the indefinite com-
variations is not yet fixed; in any case the mitments of an open end contract. In such a
primary consideration, as for any contractual case a contract may be written providing for
form, is not the name of the contract but its minimum total quantities to be delivered but no
effectiveness. This comprises its legal suffi- maximum, or for both minimum and maximum
ciency, its adequacy to protect the interests of total quantities. These variations in total quan-
the Government and its acceptability to the tity may be combined with variations in in-
contractor. dividual or periodic deliveries, as under a call

contract. Such an arrangement can protect the
One variation of the call contract is already Government to a certain extent against over or

in use. This variation provides for deliveries undersupply and the contractor against vanish-
over a maximum period of six months with an ing or excessive demands.
option to increase the quantities and to extend
the deliveries for another six months. The in- Other variations of both open end and call
ventory control point must maintain records of provisions can be worked out to fit individual

situations. All of them require the closest co-
the amounts called in for delivery under the

ordination between procurement and other sup-
contract, and if deliveries run ahead of esti-n between procurement and other sup-

at, iply activities to analyze the prices to be paid
mates, the option may be picked up and the under each possible method of contracting, the

quantities increased. While such an option degree of probable fluctuation in future require-
clause in a call contract will not meet immediate ments and the costs of transporting, handling
increases in demand during the original delivery and storing the items at various levels in the
period, it will provide a cushion against future supply system. Only such an analysis can deter-
demand increases in the event of a general up- mine the most appropriate and economical
ward trend. method of procurement, ordering and control.

E. CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

1. Introduction legal, inspection, and other technical personnel
to provide assistance in insuring that the inter-The administration of a Government contract ests of the Government are fully protected.

begins as soon as a copy reaches the contract-
ing officer, contracting officer's representa- 2. Functions
tive, (COR), or other person designated to
administer the contract. It is here that all pre- The functions of contract administration in-
vious actions relating to the purchasing func- lude, but are not limited to: materials expedit-
tion are tested. Administrative problems are ing; issuance of Government-furnished mate-
minimized if contractual terms have been de- rials or property and disposal of any excess;
fined clearly and if the contractor is financially financial assistance; inspection and acceptance;
and technically capable of performance. price redetermination; and negotiating contract

modifications.
Effective contract administration seeks to as-

sure that the contractor is performing in ac- 3. Quality Control and Procurement Inspection
cordance with the terms of the contract, and a. Function. Of all the functions of contract
that the obligations of the Government, as administration, probably the most familiar but
specified by the contract, are fulfilled. The re- the least appreciated is quality control and pro-
sponsibility for proper administration of Gov- curement inspection. Regardless of the mutual
ernment contracts rests with the contracting respect and amicable relationship between the
officer acting through his designated agent. contractor and contracting officer, the Govern-
In the discharge of this responsibility, the con- ment must insure that items purchased, manu-
tracting officer must rely upon accounting, factured and delivered do, in fact, satisfy the
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requirements set forth in contracts. The failure phy in the sense of being new to industry. Mr.
of an item to meet contract requirements and J. W. Bancker, as Vice President of Western
the subsequent failure to perform effectively in Electric Company, at an American Society for
the field will produce a substantial loss of Testing Materials Meeting in 1931 defined
money, time and tactical effectiveness. Tech- specifications to be:
nical requirements of the contract set forth in "Material specifications are, in the main,
specifications are the standard by which prod- simply definitions of the properties of
ucts are measured. Therefore, they must be the materials which the purchaser de-
exact and describe clearly what is wanted. sires. They represent his best efforts
Specifications are defined as follows: to state in measurable terms those

"A clear and accurate description of the properties which are necessary for
technical requirements for a material, satisfactory use at the least cost con-
a product, or service, including the sistent with the desired quality. In
procedure by which it will be deter- addition, they include methods of test
mined that the requirements have been and disposition of material in case of
met." failure to meet requirements and serve

to provide a basis of inspection mutu-
Specifications are thus the basis for all quality ally agreed upon between the supplier

control and procurement inspection. and the purchaser, and therefore, they
b. Quality Control and Inspection Personnel. provide a basis for obtaining compa-

The heart of the quality control and inspection rable competitive bids."
function is the people in it. Historically they
have been technically-trained, dedicated, but Second, this philosophy which sets a limit on
usually underpaid employees. Their job is Government inspection cannot be considered
thankless because if it is performed too rigidly dangerous in the light of a Comptroller Gen-
they antagonize the industry representatives eral's decision which states in part:
with whom they must deal daily; and con- "A substantial majority of the cases upon
versely, if they perform too loosely they will the subject have agreed in holding
incur the wrath of the ultimate user. Too fre- that an acceptance by the buyer of
quently, as a result of poorly prepared specifica- one or more shipments-of goods defec-
tions or inadequate contract clauses, quality tive in quality does not, in the absence
control and inspection personnel are called upon of circumstances raising an estoppel,
to exercise judgment and make decisions beyond amount to a waiver of the defect as to
the scope of their training and ability. the entire contract, precluding the

buyer from rejecting subsequent ship-
c. Philosophy. Quality control and procure- It is im-

ments similarly defective. It is im-
ment inspection standards do not automatically t i
imply detailed measurement of every dimension phct n most of the cases so holding,however, that such an acceptance may
of every piece manufactured for the Army. preclude the rejection of subsequent
Basic Army policy on quality control and in-

shipments of the same quality where
spection requires that the procedures to be used shipments of the same quality where
in determining compliance with requirements
shall be set forth in specifications. Quality As- reasonably believe that goods of the
surance Provisions set forth in specifications kind delivered will be accepted in the
are limits on the maximum severity of the pro- future, and he changes his position to
cedures that may be used by the Government. his disadvantage in reliance on such
These provisions are intentionally flexible to belief."
permit the Government to perform only that Inspection by Army personnel of each opera-
amount of inspection deemed necessary. tion in every plant, and 100% inspection of

To some this may apear to be a change in every article produced, is not only impossible
philosophy and to others it may appear to be but is an unnecessary duplication of the efforts
dangerous. First, it is not a change in philoso- of the contractor's inspection personnel. Con-
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sequently, the Army insists that its contractors and once again emphasizes the need for good
establish and maintain quality control systems specifications and accurate contract clauses.
which are acceptable to the Government. One Substantial economies have already resulted from
of the important decisions to be made by con- the interchange of inspection services and it is
tracting and inspection personnel is the deter- anticipated from past experiences in this field
mination of the extent to which the Government that substantial savings will continue in the
is willing to place reliance on a manufacturer's future.
quality control system thereby reducing the e. Economic Considerations. Finally, the un-
amount of physical inspection to be done by Gov- derlying theme of all efforts to control quality
ernment personnel. Army policy for such re- and the economic rule which determines the
duced inspection is set forth in Army Regulations amount we are willing to pay for inspection is:
which state: The cost of quality must be weighed against the

"Where there is satisfactory evidence of value of quality. When a manufacturing process
high quality of production which is the is producing a certain percentage of defectives
definite result of an effective quality in every lot of production, it costs money to re-
control and inspection system, the duce that percentage of defectives. As the per-
amount of Government inspection will centage of defectives approaches zero, the cost
be adjusted to a minimum consistent of approaching zero goes higher and higher.
with proper assurance that the supplies There is a point beyond which it is no longer
accepted conform to the quality require- economical to reduce the percent defectives. This
ments established by the procurement is the theory of Acceptable Quality Levels
documents." (AQL). It is normal to receive a certain percent

of defectives in every lot of production, becauseQuality control, as defined in the Army Dic-
tionary of Terms, is "the complete system of it may be cheaper to make repairs or replace-

meri nts in the field to that small percentage thanassuring that the supplies accepted are in accord- ments in the field to that small percentage than
to incur additional costs in the inspection andance with requirements, including inspection

and test procedures, acceptance criteria, etc. quality control system to insure that those defectsand test procedures, acceptance criteria, etc."
do not occur. An exception to the normal may

Inspection is but one of the methods by which be found in the case of parachutes, lifesaving
quality is determined. Inspection, therefore, is equipment, and other items of comparably criti-
one phase of the broader concept of quality con- cal nature. As used in quality control and ac-
trol which includes not only the examination of ceptance inspection programs, the word "defec-
finished articles for defects but also includes tive" is used generally to denote items failing to
intelligent and aggressive action for the elimina- meet specification requirements such as toler-
tion of causes of defects. It has been said that ances, color, etc. In this sense the term "de-
quality cannot be inspected into a product. In- fective" does not necessarily mean that the item
spection is only an after-the-fact measurement will not function. This concept, the cost of quality
of manufacturing performance. Unless there is versus the value of quality, is the underlying
a feedback of the information gained from in- management principle associated with inspection
spection, quality will continue at the existing in all its forms and should be the basis on which
level. inspection policies are determined.

d. Inspection Interchange Agreements. Gov-
ernment departments and agencies are expected 4. Coordination with Purchasing
to coordinate their inspection activities within

Followup of contract performance, preferablyindustrial firms and within specific plants to
avoid duplication of effort and the extra burden by personal visits, can do much to make con-
on the manufacturer of having representatives tractors aware of their responsibilities. If a
of several different Government agencies in his contractor receives no communications or queries
plant. The use of inspection interchange agree- concerning his performance, he is likely to under-
ments lengthens the line of communications be- estimate the seriousness of being delinquent. One
tween the inspector and the contracting officer of the principal methods available to the Govern-
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ment in enforcing timely performance is the Whether delays in contract performance re-
ability to withhold further contracts from a sup- sults from delinquency or from valid causes, they
plier who is delinquent and has no valid excuses should be detected as early as possible, realisti-
for his delay. Because the functions of purchas- cally appraised and communicated to purchasing
ing and contract administration are often sep- and supply activities. Short-run delays which
arated, information on delinquency is not always are due to peculiar problems of the contract or
made available to purchasing personnel, and the supplier will, of course, cause immediate
penalties for delinquency are not always strictly changes in supply status. Dues in and back-
enforced. In some cases suppliers have been orders against dues in must be altered, and in
awarded a considerable number of successive some cases requisitions must be canceled or sub-
contracts for the same item although they were stitute items found. Contractors generally tend
delinquent on each one of them. The contract to underestimate prospective delays, and a skep-
administrator has an impossible task in trying tical and realistic appraisal of future perfor-
to enforce any delivery scheduled when the con- mance is necessary on the part of contract
tractor knows that his delinquency is no bar to administrators if multiple delays and changes in
future business with the Government. supply status are to be avoided.

F. GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE TO CONTRACTORS

1. General truck-mounted equipment, such as crane-shovels,
fmilitary materiel, many air compressors, and similar items, it is usually

In the procurement of mltdesirable to have some standard Ordnance chassis
conditions arise which complicate the relation- for the various superstructures In such cases

for the various superstructures. In such cases,ships between the Government and its suppliers.
h tetli. Ordnance chassis are shipped to equipment manu-The nature and complexity of some military facturers as Government-furnished property

items, the controlled use of raw materials, the
extraordinary quantities sometimes required, (GFP) Similarly, when the Government hasabsorbed all of the production of a particularand military urgency, all contribute to an unusual industry for an item or class of items, it must
buyer-seller relationship between contractor and ot

accept the responsibility of parceling out thosecontracting officer. These same factors require items to all who require them. In the manufac-
the Government to extend various forms of as- ture of certain highly complex military items,

tture of certain highly complex military items,sistance to its contractors who are asked to the Government may have difficulty locating a
perform unusual feats of production and delivery

responsible supplier. In such cases, the Govern-which are above and beyond their normal ac- ment may have to relieve the pressure on the
tivities. Government assistance can take manytivities. Government assistance can take many contractor's limited working capital and furnishforms such as providing technical assistance,

furnishing components, materials or machine materials from stock or from a separate contractfurnishing components, materials or machine
tools from Government stocks, providing tax with another producer. Probably one of the mosttools from Government stocks, providing tax

relief through accelerated tax amortization of
plant and equipment, expediting the availability tooling clauses in supply contracts. These clausesplant and equipment, expediting the availability

of controlled critical materials, providing for provide for contractor acquisition of dies, jigs,
tests at Government laboratories, and providing and fixtures to be used, and probably consumed,
financial assistance, in the course of a particular contract for a par-

ticular item. Although the contractor actually
2. Government Furnished Property purchases or fabricates the special tooling, it

a. Whenever absolute uniformity in an end is paid for by the Government as a separate item
product is desired, the Government may elect in the contract and the Government reserves the
to furnish from its own stocks or from a single right to take title and direct the disposition of
source the necessary components or materials to the residue when the contract is completed. Ad-
insure physical or functional consistency in the ditionally, Government-owned machine tools are
end item. A good example of this is the manu- available on lease agreement from the Army
facture of uniforms. Also, in the purchase of Industrial Equipment Reserve.
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b. All of the foregoing examples of Govern- from one program to another based on relative
ment-furnished property demonstrate a form of urgency of their production or rearrange pro-
"bailment," to use a legal term. As custodians duction schedules to meet the urgent needs of
of someone else's property, in this case the essential items. To the extent, therefore, that
Government's, contractors receiving GFP are expediting harasses a contractor by throwing his
obliged to exercise certain safeguards and per- production schedules out of kilter, it is not really
form certain accounting so that the contracting assistance; however, to the extent that expediting
officer, the Government's representative, may can be beneficial in helping the contractor meet
know the status and employment of the Govern- his delivery schedule, it then qualifies as true
ment property which is in the hands of the con- assistance. Contractors resent Government
tractor. It is indeed difficult for a contracting "meddling" in matters which they have demon-
officer to insure that optimum use is being made strated their ability to handle by themselves.
of all Government-furnished materials, compo-
nents and tooling in the hands of contractors in 4. Financial Assistance
so many different places. The regulations con- It is in the realm of financial assistance that
cerning these matters are contained in appendix the Government can act to improve the working
B to the Armed Services Procurement Regula- capital position of a contractor and thus enable
tion; and one of the most difficult elements in him to produce faster and more efficiently, where
contract administration is to insure compliance without help, he may be unable to fulfill his con-
with these regulations. tractual obligations. Assisting a contractor with

his working capital needs is referred to as
3. Expediting Assistance "Defense Contract Financing." This usually

a. In some quarters, the word "expediting" takes the form of a private bank loan, a guar-
carries an unfavorable connotation. To some it anteed loan, progress payments, or advance pay-
implies pressure to do more than a normal day's ments. Department of Defense policy states a
work, requests for faster-than-normal methods preference for these forms of Defense Contract
of delivery, and similar hurry-up measures. In Financing in the order named.
the broader sense, however, expediting can be a. Private Financing. Although private finan-
thought of as assisting the contractor in tying cing may be accomplished by various means,
loose ends together, and assuring that each of "assignment of claims" under a Government
the contributors to a project has the technical contract is extensively used as a method of pri-
know-how and knows the scope and magnitude vate financing. This method of financing benefits
of his responsibilities. Probably the greatest the Government by keeping it out of the banking
service that a contracting officer or a contracting business. Once the assignment is made, the bank
officer's representative can perform, as a matter has the task of administering the financing. An-
of expediting, is in the field of critical materials. other desirable feature of this type of financing
During times of emergency, Defense Order (DO) is that it quickly establishes the contractor's
Ratings are required in order to obtain certain credit at a bank, so that he does not have to wait
types of steel and other critical materials. "The for his money. No time is consumed in lengthy
Business and Defense Services Administration investigation by Government agencies before the
(BDSA)" has continued a priorities system gen- loan is approved. The bank to whom the assign-
erally called the "D. O. Rating System." Under ment is made receives all payments directly from
this system rating and allotment numbers are the Government. The contracting officer can be
used to identify, and given preference to con- of assistance in a contractor's negotiations with
tracts and orders for defense contracts. When his bank by certifying the existence and nature
the regular procedures of the Defense Materials of the Government contract and by expressing
System and the rating system will not obtain the urgency which is attached to the procurement
materials in time for Department of Defense in question.
Programs, the contractor may apply for special b. Guaranteed Loans. The guaranteed loan,
assistance from BDSA through the contracting popularly called the "V" loan, is made by a bank
officer. It is also possible to divert materials to a Government contractor and is guaranteed
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up to a certain percentage by the Government, d. Advance Payments. Advance payments
Current policy does not encourage guarantees of are payments made to the prime contractor by
more than 90 % of the amount loaned except in the Government in the form of advances prior
very unusual circumstances. In this type of loan to and in anticipation of performance under a
the Government shares the risk with the bank contract. Advance payments may be authorized
by underwriting a certain percentage of the loan up to the full amount of the contract price. They
and also shares the interest paid by the con- differ from partial payments and progress pay-
tractor. By sharing the risk, the Government ments which are made as a result of the comple-
also sustains its share of losses incurred in case tion of specific portions of work under the con-
the contractor defaults. This involves the use of tract. Advance payments differ from guaranteed
Government funds and so justifies the Depart- loans and private financing in that advance pay-
ment of Defense preference for private financ- ments are public funds, the money being put up
ing. The records indicate an extraordinarily entirely by the Government. Advance payments
small number of defaults in the V-loan program must be limited strictly to the needs of the con-
due primarily to careful screening of applica- tractor and closely related to his reimbursement
tions by the technical services, the Comptroller cycle. The official Army policy on advance pay-
of the Army, and the Federal Reserve Board. ments is that they be given only if no other

c. Progress Payments. Progress payments method of contractor financing can be arranged.
are payments made to a contractor as work
progresses under a contract. Progress pay- ummary
ments, based on accumulated costs, are con- Government assistance to contractors, there-
sidered to be reasonable and necessary in cer- fore, whether it be in the form of money, mate-
tain procurements. Another type of progress rials, or management, is an integral part of the
payment is that made on construction contracts fabric of the buyer-seller relationship between
based on a percentage of completion of work the Government and its suppliers. Few prob-
under the contract. Progress payments are par- lems exist where the Government is consuming
ticularly applicable to contracts for the produc- a relatively small percentage of the total na-
tion of items having a long production lead tional production of a common commercial item.
time. In these cases the contractor is reim- However, in securing production to meet the
bursed for a percentage of the costs incurred almost insatiable requirements of armies in
before the actual delivery of any items from the field, of complex items not used in the civi-
production. For short lead time items, for ex- lian economy, Government agencies responsible
ample those in production less than 30 days, for supply and procurement must be prepared
progress payments in affect become partial pay- to extend any type of assistance necessary to in-
ments, that is, payments for partial deliveries. sure timely production. Of course, there is no
Progress payments require careful administra- substitute for the development of a sound indus-
tion to insure against overpayments. In all trial economy made up of individual manufac-
cases, physical progress of the work should be turing plants which can support themselves and
evaluated periodically to assure that the prog- meet military needs, but the demands of military
ress payments are fairly supported by the procurement do not always fit conveniently into
value of the work accomplished on the unde- civilian production patterns; hence, the need for
livered portion of the contract. Government assistance to private contractors.

G. FACILITIES CONTRACTS

1. General est. In the case of contractor-owned facilities,
As a general policy, the armed services prefer a portion of the acquisition cost is amortized

to do business with contractors who can furnish just like any other manufacturing costs; how-
their own production equipment and facilities. ever, Government-furnished facilities become the
However, production facilities may be provided property of the United States, and the contract-
by the Government when such action is consid- ing officer specifies their disposition upon com-
ered necessary or desirable in the public inter- pletion of the contract.
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2. Nature of Facilities b. Facilities contracts allow the contractor to
Facilities are the machine tools, real property, use the facilities only in connection with specificFacilities are the machine tools, real property, trt

and sometimes furniture and vehicles, that are
used to produce goods or services; they are usu- C. Other provisions of facilities contracts re-
ally of such nature that there is a residue, in quire the contractor to perform the following
varying stages of depreciation, at the end of a services, without cest to the Government:
contract. Facilities do not include "special tool- (1) Maintain adequate property control rec-
ing,"-the dies, jigs, and fixtures, that are con- ords and a system of identification of
sumed in the production process and are gen- all facilities.
erally usuable by only one contractor and rela- (2) Protect, preserve, maintain and repair
table only to his particular production method. the facilities in accordance with sound
Since facilities are not usually consumed on a industrial practice.
single contract, it is appropriate that their total (3) Notify the contracting officer, within 30
cost should not be considered part of the con- days after any facility becomes lost,
tractor's bid. Hence, the provision of facilities damaged, destroyed, no longer usable,
is usually handled as a separate agreement, not or no longer needed for the perfor-
part of the supply contract. mance of Government contracts.

3. Contract Provisions 4. Standby Provisions
a. Facilities contracts provide that title to A facilities contract may include provisions

all facilities furnished to the contractor by the for maintenance or storage of the facilities, upon
Government shall remain with the Government, completion or termination. Facilities thus
and that title to facilities acquired by a con- placed in layaway status are reported to the
tractor for Government account, shall be vested Chief of Ordnance who maintains the central
in the Government at the earliest practicable inventory for all Army-owned production
time. equipment.

H. INDUSTRIAL MOBILIZATION PLANNING

i. Introduction the Industrial Mobilization Program are di-
rected toward reducing the amount of time which

Realstc war plans must include a careful it takes for any given industry or plant to
consideration of the availability of adequate lo- fdu oconvert from civilian production to military pro-gistic support. In a world of steadily advancing duction. One obvious method of gaining time
technology, logistic support on a national scale and speeding up the date of logistic readiness
becomes dependent upon the industrial potential would be the acquisition during peacetime of
of the country. Since this industrial potential sufficient mobilization reserve stocks to satisfysufficient mobilization reserve stocks to satisfyis not geared in peacetime to satisfy the needs
of war, it becomes necessary to make positive materiel needs until production could build up
plans for converting the nation's industrial out- this method would be staggering and probablyput from civilian goods to military goods. To this method would be staggering and probablyprohibitive because of the threat it would makeaccomplish this planning and to provide for an prohibitive because of the threat it would maketo national economic stability. In addition toorderly conversion of the industrial complexorderly conversion of the industrial complex tying up huge amounts of capital by purchasing
from peace to war there has been developed mobilization reserve stocks, another disadvan-
an Industrial Mobilization Program. This pro- tage accrues. That is obsolescence. Modern
gram is based on the coordination of military tanks, guns and planes and other important
needs and industry capability and is designed implements of war undergo constant develop-
to locate the production capacity needed and to ment and improvement. As new models are
allocate that capacity for the manufacture of turned out, the old ones become less desirable
certain key items in time of emergency. The and less effective and eventually must be rele-
theme of the program is time. All elements of gated to the status of obsolescence. Of course,
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there are items with less perishability of design of ODM and for developing the overall policies
and less volatility in development that can be and procedures relating to industrial mobiliza-
acquired and stored with reasonable expectancy tion planning in the Department of Defense.
of use before overtaken by technological pro-
grams. But for most items, mobilization plan- 3. Army Indust(ial Mobilization Program

ning is the answer. This provides for the de- The Army's Industrial Mobilization Program
velopment and training of production personnel incorporates many separate activities and many
and production facilities in the manufacture of different types of plans. The following are the
specific items. This latter approach would seem more important of those activities and plans:
to be an effective policy for providing the great- a. Production Allocation Program.
est possible industrial potential to be convertible b Industrial Preparedness Measures.
in the shortest possible time in order to provide
the logistic support necessary for approved war c. Layaway of production equipment and faci-
plans. lities.

d. Central inventory of reserve production
2. Organization for Industrial Mobilization equipment.

Planning e. Computation of mobilization requirements.
a. The Office of Defense Mobilization (ODM)

was etablished in the Executive Office of the
President for the purpose of providing one cen- g. Preparation of production data, inspection
tral agency to exercise strong leadership in our manuals, bills of material and other information

national mobilization effort. ODM is the top related to production planning.

planning body for industrial mobilization and
acts to apportion available material and pro-
duction resources to satisfy both civilian and This program includes the peacetime plan-
military needs. The Director of Defense Mobili- ning with industry for the production of critical
zation, being a member of the President's items that will be needed for mobilization. The
National Security Council, is able to give effect general objectives of the program are: First,
to the desires of that body in the formulation of to provide for the timely and effective transi-
overall defense mobilization plans. tion of industry from peace to wartime produc-

b. The Business and Defense Services Admin- tion; and second, to coordinate the requirements

istration (BDSA) of the Department of Com- of two or more government agencies or military
merce performs the mobilization functions departments for the output of a single plant.
which were once the responsibility of the The production allocation program applies only
National Production Authority (NPA). BDSA to those items which in war are necessary for

provides an organizational nucleus capable of survival and retaliation, the maintenance of
expansion into a production and materials con- health, or combat efficiency. In addition to

trol agency in the event of an emergency. these characteristics, any given item, to be con-

c. The Emergency Procurement Service of the sidered critical, must be one which has a rela-

General Services Administration is responsible tively long production lead time, is needed by
for procurement, storage, and handling of the more than one service, or is characterized by
national stockpile of strategic and critical ma- some extreme peculiarity in production. It is
terials. This stockpile includes those materials necessary to scrutinize closely the real criticality

considered by some department of the Govern- of an item because planning is expensive and
ment to be critical as to availability and of stra- care should be taken to avoid planning for items
tegic importance to any defense effort. Desig- which are solely for the purpose of comfort, con-
nated items and quantities are referred to ODM venience or morale, or for items which are gener-

for final consideration and approval for stock- ally identified as shelf-type items, or those which
piling. can be produced by existing facilities without

d. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Sup- undue delay.
ply and Logistics) is responsible for carrying Once criticality has been determined, the Pro-
out the National Industrial Mobilization policies duction Allocation Program operates to discover
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sources of supply or manufacture, to coordinate ally take a manufacturer to get into production
the requirements of the various services and in an emergency.
departments, to foster mutual understanding b. Types of Industrial Preparedness Mea-
between industry and the government concerning sures. For convenience of description, Indus-
mobilization problems, and to develop overall trial Preparedness Measures are sometimes re-
plans for the optimum employment of the na- ferred to as exploratory measures, engineering
tion's industrial potential. measures, and production measures. In some

Since the Production Allocation Program is a services these are referred to as Phase I, Phase
voluntary one so far as management is con- II, and Phase III studies, respectively. Suffice
cerned, it behooves the individual government it to say that exploratory measures are primar-
departments to be realistic, consistent, and con- ily studies which explore the extent of production
servative in their estimates of mobilization re- capability in a plant, identify the problems which
quirements. Mutual respect and confidence are likely to arise during production, determine
should grow out of this program since it is possible modifications to the production process
hoped that the planning relationships will grow to enable the plant to make exactly what is want-
into good working relationships in time of war. ed in the quantities desired, and any other plans
The Armed Services Procurement Planning that can be made as a result of a "desk study" of
Officer (ASPPO) selected for each plant repre- the production problem involved. Engineering
sents the one or more Claimant Agencies (gov- measures generally include the redesign of items
ernment departments) which have an interest in for mass production, redesign for elimination of
the production capacity of the plant. This indi- critical materials, development of new methods
vidual is responsible for coordinating the gov- of manufacture to save time or reduce scrap, de-
ernment's requirements and the manufacturers' velopment of plant layout, production equipment
capabilities. Out of purposeful, intelligent co- lists, flow charts, routing sheets, bills of material
ordination will come realistic schedules of pro- and lists of potential subcontractors, the estab-
duction during mobilization. lishment of pilot production lines, and any other

measures short of actual production. Production
It is intended that production allocation plan- measures provide for the actual production of

ning shall be as complete and detailed as the limited quantities in order to test, prove and im-
availability of personnel and funds will permit, prove designs, manufacturing processes and pro-
in order to achieve the greatest amount of readi- duction equipment, acquire the minimum tech-
ness for mobilization. Planning with a commer- nical know-how for later production in larger
cial firm includes planning for subcontract quantities, and uncover actual production bottle-
items, major subassemblies and components, as necks not foreseeable or anticipated up to this
well as repair parts. Initial attention naturally time.
goes to those items where production bottle- It would be hoped that current procurement
necks are foreseeable or anticipated. Thus it is
seen that a continuous evaluation needs to be tractors to develop the necessary production lay-
made of items criticality in order that unecessary out and the technical know-how for producing
planning is not done. the desired items. But such cannot always be the

5. Industrial Preparedness Measures case, and therefore, Industrial Preparedness5. Industrial Preparedness Measures Measures provide a positive, effective way for
a. General. When a new item is to be pro- equipping manufacturers to do their best in time

duced for the first time in quantity, when a of emergency.
new facility is called upon to produce any item
for the first time, or when an item is to be 6. Layaway of Production Equipment and Fa-
produced by a new production process, it may be cilities
necessary to contract for certain production a. Definition. The term "layaway" refers to
planning, production engineering or pilot pro- the act of placing in reserve status any produc-
duction runs. These contracts are referred to as tion equipment, or even complete industrial facil-
Industrial Preparedness Measures and are de- ities, which are essential for mobilization pro-
signed to shorten the span of time it would norm- duction but are not needed for current require-
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ments. Layaway can take several forms. The equipment it has been necessary to set up a cen-
equipment can be laid away in place under power tral inventory of production equipment. This
and maintained in a constant state of readiness inventory is maintained by the Chief of Ord-
to be put into operation. It can be laid away on nance. Policy guidance on the utilization of
the site in preserved storage, in place but under Government-owned production equipment comes
wraps and needing only to be deprocessed, from the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
hooked up and turned on. Equipment can be re- Defense (Supply and Logistics).
moved from its place in the production line to
nearby storage or a central storage point at some
distance. Combinations of these means of laya- dustrial Mobilization Planning
way are also possible. a. Introduction. The Production Allocation

Program described earlier provides for an or-b. Some Problems of LayawuayJ. The Depart-
ment of the Army has a huge investment in pro- derly allocation of industrial capacity among thement of the Army has a huge investment in pro- three departments, and for the peacetime devel-

duction equipment and facilities which were re- opment of mobilization production schedules
activated from reserve status or acquired new for

the Korean production buildup. As this equip- with each planned producer for items to be pro-
thet Korand e fle c idleqduip to duced in the event of mobilization. The placement

ment and these facilities became idle, due to of current procurement contracts with thesedownward adjustment of current production pro-
planned producers for the items which they plangrams, it became necessary to provide for

their layaway in reserve status; to dispose of to produce under mobilization would serve to
the in er s to se establish, maintain or improve their capabilities

them as excess; or in certain cases to lease the
Government owned equipment and facilities to to produce under mobilization conditions. This
Gcontractors for commercial production. How- principle is established to provide for intergra-contractors for commercial production. How- tion of current procurement with the Production
ever, it is done, layaway and subsequent mainte- Allocation Program. However, aspects of provid-
nance in reserve status is costly. It is therefore Allocation Program However, aspects of provid
essential that each proposed layaway project be n adequate competition and the over-riding
carefully considered before deciding on layaway need of the Army to obtain the most for its imi-
and long term storage in reserve. The first ted peacetime procurement dollars makes it ne-

cessary in many cases to place contracts with
problem is to determine whether or not the cap-
acity represented by the Government-owned
equipment and facilities is essential for mobili- b. Procedures. The policies of the Depart-
zation. Factors to consider in making this de- ment of Defense on integration of current pro-
termination include military importance of the curement and industrial mobilization are car-
product being produced; mobilization require- ried out at the various departmental levels by
ments for the product; availability of other capa- the following means:
city; status of the product with respect to obso- (1) Award of contracts by procurement
lescence; and quantity of mobilization reserve offices, whenever practicable and
stocks of the item on hand. Another important feasible, to spread the industrial base
consideration is the status of the production by:
equipment itself. Equipment to be laid away (a) Placement with planned producers,
should be up to date by present industrial stand- other than past producers;
ards and suitable for the job to be done. It (b) Placement with current producers
should also be in such condition as to require a to maintain a "hot" base;
minimum of rehabilitation for full capacity (c) Use of "leader company procure-
operation. ment" to develop additional planned

capacity.
c. Inventory of Production Equipment. The (2) Establishment and maintenance of

Government has acquired a substantial inventory active liaison among procurement, mo-
of production equipment primarily as a re- bilization planning and research and
sult of facilities contracts negotiated with manu- development activities, and coordina-
facturers and materiel suppliers. In order to tion of actions taken with respect to
provide for coordinated and effective use of this these functions.
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(3) Cooperation between planning and tised procurement, with respect to the
,procurement personnel and interchange items for which planning was con-
of information between them in their ducted.
respective fields. (8) Notification of ASPPO's with regard

(4) Consultation of research and develop- to placement of contracts with facilities
ment activities by procurement and in which other claimants have capacity
planning personnel in order to keep allocations.
procurement and mobilization plans (9) Request for production allocations or
abreast of recent technological devel- revisions in allocations on preferential
opments. items when awards are made to pro-

ducers not in the planning program, or(5) Submission by the procurement activ- ducers not in the planning program, orwhen the awards do not correspond toity to planning offices of essential data the planning previously accomplishedon procurements as they occur. These with the facilities.data include copies of Invitations for
Bid, bidders' mailing lists, bid ab- 8. Summary
stracts, contracts and contract modi-stracts, contracts and contract modi- It is apparent from the foregoing that work-

fications. able plans for mobilizing the industrial might
(6) Submission by the planning activity to of the United States are essential if this country

procurement offices of essential data on is to react spontaneously and effectively to a fu-
mobilization planning as it develops. ture threat. It is patently unwise to endanger
These data include lists of planned pro- the national economy by disregarding costs in
ducers for planned items on preferen- mobilization planning. It is financially im-
tial planning lists, information on sta- possible to insure complete immunity from all
tus and progress of planning, informa- possible forms of enemy action. Therefore,
tion on contracts negotiated with mobilization planning must reflect a balance be-
planned producers for layaway of tool- tween the cost of readiness and the value of read-
ing and equipment and for industrial iness. To this end it is hoped that current and
preparedness measures. future mobilization planning will improve and

(7) Placement of planned producers on all increase, and thus soften the blow if and when it
bidders' lists for negotiated and adver- comes.

I. MILITARY MANUFACTURING FACILITIES

In addition to procurement from civilian pro- pendent firms which are not so well experienced
ducers, the Army supplies a certain portion of because of the noncommercial nature of the
its needs from its own manufacturing system, items. The Army facilities can employ a
including arsenals, factories, and manufacturing trained cadre of personnel on a full-time basis,
depots. For the most part, this manufacturing devoted to nothing but the study of the particular
organization produces items of a purely military items for which the facility is responsible. The
nature, and in present periods of relatively high information so obtained is then provided to pri-
requirements it supplies only a small proportion vate contractors in the form of improved speci-
of the Army's demands for these items. From fications and techniques.
the standpoint of supply management the impor-
tance of Army-operated plants and arsenals lies As a source of pricing information to aid Army
principally in three areas: research and develop- contracting officers, the Army facilities are of
ment, pricing information, and flexibility of sup- limited value. They should only be used as a
ply. source of direct manufacturing cost information

The Army arsenals and plants are an excellent and not for total unit costs. Overhead costs of
source of research, development and production the Army facilities are hard to compare with
engineering information. The research and de- those of private contractors. Methods of allo-
velopment work can be continuous, in contrast to cation are different, and the research and devel-
individual research projects undertaken by inde- opment mission of Army arsenals and plants is
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often difficult to segregate from production. which they are responsible. Production lead
Direct labor and direct material costs should be time is no less than for private contractors, but
comparable, however, since they depend upon initial production orders and changes can be put
the efficiency with which labor and materials are into effect with less delay than when a contract
utilized rather than the volume of production or is involved. It is difficult to predict, for example,
the extent of research and development. The the particular sizes of uniforms which will be re-
direct labor cost may actually be lower for the quired by troops. At the Army clothing manu-
Army facilities because of the availability of spe- facturing center, therefore, production schedules
cial materials handling equipment and greater are determined many months in advance, but the
experience. schedules of specific sizes in a lot are subject to

Finally, Army plants and arsenals provide a change within two weeks of the time manufac-
limited flexibility in the supply of the items for ture is scheduled to commence.

J. ADMINISTRATIVE OBSTACLES IN GOVERNMENT PURCHASING
Probably the one characteristic which dis- hours per day. Nondiscrimination in employ-

tinguishes the procurement function from other ment is required so that no potential employee
elements of the supply system is the degree to may be discriminated against because of his
which procurement operations are closely cir- race, religion, color, or national origin. At the
cumscribed by law. The Congress and the Bu- same time, there is legislation in effect prescrib-
reaus of the Executive Branch of Government ing the limitations on employment of aliens and
are keenly aware of their obligations and respon- establishing a set of fair labor standards. In
sibilities to the American people. This awareness addition there is legislation specifying military
is reflected in the legislation, executive orders, security requirements for contractors who are
and policy directives which are designed to safe- producing items of a classified nature. Restric-
guard the national purse strings and outline the tions on foreign purchases are outlined in the
methods by which the most may be obtained with Buy-American Act. There are additional restric-
procurement dollars. Due to the size and com- tions on the purchase of certain supplies not
plexity of the governing bodies, full coordination mined or produced in the United States.
and unanimous agreement is not always possible. In accepting government contracts, contrac-
This can result in occasional conflicts in direc- tors must accept contract clauses which embody
tion. For example, contracting officers are en- the foregoing restrictions. Contractors are also
couraged on the one hand to do business with re- governed by the provisons of the Sherman Anti-
liable responsible producers; and at the same Trust Act; there are directives prescribing the
time they may find themselves under consider- extent to which blind-made and prison-made
able pressure to give contracts to unproved pro- supplies can be purchased. Recognizing the
ducers so as to broaden competition and the pro- economic desirability of placing contracts in
duction base. There are other examples of pro- areas where there is a labor surplus, contracting
cedural detail and policy conflicts which limit the officers are advised to place procurement in such
authority and autonomy of contracting officers areas to the extent practical. Areas suffering
and result in less efficient purchasing. flood damage and other disasters are similarly

Several legislative acts pertaining to labor recommended to be the recipients of government
have been enacted into law. There are statutes contracts. However, in these latter two situa-
prescribing minimum wages, maximum hours, tions, no price differential is allowed in order to
safe and sanitary working conditions and pro- favor the labor surplus or the disaster area.
visions for the use of child labor and convict labor Probably the one piece of legislation which af-
There are laws governing payroll deductions, fects the largest number of producers and the
frequency of payrolls, prohibition of rebates, and largest number of contracting officers to the
requiring the payment of wages at certain estab- greatest extent is the Small Business Act. In
lished rates. One of the oldest labor laws now this legislation it was the express desire of Con-
in effect, the Eight-Hour Law of 1912, requires gress that a fair proportion of all defense pur-
time-and-a-half pay for work in excess of eight chases should be made from small business-
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firms having less than 500 employees. Among ated action on behalf of small business, it is an
such firms many reliable producers have been accomplished fact that small business concerns
discovered, developed and utilized; but among have gotten their fair share of defense business.
them also are many who never become financially

stable. Contracting officers are hard put to All of these administrative limitations act tostable. Contracting officers are hard put to
"second-guess" the outcome of contracts with water down the authority and flexibility of con-
small business and must rely heavily on the ad- tracting officers and saddle him with a myriad
vice of the field agents of the Small Business Ad- of detailed considerations which do not confront
ministration. As a result of concerted coordin- the purchasing agents of private industry.

K. SUMMARY

1. Procurement Organizations on an "all-or-nothing" basis, while others will
achieve the same result by quoting unrealistic

The procurement organization of the technical
services is subject to considerable variations prices for quantities in which they are not in-services is subject to considerable variations.

All stations and a large number of depots have terested Interpretation of such data is neces-
sary before useful conclusions can be drawna certain local procurement authority. Central

procurement, however, may be consolidated at from it.
one point and associated with supply and stock 3. Interrelationships
control, as in the Chemical Corps, the Transpor-
tation Corps and to a more limited extent in the A central theme of this chapter and of chapter
Signal Corps. At the other extreme, the Ord- 3 has been the close relationship ,between pro-
nance Corps procures through a district organi- curement, supply control and stock control for
zation covering the continental United States in any item or commodity group, and the analysis
cooperation with mission arsenals and other pro- of a commodity center plan as a means to achieve
curement centers. In virtually all services the this end. The relationship involves the contri-
contract administration function is separated bution of procurement recommendations in
from contract negotiation and award, and the ad- many cases before supply decisions are taken, as
ministrative organization may be decentralized in the determination of a realistic procurement
for closer coordination with manufacturers. lead time. It may also involve the consideration

of supply factors in making procurement de-
2. Analysis of Pricing Information cisions, as in the choice between the various

The preceding paragraph has indicated in forms of contracts. The effective management of
several different connections the importance of procurement, therefore, is an integral and some-
procurement pricing information to supply man- times a major part of the effective management
agement. The problem is far broader than the of supply.
funding of an individual procurement. Changes The operation of the procurement agency as
in quantities, delivery schedules, and destina- an isolated group of specialists whose perform-
tions all affect procurement prices, and these ance is measured only by the effective execution
prices are related in every case to the costs of of instructions received from supply authorities
handling, storing, and distributing the supplies does not fulfill this concept. Frequently the
after they enter the distribution system. The basic supply management decision relative to
cost of procurement in other words is an integral an item or commodity must be made by the per-
and major part of the total "cost to supply" for sonnel responsible for procurement. The trend
each item stocked by the Army. It must be toward combination of central procurement
noted that collection and presentation of pricing with supply centers, and the development of
data are not enough; frequently these data must overall experience in the production, sale, stor-
be appraised in the light of broad procurement age, handling, demand, and distribution of each
experience to yield useful results. When step- commodity group are basic management steps
ladder quotations are solicited for instance, as envisaged by the commodity center plan which
suggested above, certain manufacturers will bid will approach the realization of this principle.
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4. Procurement and Supply System manufacture, purchase, transportation, storage
and distribution of materiel to the ultimate user.

Without minimizing the importance of pro-
curement pricing, the overall management of This chapter, in concentrating attention upon

supply demands the evaluation of price in rela- the relation between procurement and the sup-
tion to the total supply picture. It must consider ply system, has attempted to cover an area less

not only how much is paid for an item but how clearly defined at present, but of equal impor-

many of the items should be bought in the light tance to the overall management of the Army's

of all the cost and other factors associated with logistical system.
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CHAPTER 6

STANDARDIZATION, CATALOGING, AND COMMODITY CLASSIFICATION

A. INTRODUCTION

There are just under one million cataloged feast-or-famine budgets. Before the damage
items in the Army supply system, of these about from the last emergency can be repaired by
three-fourths are centrally procured and stocked throwing out the "cats and dogs" that came into
in the depot system. Another two or three mil- the supply system, another emergency is on and
lion items could be ordered if the Army regu- the procurement officer is being pushed to buy
larly stocked some of each and every item it everything in sight, including nonstandard
uses. It must, therefore, be determined just items. Additionally, the absence of top level
what items will be procured, stocked, and is- coordination of the technical services has some-
sued. Just as a person might like, but cannot times led to the acquisition of large quantities
afford to have, a hat to go with every suit, and of varying forms of similar items. Moreover,
a suit for every occasion, neither can the Army the Navy and the Air Force also have procured
afford every size and every color of every type the variants that appeared to suit their needs
of every kind of thing made. "Standardization" best. So it was that early in the Federal Cata-
is the general term applied to the process of loging Program, the many variants procured
selecting from the many items available those by the various services, agencies, and bureaus
items which should be procured, stocked, and began to pose major problems of standardiza-
issued by the Army; and if the procurement offi- tion, identification, and stock numbering, and
cer is to buy what is wanted and the depot is assignment of logistic responsibility.
to issue what is requested, there must be a com-

This whole problem has been complicated be-mon language of supply with words and num-
bers that mean the same thing to people at all cause, in practice, both cataloging and standard-
bers tha t m ean the same thing to peseem to follow rather than precede pro-
levels in the system. Moreover, the items must

curement. In view of the additional costs of
be segregated into manageable groups by a com- stocking unnecessary variants as well as the ac-
modity classification system; and responsibili-
ties must be fixed for each of these manageable companying confusion, standardization should
groups. Unless this is done, an inventory as precede both cataloging and procurement wher-

ever practicable. This would seem almost anlarge as the Army's cannot be managed effec- impossible task under emergency conditions,
impossible task under emergency conditions,
but the attempt should be made in order to re-

Efforts toward standardization often are duce the number of variants entering the sys-
impeded by the exigencies of peace and war, and tem.

B. STANDARDIZATION

1. Introduction money, manpower, and time. Until the advent
of Public Law 436, 82d Congress (The Defense

Fundamentally, the entire program for stand- Cataloging and Standardization Act), stand-
Cataloging and Standardization Act), stand-

ardizing equipment and materiel for military ardization efforts proceeded by voluntary co-
purposes is directed at increasing the combat ordination between the military departments
effectiveness of the Armed Forces. But in the themselves and between the military depart-
interest of sustaining a war economy, it is also ments and other Government agencies. Now,
directed at conserving materials, facilities, Public Law 436 makes mandatory the achieve-
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ment of the highest practicable degree of stand- Whether mass production methods grew out of,
ardization throughout the Department of De- or demanded, concepts of standardization is a
fense. This will be realized by accomplishment fact buried in antiquity. Mass production and
of the following objectives: standardization, in any event, were partners

a. Adoption of the minimum number of sizes, in industrial progress.
kinds, and types of items and services essential In America, the most notable early contribu-
to military operations. tion to both mass production and standardiza-

b. Achievement of the optimum degree of tion originated with Eli Whitney in 1798. As
interchangeability of the component parts used is the case with much technological develop-
in these items. ment, it was military necessity which prompted

it. Whitney had contracted to produce musketsc. Development of standard terminology, for the Government. He conceived the notion
codes, and drawing practices to achieve common for the Government. He conceived the
understanding and clear interpretation of the that production speed could be increased and the

descriptio of ite a. replacement parts problem reduced if partsdescription of items and practices. were interchangeable among muskets. It took
d. Preparation of enginering and purchase him two years to tool up for the job. He had to

documents to insure the design, purchase, and devise standards of measurements within his
delivery of items consistent with the scope and own shop, develop standard templates, and plot
purpose of the Department of Defense Stand- and apply standard practices. Just as the Gov-
ardization Program. ernment was about to cancel its contract, musk-

e. Provision by the military departments of ets began to emerge from the little shop. Whit-
the most reliable equipment possible by the ney's firm convictions regarding interchange-
adoption of materiel which has been evaluated ability and standardization were justified.
in accordance with established Government spec- At the Battle of New Orleans, during the War
ifications and standards. of 1812, credit for the victory belonged not only

to Andrew Jackson and Jean Lafitte, the loyal
2. Early Attempts at Standardization pirate; credit must also go to the fact that the

Standardization, as all who have studied the British Army had more stands of arms returned
sciences know, is nothing new. It began cen- to England for repair and replacement of non-
turies ago with the establishment of systems of standard parts than it had available for the
measurement by royal edict. Some early meth- troops in North America. The direct relation-
ods of establishing standards of weights and ship of standardization to military effectiveness
measures are rather amusing now. However, had been proven for the first time in American
the fact that the need for standardization was history.
recognized is important. Examples of some of
the early methods of establishing our metric 3. Logistical Effectiveness of Standardization
system are worthy of inspection today. For ex- The achievement of maximum logistical effec-
ample, the distance from the tip of the nose to tiveness at minimum cost requires that a mini-
the end of the thumb of the extended arm of mum of items of supply be carried in the supply
King Henry I of England became the present systems supporting our military forces. Reduc-
yard measurement. The average length of the tion of the number of repair parts through
left feet of sixteen church-goers in Elizabeth's standardization is particularly necessary to
reign became the foot. The total length of three simplify our maintenance, which is performed
grains of barley corn laid end to end became the with difficulty in combat areas even under favor-
somewhat vague inch. But, these were made able conditions. Deadlined equipment not only
standard for the whole of England and proved reduces combat effectiveness, but is vulnerable
most valuable in blazing a trail to the precision to enemy attack.
instruments of measurement used today. Standardization in these times of rapidly

Standardization received its greatest impetus changing technologies is difficult, particularly
coincident with the Industrial Revolution. since we must avoid retarding development.
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Standardization can mean freezing design; how- many instances the types, grades, and classes of
ever, it can also mean introducing a new design products covered by a specification must be
simultaneously in many items. Standardization further limited within the Military Depart-
demands producibility and production ease, and ments to accomplish desired simplification and
therefore coordination and cooperation with standardization, however, the specification pro-
industry are essential. Industry and military vides a basis for standardizing many technical
standards provide the foundation for the pro- requirements which eliminates a variety of
gram. Interchangeability of parts and compo- similar requirements being placed on manufac-
nents can be achieved only if the design, pro- turers, especially in the area of materials and
curement, and manufacturing agencies use and components.
refer to the same standards of dimensions, toler- In the case of Military designed items, closer
ances, and materials. Industry standards andances, and materials. Industry standards and control of standardization can be and is effectedspecifications, such as those issued by nationally by means of detail Military Specifications andby means of detail Military Specifications andrecognized engineering societies, are adopted drawings. The Army has a number of specifica-and integrated in government standards and tions in this category for Military combat items
specifications when possible and applicable. such as guns, tanks, bridges, mine detectors,

4. Methods of Standardization and fire control systems.
Standardization within the Department of the A more difficult problem arises in the use of

Army is furthered by the following programs: specifications as a media for standardization of
semicommercial type items where the design is
not completely controlled by the Army in detail

b. Military and Federal Specifications. design specifications and drawings. In this area
c. Military Standards for End Items and the Army strives for the most practical compro-

Components. mise in specification requirements based on a
d. Geographic Distribution. combination of performance and specific mate-

rial and component requirements. Althoughe. Procurement Without Advertising of Spe-ei Procurement Without Advertising of Spe- complete standardization is not attained by thecific Makes and Models. procedure, standardization is nevertheless ac-
complished to a worthwhile degree."5. Engineering Standards

Industrial and military engineering stand- 7. Military Standards for End Items and Com-
ards provide an enduring foundation for stand- ponents
ardization in that they prescribe engineering
practices which are the same, that is, inter- The adoption of standards for basic end items
changeable, regardless of the plant or activity and for components offers major opportunities
in which the practices are used or the equipment for various reductions. Military standards have
manufactured. Engineering standards repre- been and are continuing to be developed and
sent firm agreements between large numbers of used in cooperation with industry. A notable
people or organizations, including industrial example of progress is the Industrial Engine
concerns, and frequently require an extended Standardization Program. This program con-
period for their development. Out of approxi- sists essentially of standardizing in certain
mately 1,000 Military Standards now in effect, ranges of cylinder bore sizes of gasoline indus-
over 600 standards have been developed by the trial engines the high mortality parts such as
Army or through task groups in which the pistons, piston rods, rings, valves, bearings, etc.
Army participated. In the 2 to 6 inch cylinder bore size range, a

total of 2872 items of parts were reduced to 207.
6. Standardization by Specifications After standards for the engine parts are pro-

"Federal and Military specifications are used duced, each participating manufacturer de-
to establish common requirements for many velops for military use modified versions of his
products used by the Army, the Navy, the Air regular commercial products using standard
Force, and other Governmental activities. In parts.
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8. Standardization by Geographic Areas for parts different from those previously
stocked. This problem can be mitigated by useNotwithstanding the practical and legal lim-g , g of negotiated procurement of additional quan-

itations on the standardization of specific makes tities of the preferred make and model, rather
and models, it is possible within the framework
of the existing system to achieve some degree than the chance acceptance of other makes a

o, .i models new to Army supply, as a result of a
of standardization by geographic areas.c different contractor being low bidder each time
Through the control of issues, specific makes
and models can be standardized for particular the item is formally advertised.
theaters. In a given theater, for example, earth- The Armed Services Procurement Act of
moving equipment might be limited to the 1947, the basic legislation governing military
makes and models of only one or two of the procurement, authorizes the procurement of se-
available manufacturers, thereby limiting the lected makes and models of technical equipment
range of parts to be stocked and simplifying the by negotiation in order to achieve standardiza-
job for repair crews. Prior to movement over- tion and to insure interchangeability of parts
seas, the units would be issued the preferred and components. Because procurement by ne-
makes and models of equipment, and subsequent gotiation may tend to restrict competition, it
shipments would be closely controlled by Over- must be utilized under close controls. Prior to
sea Supply Agencies at the Army Terminal to the approval of procurement standardization of
insure that the same manufacturer's makes and a particular item of equipment, the chief of the
models were shipped. In many instances, how- technical service must provide the Assistant
ever, the theater may already have in stock and Secretary of the Army (Logistics) with full
in use the makes and models of several manu- justification. The justification must take into
facturers. In attacking this problem the first account such considerations as mobilization
effort should be devoted to determining the planning, present population of makes and
density of each make and model at all locations models in the supply system, quantities of re-
to ascertain how best to standardize in any pair parts on hand, current and projected re-
given area. Normal attrition, rather than whole- quirements, and performance data. Moreover,
sale backhauls, can be used in evacuating the the standardization must meet the general re-
equipment no longer desired with gradual re- quirement of being in the "public interest."
placement by the selected makes and models. These requirements, together with other appli-
Repair parts for the models to be withdrawn cable provisions of law, have restricted the ex-
must be returned and parts for the selected tent to which standardization through negoti-
items built up in the theater. ated procurement could be achieved.

During the exigencies of a war the pressure Even when advantage is taken of procure-
of events may make it extremely difficult to ment without advertising, care must be exer-
change the equipment already in the hands of cised to insure maximum standardization of
troops before departure, and shortages may pre- components and repair parts. Vendors vary the
vent the concentration of a specific make and components within their various makes and
model at a given locality. However, the prob- models. For example, a crane-shovel supplier
lems of providing parts support for many differ- may use two or more different powerplants in
ent makes and models suggest the desirability the same model, or a supplier of an engine gen-
of geographical standardization whenever con- erator set may employ various makes of engines
ditions permit. with the same basic generator equipment. Close

review of the items supplied by the contractor
9. Negotiated Procurement in the Interest of under these circumstances must be maintained

Standardization of Equipment by the requiring technical service in order to
insure accomplishment of the standardizationThe large number of repair parts that must

be stocked arises partly from the effect of
formal advertising. Award to the lowest re- Final decisions on standardization actions are
sponsible bidder often means that new makes made by the Assistant Secretary of the Army
and models enter the system creating a demand (Logistics). In making such decisions, the As-
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sistant Secretary must contend with the practi- Due to the extreme care exercised in this type
cal problem of pacifying the majority of avail- of procurement standardization, the Army has
able producers of an item, any one of which approved only a limited number of items for
might be able to produce a satisfactory item. procurement without advertising. However,
In times when business is slack, it is difficult these items include many which in the past have
to convince a supplier whose equipment is not created major repair parts and maintenance
selected that he has been accorded fair treat- problems. Included among the items stand-
ment. ardized to date are road rollers, air compressors,

Present policy favors standardizing on the tractors, cranes and shovels, 15 KW and 30 KW
products of a minimum of two manufacturers electrical generator sets, forklift trucks, radio
wherever practicable. Selection of at least two receivers and transmitters, and bath units. Fu-
suppliers provides an increased production base ture schedules call for the submission by the
in case of disaster as well as competition in technical services of standardization actions on
negotiation. many more types of combat support equipment.

C. CATALOGING

1. Introduction der which the Assistant Director of Procurement
of the Treasury Department would determine

Cataloging is a basic supply management toolCataloging is a basic supply management tool the articles and data to be included and to whom
of substantial importance and has an effect on

the head of each government department would
other supply management actions. The com-
modity groupings for purposes of cataloging de- report any articles which he desired to have

listed in the Federal Standard Stock Catalog.
termine in large measure the organization for
operation and management of the supply system. When the last Federal Standard Stock Catalog
The Army's supply system is managed through was published in 1935 it contained 155,000 items,
commodity assignments and these assignments the great majority originating in the Navy De-
are determined largely by the commodity classi- partment, although the Coast Guard, the Quar-
fications in the catalog. termaster Corps of the Army, and a number of

other agencies also made use of the same num-
It would appear that the establishment of a ber and classification scheme During the

common language of supply would not be a diffi- e .D
late 1930's, the Procurement Division of thecult task. It would be necessary only to assign a

fixed name and number to each item publish a Treasury Department continued to monitor thisfixed name and number to each item, publish a catalog and issue stock numbers upon requestmail-order-type picture catalog of military catalog and issue stock numbers upon request
items, and the task would be complete. As in so from the various agencies using the identifica-
items, and the task would be complete. As in so tion scheme. However, during the buildup for
many areas of Army supply, the task is not that World War and during the early stages of the
simple. A fuller understanding of the Federal World War II and during the early stages of the

pcataloging program cuan be gained by a brief war, the users of the system began to expand so
dcrtagion o iogri and develope rapidly that the limited cataloging personnel in

the Treasury Department could not keep abreast

2. Federal Cataloging Program of the expansion. Numbers for newly procured
items were required at a faster rate than a cen-

a. Background of the Program. Federal sup- tral agency could "clear" them, and while they
ply cataloging traces its origin to before World continued to use the numbering scheme, two or
War I when the Navy initiated a Naval Depot more users began to insert the same item in the
Supply and Stock Catalog. Later, the Navy Sup- catalog under different numbers. Further, the
ply Bill of 1929 authorized the printing of a tremendous expansion in electronics, aircraft,
Federal Standard Stock Catalog. The task was mechanized equipment, and repair parts created
assigned that same year to the Bureau of the demands for new classes and more numbers than
Budget, but was transferred in 1933 to the Pro- the system could accommodate. The Ordnance
curement Division of the Treasury Department. Corps, Signal Corps, Transportation Corps, ard
In 1935 the President approved regulations un- Corps of Engineers, as a result, developed their
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own cataloging systems independently. Even Concurrent Resolution 97 in April 1950 which
the Quartermaster Corps, which used the Fed- stated, in part:
eral Standard Stock Catalog for its items, found "The Secretary of Defense and the Adminis-
the system unsuited to the identification of re- trator of General Services shall, based
pair parts for mechanized equipment and intro- on their respective responsibilities, ex-
duced a separate identification scheme for repair pedite the development of a coordinated
parts. plan looking to the completion of the

b. Development After World War II. By the Federal Catalog System in order that
end of World War II a great many more items there shall be published and put into
were being numbered and identified under in- use at the earliest practicable moment
dependently developed cataloging systems than a single supply catalog system to be
were being numbered under the Federal Stand- used by all departments of the National
ard Stock Catalog. Moreover, the Federal Stand- Military Establishment and by all civil
ard Stock Catalog was literally bursting at the agencies."
seams in many areas where sufficient space in The objective of the Federal Catalog System was
the numbering scheme was not available to in- stated in the same resolution:
sert new items in proper alphabetic sequence. "In the Federal Catalog System each prop-
Also, the two-digit commodity classification, de- In the Federal Catalog System each prop-erty item shall have but one name andsigned as it was before 1920, failed to accom- e
modate adequately the new technological fields. one descrpton and one tem detc-
During World War II there was wide recognition
and comment on the duplication of items among c. Method of Assigning Numbers. In order to
the three military departments and among the expedite the program, all of the items handled
services, agencies, and bureaus of the same de- by government agencies were divided among the
partment. This duplication resulted in competi- participants in the program in accordance with
tion by several departments, agencies, and the Standard Commodity Classification. Each
bureaus for the same item, excesses of the same category was assigned to a responsible agency,
item at one place and shortages at another, and service, or bureau which was charged with de-
unnecessary expenditures of men, money, and veloping a form of questionnaire about each
materials to furnish the identical supply item different kind of item which would disclose
to the military forces. salient facts about the item such as its dimen-

sions, color, type, use, and so forth. These ques-
On 18 January 1945, the President directed tionnaires are called "description patterns" and

the Bureau of the Budget to institute a uniform
are drawn for every kind of supply item. The
answers on the patterns are compared at Depart-

Standard Commodity Catalog Board under the ment of Defense level and if they reveal that the
general supervison of the Bureau of the Budget item being studied has never before been num-was formed. On 16 February 1946, this board bered, a number is assigned.
submitted a report outlining a plan for the de-
velopment and maintenance of a Federal Catalog d. Federal Supply Classification (FSC). The
System. Although funds were not made avail- Standard Commodity Classification, developed by

able for the immediate implementation of this the Bureau of the Budget in 1942, and amendedable for the immediate implementation of this
in 1946, was used initially in assigning respon-plan, the report was the basis for further work de nt th s
sibilities for development of the description pat-in this field.
terns. The participants in the program soon real-

On 3 July 1947, a central cataloging agency ized, however, that the Standard Commodity
was established within the Army-Navy Muni- Classification, the Federal Standard Stock Cata-
tions Board. The military departments were log classes, and any of a number of other
individually represented and all other federal classification systems in use within the govern-
agencies were represented by the General Serv- ment failed to provide a commodity classification
ices Administration. Upon the recommendation structure that would be useful for supply man-
of the Hoover Commission, the Congress passed agement purposes. For example, among other
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criticisms, the Standard Commodity Classifica- stock numbers have now been assigned to all
tion was thought to be too detailed and the Army items of supply and conversion of supply
Federal Standard Stock Catalog classes too operations to use of the new identification data
broad. A classification committee made up of was completed 30 June 1957. The following
representatives of the Army, Navy, Air Force, illustrates the format of the complete Federal
General Services Administration, and Munitions stock number as assigned to some typical items:
Board was formed for the purpose of developing Federal Stock Number

a commodity classification structure to be used Cls Identift Federal Item Name

with a seven-digit nonsignificant item identifica- Code No. No. and Description
5110 595-8296 FILE, HAND: American pattern,

tion number. This committee recognized that any hand saw, blunt, 6 in long-
commodity classification system would have to heel to point, single cut band
be a compromise between conflicting interests; saw faces.
no one system could simultaneously classify an 5110 224-1532 PLIERS, D I A G O N A L CUT-
item for all purposes, as discussed earlier in this TING: with stripping notch,

sleeve openings and skinning
chapter. The committee finally agreed that the holeeve openings

commodity classification system would be de- 5110. 180-0664 S H E A R S, METAL CUTTING,
signed to the maximum extent possible to serve HAND: straight pattern, 13 %

three primary purposes: (1) stock accounting, in. long overall.

(2) requisitioning, and (3) issue. The committee 5120 293-1138 ANVIL, BLACKSMITH'S: steel
face and horn, cast iron body,

settled upon a four-digit code. The first two 10 lbs.
digits would represent large groups of related 5120 293-0665 BAR, WRECKING: gooseneck,
items, and the second two digits would represent claw and pinch point, % in. dia,
classes within the group. For example: 30 in. long.

5120 180-0554 SCREWDRIVER, F L A T TIP:Group 51__ __________ Hand tools.
Group 51__ Class 10__ Hand tools, edged, non- widhandle, strai in. long blade

wide, 6%/2 in. long blade.powered.
Group 51__ Class 20__ Hand tools, nonedged, non- It will be noted from the illustration above

powered. that when items are arranged in alphabetic se-
Group 51__ Class 30__ Hand tools, powerdriven. quence within the commodity class, the nonsig-
Group 51__ Class 40__ Tool and hardware boxes.
Group 51__ Class 80__ Sets, kits, and outfits of nificant seven-digit numbers will only coinciden-

hand tools. tally be in sequence. For this reason, current
e. Implementation of the Federal Supply Clas- Army Supply Manuals contain an index in stock

sification. In order to test the validity of the number sequence which shows where the nonsig-
structure the committee had developed, every nificant numbers may be found in the alphabetic

supply item in the Army, Navy, Air Force, and listings within classes."
General Services Administration was indexed g. Repair Parts. Under the Federal catalog-
against the system. Where it appeared that ing program "parts peculiar" are classified with
classes were too large or too small or represented the next higher assembly in the class established
heterogeneous material or where no class existed therefor. The term "higher assembly" is used
for certain items that were not anticipated, the for brevity and may actually include sub-assem-
structure was revised accordingly. Completed blies, assemblies, components, end items, or
indexes have been published to show the class systems. However, a large number of Federal
to which each item in the military departments Supply Classes have been established specifically
is assigned. It is to be noted, therefore, that the for "parts common", such as bolts, nuts, screws,
development of a classification structure under bearings, common electrical components, com-
the federal program is a completed task. Al- mon gears, etc. Although the intent of the
though it may be subject to many imperfections, Federal Supply Classification system was to in-

implementaion and use of this commodity clude all bearings in the common bearing class,
cfull assification can be a managementtoolofsub- all bolts in the common bolt class, etc., there is
classification can be a management tool of sub- now a provision permitting particular bearings,

stantial importance. flexible hose and tubing, etc., to be classified with
f. Complete Federal Stock Number. "Federal the next higher assembly. If this provision is
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applied too widely, the consequences can be a (3) The Navy found that International Har-
general corruption of the classification structure. vester part number 123456 was likewise
Moreover, it would permit duplicate cognizance the same size and type of machine screw
of common components, by classifying the same and had cross-referred the part in its
common component with different end items. cataloging system to its end item stock

All repair parts are numbered with the same numbering series.
type of nonsignificant seven-digit number that By relating all of the above facts, Army Ord-
is applied to end items. No effort is made to nance discovered that General Electric part num-
arrange parts in alphabetic sequence, to relate ber 4B512 and International Harvester part
them to the machine they fit, to relate them to number 123456, which it also had in stock, could
the functional purpose within the machine, or be combined with the Chrysler part number
to give any other significance to the identification A-234 that it already knew to be a common
number. If the part is peculiar, the four-digit machine screw. Similarly, the Army Corps of
Federal Supply Classification number added to Engineers and the Navy were able to utilize the
the nonsignificant seven-digit part number will research done by the others. Association of all
identify the classification of the next higher as- these facts prevented the assignment of three
sembly on or with which the part is used. If Federal identification numbers to three manu-
the part is common, the classification will merely facturers' parts that were in fact identical.
indicate the category of common items to which h. Summary. The Federal cataloging program
it belongs. will provide the Army with an improved man-

All repair parts that any agency wants num- agement tool. When the program is implemented,
bered are passed through a central screening the Federal Supply Classification will be used in
point where the manufacturers' numbers are almost all supply functions. The classification
searched against master files to determine codes that are a part of the complete federal
whether the part has been previously identified number will be transcribed on all requisitions,
with a Federal number. The necessity for this on all stock record accounts, and on all stock
central screening process developed early in the status reports. Although additional codes may
federal cataloging program when situations like be superimposed, the practical difficulties of
the following occurred: transcribing and using extra codes suggest that

(1) Army Ordnance found that Chrysler the Federal Supply Classification will normally
part number A-234 was a common ma- be used in virtually all accounting and reporting
chine screw that could be described by of supply information.
size, type of metal, etc., and had cross-
sizreferred Chrysler's number to an Ordo- Despite the advantages of the Federal catalog-

nance number. ing program, many of which have been stated or
(2) Army Engineers discovered that Gen- implied in this chapter, its implementation will

eral Electric part number 41B512 was create the need for management decisions, par-

the same common machine screw and ticularly with respect to duplication of common
had cross-referred it to an Engineer items. Some of the aspects of this problem will
number that "spelled out" the size and be considered in the remaining paragraphs of
type of machine screw. this chapter.

D. COMMODITY CLASSIFICATION

1. Introduction items, commercial items, major items, long lead
time items, slow-moving and fast-moving items,

Possibly no aspect of cataloging is of more high costpa items, repair parts, and end items, etc.
concern to management than the grouping of In each of these instances, supply items have been
items into commodity classes. In earlier chapters "classified" into groups. But none of these groups
we have talked about principal items, secondary can stand alone; for example, there are high and
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low cost commercial items, fast and slow-moving If it is impossible to make everybody happy or
end items, and any of a number of other com- even anybody completely happy, why classify
binations. Although we may be interested in items at all? The answer to this question must
principal items because of their impact on the start with the person who attempts to find in a
procurement program or low cost commercially catalog the item he wants. If the items are in
available items for purposes of fixing supply alphabetic sequence by name and he is looking
responsibilities, neither type of classification for electrical supplies, the fuses, junction boxes,
would be suitable for many other purposes in lamps, switches, and wire he may need would be
the supply system. listed from one end of the catalog to the other.

In this instance, collection of the items by rela-
There is no single classification system that tionship would assist the user to find the electrical

will result in a grouping of items satisfactory to
the needs of all users. Those concerned with the supplies he wants. If he needs a tool, his location

the needsofals. T e of the exact tool would be facilitated by a group-
allocation of critical materials, for example, are

ing of all tools together. On the other hand, if
interested in material content; to them copper .

we assume he is an electrician and that he wants
wire and copper kettles are similar items. Re-

a tool for electrical work, we can help him no
quirements analysts, on the other hand, are con-

cerned with what items are used for, by whom, further; we cannot separate electricians' tools,cerned with what items are used for, by whom,
and in what quantity. The maintenance people carpenters' tools, plumbers' tools, and mechanics'

tools because some of the same tools such as files,
are interested in the relationship of repair parts
to end items. The storage officer is interested in
the type of storage required; for his purposes
flashlight batteries and photographic film are
related items. The stock control officer is con- 3. Classification by "What It Is" or "What It Is
cerned with relationship of items in use; for Used For"
example, the relationship of paper towels to A closer examination of the electrical supplies
toilet soap. These varying interests and rela- mentioned in the preceding illustration will serve
tionships can take a thousand forms. to illustrate the most perplexing problem in

commodity classification, whether to classify an
2. Design of Classification item on the basis of "what it is" or "what it is

Obviously the approximately one million sup- used for." Electric lamps are produced for two
ply items cannot be segregated and published in major uses: (1) illumination in houses and
a dozen or more arrangements, each complete offices, generally for 110 volts; and (2) for
and tailored to meet the needs of one specialty. automotive-type use where they have miniature
Indeed, it is reasonable to inquire whether it is bases and operate at from 6 to 24 volts. (Lamps
possible to satisfy any one single interest. If the for surgical instruments, radios, airfield lighting,
classification is designed for the user, immediate etc., are examples of further diversification.)
conflict develops because the same item has more Should the commodity classification system group
than one used, If the classification is designed all electric lamps on a "what they are" basis,
exclusively to fit the demands of stock control, or separate them on a "what they are used for"
conflict again develops. Stock control's interest basis, such as airfield lighting, automotive use,
may lie in a distinction between slow-moving and house use, etc? In general, the supply manager
fast-moving items or in the relationship of cer- concerned with miniature automotive-type lamps
tain items to the seasons of the year or in the is not also concerned with supplying the larger
relationship of demand for dissimilar items, all lamps used in houses and offices. On the other
of which cannot be met by a single classification hand, many of these lamps have wandered out
system. Each interest in supply items might be of their original restricted usage: large lamps
similarly examined and the same conclusion are designed for low voltages and miniature
reached in all cases: no system of classification lamps are also designed for 110 volts; the same
can completely satisfy the needs of any single miniature lamp may be used in a radio set, a
element of the supply system. plane, a bus, or in a piece of surgical apparatus.
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In general, most of the commodity classifica- tion as they relate to the Army Supply System

tion systems in use by the Army prior to the may be summarized as follows:
establishment of Federal Supply Classification a. The cost of publication and maintenance of
were based on the grouping of items related or publications prohibits more than one basic com-
associated in use: surgical instruments, mate- modity classification system.
rials handling equipment, construction machin-
ery, laboratory apparatus, etc. The classifier b. A single commodity classification system

starts with the premise that he will group all cannot simultaneously group items to the maxi-starts with the premise that he will group all
items related in use and then proceed to pull out mum advantage of any one element of the supply
of the specialized use categories those items that system.
cut across the specialized categories such as tools, c. The commodity classification system should,
bolts, screws, and common hardware which have therefore, to the extent possible, group items for
multiple uses. In the case of surgical instru- the benefit of those who are most directly con-
ments, for example, there are enough items pecu- cerned on a day-to-day basis: the ultimate users
liar to that application to make up a useful of the supplies and those directly concerned with
grouping. On the other hand, there are not meeting that demand.
enough items peculiar to the plumber, the auto- d. Items should be grouped to the extent pos-
motive mechanic, and the carpenter to produce sible by their association in use, excluding from
useful classes of plumbers', mechanics', and car- the groupings by end application those items
penters' supplies. with multiple uses and applications.

There is no neat and precise way of settling e. Management is directly concerned with the
the inherent conflict between classifying on a commodity classification system because these
"what it is" or "what it is used for" basis. In groupings dictate, from a practical point of view,
certain well-established commodity areas such commodity responsibility and the presence or
as tools, pipefittings, bolts and screws, rivets, absence of duplications in procurement, storage,
and cotter pins, where the multiplicity of end and issue.
uses has been recognized over a period of many f. Commodity classification must remain fluid.
years, classification on a purely "what it is" basis If it is to serve as a management tool, it must
is accepted and incorporated into virtually all be responsible to the changes that occur in the
commodity classifications. It is in areas of ex- use of items.
panding technology where the initially "peculiar"
item is becoming "common" that the major prob- 4. Duplication of Items
lems are posed for the supply manager. Elec-
tronic equipment and supplies are a prime ex- a. Focusing Attention on Duplication. The
ample of items of this kind. Classification cannot, implementation of the Federal cataloging pro-
therefore, be rigidly fixed, because the peculiar gram has focused attention on some of the dupli-

item of today is the common item of tomorrow. cations that exist among the technical services.

Electronics, for example, is now in such a state There are instances where more than one service

of flux that today's classification of electronic has supply items in the same Federal Supply
Class; this eventually will show up in financialequipment, devices, and supplies will fit tomor-
and quantitative reporting. Sice all services

row's needs only by the purest chance. Decisions
will use the same seven-digit identification num-

on these basic classification questions, which have will use the same seven-digit identification num-
ber, duplications within the same commodity

the effects of determining commodity responsi- class will also stand out. It is generally recog-
bility and deciding whether items will be dupli- nized even now that some duplication exists, and
cated within the supply system, have generally it may well be that much of it is inevitable. But
been left to the discretion of the cataloger. Thus, former differences among the technical services
the cataloger is placed in the role of a supply in commodity classification systems, stock num-
manager, a role for which he is not always bers, and names of items made it difficult to
qualified. determine the extent of the duplication.

Some of the principles of commodity classifica- b. Causes of Duplication. In theory, there is
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no duplication among the technical services. over the tools required to accomplish the task.
Ordnance handles weapons, ammunition, and The concept has been projected downward to
vehicles; Engineers handle construction, bridg- mean that if the Ordnance Corps is to furnish
ing, and mapmaking equipment; Quartermaster and maintain vehicles, it should be provided with
handles food, clothing, and general supplies, and the means of doing it, that is, the parts, tools,
so on. There is no duplication in the issue of and supplies needed. Similarly, if the Quarter-
mimeograph paper, tanks, forklift trucks, loco- master Corps is to furnish and maintain fork-
motives, food, tractors, and other major end lift trucks, it should not be required to depend
products which could be termed "common use" upon other services for the tools, equipment, and
items. An examination of a few of the end supplies needed to perform its mission. Of course,
products handled by each service will show where if the concept were carried to its ultimate ex-
the problem develops: treme, every service would supply its own cloth-

Ordnance: Trucks, passenger cars. ing, food, and ammunition. The question is:
Engineers: Tractors, earth-moving Where within the two extremes of procurement

equipment. and issue by one technical service or procurement
Transportation: Locomotives, barges, and issue by all services should the line be

boats. drawn?
Quartermaster: Forklift trucks, mobile The desirability of one technical service pro-

laundries. curing, stocking, and issuing universally used
Signal: Mobile radar sets.Signal: Mobile radar setsoffice stationery items such as pens, pencils,
Chemical: Gasoline engine-driven,Chemical: Gasoline engine-driven, paper, and paper clips has been recognized and

carried out. But the electron tubes, spark plugs,
apparatus. electric lamps, and tools and hardware that are

Medical: Trailer mounted disinfec- used almost as widely raise slightly different
tors. problems and are treated as exceptions. If a

In the examples cited above, every end product requisitioner wants a bearing, spark plug, piston
contains a gasoline or a Diesel engine, bearings, ring, miniature electric lamp, or any other item
nuts, bolts, screws, wire, and all of the mass which is common to several pieces of equipment,
produced parts and subassemblies that go to make he must go to the technical service on whose
up such end products. Although Ordnance sup- equipment he intends to use the item.
plies and maintains the trucks in which some
of the mobile equipment has been placed, the 6. Assignment of Responsibility for Common
various services procure and maintain the Use Items
equipment on the truck including the engines that "The first effort to eliminate duplicate assign-
drive the machinery on the truck. To maintain ment of responsibility for common use items be-
such equipment, all of the services require iden- tween Army technical services was the estab-
tical or substantially similar tools, equipment, lishment of the Procurement Assignment Board
and supplies. To some extent, all of the services in July 1948. As indicated by its title however,
procure, stock, and issue the common tools, hard- this board dealt only with the procurement and
ware, equipment, and supplies required to main- inspection function. Early in 1950, another im-
tain these end items. portant step was taken toward solution of this

problem through a program outlined in AR 700-
5. "Supply Must be Responsive to Command" 51 and implemented by Special Regulation in the

It has, of course, been recognized that there 700-51-100 series. Although these regulations
is some duplication of procurement, stockage, resulted in the reassignment of certain of the
and issue of the same supplies. However, there duplicated items to particular services, the pro-
has been a tendency to minimize its seriousness gram achieved only partial success due, mainly,
by emphasizing that "supply must be responsive to the lack of a standard item identification and
to command." In its broadest application, the classification language. This, of course, was the
term means, for example, that if the Navy has a objective of the Federal cataloging program
task to perform, the Navy should have control which at that time, had barely gotten under way.
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Today, the Federal Catalog System is a fact; all to the Quartermaster, why should they not be
Army items have been identified by the same set extended to tools, hardware, electrical items,
of rules and classified under one system of com- spark plugs, and other items with many end
modity classification (the new Federal Supply uses? Any answer to the question must take a
Classification); and a new program of reassign- number of factors into account. In the first
ment of all logistic functions, using these new place, it may be impracticable to assign bolts to
tools, has been inaugurated. Details of this pro- one service, spark plugs to another service, com-
gram are being announced to the field in regula- mon electrical and electronic hardware to
tions. The problems encountered in this pro- another service, tools to another, and so on. If
gram are still extremely complex and will re- the Army Medical Service is to continue to be
quire continued study." responsible for the maintenance of X-ray ma-

chines, the Quartermaster for laundries, theYet the duplicate procurement and issue of Engineers for earth-moving equipment, and the
certain common items can often result in situa- Engneers for earth-moving equipment and the
tions that require management attention. For Transportation Corps for rail equipment-tocite only a few examples-determining the
example, one technical service inventory control

sources of supply for each component of these
point learned that it was out of stock nationally sources of supply for each component of the

end products could place heavy burdens on the
on a common use item. The item was being re- requisitioner. Is a bolt a Quartermaster bolt, an
searched because of a proposed letter that would Engineer bolt, or an Ordnance bolt? Which
have denied supply for a period of twelve to service should procure, stock, and issue all
eighteen months pending reprocurement. It was small electric switches? Because the preponder-
subsequently found that the identical item was ant use of su items is as parts common, andant use of such items is as parts common, and
stocked by two other technical services and that the Ordnance Corps is the largest single service
one of these services had on hand a four years' supplying and maintaining machinery, shouldsupplying and maintaining machinery, should
supply. the Ordnance Corps be assigned responsibility

,Clearly, situations of this kind are undesir- for everything except a few large end items?
able, and result in:

a. A larger number of stock record accounts, 7. Summary
with the attendant costs of maintaining the It has been observed that in theory there is no
records, taking physical inventory and report- duplication between the technical services; each
ing the balances to higher headquarters. service is a commodity specialist. In terms of

b. Subdivision of the overall quantity of stock major end items, the duplication is negligible,
into smaller quantities at many locations, which but there is an appreciable volume of duplication

of the common components of machinery andmay result in denial of supply at one location be-
equipment as well as of the equipment and sup-

cause of the normal imbalances that occur in any plies to service and maintain large end products.
supply system. Where items are assigned upon the basis of

c. Dissipation of assets of critical materials "what they are used for" rather than "what they
in times of shortages by maintaining larger are," multiple assignments of the same com-
stocks than would be necessary if the stock were modity must follow. And where duplication
located at fewer places. exists, there is a direct increase in inventory and

d. A larger number of procurement actions operating costs and there may be delays in
and smaller, more expensive shipments. supply.

e. Confusion in supply responsibility because American mass production techniques result
the requisitioner's source of supply is governed in duplication of components among end prod-

ucts. Yet the reassignment of responsibilitiesnot by "what an item is" but by "what he uses
it for." for common use items by technical service, with-

out regard to who makes the most use of the
If the 700-51 Special Regulations resulted in item, will result in confusion as to source of

satisfactory assignments of items such as gen- supply. On the other hand, reassignment by
erators to the Corps of Engineers and pencils preponderance of use will result in most of the
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items going to the Ordnance Corps. Neither of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts. Whatever
these alternatives appears to be a satisfactory final solution is worked out by the Army,
solution. implementation of the federal cataloging pro-

The Navy has attempted to solve essentially gram will tend to focus attention on supply
the same problem of duplication among its responsibilities and may lead to the resolution of
bureaus by assignment of common use items to an extremely difficult management problem.
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CHAPTER 7

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR PARTS MANAGEMENT

A. INTRODUCTION

This chapter consists of two parts: the first The complexities of the repair parts problem
discusses the function of maintenance and the in Army supply have already been suggested in
second deals with the supply of repair parts chapter 6 on cataloging and will be discussed
necessary to maintain equipment. Together, in greater detail in this chapter. From 80%
the two parts form an area of substantial im- to 90% of the line items carried in the supply
portance to supply management. Proper main- system are repair parts of one kind or another.
tenance of equipment increases its lifetime of It has been estimated by one of the technical
usefulness, reduces the requirement for new services that it costs more than $3,000 to add
material and conserves funds for other pur- a new part to its inventory. The fewer repair
poses. Thus, maintenance cannot be separated parts the Army can stock, the more attention
from supply; indeed, the repair and rebuild of it can devote to managing the supply of those
equipment is an important added source of parts actually stocked. Current policy is to
supply. maintain minimum stockage.

B. MAINTENANCE
In this section of the chapter, aspects of the is the most highly mechanized Army in history.

maintenance function will be discussed. After As the Army becomes more and more mecha-
giving an indication of the scope of the task, nized, maintenance takes on increasing impor-
the section will continue with a brief analysis tance. The term "mechanized Army" usually
of military and civilian maintenance, followed suggests only vehicles and mobile equipment.
by a description of the Army's maintenance sys- Yet these items represent only a part of the
tem. The section ends with some comments on whole maintenance problem. Mechanization of
the economy of maintenance. the Army has included also the whole range of

equipment used by combat and service forces:
1. Maintenance Function guided missiles, radar, and other electronic

a. Scope of the Task. The word "mainte- equipment, portable and mobile shops, laun-
nance" has various meanings in the Army, but dries, dental laboratories are only a few of the
in this chapter its meaning is limited to the complex items that require maintenance. Nor
activities necessary to keep equipment in serv- is maintenance limited to large, complex items.
iceable condition. These activities would include The carbine, the surveyor's level, the walkie-
inspecting, testing, servicing, classifying as to talkie and almost everything the soldier uses
serviceability, renovating, reclaiming, repair- require repairs and replacement of parts. Meas-
ing, rebuilding, and modifying materiel. Many ured in terms of the number of items shipped
of these same activities are also necessary in out of the depot system, more items are con-
the care and preservation of materiel in stor- sumed for maintenance than for any other pur-
age; in this chapter, they are described in terms pose. During Fiscal Year 1956, 52.8% of the
of maintenance of materiel that has been issued Supply, Distribution, and Maintenance Pro-
to the field. gram funds were obligated for maintenance

The maintenance problem faced by the Army activities. Maintenance shop operations, in-
arises directly from the fact that the U. S. Army cluding parts consumed, cost over $600 million
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during FY 1956. From the standpoint of sup- not used. In determining maintenance policies,
plies used, the maintenance task is equally im- the economic considerations are often govern-
pressive. With the exceptions of feeding and ing, as will be discussed in a later section.
clothing the Army, maintenance activities re- b. Complexity of Task. The varieties of
quire more supplies than any other Army climate, terrain, and kinds of use complicate the
activity. These supplies consist largely of tools, maintenance task. The kind and frequency of
equipment, repair parts, and various expendable servicing, the kind and number of parts re-
items, such as oil and wiping rags. Clearly, quired and the types of maintenance skills and
supply supports maintenance, and maintenance facilities all bear a direct relationship to these
supports supply in a continuing cycle. factors. The variety of makes and models of

Anyone who owns an automobile or a televi- the same basic equipment also add to the diffi-
sion set can appreciate the Army's maintenance culties. Many of these problems are treated at
problem. The ten dollar repair bill for the new some length in the repair parts section of this
spark-plugs or the damaged tube is multiplied chapter. It is perhaps sufficient at this point
a thousandfold in keeping the Army's vehicles to mention that the large number of makes and
and equipment in operable condition. As with models of the same equipment poses the same
civilian goods, it is sometimes not the initial problem to the Army's maintenance facilities
cost but the upkeep expenses which become as that of the corner garage which repairs the
troublesome. Yet a gun that does not fire, a 1946 Ford, the 1950 Chrysler, and the 1954
jeep that will not start and a radio that will Lincoln. Not only must the parts be readily
not work are dangerous liabilities, because man- available, but the mechanics must have the
power, materials and transportation space were skills to work on all of these different machines.
consumed in getting them where they were c. Demand for Maintenance. Some of the
needed. Maintenance of existing equipment demands for maintenance are predictable, re-
may be as important as the acquisition of new curring demands such as those a person experi-
equipment, and in an extended cold war period, ences with his own automobile. The oil must be
may be more important. The combat readiness changed, the chassis lubricated, and the motor
of troops bears a distinct relationship to the tuned after a certain number of miles. Simi-
combat readiness of the equipment in which larly, experience has taught that an engine
and with which they fight. The ability to main- must be overhauled after so many hours or
tain arms and equipment may spell the differ- miles of operation, or a gun barrel must be
ence between defeat and survival. replaced after so many rounds;have been fired.

It is essential in all stages of development In addition to the hours or miles of use and
work that adaptability of an item to quantity the mere passage of time, rough and hilly ter-
production, to ease of maintenance and to low rain, extremes of dampness, heat, cold, and

maintenance costs, its effect on the supply of other environmental factors influence the
strategic and critical materials, and inter- amount and type of maintenance required to
changeability of parts be considered as among keep equipment operating efficiently. The global
the most important requirements of design. dispersal of Army equipment-Greenland,
Consideration should also be given to accessi- Africa, and the Pacific Islands-suggest the
bility of fittings, adjustment points, and acces- variations in the demands for maintenance.
sories for periodic servicing, as well as replace- "Normal" use as opposed to hard, around-the-

ment of parts and assemblies to permit expedi- clock use can profoundly affect maintenancement of parts and assemblies to permit expedi-
demands. Combat damage and the damage

tious and simplified maintenance.
caused by accident-prone or careless individuals

The economy of maintenance, in materials also, of course, increase the maintenance work-
and manpower, is equally significant. Mainte- load.
nance obviously is uneconomical if it costs as
much to maintain the old as to acquire the new. 2. Military and Commercial Maintenance
Similarly, uneconomical are labor, materials, a. Introduction. The present U. S. Army has
and transportation devoted to parts which are roots in the old English military system in
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which the citizen was ordered to present him- models used by the Army. For example, the
self complete with sword, musket, food, and Army may have tractors produced by Cater-
clothing to defend his community. As weapons pillar, International Harvester, and Allis Chal-
increased in complexity and larger numbers of mers. It would, of course, be impracticable
men were involved, this practice of having the to have repair shops organized and manned by
civilian soldier bring his own weapons began these manufacturers accompany the tactical
to be modified. The citizen could not be ex- units which used the tractors. Limited assist-
pected to have a home supply of cannons, for ance might be provided by the manufacturers
example. As early as 1631, King Charles I of through the assignment of technical personnel
England, faced with this problem, decreed that who could furnish advice on particular prob-
standards of "Pikes, Guns, and Bandoliers" lems that arise in the maintenance of their
would be established and controlled by the equipment.
Lords of War. In this country, Eli Whitney

Lords of War. In this country, Eli Whitney Within the continental United States, main-
is generally considered to be the pioneer in tenance by the manufacturer is feasible where
recognizing the need for interchangeable parts mobility is not an important consideration.mobility is not an important consideration.
for ordnance materiel. Even within the continental limits, however,

It was not until World War II that mainte- sole dependence upon the manufacturer is
nance became a major burden for Army supply. undesirable since troops must be accompanied
During World War I, the Army relied almost by their own maintenance facilities and per-
entirely on manufacturers' representatives, who sonnel upon departure from the United States.
were present in the field, for repair parts For this reason, Army facilities and training
advice. Little more was needed than a portable within the United States should be designed to
blacksmith's shop. All this was changed by the meet any demands that may be placed upon the
mechanization of the Army that took place be- troops, even if a substantial part of the main-
tween the two World Wars. The highly mobile tenance task within the continental limits were
forces deployed in Europe, Africa, and the accomplished through commercial facilities.
Pacific required a network of maintenance c. Manufacturer Assistance. Although main-
facilities and large stock of parts for needed tenance by the manufacturer is impracticable
close maintenance support. The major share overseas and limited in its usefulness within
of the burden fell to Army units, in marked the continental United States, there is a grow-
contrast to the maintenance and repair parts ing need for manufacturer assistance as the
situation in World War I. equipment of warfare becomes more complex.

b. Limitations of Commercial Maintenance. The technological advances in electronics, for
If all of the Army's forces were always located example, force a type of specialization that is
within the continental United States, mainte- difficult to provide under present draft limita-
nance by commercial facilities or by the original tions. It may take upwards of a year to train
manufacturer of the equipment might be feasi- an electronics technician. This period, when
ble. The global aspects of the nation's military added to the time required for induction, basic
commitments and responsibilities preclude this training and so forth, leaves only a few months
easy solution. The Army's repair facilities must for the technician to apply his new skills before
be almost as mobile as the equipment for which his military service is completed. Yet, as has
the facilities exist. Maintenance personnel must been described above, the facilities and man-
be prepared to endure the same hardships and power for maintenance of Army equipment
dangers which face combat forces and must be must come largely from within the Army itself;
under the same overall command. It is difficult the technical know-how, on the other hand,
to conceive how the oversea maintenance needs must come increasingly from outside the mili-
of a modern mechanized Army, prepared for war tary ranks. The longer length of service that
at various points on the earth's surface, could can be expected from manufacturer's personnel,
be met by commercial organizations. Not the together with the technical knowledge they
least of the problem is the variety of makes and already possess, make it imperative that assist-
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ance of this kind be a part of the Army's main- known until the unit is disassembled and thor-
tenance plans.. oughly examined. In these cases a "tear down

d. Commercial Maintenance Contracts. and quote" method of contracting may be used
Whereas major reliance cannot be placed upon with commercial concerns, with a fixed price
commercial maintenance facilities, either over- for disassembly of the unit, followed by a fur-
seas or in the United States, there are instances ther quotation on the repair job.
where it is desirable to employ commercial con-
tractors for more than technical assistance.
Much of the military equipment in the United a. Introduction. Armywide staff supervision
States lends itself to commercial maintenance. of the maintenance function is the responsi-
For example, the Army, like the other services, bility of the Materiel Maintenance Division of
owns a large stock of machine tools which are the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
made available to manufacturers in times of Logistics. This division establishes broad main-
mobilization. The maintenance and upkeep of tenance policies. The technical supervision over
these tools can probably be handled by com- all phases of maintenance is the responsibility
mercial services more easily than by the Army. of the technical service which issues the particu-
Moreover, the heavy type of base repair that lar piece of equipment. Exceptions to this gen-
requires large fixed installations and a variety eral rule are Army aircraft procured, issued
of machinery lends itself to contractor mainte- and provided depot maintenance by the Air
nance. The factor of mobility is not an impor- Force, and equipment furnished to the Air
tant consideration here because installations of Force by the Army technical services but main-
this kind could not be easily transferred to a tained by the Air Force. The technical services
theater of war. establish maintenance procedures and service

In oversea areas, contractor maintenance standards. They publish catalogs, technical
and the use of locally available labor offers manuals, servicing and operating instructions.
advantages in many instances. The success of Depot maintenance is performed under the
the Japanese mechanics in rehabilitating direct supervision of the chiefs of the technical
rolledup equipment from the Pacific Islands is services, except in oversea commands. The
a case in point. In Europe part of the mainte- technical services also collaborate with the
nance task has been assumed by European con- Commanding General, USCONARC, in develop-
tractors. The Air Force, through Project Native ing training programs and furnishing technical
Son, was better able to adjust to personnel cut- advice to troop units and field maintenance
backs by making greater use of foreign labor organizations. The maintenance work itself is
in maintaining oversea air bases and equip- accomplished at various echelons, which are
ment. described in the following paragraph.

In the selection of contractors for commercial All commanding officers are required to in-
maintenance, it is necessary to examine the sure that all equipment issued or assigned to
adequacy of the contractor's personnel and their command is properly maintained in a serv-
equipment, to study his past performance, pres- iceable condition, and that equipment is prop-
ent and projected workload and to evaluate his erly cared for and used.
managerial ability and integrity. The compara-
tive costs of commercial and military services As distinguished from command responsi-
must also be considered. Whether the contract bility, there is a direct responsibility assigned
should be performed under a cost-plus-fixed-fee to individuals to whom equipment is entrusted
arrangement, on a piecework basis, on a time- for their personal use and being used by their
and-material basis or with escalation and re- subordinates. This may involve:
determinable provisions must be determined on (1) Personal responsibility, as in the case
the basis of the type of repairs and the amount of equipment issued to an individual
of equipment to be maintained. Frequently the for his own use and habitually under
extent of repair necessary for any unit is not his own care; or
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(2) Supervisory responsibility, as in the duced. Correction of minor operating
case of a platoon, section, or squad difficulties before more.serious trou-
leader with respect to the equipment bles develop is the most economical
pertaining to his command. maintenance that can be performed

b. Echelons of Maintenance. Over the years at any level. The value of training and
the Army has evolved echelons of maintenance discipline in the use and care of equip-
where repairs of ascending complexity are per- ment is as important to the combat
formed. These maintenance levels have been commander as the combat readiness
fixed in five broad echelons. For practical pur- of his troops. It is an inseparable part
poses, however, the five echelons have been com- of overall combat readiness; tank bat-
bined into a three-category structure, in which talions without operable tanks and
the first and second echelons are now referred infantry units without reliable radios
to as organizational maintenance, the third and are not ready for combat. The impor-
fourth echelons as field maintenance and the tance of frequent inspections of equip-
fifth echelon as depot maintenance. Experience ment by commanders at all levels can-
has taught the Army that it is essential to con- not be overemphasized, nor can the
trol the type of maintenance work performed need for disciplinary action against
at each echelon in order to prevent attempts those who fail to care for equipment
at repairs by personnel who lack either the properly. Poor equipment and poor
necessary skills or tools. Lower echelons can morale go hand in hand and should
occasionally manage to get a deadlined unit be considered in command inspections
operating by performing nonauthorized work to be of equal importance.
or cannibalizing parts from other equipment. (2) Field maintenance. The bulk of field
Even when the unauthorized repair is success- maintenance in the continental United
ful, however, the bypassing of the higher eche- States is performed by fixed shops,
Ion may involve failure to recognize structural predominantly civilian operated, under
weaknesses and lead to total breakdown of the the Army commander; some field
equipment. Yet common sense may sometimes maintenance in the continental United
dictate the use of any unusual skills that may be States is performed by special, mobile
present at a lower echelon, particularly in the repair activities assigned to the sup-
case of emergencies. port of the using organizations. In

(1) Organizational maintenance. Organi- oversea areas, the bulk of field main-
zational maintenance is that mainte- tenance is performed by mobile repair
nance which is authorized for, per- activities. Normally, equipment re-
formed by and the responsibility of paired by these field units is returned
a using organization on its own to the using organization. The present
equipment. This maintenance consists concepts provide for field maintenance
normally of inspecting, cleaning, serv- and repair parts support from the

icing, preserving, lubricating, and ad- same field organization.
justing as required and also may Thus the purpose of field maintenance is
consist of replacement of minor parts to furnish close support of the equip-
not requiring skills that are of a ment in the hands of using units.
highly technical nature. Field maintenance units usually serve

either a specific area or specific troop
Despite their mundane nature, cleaning, organizations and, accordingly, are

oiling, inspecting and adjusting equip- familiar with their customers and
ment probably constitute the most im- their needs. Frequent liaison visits
portant forms of maintenance. If and inspections of the equipment in
these duties are performed conscien- the hands of the units it serves en-
tiously, the burden on higher mainte- ables the field maintenance shop to
nance echelons is substantially re- have a firsthand acquaintance with
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the condition of the equipment. In- paired must be transported to the
spections of this kind can lead to a shops. Because of the time required
reduction of the number of serious for transportation and to make the
breakdowns that arise from delays in necessary repairs, equipment turned
making needed repairs. in to depot maintenance shops nor-

Field maintenance may take several days, mally must be replaced by substitute
and using units are sometimes disin- equipment, with the repaired items
dined to go without their equipment being returned to stock.
during the repair period. Under some Because depot shops perform major over-
conditions substitute equipment may hauls requiring a wide range of parts,
be made available. The problem is it is essential that repair schedules be
mitigated when repair teams can be formulated many months in advance
sent to the equipment. Since the im- in -order to insure the availability of
portance of the repairs to be made needed parts, subassemblies and as-
may far outweigh the temporary in- semblies.
convenience of being without the
equipment, the reluctance of using 4. Scheduling Maintenance
units to turn in equipment for repair The performance of maintenance and repair
is a problem which the commander work requires close scheduling in order to avoid
must handle through training and dis- the overloading of facilities, to keep at a mini-
charge of command responsibilities. mum the time in which active equipment is out

(3) Depot maintenance. Depot mainte- of service and to assure that repairs are made
nance, formerly called base mainte- when necessary. In the following sections, ques-
nance, is generally performed in fixed tions relating to workloads, material require-
or semifixed installations. Such in- ments, and schedules are discussed.
stallations are capable of major over- a. Determining the Workload. To schedule
haul, minor fabrication of parts and maintenance, it is necessary to know what needs
complete overhaul of subassemblies to be repaired, when it must be repaired and the
and end items. Overhaul assemblies resources necessary to make the repairs. In
and subassemblies are stored and other words, the workload must be determined
issued in support of field maintenance and then related to the facilities, funds and
activities. In the continental United personnel available.
States, depot maintenance is per-
formed at technical service installa- At the organizational level, where mainte-
tions under the chief of the technical nance consists largely of inspection and serv-
service. In oversea areas, depot main- icing, scheduling can be based on fixed time
tenance is performed under the control periods or fixed miles or hours of use. Com-

of the theater commander. In contrast mand inspections can assure that equipment is
to field maintenance, repaired items checked periodically, serviced according to fixed
are usually returned to stock rather schedules and maintained in a state of readi-

ness.
than to the user.

Depot maintenance shops typically employ At the field maintenance level density of
large numbers of personnel, in many equipment plus constant liaison with the using

units will provide an indication of the impend-
cases predominantly civilian, and per-

ing workload.
form work on a production line basis.
Their heavy machinery and machine At the depot level, determining the workload
tools limit their mobility. Usually they is somewhat more difficult. Much useful infor-
are located considerably to the rear of mation can be obtained by depot shop personnel
troops in an active theater and, ac- through field inspection of equipment and liai-
cordingly, the equipment to be re- son with field maintenance units. The broad
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rebuild and modification programs carried on accomplish the phased repair schedule. Two
at continental United States depot shops gen- factors make this process inexact, at best; it
erally must be scheduled at least a year and is not always possible by initial examination of

sometimes as much as three years in advance. a piece of equipment to detect all the parts that
This long period of time is required to schedule will require replacement; nor is it always pos-
the return of equipment from overseas and con- sible to obtain the required parts when they
tinental United States locations and to assemble are needed. The problem is complicated by
needed parts and equipment. Scheduling of virtue of the impossibility of completely dis-
this kind is accomplished at technical service assembling a piece of equipment in the field
headquarters, in coordination with commanders to determine its condition and the extent of
of continental United States and oversea com- wear. The inspector must rely on training and
mands. In certain instances, the technical serv- experience in estimating the degree to which
ice headquarters and the unit commanders may parts he cannot see must be replaced. He may
agree to have part of the modification program estimate high or low, and the accuracy of his
assigned to field maintenance facilities. Gen- estimate will not be known until the machine
erally speaking, the technical service assigns to is disassembled just prior to repair. Based upon
the depot shop a workload for a year in ad- the inspector's estimates, the maintenance shop
vance, leaving it to the depot to establish the consolidates the probable requirements for
month-by-month schedules. parts and submits a requisition on the appro-

One important control of depot maintenance priate source of supply.
scheduling that has yet to be fully achieved is In a field maintenance facility, maintenance
the measurement of stocks awaiting repair and is normally limited to the repair or replacement
in the process of repair against stocks actually of unserviceable parts, subassemblies or assem-
in use. What is the minimum number of jeeps, blies. Where it is determined that a repair part
for instance, that should be in the depot repair or parts will not be available in a given length
shop or waiting for repair at any given time of time the item to be repaired is normally
in order to maintain 100 jeeps in the field at evacuated to a higher echelon and the using
all times? This would in effect measure the unit issued a replacement item. This procedure
optimum "turnaround time" for major overhaul reduces the possibility of collecting a large
and repair work. Such a figure is difficult to quantity of unserviceable items awaiting repair
arrive at because unserviceable items are turned parts. This procedure is necessary in the field
in to stations or oversea bases and new items to insure mobility of the field maintenance unit.
identified as replacement demand are issued
to replenish the unit's supply. Particularly At depot maintenance level after submission
when major overhaul and rebuild scheduling is of parts requirements, certain items may be
projected over a long period in the future, these shipped immediately, some extracted to another
unserviceable items may then be carried in sta- depot, some placed on backorder and some sent
tion or depot stocks for a considerable time to procurement. The shop must then test its
before being called in for repair. This turn- schedule against the anticipated availability of
around time for major overhaul becomes ex- the parts. Parts not available in the system
cessive when it is necessary to purchase new and requiring long lead times for procurement
equipment needed to supply regular demand can sometimes be fabricated in the shop. Sub-
which could have been met by rebuilding un- stitutions are often possible. If neither of these
serviceable stocks. Development of standards courses is possible, the schedules must be re-
for turnaround time in major overhaul work vised in accordance with the availability of
may have a value far exceeding the cost of their parts.

application. c. Adjusting Maintenance Schedules. At the

b. Materiel Requirements. The maintenance depot maintenance level after schedules have
facility, whether field or depot, must compute been adjusted to conform to the availability of
the requirements for materials and parts to the parts initially calculated, the schedules may
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have to be revised once again when the equip- 5. Economy of Maintenance
ment to be repaired starts through the assembly a. Introduction. The need for cost data toline and latent defects are discovered that re-

facilitate management decisions is particularlyquire additional parts. The problem here, from necessary in maintenance work. Many of the
a parts supply standpoint, is a particularly diffi- most basic decisions cannot be reached with anymost basic decisions cannot be reached with any
cult one. Depot maintenance facilities engaged degree of confidence in their validity in thedegree of confidence in their validity in thein overhaul and repair operations, such as a absence of such data. For example, unless it is
company that overhauls aircraft engines, face known with some accuracy what it costs to
this problem from day to day. Inasmuch as repair an item, it is hard to decide whetherrepair an item, it is hard to decide whethereach engine has undergone a somewhat differ- the item is worth repairing. If the cost of
ent experience, it is difficult to know what parts making the same repairs at different installa-
need to be replaced until the engine has been tions is not known, it is difficult to appraise
torn down. One engine may need a new car- the relative efficiencies of the installations or to
buretor part and another may not. With this increase the performance of any one installa-in mind, how many of the carburetor partsn mnd, how many of the carburetor parts tion. If two installations repair the same defect
should be kept in stock? It should have enoughshould be kept in stock? It should have enough at different costs, the disparity may result from
parts in stock to meet the needs of the overhaul differing overhead rates, more expensive labor
line and thus avoid costly line stoppages. Online and thus avoid costly line stoppages. On costs, more costly materials and other factors;
the other hand, it must avoid overstocking of yet, without a breakdown of these costs, the
carburetor parts beyond foreseeable needs be- particular factor or factors cannot be isolated.
cause of the various costs associated with main- The costs in manpower, material and facilities
taining an inventory that is larger than neces- to accomplish a given maintenance load must
sary. More than one mainte-nances tip engaged also be known in order to compute budget re-
in work of this kind has found at least a partial
solution to the problem through the economical
order quantity formula which is discussed in The cost of maintenance work in Army shops
some detail in chapter 4. should also be known in order to appraise the

desirability, where possible, of employing com-
When equipment scheduled for repair is torn mercial maintenance contractors. Are costs indown, it may turn out to be in worse condition

Army shops higher or lower than the goingthan had been anticipated with repair no longer Army shops higher or lower than the going
commercial rate? As discussed earlier in thisan economical solution. Similarly, it may be
chapter, the decision as to whether the Armyfound that a number of machines may be re-

paired by cannibalizing one or more of the or commercial sources should maintain equip-paired by cannibalizing one or more of the
machines most in need of repair. Higher prior- ment cannot be made upon the basis of costs
ity jobs may be assigned to the shop, requiring alone; the need for a training base mobility
alterations in the schedule of equipment pre- and close troop support may preclude the use
viously assigned for repair. All these factors of a commercial source in any given situation.
suggest that maintenance schedules must be But all other things being equal, the Army
flexible in order to permit the maintenance shop should not maintain equipment which can be
to revise its program in accordance with new maintained more economically by commercial
information. Unless the schedule provides this sources; this "make or buy" decision which is
flexibility, personnel and tools may stand idle common to business operations of all kinds, in
while waiting for parts, or parts may be expen- the Army and in industry, cannot be reached
sively fabricated that can be more economically usefully without comparative cost data.
procured from the manufacturer. Incidentally, Cost data are also necessary in making deci-
these necessary alterations in maintenance sions with respect to the equipment itself. For
schedules suggest some of the problems that example, are the costs of maintaining an older
the inventory manager at the stock control piece of equipment mounting to the point where
point faces in keeping informed of returns to it is no longer economical to maintain it? Or, are
stock from repair activities. maintenance costs of a given piece of equipment
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so high as to suggest misuse or abuse of the include indirect costs may lead to decisions to
equipment? repair equipment that would be uneconomical to

repair if all costs were considered.
For these several reasons, it is essential that

the Army have reliable data on maintenance The gathering of cost data is also important as

costs. The accumulation of the basic cost ele- a means of controlling costs. Someone has said
ments is discussed in the following paragraphs. that cost consciousness is impossible unless costs
The section is concluded with a listing of some are known. Only by means of historical cost data
of the criteria for determining whether repair for each aspect of the repair work can manage-
is an economical course of action. ment pinpoint areas where costs are rising and

b. Accumulating Cost Data. The usual method take appropriate action.
of accumulating costs in maintenance activities But cost control of repair work is ineffectual
is to assign a job number to each unit of work. unless it embraces the total situation. One ex-
Direct charges for labor and material are ample will serve to illustrate this point. At a
recorded against the job number. The mechanics certain Army maintenance activity, higher au-
record the hours worked on each part of the job, thority had assigned a schedule of so many jeeps
and material is charged as it is withdrawn from to be overhauled per month. The schedule was
the shop storeroom, or credited when returned useful in controlling direct labor time; in effect,
unused. Where bulk quantities of material such direct labor time had to be kept at a minimum if
as solder, lubricants, paint and preserving ma- the schedule was to be met. The parts necessary
terials are withdrawn for several jobs, costs are to overhaul the jeeps were not similarly con-
prorated to the several job orders. At the end trolled. The manager of the shop could draw as
of the job, the direct costs for labor and mate- many jeep parts, for example, as he wished.
rial are computed and overhead costs are When a part on a jeep needed replacement, it
charged against each job usually in accordance was removed and a new part installed. This
with the direct labor hours. The overhead costs, practice went on despite the fact that the ac-
representing indirect charges, bear a relation- tivity had on hand a large supply of jeep parts
ship to direct labor costs and are often expressed in various states of disrepair. Many of these
as a percentage of direct labor. For example, parts could be rehabilitated in a matter of only
a given shop may have an overhead rate of 75,f ; a few minutes. Despite this, new parts were
thus, for each dollar of direct labor assigned to always drawn from supply at a cost far greater
the job order, an additional charge of $0.75 is than the cost of rehabilitating an old one. The
made to cover the job's share of indirect costs. practice persisted because the cost controls were

Whereas direct labor and material costs can limited; the control of direct labor time was
be easily obtained, it is somewhat more difficult, accompanied by a free issue of supplies with the
under present financial arrangements, to deter- result that the total cost of the overhaul work
mine an accurate or realistic allocation for over- was greater than it needed to be.
head and other indirect expenses. For example, c. Criteria for Determining if Repair Is Eco-

should depreciation of maintenance facilities be nomical. At what point in the age, service, or

considered in costing work at a maintenance ac- condition of a piece of equipment is repair no

tivity and, if so, at what rate? What should the longer economical? In civilian life, for example,

charge be for repair of roads, ground upkeep, an automobile is used, repaired, turned in on a

security measures, pensions and other indirect new model and passed down the economic scale

items of expense? Inasmuch as a maintenance of ownership until it is finally so unreliable that

shop is seldom, if ever, a separate activity but it is junked. The Army, where practicable,

rather a part of a larger Army installation, the strives to move its equipment down the scale

shop must bear a fair share of the installation's from combat to noncombat, from overseas to the

total indirect costs. Unless proper indirect continental United States and from tactical use

charges are included in the cost of maintenance, to training. But even where it is possible to

a comparison with the cost of similar work in move the equipment into the hands of less exact-

industry cannot be made. Moreover, failure to ing users, a point is finally reached where the
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cost of maintenance is so high, the equipment so (6) Cost to repair.
unreliable, the time out of commission so long, (7) Percentage of utility after repair con-
the machine so much less effective than newer trasted to newer models that might not
models that further maintenance is no longer be procured.
economical. This question of when to junk the (8) Cost to maintain after repair as op-
equipment is a matter of both straight economics posed to the cost to maintain a new
and such miscellaneous variables as the strategic piece of equipment.
importance of equipment, the lead time to re- (9) Amount of time expected to be lost
place it, the availability of funds to replace it, through present and future repairs.
the need for the equipment in training and other
considerations. In chapter 8, on the disposal (10) Cost of transportation of the item from
of stocks in excess of needs, the same type of where it is to where it is needed, as op-
problem will be discussed in connection with posed to the cost of moving a new item

~~~~retention levels. ~from the manufacturer to where it willretention levels.
be needed.

The technical services have developed methods (11) Cost to store and preserve an item not
to assist them in determining when repair is no needed until the time when it is needed.
longer economical. The Corps of Engineers (12) Eligibility of equipment for modifica-
"point system" is one approach to the question. tion into a more useful machine as re-
Under this system, points are assigned for fac- tion into a more useful machine as re-
tors such as repair parts support, age, hours of
operation, cost to repair, and utility after repair. (13) Burden on the supply system of main-

taining parts support for more makesEach factor is given a point score; for example, g p pp
one-half point is given for each year of the equip- and models of equipment.
ment's age, one point is assigned for each
thousand hours of operation and so forth. A 6. Summary
score of eleven is arbitrarily determined to be As the Army becomes more and more mecha-
the point beyond which repair is no longer nized, maintenance takes on increasing impor-
economical, barring such overriding considera- tance. The prospects of either a long cold war,
tions as military necessity or the impossibility of which strains the national economy, or an all-out
replacement. war with probable shortages of manpower and

No single set of criteria will cover all aspects materials, also add new importance to the main-

of the question of whether to repair or dispose of tenance function. Commercial facilities and ex-
the equipment, nor will it provide a necessarily perts from the manufacturer should be used to
automatic answer. A few of the factors that the maximum extent possible in the maintenance
may be governing in any given instance are: program, but their use must be tempered by the

(1) Age of the equipment. (The equip- necessity of having Army facilities and person-
ment's age has a direct bearing on the nel available to follow the troops. The greatest
amount of deterioration, the probable single means of preventing an excessive mainte-
usefulness of the older machine as op- nance load is the elimination of unnecessary
posed to later models and repair parts damage to equipment by misuse or failure to
support from the manufacturer.) take preventive measures at the using level. Of

(2) Availability of repair parts already in substantial importance, from a management
the system. standpoint, is the economics of maintenance-

(3) Cost to replace. the cost of maintaining old and obsolete equip-
(4) Time to replace. ment as opposed to replacement by more modern
(5) Present salvage or resale value and equipment costing, at least in the initial periods,

rate of annual depreciation. less to maintain.
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C. REPAIR PARTS

1. Introduction General. Because of the military austerity of
t is apparent from the preceding discussion this era, few of the vehicles were actually pro-

in this chapter that the maintenance and repair duced. During this period, however, manufac-in this chapter that the maintenance and repair turers and Government agencies made someparts support are closely linked; unless the progress in designing and producing standardspares are readily available, maintenance sched- parts and common hardware. Common threads,ules cannot be met. In this section of the chap- uniform bore sizes and uniform strokes wereter, various aspects of the parts problem will be adopted. Accessory businesses grew up and in-examined in some detail; the chapter will discusses terchangeability of assemblies and subassem-the procurement of initial repair parts, their dis- blies became more common. During the mobili-tribution throughout the system, the computa-or World War II, the World War I
tion of parts requirements and the procurement concepts of reliance on the manufacturer
of replacement parts. Thus, to some extent, the

r maintenance support and the stockage of everyorganization of this section of the chapter fol- part were abandoned. We entered World Warlows the organization of the manual itself. While with the oncept that essentirepair par
II with the concept that essential repair partsmany of the principles and observations dis- would be stocked by the Army and maintenancecussed in preceding chapters on storage and dis- support would be an integral part of the organi-tribution, requirements and procurement are zationof the Army.

applicable to parts as well as to end items, the
magnitude and complexities of the repair parts b. Repair Parts Currently Stocked. It has
problem require separate treatment here. The been estimated that from 80%/o to 90% of the
complexity of the problem has already been items stocked in the system are repair parts of
suggested in chapter 6 on cataloging in connec- one form or another. At the end of calendar
tion with the question of identifying parts. year 1955, the Army had on hand approximately

725,000 repair parts line items costing 4.07
2. Magnitude of Repair Parts Problem billion dollars. These figures, impressive as they

are, include only those parts normally stocked.
a. Background of Problem. The magnitude of Thousands of other parts with less frequent de-

the repair parts problem has its origin in the mand by users must also be procured when
policy that maintenance support should be an in- required. Moreover, the figures represent only
tegral part of the organization of the Army. a small part of all the parts that are required to
This policy was an outgrowth of the mainte- repair all the equipment used by the Army.
nance and repair parts situation in World War
I. World War I planning was based on the con- The large number of repair parts currently
cept that every part might fail and, therefore, stocked bears a direct relationship to the variety
that every part for every item should be stocked. of end items stocked by the Army. As chapter
It was planned to ship 445,000 different parts 1 has indicated, there is no commercial parallel
overseas, and in fact about 88,000 parts were ac- for the Army's materiel needs. The end item
tually shipped, of which only a small fraction may be purely military, such as a tank, partially
was actually used. There were neither catalogs military such as an amphibious truck, or com-

mercial, such as a typewriter. Many essentiallynor allowance lists and, except for a few factory mercial items must be modified somewhat to
representatives, only limited skilled personnel. meet the needs of Army use. The sme military
Failure to care for the parts actually shipped re- item made by more than one manufacturer maysulted in rust and deterioration. Many of the show some differences. For example, the World
parts were not interchangeable, and there were War II jeep was obtained from both Willys and
few attempts to standardize vehicles and engines

Ford, and the parts necessary to support thebefore the end of hostilities. two manufacturers' models were not fully inter-
Between the two world wars a family of changeable. Moreover, modifications to an item

trucks providing for the interchangeability of resulting from improvements in the design of
engines was developed by the Quartermaster assemblies and components require different
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parts support for the later serially numbered cannot afford to stock every part that, may con-
machines than for the earlier models. As a fur- ceivably be needed; however, it must have on
ther complication, the improved part in the later hand many of the parts for which there is a
model is often substituted for the earlier part recurring demand.
when replacement is needed, creating major
when replacement is needed, creating major Industrial experience in maintenance has re-

vealed that the demand for repair parts is con-
The wide range of end items stocked is only centrated; from 15'%, to 20% of the parts ac-

one of the reasons why so many repair parts count for from 80%7 to 85% of the total demand.
must be carried; another important reason is The Ordnance Corps tested this theory in Korea
the large number of makes and models of es- under project 170 and it is currently the basis
sentially similar equipment. For example, in for stock selection under the Army Field Stock
1953 in the Far Eastern Command there were Control System. An automobile provides a use-
some 127 makes and models of cranes supplied ful illustration of this point. The brake bands,
by 29 different manufacturers. This diversity sparkplugs, distributor points, and fuel pump
of end items and its attendant burden of parts wear out fairly rapidly and must be replaced.
support is rooted in the nature of the American The wheels, the cylinder block, the radiator and
economy and the practice of formal advertising the frame members seldom require replacement
and competitive bidding which tends to charac- except in the case of a wreck.
terize military procurement. More than one Knowing in advance which parts will require
supplier is usually available to furnish an end replacement constitutes a major problem for re-
item, and under competitive bidding, the lowest

pair part management. For new items, there is
responsive bidder receives the award. Unless little or no usage experience. For old items the

little or no usage experience. For old items, the
one manufacturer continually underbids his com- conditions of use in the future may vary from
petitors, different makes and models of the re-

those in the past. If it were possible to waitquired end item will enter the system and until the demand for parts developed mortality
require the stocking of a different line of repair rates, much of the guesswork as to what will

rates, much of the guesswork as to what willparts.
wear out could be eliminated. But as in so many

3. Procurement of Initial Repair Parts questions of this kind, the Army cannot afford
to wait. In the first place, the Army cannot af-

a. Introduction. Repair parts are necessary ford to have a machine deadlined during the time
to support maintenance and maintenance must that the needed parts are being obtained.
be accomplished speedily in order to keep at a Secondly, even if time were not a factor, there
minimum the time that equipment is unavailable would be cost considerations of substantial im-
for issue and use. Thus, the required parts must portance. These cost factors are particularly
be readily at hand. applicable with respect to purely military or

The question that then arises to perplex the partly military items. When a manufacturer
supply manager is: What parts will be required? makes the parts or components to assemble his
In a broad way the question can be answered end item, he can provide extra parts or compo-
upon the basis of industrial and Army experi- nents much less expensively than at a later date
ence; it is not necessary to assume in repair when his production lines are turning out dif-
parts planning that all parts will require re- ferent end items. The added costs would be ac-
placement. The fact that only about 725,000 companied by delays while the manufacturer
cataloged repair parts are stocked-large as that attempted to shift his production schedules to
figure is-when the number of parts required allow for the production of the extra parts. These
to assemble all the Army's end items would run various factors require that some provision for
into several millions, reflects this experience. parts support be accomplished at the time the
Certain parts never wear out during the useful end item is procured. This section of the chap-
life of the item, other parts can be repaired, and ter discusses some of the considerations involved
large body and frame pieces can be replaced in the procurement of initial repair parts; in a
when necessary through the practice of can- later section of the chapter the procurement of
nibalization. The Army, like the corner garage, replacement parts will be discussed.
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b. Initial Repair Parts for Commercial and bly, the subassembly or individual

Semicommercial End Items. When it is decided parts? This question is one of the most

to add a new make or model of machine to the complicated ones to be answered. Some

supply system, which parts should be selected for considerations that may be helpful in

stockage and how far down the supply line will answering it are:

the stockage be maintained? Commercial items (a) Is the assembly small, intricate and

will be considered first because they present a inexpensive (like a voltage regula-

slightly different problem from that encountered tor, for example) and usually re-

in selecting parts for military-type items. In the placed as an entire unit?

case of the commercial-type item some reliance (b) Are facilities and skills in the field

must be placed on the manufacturer to advise available to repair the assembly or

the Army of the anticipated mortality rate of does it require the type of bench

parts. But the manufacturer's advice must be work available at the depot shop? If

weighed against the facts he does not know, as the latter, would it be more prac-

suggested by the following questions: ticable to replace the entire assembly

(1) What will the item be used for and in the field by a new assembly and
where will it be used? The answers to return the old assembly to the depot
these questions may substantially af- shop for rebuild?
fect the consumption of parts. (c) Does the assembly contain only a few

parts subject to rapid wear that are
(2) What common components, such as parts subject to rapid wear that are

nuts, bolts, screws, washers, wire and easily replaced in te field? An ex-
other common hardware necessary to ample of this type of repair is the

maintain the item are already in the those partsofthecarburetor repair kit which contains
~~~~supply system? ~those parts of the carburetor which

require replacement at frequent in-
(3) What assemblies, subassemblies and require replacement at frequent in-

parts already in the system can be

substituted for the manufacturer's as- The nine questions listed above suggest that
semblies, subassemblies and parts? the Army should be particularly "hardheaded"

(4) Which of the manufacturer's parts can about stocking initial repair parts for com-

be fabricated readily from tubing, hose, mercial items. To do this safely, it is necessary

fittings, metal in basic shapes and for repair parts inventory managers to have

gasket material? broad commodity knowledge, particularly with

(5) Does the Army expect to maintain all respect to sources of supply and the business

of the items or to cannibalize some for practices of the suppliers. For many commercial

major assemblies such as frame pieces, items, the supplier maintains parts fpr,. -his

body pieces, housings and other such customers, and it is clearly in the Army's in-
insurance-type items that might other- terest to let him supply them rather'-than toinsurance-type items that might other-

carry them in the Army supply system';Th'e6pur-
wise be stocked?

chase of replacement parts when n'elded under
(6) Which of the parts are likely not to be open end and call contracts is disnOsed iauder

damaged beyond a point where repair later section of this chapter. ,

cannot be accomplished by such proc- .
esses as welding, metalizing and re- If it is possible to defer the,pu chase,.of re-

grinding?grinding? pair parts until a later date, it ,is pfte~n ad-
vantageous for the Army to do so. Two generali-

(7) Which of the parts are moving and .
zations would appear t,o: gro out,, ,of the

nonmoving and therefore subject to discussion (1) Initial ririPrarts should-not

more or less wear? be procured if the Army, canmaintainn.the.equip
(8) What experience has already been en- ment through repair,,.cannibaiizatioqt og -'by

countered in connection with similar means of duplicaterg,,rsijmiAr pairts ,alreadyiJ
parts in other items? the system; (2) Initialrprepair parts shouldng. t

(9) Shall the Army stock the whole assem- be procured if they.!.are,;easily. ibtainable;1at. a
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later date or obtainable at lowest ultimate cost through actual experience with the item. Mili-
from the manufacturer. Two examples will tary items are developed and produced upon a
illustrate these two generalizations. gradual basis that encompasses various stages:

First, the Army has often obtained large (1) Statement of the military character-

quantities of wheels as initial repair parts. istics;
Typically, a wheel does not need replacement as (2) Creation of concept studies and mock-
a result of wear; it usually must be replaced only ups;
as a result of an accident to the vehicle or battle (3) Construction of pilot models;
damage. In either event, the vehicle itself may (4) Engineering tests of pilot models;
be so severely damaged that repair is no longer (5) Service test of pilot models;
an economical solution. Thus, the wheels which
have been purchased and stored at considerable types;
expense may not be needed.

(7) Engineering and service tests of pro-
It is disadvantageous for the Army to obtain totypes;

repair parts initially if they can be obtained at (8) Limited production of hew end item;
a later date at lowest ultimate cost from the

(9) Troop tests of new end item.
manufacturer. For example, major subassem-
blies are sometimes purchased as initial parts Through these nine stages of development of
when large stationary pumps are bought. The a new end item, exhaustive tests are conducted

subassemblies may cost from one-fourth to in the laboratory and in the field to insure that

one-half the price of the pump itself. In normal the new item is the best possible one for the
use, the subassembly would not have to be re- job it will be required to perform. During this

placed until perhaps ten years had elapsed. At testing and modification, information is acquired

this point, the economies of the situation might on the mortality of the end item and its com-
make it cheaper to get rid of the entire pump ponents. The initial parts list established with
rather than replace an expensive subassembly. the pilot model is refined as these tests proceed.
If it were less expensive to replace the subas- Service tests lead to further modification in the

sembly, it might be procured from the pump's parts list. During the development particular
manufacturer, since the pump is a commercial emphasis is placed upon "ease of maintenance"
item that the manufacturer sells to his various to make certain that defective parts may be
customers. Meanwhile, the manufacturer, not reached and replaced easily. In the development
the Army, would have borne the costs of main- process it is most important that standard parts,
taining the subassembly in storage and the cost assemblies, and subassemblies already in the

of funds tied up in parts that had no immediate system be utilized to the maximum extent pos-
use. sible to avoid the unnecessary introduction of

c. Initial Repair Parts for Military Items. new parts in the system. Sometimes it is ad-
Many of the observations made with respect to vantageous to furnish these standard parts to
commercial items apply as well to military the manufacturer as Government-furnished
items. Generally speaking, however, it is more property, with corresponding reductions in the

manufacturer's price.necessary to acquire initial repair parts with
military items than with commercial items. To provide uniformity in repair parts selection
-The reason for this is that the manufacturer and maintenance capability determinations,
,normally produces his regular commercial line maintenance allocation charts are prepared by
.Qf, merchandise and manufacturers military heads of technical services. Charts are prepared
items only when called upon. At some later for each group or family of similar major end
date, Jhe may be reluctant, because of incon- items, and common component assemblies and

egnietn~ce and cost to divert his commercial pro- subassemblies. These allocation charts show by
d~ct~.rjinprder to manufacture needed parts. general description the maintenance operations
s'iFortunately, there is some opportunity with authorized to each echelon. Repair parts are
miilitaiy:- items to determine parts mortality selected from a list of all parts of a major end
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item by determining which are required in main- various maintenance echelons to provide main-
tenance operations. This is 'determined initially tenance, and where applicable, supply support
from applicable maintenance allocation charts of for 100 equipments for a 15-day period under
the specific end item and by maintenance evalu- combat conditions. Although the selection of
ation of the specific major end item and its the level at which an item will be stocked is of
assemblies and components. Normally during extreme importance, it should be borne in mind
maintenance evaluation a physical inspection, that what is here being discussed is the initial
disassembly, and assembly of parts and compo- distribution of parts before there has been any
nents is made. The manufacturer's experience, accumulation of demand experience. At this
engineering, service and troop test experience, stage in the introduction of a new item to the
and experience with other similar items are supply system, the maintenance technician can
considered. Maintenance evaluation also deter- do little more than make an educated guess as
mines for each maintenance echelon the most to the probable consumption rate of parts.
efficient form of repair parts to be used, i.e.,
individual pieces, bulk material, assemblies, sub- It should be mentioned in passing that parts t
assemblies and kits of parts for specific repair support an end item are required to be in thetheater by the time the new end item arrives.

Often in practice, the objective is not achieved.
Even with the information gained through The manufacturer is anxious to meet his delivery

research, development and testing, the Army schedules for the end item and typically uses the
sometimes acquires initial repair parts that ex- first parts he fabricates for assembly of end
perience proves to have been unnecessary. This items. Only after all or a large number of end
is unavoidable because it is impossible to predict items have been produced is the manufacturer
which parts will wear out and when. conveniently able to furnish the parts required

under his contract. This situation can be pre-
4. Distribution of Repair Parts vented only by careful followup by contract ad-

a. Initial Distribution of Parts. In the pre- ministration personnel.
ceding section we have discussed. some of the b. Publication of Parts Lists to Field. When
many factors that must be taken into considera- the parts that will be stocked have been selected
tion in determining what parts will be stocked and it has been determined where they will be
to maintain a new item. After the decision has stocked, it is necessary to publish lists of these
been reached as to which parts will be stocked, parts to the depots, shops, and users.
the next question to be resolved is how many Under present practices, types of supply man-
should be stocked where. If subsequent experi-re published which show:
ence discloses that a part expected to fail does
not fail, every extra part procured compounds
the error. On the other hand, if the part fails ances;
at a more rapid rate than anticipated, stocks Type 8-field and depot maintenance allow-
may be exhausted and machines deadlined ances;
before additional quantities can be procured. Type 9-list of all service parts.

The usual practice in determining the number The organizations have used the type 7 manuals
of each part to be bought is to calculate the to order the parts and supplies they were au-
repair parts mortality. This is done by estimat- thorized, while the maintenance shops and de-
ing the frequency of consumption or replace- pots have used the type 8 manuals as a guide to
ment in the applicable maintenance echelons for initial stockage of parts and supplies- in the ab-
each part under combat conditions for the aver- sence of demand experience or known require-
age climate and terrain. Allowance factors are ments. Type 7 and 8 manuals showed the num-
determined for each repair part allocated to each ber of spares to support a given number of end
maintenance echelon. The allowance factor is items for a fixed period. These manuals are
based on the latest mortality data and is the being consolidated when economies and more
estimated average quantity required by the efficient cataloging are gained without detract-
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ing from the usability of each type manual. In rates. One of the first problems is to ascertain
the future, present Type 7, 8, and 9 Supply Man- the actual demand history of the parts.
uals will be replaced on an attrition basis by (1) Issue history of parts. Organizations,
new type technical manuals. The new technical field maintenance shops, and depot
manuals incorporate the concept of combining shops all carry stocks of repair parts.
the present equipment technical manuals and Thus, there is usually a "cushion" be-
present 7, 8, and 9 Parts List Type Supply Man- tween the actual demand for the part
uals into a single document, with separate parts for a repair job and the reflection of
for the various echelons of maintenance capable the consumption of the part by a re-
of being distributed on a need-to-know basis. plenishment requisition on the depot.
The operators (part I) and organizational (part If the initial estimate of consumption
II) manuals will normally be published in sepa- was low, demands for additional parts
rate books, but may be combined under certain may be reflected rather quickly; if the
conditions stated in AR 310-3 as changed; estimate was about right, additional
while field (parts III and IV) and depot (part demand is slower to be reflected at the
V) maintenance manuals may be combined at depot.
the discretion of the heads of the technical serv- "Automatic shipment" of parts and "auto-
ices. This revolutionary change in concept re- matic requisitions" also make it diffi-
moves all of the optional features of current cult to determine the issue history of
type supply manuals and provides for firm parts parts. The automatic shipment of
listings item-wise and quantity-wise. Additional parts from the depot system has al-
features include a standard size format for all ready been described. The "automatic
technical services to permit binding of all pub- requisition" is somewhat different. It
lications in one binder, includng the related occurswhen a shop must repair an end

Lubrication Orders (LOs) and Modification
Work Orders (MW Os) pertaining to operation item (not necessarily one of a newWork Orders (MWOs) pertaining to operation type) on which it has had no previous
instructions and maintenance of a major end experience. Accordingly, the shop

experience. Accordingly, the shop
item or family of similar major end items. The must rely upon the accuracy of the
parts lists of the new manuals which are subject echelon list (which has been deter-
to frequent changes may be bound separately mined upon the basis of estimate, not
and reproduced in loose leaf form to facilitate experience) to provide the right parts
supply and maintenance operations. When new in the right quantity for accomplish-
end items are initially distributed, or when there ing the new maintenance workload.
is a major shift in end item populations, these The parts that are acquired as a result
"echelon lists" are often used by the inventory of automatic shipments and requisi-
control point to compute and make automatic tions begin to build up in the shops as

shipments without requisition of the number of well as in oversea depots, which are

parts required to maintain the end items being also supplied "automatically." In addi

shipped to users. tion, the shops order parts they think

c. Determining True Consumption Rates. The they will need for repair jobs but for

discussion thus far has been limited to the ini- which no actual demand may develop.

tial selection and distribution of parts for new The shops and the oversea depots are

machines or other items of equipment entering reluctant to declare any ensuing over-

the system. The decisions have been made stockage of parts as excess. In a week

largely upon the basis of estimates, and must or in a month, they may be needed and

be reappraised as experience with the new it is easier to take them off the shelf

equipment is acquired. For various reasons, than to place a requisition through the

described below, the process of reappraisal is a supply system.

complicated one, particularly with respect to (2) "Layering" of repair parts support.
oversea activities, and there are many factors The stocks of parts that exist in the

that make it difficult to obtain true consumption oversea depot, organization, field shop,
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and depot shop represent only a por- finally be able to determine the true
tion of the total cushion. Posts, camps, consumption rate. However, by the
and stations also have stocks. In over- time it is possible to determine
sea areas, the depot system may be in whether the supply of a part is short
layers. For example, during and im- or long, the basic maintenance work-
mediately after the Korean Conflict, re- load is likely to have shifted so appre-
pair parts for one technical service ciably that the reflected demand bears
were distributed by a repair parts de- little relationship to the current true
pot in Yokohama, a repair parts depot demand. All of the intermediate cush-
in Pusan (which derived some portion ions of stocks of the same repair part
of its parts from Yokohama and re- serve to dissipate the responsiveness
ceived shipments directly from the of supply to demand.
continental United States) and a small (3) Attempted solutions. The preceding
depot maintained by the Eighth Army discussion suggests that the sluggish
near the front (which drew parts reflection of true demand to the stock
either from Pusan or Yokohama). This manager at the inventory control point
"layering" of parts support is illus- may result inadvertently in the build-
trated as follows: ing up of an artificial demand for parts

Continental United States depot that may never be needed in the quan-
stocks. tities supplied. Further, intermediate

In-transit oversea stocks stockage of the same part at so many
Yokohama stocks levels may build up reservoirs of parts
Pusan stocks that will become excess if there is a
Eighth Army stocks substantial change in the distribution
Depot shop stocks of end items. On the other hand, we
Field shop stocks have seen that it is neither practicable
Organization stocks nor desirable to ship parts over long

In the technical service in question, distances only after actual demand has
field maintenance shops provided parts arisen. When the user has a deadlined
support to organizations. Thus, a de- end item, the Army cannot afford to
mand for a part from an organization wait until the parts are shipped. From
in the Eighth Army would normally these considerations it is clear that
have been reflected from the organiza- "automatic" supply cannot be elimi-
tion to the field maintenance shop, to nated. Nevertheless, there must be a
the Eighth Army depot, to the Pusan means of correcting the echelon lists
depot, to the Yokohama depot and more promptly to prevent overstock-
finally, to the depot in the continental age of unneeded parts.
United States. Since the demand on The Army has recognized the seriousness
the supply system for parts origi- of this problem and is attempting to
nating at all of these levels stemmed solve it in several ways. One solution
in a large measure from the published

is the use of the Army Field Stock Con-echelon lists, it is readily apparent
that the quantity of parts issued from trol System, in which the maintenance
the continental United States depot organization reports the actual con-
system may have borne little relation- sumption of parts by a separate card
ship to the quantity of parts actually each time a requisition is placed. These
cons u med within the system. Of cards are then sorted by part number
course, if enough time is provided for to ascertain the consumption of parts
the demands to level out while the being carried at various levels. Studies
number and type of end items being of these consumption rates show that
supported remain constant, the conti- a relatively few parts represent a high
nental United States depot system will percentage of the total true consump-
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tion. The project has led to a large (4) Relate scheduled retirements and
reduction in the repair parts loads car- planned acquisition of new end items;
ried by the organizations, the shops, (5) Relate repair, rebuild, and modifica-
and the depots. This approach, where- tion programs;
in the' parts actually consumed are (6) Relate assemblies to subassemblies or
tabulated as opposed to counting the to the individual parts of which they
parts issued from the depot system are composed;
should provide a means of correcting (7) Relate substitutability or interchange-
the echelon lists promptly enough todthe echelon lists promptly enough to ability of parts to computed require-
avoid the large accumulation of ex- ments
cesses that will otherwise result from
overstated echelon lists or, conversely, Each of these factors will be considered in suc-
to prevent shortages from understated ceeding paragraphs.
lists. Although these efforts to deter- b. Determining True Demand. In discussing
mine true consumption at user level the distribution of repair parts, it was seen that
can do much to alleviate the general the "automatic" supply of repair parts from
problem, the stockage at many inter- echelon lists makes it difficult to ascertain true
mediate levels, based upon carefully demand and leads to distortions in the issue
purged echelon lists, will nevertheless history of depots. This same problem was dis-
retain some sluggishness and will gen- cussed with respect to end items in chapter 3,
erate excesses in spite of the reduced wherein it was also pointed out that the distinc-
echelon lists. One of the technical serv- tion between initial and replacement issues was
ices has tackled the problem by pro- not always reliable. If the repair parts inven-
viding standard containers in which tory manager cannot rely on issue experience
the continental United States depot as a true guide to demand, how can he test the
can ship parts directly to the oversea validity of issues in computing requirements?
maintenance shop. In other words, the Some of the other data that may be helpful to
previous procedure of shipping to the him are:
oversea depot or depots which unpack,
bin, and repack is eliminated. To take (1) The quantity of the part used in all end
full advantage of the savings that can items that use the part.
be effected by these direct shipments,
it is necessary to reduce the adminis- (2) The latest revisions upward or down-
trative lead time in placing the requi- ward of the quantity of the part au-
sitions on the continental United thorized on echelon lists. This infor-
States depots. mation may indicate a previous over

or understatement of requirements.
5. Determining Requirements for Repair Parts (3) Future plans for augmentation or re-

a. Introduction. The discussion of require- duction of the end items that employ
ments computation in section B of chapter 4 the part.
is generally applicable to computing parts re- (4) The extent of obsolescence of the end
quirements. There are, however, important dif- items that employ the part.
ferentiating factors in the computation of parts (5) The population of end items in the mo-
requirements that the inventory manager must bilization reserve that employ the part.
take into account. These factors include the (6) The presence or absence of acceptable
need to:

substitutes or interchangeable parts in
(1) Determine true demand; the supply system.
(2) Provide parts for a "mothball" force (7) Any distortion of the issues that may

of end items in mobilization reserve;
(3) Determine the present and planned "automatic" shipments.

geographic location of the end items
to be supported; c. Providing Parts for End Items in Mobiliza-
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tion Reserve. The quantity of parts to be held for the depot shops are fairly reliable, except to
for the support of end items included in the the extent that the identification of makes and
mobilization reserve must be added to the stocks models fails to provide enough detail to dis-
required for end items currently in use. Should tinguish between models that require different
the parts be segregated and held with the end parts support.
items they are to support? Should the quantity Stocks in the hands of troops, both in the con-
of parts held for end items in reserve be com-

tinental United States and overseas, stocks inputed from the echelon lists? The probableputed from the echelon lists? The probable post, camp, and station inventories and stocks
answer to both questions is "no." It is a rare in oversea depots of all principal and major

in oversea depots of all principal and major
exception when some portion of the total quan-

secondary items are reported quarterly under
tity of an end item is not in use. Thus, current

the Army Stock Status Reporting System. Ma-
experience in the mortality of parts for those
end items in use should be representative of the Corps consolidate these lists and submit them
demand for parts for the end items that may through command channels to the technicalthrough command channels to the technical
later be withdrawn from storage. Stocks of

services and to the Deputy Chief of Staff for
parts may be rotated if there is no segregation
of balances. Provision of parts for the end items Logsties. Improvements are being made inthese reports and aggressive action is being
in reserve can be accomplished by the addition taken to rectify errors, to provide accurate,
of a percentage that takes into account the ratio
of end items in use to those in storage. The base spect to brackets of serially numbered end items

spect to brackets of serially numbered end items
figure on which the percentage is added will
then fluctuate in accordance with mortality
rates of parts now being replaced and will tend e. Rebuild and Modification Programs. Re-
to keep realistic the quantity of parts held for build and modification programs must be taken
the end items in the mobilization reserve. into consideration in computing requirements

for repair parts, particularly in phasing de-d. Population Density by Area. The repair liveries. The depot shops and the field shops
parts inventory manager must be currently in- evergesd The depot shops and the field shops

engaged in such programs must furnish to the
formed of the location of the equipment he is

inventory manager estimates of parts required
plasupporting with parts, together with any t by periods. These requirements must be con-
planned changes in density. He must know the
distribution of the equipment, actual and combined with other require-
planned, in order to determine where to ship ments.
parts from the manufacturer. He must know f. Substitutions, Supersessions, and Inter-
where the equipment is located and how it is changeability. In spite of the original research
being used in order to apply different mortality performed at the time a new end item is intro-
rates for variations in climate and use. If the duced into the supply system, additional parts
equipment is in reserve, he must know where it will be found to be substitutable, old parts will
is now located or where it is expected to be used be superseded by newer parts and further in-
in order that he can place stocks advantageously terchangeability of ports will be discovered.
f or the day when the equipment is withdrawn Also, it may be found that an assembly will befor the day when the equipment is withdrawn
from reserve. Gathering these figures is easier issued instead of the individual components or,

conversely, that the components that wear out
said than done: a variety of slightly different will be issued instead of the entire assembly.

will be issued instead of the entire assembly.
models are in use both overseas and in the con- Or, it may be discovered that a part should not
tinental United States, in depot stock, in shop be procured because it can be fabricated easily
inventories, and in transit. The repair parts from bulk materials. In any event, the inven-
inventory manager should be provided with base tory manager must be able to "transfer" the de-
figures of the total number of end items ac- mand from the old item to the new, reflecting
quired by the Army and the total number of end the added requirement in the quantity of the
items that have been disposed of in order for new item to be procured. He must know what
him to test the accuracy of his inventory. The use can be made of the old item. Should it be dis-
reports of stocks in depots or held by the depots posed of or issued until consumed? These same
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problems face the inventory manager of end to stock to the original issue. Accordingly, the
items but in only a fraction of the volume faced "established" rate of issue may appear sufficient
by the inventory manager of repair parts. Cross- to exhaust the increased assets more quickly
reference data in these instances are as valuable than the true facts will support. To prevent this
to the inventory manager in his computation of type of inflation of demand, the inventory man-
requirements as they are at the issuing and ager must take account of all returns to stock in
using level, in view of the fact that funds may his computation of requirements.
otherwise be expended for unneeded items. Be-
cause of procurement lead times, the data with 6. Procurement of Replacement Parts
respect to substitutions, supersessions and inter- a. Introduction. In discussing the procure-
changeability should be furnished to the require- ment of initial repair parts earlier in this chap-
ments personnel even before being disseminated ter, it was pointed out that in many instances
to the field. parts must be procured along with the end item

g. Unused Assets Returned to Stock. The not only to maintain the end item but to obtain
tendency of "automatic" supply to build up the extra parts at a time when the manufactur-
stocks of unused parts both at the oversea de- er's production lines are tooled to make them.
pots and in the hands of shops and organiza- If the component parts can be manufactured
tions has previously been discussed along with more economically at this time, why not pur-
the natural reluctance of personnel at these chase enough parts to last for the life of the end
levels to return unused stock to the depot sys- item? There are several reasons why this course
tem. However, unless these stocks are recredited of action is seldom followed:
to the stock record account and the issue history (1) The science of estimating parts mor-
readjusted, issues are artificially inflated and tality is inexact at best.
further assets of the same unused parts will be (2) It is impossible to prophesy the exact
acquired. The problem is double-barreled: the climatic conditions in which the end
stocks must be recovered as assets and the pre- items will be used or the kind of use
vious demand rate adjusted to prevent further that will be made of them.
acquisitions. (3) Later production models may incorpo-

What are the means of recovering the assets? rate improved parts instead of the
Should detailed stock status reports be gathered parts that were provisioned.
from all levels at which the parts are stored? (4) The interest on the investment in suffi-
If this approach is followed, tremendous inven- cient parts to last for the life of the
tory lists must be compiled and reviewed at end item may exceed the additional
great cost. There also is a necessary lag in the cost of re-establishing the production
compilation and review of such stock status re- lines.
ports. Because of these considerations, review If parts should not be provisioned for the en-
and action on the spot by inspection teams is tire life of the item, for how long a period should
probably the most economical means of elimi- they be bought? There is no single answer to
nating unused excesses of parts, just as depot this question; depending upon the variables in
liaison teams examine end item stock record ac- the situation, an optimum period may be six
counts of stations. If the stock of a part is de- months, a year or more. Some aspects of the
termined to be excessive, the inspection team problem which will help to provide an answer
must be prepared to answer whether or not the in individual cases would include the following:
part is already excess in the depot system or is (1) Is the item a "one shot" production, or
needed elsewhere, in order that an on-the-spot will the manufacturer continue to pro-
final determination can be made as to disposi- duce it for the Army or industry?
tion. If the part is returned to the depot system, (2) How quickly will the item be put to
the stock will be picked up as "on hand" without general use and require parts support?
complications. However, the issue history at (3) Is the manufacturer well established
depots is "closed" by periods of time because of and likely to be a continuing source of
the practical impossibility of relating the return parts?
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(4) Which of the component parts require local procurement? As mentioned earlier in this
a long lead time for manufacture and chapter, it is advantageous where possible, for
which ones could be quickly replaced? the Army to rely upon commercial sources for re-

b. Sources of Replacement Parts. There are pair parts rather than to invest the necessary
two sources of replacement parts: the manufac- money to buy and stock large quantities of them.
turer of the end item on which they are used, and Because of the costs of adding a new part to the
the manufacturer's own sources of supply. The supply system, it is desirable to keep the inven-
manufacturer of the end item will often fabri- tory as small as possible and concentrate man-
cate many of the necessary parts, but in almost agement attention to those parts actually
no case does he fabricate all the parts from stocked.
which the final item is assembled. Many of the If the Army is to rely upon manufacturers
parts which he purchases from other suppliers rather than to stock a complete range of repair
are common to a number of end items. This mat- parts, it must assure itself that each commercial
ter was discussed in chapter 6 on cataloging in source maintains adequate stocks on hand and
relation to the problem of identification. has an adequate parts distribution system. More

Should these common parts be procured from than one technical service has found that it could
the assembler of the end item or the manufac- rely confidently upon the manufacturer's com-
turer who supplies them to the end item assem- mercial distribution system to supply parts
bler? Often, from the standpoint of computing under open end or call contracts or through local
requirements for a particular end item and in procurement. The Ordnance Corps, for example,
placing orders for parts, it is simpler to procure has maintained administrative vehicles by
all the parts from one source of supply. On the authorizing local procurement of required parts
other hand, procurement from the final assem- from the automobile dealers and parts suppliers
bler may result in the payment to the assembler who normally maintain similar automobiles in
of an additional markup on the parts he procures the hands of the civilian population. Open end
from outside sources. Moreover, there may be contracts have been awarded to manufacturers
delays while the final assembler processes pur- of subassemblies and parts such as generators,
chase orders on the source of the parts. In some starting motors, bearings, and rings where the
instances, the Army has had no recourse but to manufacturers have national distribution sys-
buy common parts from the manufacturer of the tems already in operation for the supply of these
end item. This has stemmed from agreements be- components to industry and the public. The
tween the end item manufacturer and the parts Transportation Corps has had similar success in
supplier, wherein the parts supplier agrees to maintaining locomotives and rolling stock of
sell the parts the end item manufacturer uses commercial design by the use of open end con-
only to the end item manufacturer. Fortunately tracts with the manufacturer of the needed
for the Army, there have been few such agree- parts.
ments. As a general rule, it is probably advanta- The reliance upon the manufacturer's parts
geous to the government to buy common partsgeous to the government to buy common parts distribution system for repair parts as needed
from their original source and not from the man- distribution system for repair parts as needed
ufacturer of the end item. may create temporary problems for all parties

concerned. Under bulk central procurement
Replacement parts fabricated by the end item from the manufacturer, separate scheduling of

manufacturer and peculiar to an item must of manufacture and delivery of the Army's needs
course be obtained from the end item manufac- can be planned by the manufacturer so that it
turer. will not intrude upon his normal commercial

c. Reliance on Manufacturer. When it is nec- demands. If, on the other hand, requisitions are
essary to procure replacement parts, should the placed by the Army upon his distribution
Army stock the complete range of parts or rely channels (automobile dealers or parts sup-
upon the manufacturer and his normal parts dis- ply dealers, for example) the impact of the
tribution system to furnish parts when needed Army's demands, at least initially, may cause
under open end or call contracts or by means of some dislocation. The manufacturer must ac-
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quire experience to determine the extent of the mercial components be supplied by the
Army's demands upon his local distribution manufacturer's regular distribution
outlets. network?

(5) To what extent must the equipment be
The following comments may be helpful in de- (5) To what extent must the equipment be

maintained in oversea areas where the
termining the extent to which the Army can rely manufacturer has no distribution net-
upon open end, call or local procurement to ob- manufacturer has no distribution net-
tain parts as needed from commercial channels
of distribution: (6) To what extent should stocks be main-

tained above current demands for
(1) Does the manufacturer have a national tained above current demands for

equipment held in mobilization re-
parts distribution network which will

serve? If the equipment is withdrawnprovide convenient distribution points
to Army users of his equipment? from the reserve and put into use, will

the parts requirements be so large that(2) Is the equipment basically commercial
the manufacturer cannot furnish themand is the manufacturer engaged in the the manufacturer cannot furnish them

support of the equipment in the hands through his normal distribution net-
of industry and the public? work?

(3) Is the equipment purely military and (7) Even though the manufacturer may not
the manufacturer, accordingly, un- have a distribution network, are most
likely to carry component parts within of the parts that he provides small
his distribution network? enough to be conveniently sent by par-

(4) If the item is a mixture of commercial cel post or air shipment from the home
and military components, can the com- plant to Army users?
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CHAPTER 8
DISPOSAL OF STOCKS IN EXCESS OF NEEDS

A. NEED FOR DISPOSAL

1. Introduction cess to a station, a technical service or to the
Army, but it does not become surplus property

A constant task facing the supply manager is until it has been ascertained that there is no need
to insure that the supply system is purged ofto insure that the supply system is purged of for the stock by any Federal agency. The process
stocks that are excess or surplus to needs. An in-ing whether excess stock, at a station
ventory of stock that is larger than necessary to
support using units is costly to maintain, as has for example, is surplus to the needs of the Fed-
been emphasized in earlier chapters. The addi-
tional costs include storage and warehouse costs, 3. Causes of Excess Stocks
maintenance and preservation costs, and costs
associated wtih deterioration and obsolescence. a. Eess From World War . When World
To these costs must be added the cost of selling War II ended, the pipelines were full. Goods
the excess material at a price substantially be- were in transit between manufacturers and de-
low the original purchase price, pots, between depots and stations, between de-

pots and ports, and between ports and oversea
In considering the problem, it is useful to look depots. Along the pipeline, warehouses, yards

at the factors which cause excess stocks to be and dumps were full. When victory came, an
generated. A major factor, of course, is that Army of scores of divisions with billions of dol-
wars do not end on schedule; if it were possible lars' worth of equipment was suddenly reduced
to schedule victory to occur precisely as the last to an Army of a few scattered divisions requir-
available round of ammunition is fired, the dis- ing a fraction of that equipment. A considerable
posal of excesses would be a minor problem. The portion of the material had to be demilitarized
problem could also be reduced if it were possible and sold as scrap because it had little or no ci-
to wear out all old items before new items were vilian demand and no peace-time utility. Other
adopted and to eliminate entirely errors in judg- items with some apparent utility found their
ment. But victory cannot be scheduled to exhaust way into appropriate civilian surplus outlets.
the pipeline; the new item must sometimes be b. "Cold" War and Korean Excesses. Before
adopted before the old has been consumed and the flood of World War II excesses was fully re-
human judgment is fallible. Accordingly, theehuman judgment ix s falltiblen Accordsinegly the leased, the "cold war" started and the floodgates
problem of excesses will continue as an inevita- were closed. With the outbreak of hostilities in
ble consequence of war and a readiness for war. Korea, it became necessary to buy back some of
Despite the inevitability of the problem, effective the more critical items that had been released
supply management can reduce its magnitude. previously. Abandoned equipment was assembled

2. Distinction Between "Excess" and "Surplus" from the islands of the Pacific and rehabilitated2. Distinction Between "Excess" and "Surplus" in Japanese workshops. Repair parts that had
Before describing in greater detail some of the been retained from World War II stocks were in-

reasons why excesses develop, it is necessary to sufficient in many instances for maintaining this
point out how the Army differentiates between obsolete and often rebuilt equipment; according-
"excess" and "surplus" stocks. In effect, stock ly, newer equipment was purchased to replace
that is excess does not become surplus until it is older equipment ahead of the scheduled replace-
determined that there is no further requirement ment rate. There was always the possibility that
for it by all Federal agencies. Stock may be ex- the Korean hostilities would be the prelude to
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another general war. Thus, the "wraps" were cence. The objective is difficult to
taken off many development models, and newer achieve. Enough of the old item must
weapons went into production. Although the na- be stocked for current needs, but not in
tion had modern weapons and equipment when quantities that preclude the economical
World War II ended, a period of only five or six introduction of new items. When the
years had been sufficient to outmode our tanks, new item is developed, it must be de-
anti-tank weapons, and many other items. When cided whether to dispose of the old
the fighting in Korea ended, this outmoded prop- ones immediately or to permit them to
erty became an even greater liability to the sup- wear out and be replaced gradually.
ply system. The problem was intensified by the The question involves both economic
amounts of other material bought for fear the and strategic considerations. Does the
Korean Conflict would spread. new item justify the additional cost

c. Excesses From Obsolescence. Excesses in manpower and materials? To what
arise from obsolescence of equipment and sup- extent can the old item be util-
plies irrespective of whether wars are "cold" or ized or its materials recovered? Is
"hot." Improvements in design make tanks fast- the new item of such strategic im-
er, harder hitting and less vulnerable. Improve- portance that economic factors can be
ments in tanks require improvements in antitank largely disregarded? There is no neat
weapons. Improvement in weapons require im- answer that will fit all cases. The eco-
provements in shells and propellants. As planes nomic answer may not be the same
fly higher and faster, the ground weapons to as the strategic answer, and in any
combat them must shoot farther and be aimed given situation it may be difficult
more quickly and accurately. And because the to separate economic from strate-
planes fly higher and faster, searchlights are no gic factors. If the answer is based prin-
longer useful for aircraft illumination and must cipally on economic factors, the old
be utilized in other operations or disposed of. Ob- item should be phased out gradually by
solescence, moreover, is not limited to offensive issuing the old and buying appropriate
and defensive weapons. Improvements in en- quantities of the new. Tight controls
gines, traction, suspension and load-carrying must be established over the new item
ability make the truck of a half decade ago to prevent its general issue before the
equally obsolete. The clothing for Arctic wear old item is exhausted. Moreover, the
has been completely redesigned in order to pro- introduction of the new item must be
vide greater warmth and less weight. The need coordinated with maintenance practi-
for reduced weight has affected more than cloth- ces and schedules in order to prevent
ing; weight of electric motors and radio appara- uneconomic repairs to obsolete equip-
tus, to name only two types of items, has been ment.
drastically reduced by means of new methods of (2) Residual stocks. The excess stocks that
insulation and miniature components. A variety result from the introduction of new
of new metals, plastics, antibiotics, chemicals items must be disposed of as promptly
and other products of the laboratories is result- as possible to free storage space and re-
ing in modifications of older items and the in- duce the costs of preservation and stor-
troduction of new ones. There is no reason to age. If the old item can be used for
believe that this constant influx of new or im- training purposes or for certain non-
proved items will stop. If our superiority in critical applications, policies for issue
arms and equipment is to be maintained, it can- of the old item for specified purposes or
not stop. to certain users should be established

(1) Phasing in new material. Continuous for agencies that can approve issues.
improvements in equipment require d. Excesses From Failure of Supply Controls.
that inventories be kept as low as the Excesses will develop from the failure of supply
situation will permit in order to avoid controls governing the computation of require-
large excesses of stocks due to obsoles- ments, procurement, and distribution. If in the
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computation of requirements, there have been taining stock record accounts of excess material
errors in estimated rates of consumption or of and the associated costs of taking inventory and
demand, excesses will develop. After procure- reporting excesses can reach substantial sums.
ment is initiated, changes in the basis of issue, in Overhead costs of the installation for adminis-
troop disposition and composition and other tration, utilities, care, inspection, preservation,
causes will generate excesses because of the vari- maintenance of facilities and so forth bear a di-
ous difficulties associated with attempting to rect ratio to the amount of materiel stored,
stop production that is already under way. Some whether the materiel is needed or excess to
of these same factors, as well as the exercise of needs. Rubber products, chemicals, certain drugs
of local command prerogatives in the selection of and many other items deteriorate rapidly in
items to be used, lead to the accumulation of ex- storage and cease after some period of time to
cesses at particular locations. have any substantial value. Even though items

may not deteriorate physically, they deteriorate
4. Cost of Carrying Excess Stocks in usefulness through the passage of time as ob-

solescence takes its toll. An examination of theThe excess stocks that arise from the severalThe excess stocks that arise from the several vehicles, fabrics and radio apparatus of a mere
factors already described must be eliminated half decade ago illustrates how rapidly obsoles-

from the system. Excess stocks take up ware-
house space that may be required for needed
items, add unnecessarily to the costs of man- The substantial costs associated with stocks
power and materials required for care and pres- that are excess to needs makes disposal action a
ervation and lessen recoverable value as a result necessity. In section D of this chapter, alterna-
of both deterioration and obsolescence. Failure tive disposal actions are discussed in some detail.
to dispose of excesses can result in the use of un- Before considering these various methods of dis-
protected outside storage for needed items and posal, it is necessary first to discuss the review of
the inside storage of excesses. The costs of main- excesses at both the station and the depot level.

B. INSTALLATION EXCESSES

1. Screening Process 2. Review by Depot
All quantities of serviceable items which are The depot, upon receipt of the report by the

in excess of the authorized allowances for con- station, screens the items entered thereon and
tinental United States installations are consid- notifies the installation of the action taken. This
ered as installation excess. Property determined notification may include any or all of the follow-
to be installation excess property is reported to ing instructions:
the distribution depot serving the installation. a. Directions to ship to a depot or another in-
Once reported, installation excess property be- stallation.
comes subject to control of the depot and will not b. Directions to store at the installation under
be issued by the installation except by authority depot accountability.
of the depot or, in emergency, upon prompt noti-
fication to the depot of the action taken and the excess.
justification therefor. Oversea excesses are
screened within the oversea commands and then 3. Reporting Procedure
forwarded directly to the technical service sup- The report containing residual items of techni-
ply control point. The technical services also cal service excess property at installations and
maintain current lists of specific items to be re- activities other than branch depots, technical
ported for possible return to the United States service supply sections at general depots and
rather than disposed of overseas. Oversea ex- oversea commands is forwarded by the depot to
cesses are screened by the Materiel Redistribu- the appropriate technical service supply control
tion Division of the Department of the Navy for point. The stock control point screens reports re-
Department of Defense requirements. ceived against known or projected requirements
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and issues appropriate instructions for those izes listings of excess property in which heads
items that are required to remain within the sup- of technical services have expressed an interest.
ply system. Those items which are no longer re- Orders for property contained on excess listings
quired by the technical service and which are of are sent direct to the Materiel Redistribution Di-
high monetary value, critical or strategic in na- vision. Screening among Federal agencies other
ture, or have wide use, are reported to the Ma- than Department of Defense activities is accom-
teriel Redistribution Division for further screen- plished by the regional office of Federal Supply
ing for possible requirement by other Govern- Service, General Services Administration, upon
ment agencies or services. Items not meeting receipt of annotated reports of excess personal
these criteria are nonreportable and are disposed property from the Materiel Redistribution Di-
of by the owning service. CONUS depots report vision. Property which has not been redistribu-
direct to the Materiel Redistribution Division ted, transferred, or donated is turned over to a
while oversea commands report to the supply property disposal officer for appropriate action.
control point. Any legitimate request received is honored, pro-

vided the property which has been screened is
4. Screening of Excess Property still available and has not been advertised for

The Materiel Redistribution Division circular- sale.

C. DEPOT EXCESSES

1. Introduction vidual decides to move. In the Army, on the other
hand, storing goods is an expensive business ofSome of the considerations already mentioned hand, storing goods is an expensive business ofmaintaining dozens of depots, employing thou-in connection with station excesses apply equally

to depot excesses. Moreover, the description of to preserve and maintain the material. Person-the screening process included the screening of nel, money and materials that are needed fordepot excesses. The question of whether excesses
will be retained at a particular depot has been new things are tied up in old things or in quan-
discussed in some detail in chapter 3 of this tities beyond foreseeable needs.
manual with respect to depot transfers. The dis- Despite these adverse cost factors, there are
cussion which follows is limited to national re- cost factors of a different nature that suggest the
tention of excess stock without regard to the par- retention of excess items. If the item already on
ticular depot in which the excess might occur. hand costs today what it cost originally, or less
Again, the determination of appropriate quanti- for that matter, the additional costs of procuring
ties for national retention or disposal, according it, moving it to a depot, "packaging" it for stor-
to the criteria discussed in this section, can best age and establishing records would make the re-
be accomplished by the national stock control placement item much more expensive. Moreover,
point or, under the concepts discussed in chapter the excess item can generally be sold for only a
3, by the commodity center. fraction of the original acquisition cost or the

current replacement cost. Further, repair parts
2. Retention Levels at Depots to maintain the old item may already be in stock

a. Elements of the Levels. There is a strong and would have to be disposed of at a substantial
disinclination among human beings to throw loss when a replacement item was obtained.
anything away. Crowded attics and basements, In view of these considerations, the establish-
as well as Fibber McGee's closet, attest to this ment of adequate retention levels is an important
human urge to keep everything that may eventu- task of supply management. Like the operating
ally be needed. The Army is a collection of indi- and other levels discussed in chapter 3, the re-
viduals with the same urge. An individual can re- tention level is first expressed in months or years
tain everything he ever acquired at much less ex- of supply, and indicates the amount of supply be-
pense than the Army. An individual has avail- yond which disposal of stock becomes necessary.
able the attic, the basement, and the closet, and Some of the factors that must be kept in mind in
the cost of keeping only appears when an indi- establishing retention levels are:
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(1) How long will the stock last at the cal- establish the weights that should be assigned to
culated rate of consumption, or how each. Certainly, the weights accorded to each
many months or years of supply are on element must be varied by commodity. For ex-
hand? ample, the rate of obsolescence of hand tools is

(2) What is the rate of obsolescence? Can low compared to motor vehicles. Deterioration
the item be maintained with parts? of fabrics is much more rapid than of hardware.
Will it be outmoded before the stock on The probable recovery from sale or salvage of
hand is consumed? tools will probably be greater than the recovery

(3) What is the rate of deterioration? Will from military radio apparatus. In vehicles and
the stock have lost its usefulness for machinery generally, obsolescence sets in the
the purpose intended before all of the day t machine comes off the assembly line. The
stock is consumed? older the item, the more difficult becomes repair

parts support. Newer machines are likely to do(4) What is the probable recovery from the job better with fewer men operating them.
Thus, it may be economic to store a machine for

(5) What does it cost per month or year in long periods of time if only the cost of storage
facilities, manpower and materials to is considered, but uneconomic if the rate of
store the item? obsolescence overtakes the storage life.

(6) At what point in the storage life of the
item does the total of the present re- The condition of property as to serviceability
covery value plus the costs of storage and the costs of repair in relation to replace-
covequal replacement value? ment costs must be considered in establishing

retention levels. The determination of whether(7) What quantity of the item must be on(7) What quantity of the item must be on an item is economically reparable for purposes
of retention is essentially the same determina-

new production including lead time, tion as whether to repair for further use. The
can replace losses ? problem is the same as the one the maintenance

(8) What effect will retention of the excess manager faces: What are the assets of machines
quantity or obsolete item have on fu- in good repair as opposed to machines in need of
ture acquisition of more modern equip- repair? Clearly, there is no need to keep ma-
ment? chines that require repair when there are ample

(9) Will the excess be consumed where the stocks of new and repaired machines. This
stock is now? Can the excess be eco- aspect of maintenance economy was discussed in
nomically moved to other customers? chapter 7, on maintenance and repair parts.

b. Interrelationship of Elements of the Reten- The many factors that determine the desira-
tion Level. All of the elements that must be bility of retention or disposal should be weighted
considered in establishing the retention level for by commodity areas to determine at what level
an item are so interrelated that it is difficult to of oversupply disposal should be made.

D. DISPOSAL OF EXCESS AND SURPLUS MATERIAL

1. Introduction tanks, and flamethrowers must be demilitarized
before passing into civilian control. Classified
material must be destroyed or so converted as to

needs, it should be disposed of to conserve ware- be unrecognizable before disposal. Some of the
house space and reduce operating costs. Several alternative disposal actions are discussed in the
types of disposal action are available. In many paragraphs which follow.
cases the type of material controls the type of
disposition. For example, scrap and salvage 2. Disposal by Transfer to Other Government
narcotics and distinctive articles of uniform Agencies
must be disposed of differently from civilian- Excesses in one technical service, one military
type items. Military-type items such as guns, department or one Government agency should
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not, in general, be disposed of if the material is small bidders may be attracted and the return
required elsewhere in the Government service, to the Government may be higher. But the costs
unless the cost of repairs plus the cost of trans- of sorting the items and preparing invitations
portation to the place where needed exceeds the to bid, abstracts of bids and sales documents
cost of reprocurement. would also be higher and would tend to offset

the higher prices obtained. Conversely, if the
3. Disposal by Donation lots are too large and consist of widely different

Surplus property may be donated to service kinds of material, fewer bidders may be in-
schools, educational and public health institu- terested and prices obtained may be lower. Ve-
tions, veterans' organizations, museums, state hicles, typewriters, office machines, and other
and local governments, and certain other organi- such items that are attractive to smaller buyers
zations. The intent of the Congress in this re- can generally be sold to the advantage of the
gard was to donate government surplus property Government under terms whereby the bidder
to state educational and public health institu- must bid separately on each item. It is difficult
tions in preference to sale of the property at to establish one set of rules to cover the many
some fraction of its original cost. Such in- kinds of surplus property sold to local markets.
stitutions have been rather active in acquiring The local disposal officer must carefully analyze
property under the law, particularly with re- the results of various sales to determine what
spect to the more desirable small quantities of kinds of lots bring the best return to the govern-
property in good condition. ment in his geographical area.

c. Types of Sales. Surplus property may be
4. Disposal by Sale sold through competitive bid sales (sealed, spot,

a. General. Programs are being developed or auction), negotiated sales and retail sales.
and stressed within the Army with the goal of Competitive bid sales are generally the safest
obtaining higher returns on sales of Government method, but there are a few instances in which
surplus property by improving the merchandis- other methods can or should be used. For ex-
ing aspects of sales offerings. Items for which ample, perishables may have to be sold more
there is wide civilian demand are disposed of quickly than the formalities of invitation, bid
rapidly with a high rate of return to the Govern- and acceptance will permit. Spot bid sales, auc-
ment. Items which are for the most part tion and retail sales may be used and often re-
"military-type" items tax the initiative and the sult in greater returns to the Government.
originality of the individual disposal officer as
well as require him to apply sound merchandis- 5. Abandonment, Destruction, and Demilitari-
ing and advertising practices and principles, to zation
insure that the Government gets a fair return. When the cost of removal of property to a
The object of property disposal is not just to dis- place where it may be sold is prohibitive and
pose of property no longer needed but to dispose sale in place cannot be made, the most economi-
of this property for as high a return as possible. cal method of disposal may be abandonment. Of
Recognized civilian experts in the field of retail course, if the property is dangerous to public
merchandising are being utilized to improve the safety and health, destruction is the only re-
Army's merchandising practices. course. Dangerous military-type items that may

b. Lotting. Grouping of items into salable fall into the hands of the enemy or the un-
lots is the first step in disposal by sale. Various scrupulous must first be demilitarized or ren-
questions need to be considered. Should all the dered useless as weapons of war. Components,
accumulated items be sold as a single miscel- assemblies, accessories, and parts of such items
laneous lot? Or should the items be grouped can be removed, demilitarized and sold sepa-
into more than one lot and, if so, upon what rately when the probable recovery by sale will
basis? If the lots are small, a large number of exceed the cost of disassembly.
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E. CONCLUSION

The problem of stock which is surplus to fore- war or the sudden ending of a conflict at a time
seeable needs is only partly solved through effec- when the pipelines are full is largely responsi-
tive methods of disposal. The problem can best ble for the accumulation of excesses. But with
be attacked by directing attention to the causes items of this secondary nature, there is a par-
of excess stock. As this chapter has indicated, ticularly good opportunity, through good man-
the accumulation of excesses is an inevitable ac- agement of supply operations, to avoid the over-
companiment to wars and readiness for war. building of inventories. Items of this kind are
If for no other reason, the constant pressure for usually available through normal commercial
improved items of military equipment will create channels of supply on a relatively short lead time.
excesses for eventual disposal. Close study of supply and demand experience,

In many instances, however, it is necessary and the use of open end and call contracts, can
for the Army to dispose of quantities of com- be expectekd to reduce the overbuilding ofstocks
mercial-type items. Here again, readiness for of this type.
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CHAPTER 9

MANAGEMENT CONTROLS

A. NATURE OF MANAGEMENT CONTROLS

1. Delegation and Control vidual or activity to which authority has been
delegated. Management must know not only"Control" is a word much used in the military

services and in industrial management It has what is being done but how effectively and how
red n e . I s efficiently the job is being performed, if it is tooccurred frequently throughout the discussion of

make adequate plans for any future action. Thesupply management in this manual and has
carried a wide variety of meanings in different measurement of performance together with th
contexts: "supply control" for instance has use of this appraisal to improve future opera-

cogntfiexts:e"supplritycont fre instancety hs tions, is the essence of management control, andsignified the authority and responsibility to
gulate stocks to meet future demand "dis- will be the central topic of this chapter. Theregulate stocks to meet future demand; "dis-

basic concepts of delegation and measurementtribution control" is control of the movement of basic concepts of delegation and measurement
supplies through the distribution system; while distinguish management control in its proper
"control of set assemblies" has meant the ap- sense from broader uses of the term Manage
praisal and restriction of designated item col- ment control depends upon delegation and meas
lections according to certain specific criteria. In ures the fulfillment of delegated responsibility.

devoting a separate chapter therefore to "man- First, information must be obtained from oper-devoting a separate chapter therefore to "man-
agement controls," it is necessary first to know ating agencies that will enable management to
what we are talking about, even at a certain plan and make decisions. Second, the system
risk of expounding the obvious. Why should must provide a means for informing the organi-
control be discussed as an independent function zation of the plans and decisions that have been
of supply management, divorced from the clearer made. Third, the control system must enable

management to know how well the decisionsfunctional responsibility of distribution, pro-
curement, maintenance, or disposal? have been carred out.

Management control, therefore, is not an ex-Inherent in any organization, civilian or mili-
'-~ ..tension of the long arm of top managementtary, commercial or noncommercial, is the dele-

gation of authority and responsibility for opera- into the operating orgaizatlon to dtate the
tions from the highest successively to the lowest specifis of Job operation. While this interve

tion of management in operations at lower levelslevels in the organization. It is worth noting
that the Army in its military operations has de- may be necessary in emergencies or wh
veloped this principle of delegation further than dequate controls exist, each action of this kind

any .. civilian orga o. detracts just so much from the area of delega-any civilian organization. A troop commander,
tion and makes just so much more difficult theonce his mission is established, is vested with
measurement of delegated performance.almost unlimited authority to carry it out. In

the more commercial operations of supply, how- Since the nation and the Army are facing a
ever, delegation has not proceeded so far as yet, world in which military readiness combined
and in fact is not comparable in many cases with the strictest economy is necessary over an
to the delegation in commercial enterprises indefinite period, the need is urgent for a con-
which perform similar work. tinuous and developing system of management

Whatever the extent of delegation, it requires controls, based upon full delegations of responsi-
as a counterpart the measurement by higher bility and authority and measuring overall
management of the performance by the indi- achievement of the delegated mission.
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2. Development of Control Systems to be adequate to changing concepts and chang-

The task of developing an adequate control ing conditions.
system is one of the most difficult faced by the 3. Use of Control Measurements
Army supply organization. The measurement of

against which performance can be measured. In management control, in addition to the measure-
the area of military operations the standards of ment of performance against standards, in-
performance are sharp and clear. In those con- cludes the use of these measurements to guide
sumer areas of supply management which deal future management action. We also seen
directly with the supply of troops, that is, in that such action cannot include direct interven-
meeting immediate supply odemandps, ttperform- ition in operations at a lower level without com-
meeting immediate supply demands, perform- promising the standards of measurement which
ance standards are equally well defined. promising the standards of measurement which

are the source of controls. What use then can
Economy in wholesale or producer aspects of properly be made of control data? First, ade-

supply management, on the other hand, is far quate control data may lead to action rewarding
more difficult to appraise. Techniques of pro- or penalizing superior or defective performance
viding financial data have been developed and by an individual or an activity. Where clear-
will be discussed in this chapter. It must be cut standards have been developed in military
emphasized, however, that these in themselves operations as in commercial life, inadequate per-
are accounting data and not control measure- formance, if substantiated by further inquiry,
ments. They require interpretation on the basis leads to the transfer or removal of the responsi-
of experience accumulated over a considerable ble individual or individuals. The serious con-
period of time before they can accomplish the sequences of control measurements make it
aims for which they are intended. It is neces- essential that the standards themselves be
sary therefore to build up and analyze military recognized as adequate and unequivocal before
experience if effective and reasonable standards such action is taken upon them.
are to be developed for economy in Army supply
management. As new accounting techniques are Equally important with the recognition of per-
introduced and the process of analysis and re- formance at subordinate levels is the use of con-
finement continues, it will of course be neces- trol measurements by management to evaluate
sary to set interim standards, which will dis- and improve its own decisions. Was the delegated
cover any deficiencies and test the adequacy of responsibility properly defined? Was the re-
control data. Management must recognize the sponsibility too broad or too narrow as originally
temporary nature of these interim standards, delegated? Was the delegated authority com-
avoid a premature strictness in their applica- mensurate with the scope of responsibility? Con-
tion, and look beyond them to a continuous im- trol data are properly employed in seeking
provement in accuracy and effectiveness. answers to such questions as these, and in

changing assignments, organizations, or mis-
If controls are too rigid when first applied, sions to achieve greater effectiveness and

their effectiveness often declines as both mana- economy. Frequently deficiencies in supply per-
gers and operators become accustomed to them. formance can be traced to causes outside the
The operator becomes adept at telling manage- control of the responsible manager. In the com-
ment what it wishes to hear, and management plex system of Army supply, the control of dif-
is content to measure progress toward the goal ferent commodities is inextricably related, and
without questioning the continued adequacy of defective supply or emergency demands in one
the original standard. It is important to recog- area may affect a wide group of other manage-
nize in the development of control standards ment organizations. It is the job of the appropri-
that no amount of progress will substitute for ate level of management to use control data to
constant questioning and retesting of the pur- detect such imbalances and distortions of per-
pose and validity of any given measurement of formance and to assist subordinate organiza-
performance. Supply management needs to be tions by removing all possible obstacles to the
continually reappraised if control standards are performance of their assigned missions.
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In addition, the supply system as a whole is the repair parts and accessories? Informed ac-
not an independent organization; far less so in tion on these issues can only be initiated after
fact than any commercial merchandising con- collecting and interpreting adequate control
cern. The primary purpose of Army supply is data.
to provide service, not to an independent aggre-
gate of consumers, but to a consuming organiza- acts primarily through delegation
tion of which the supply system itself is a part. others. It is not too much to say, therefor t
It is constantly under pressure from this organi- adequate control data are the basis fore, thatadequate control data are the basis for all ac-zation to provide more effective supply and to
respond to developments in weapons, tactics, and tions which properly belong to the sphere of
strategy. From the other side, it is subject to management. Without such data, managemen
the pressures of technological change and the in- in oper must act outside it s sphere, interven

in operations in response to various and often
abstroduction of new equipment, which must be contradictory demands upon it, or else it cannotabsorbed into the system, correlated with old act at all.
equipment, and phased out to the consumers. In
all its operations the supply system works under 4 Levels of Control
the close scrutiny of authorities within the
Army, the Administration, and Congress. The Within the supply organization, the Office of
management of the supply system must respond the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics and the
to all these demands and must choose that re- headquarters of the technical services are the
sponse which will do the job most economically activities farthest removed from the operating
without disruption of the supply organization. phases of supply. As a consequence, these or-
When a new item is introduced, for instance, ganizations have the greatest interest in ap-
many questions must be settled at the manage- praising performance of the missions which they
ment level before the operating problems of have delegated and in the establishment of ef-
supplying the item can be effectively solved. How fective controls. At each subordinate level, how-
much will it cost to introduce this item with its ever, responsibility for operations is combined
repair parts into the supply system? What ad- with a degree of management control. While
justments must be made in the supply of related this chapter will deal with the overall problems
or replaced items and how will this affect the of control in the Army supply system, the prin-
control of such items? Where should supply re- ciples of control are applicable at every level of
sponsibility be placed for the end item and for responsibility.

B. EFFECTIVE AND ECONOMICAL SUPPLY PERFORMANCE

1. Introduction major problems for the Army in the achievement
and control of economical supply operations: theManagement controls in the supply system tendency to accumulate excessive inventories atmust have the objective of measuring and re- all levels and the tendency to operate without

lating performance in both the area of adequate sufficient concern for the cost of supply The
sufficient concern for the cost of supply. Theor effective supply and economical supply. We basic causes of these problems are not far tobasic causes of these problems are not far tohave already seen that standards of effective seek. Until the recent ast there has been no

supply performance have been well developed adequate method for measuring overall excessiveover nearly two centuries of Army supply opera-over nearly two centuries of Army supply opera- inventories or excessive operating costs. The in-
tions, butt that standards of economical supply scentive to effective supply, therefore, has beenhave yet to be fixed, and that the supply system overriding; the only compelling concern in the
is just beginning to produce the data on which Army system is to have enough of any item to
these standards must be based. supply all needs. For example, the station

property officer realizes that it is only by failing2. Necessity for Incentives to Economy to supply the troops at the station at which he is
a. Economy of Inventories. There are two located that he will be subject to substantial
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criticism, whereas excesses may result in little when he is in long supply, there has been limited
more than an exchange of correspondence with criticism for operating with excessive costs. It
the depot or the Army Headquarters. If he fails is difficult under present cost systems to meas-
to supply needed items to the troops at the sta- ure adequately the relationship between size of
tion, retribution is swift and sure, because the inventory, costs of operation, and adequacy of
station commander who is responsible for train- performance. Under these circumstances the
ing the troops at the station is also responsible inventory manager must take cognizance of the
for the efficiency rating of the property officer. fact that the major criterion used in measuring
Neither excesses nor shortages of mission stocks his efficiency is how well he furnishes supplies.
at the depot generally are of great concern to the
depot commander because he seldom has control 3. Integration of Standards
over the items he stocks and is therefore un- To develop the incentive to perform the supply
affected by whether the inventories are too large mission economically, it must be possible to
or too small. The inventory control point is measure performance against three standards:
usually responsible for the computation of re- adequacy of service, the size of working inven-
quirements and the distribution of suppliesquirements and the distribution of supplies tories, and operating costs. It is no advantage
within the technical services. Here if an item is to the Army op erating costs. It is no advantage
in long supply, it is often impossible to determine to do a poor supply job even if he does

manager to do a poor supply job even if he doeswhether the excess quantity has resulted from it economically. In other words, the manager
an error in the computation of re- who operates with a small inventory and few

quirements, an error in the computations, a personnel but fails to meet the supply mission ismistake in procurement, maldistribution among useless to the Army. On the other hand, i
the depots, inaccuracies in reports of stocks on supply managers do a good job with comparable
hand, errors in consumption rates upon which re- operating costs but one accomplishes the mission
quirements were computed, or unexpected re- with an inventory of onl a million dollars and
turns to stock. Because the various functions the other with an inventory of only a million dollars and
bearing upon the same item are split among a ars, the other with an inventory of five million dol-
number of individuals, it is virtually impossible the smaller inventory should be rewarded with
to fix responsibility for an excess quantity. Fur- recognition of his accomplishment. It must bether, some time may elapse between the errone-

possible to relate and weigh these three factorsous action and the ultimate identification of f good performance, a high inventory turnover,
excesses. This is generally long enough for and low operating costs in measuring the effi-
transfer of personnel and changes in the organi-supply. Until it is possible to rateciency of supply. Until it is possible to rate
zation to make it impossible to fix responsibility. the efficiency of the supply manager by all three
On the other hand, shortages of an item may standards, there is no means of developing the
result in quick criticism of those responsible. A incentive to do a good job economically. Any
complaint from the Army command to the Chief system of controls must therefore be capable of
of Staff is relayed to the chief of the technical measuring both adequacy and economy of per-
service through the Deputy Chief of Staff for formance.
Logistics. The chief of technical service immedi-
ately passes the criticism down to whatever This chapter therefore will discuss control
agency within his service is responsible for the data and the use of these data to achieve effec-
computation of requirements and the distribu- tive and economical supply. Quantitative and
tion of the item. Such shortages tend to develop financial controls will be discussed first, to be
within the relatively short space of time required followed by the control of operating costs. The
to compute requirements, procure, and distribute final section will take up the integration of these
supplies and responsibility is quickly placed. controls with the measurement of effectiveness

b. Economy of Operating Costs. Just as the in supply to provide the most complete appraisal
inventory manager is subject to limited criticism of performance.
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C. QUANTITATIVE CONTROLS

1. Necessity for Quantitative Controls number of items held in stock by a technical
service property officer at a station is seldom less

The problems of operating the supply system than several thousand and often, where repair
than several thousand and often, where repair

with minimum inventories of all commodities, parts are involved, may amount to 25,000 or more
and certain approaches to the solution of these different items. An inventory status report of
problems, have formed one of the principal topics these stocks, broken down by conditions and ac-
of this manual. It is impossible to operate the counts, requires literally hundreds of sheets of
system satisfactorily without accurate, detailed,
and timely records of quantities of specific items paper filled with columns of information.
in the inventory, and movement of these items It is only at the smallest installation with the
into and out of the distribution system. Item- smallest of inventories that the operating supply
by-item accounting for stock is essential to the manager can possibly study each item indi-
operating control of the supply system. In fact, vidually. Even here it is unlikely that a higher
there are few commercial organizations which level of management could reach meaningful
have developed such highly refined methods of conclusions about this manager's performance
item accounting as the Army. on the basis of item-by-item quantitative reports

The basic elements of quantitative inventory of his stocks.
recording and reporting have been pointed out in 3. Centralized Control and Accountability
chapter 3. These reports generally show for
each item, by condition and account, the quantity a. Introduction. As a business operation
on hand, the quantity on order, the quantity on vastly larger than any civilian organization, the
backorder, and the quantity issued, usually for Army faces a monumental task of supply man-
the calendar year to date. This logistical report- agement. Sound management decisions and ade-
ing network is based primarily on depot stocks, quate, timely service to the customer can result
but has been extended by the Army Supply only when inventory control actions and manage-
Status Reporting System for selected items to ment reports are accurate and timely. The
stocks at stations in the continental United present Army supply system leaves much to be
States, at oversea installations, and in the hands desired in these respects, largely because of the
of troops. Although these reports are subject astronomical amounts of data which must be
to some percentage of error and are not always processed and the difficulties encountered in
as timely as might be desired, they nevertheless transmitting data promptly from place to place.
represent a comprehensive and exhaustive com- The supply and stock control activities of the
pilation of Army assets wherever located, technical services require the use of electrical

2. Limitations of Quantitative Controls accounting machines (EAM) to provide a means
of consolidating and disseminating vast amounts

The size and scope of this compilation of as- of data. The EAM systems were adopted in the
sets, however, present a very serious problem early 1940's mainly for consolidating stock
for control by management. The size and diver- status information. Mass data received from
sity of the Army's inventories are such that they depots, procurement offices, and catalog agencies
cannot be effectively reviewed or measured on require expeditious processing to be of any
any overall quantitative basis. We have noted in value because actions originating from out-dated
previous chapters the tremendous number of statistics result in over or short supply and mal-
items in the Army supply system. The total distribution of stocks.
number of items handled by an inventory control
point may vary from a few hundred to hundreds Within the past few years, electronic data
of thousands, according to varying responsibili- processing equipment has been developed and
ties for end items only, for repair parts, or for placed upon the market. This equipment pro-
the two together. The number of items in stock vides a new horizon in the field of data proc-
at a depot is seldom less than 10,000 and can be essing, in that it increases capacity, flexibility,
as high as a quarter of a million items. The and speed far beyond previous limitations. It
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opens the door to possible use of centralized in- shortage reports, extracts, and re-extracts, and
ventory control and the provision by a central has provided speedier submission of management
agency of timely, adequate management reports. reports. Automatic Data Processing Systems

(ADPS) appear to be the means which will af-
Since the phrase "centralized inventory con- ford the technical services with the opportunity

trol and accountability" can mean many things to further centralize.
to different people, it is well to define what we
are talking about. As used in this chapter, the b. Automatic Data Processing Systems.
term i refers to the establishment within each (1) Capabilities. Successful operation of
technical service of one or more central installa- the centralized inventory control and
tions, each charged with the stock control, sup- accountability organization described
ply control, and property accountability. When above depends upon the speed and ac-
practicable, a single supply and stock control curacy with which volumes of data can
point would be utilized for all supply items han- be processed. Automatic Data Proces-
dled by the technical service. Commodity cen- sing Systems provide a new tool, and
ters, each responsible for control of all supplies an extremely powerful one, which
in a broad commodity grouping (e.g., ammuni- offers far greater flexibility and speed
tion, repair parts, or subsistence) also are in- of operation than has ever before been
cluded within this definition. Under this con- possible. Most of the data processing
cept, all requisitions from station supply offices functions of material supply can be
and Oversea Supply Agencies are sent to the ap- performed easily and naturally by this
propriate supply and stock control point. Simi- equipment. The computing machinery
larly, Military Interdepartmental Purchase Re- itself can perform any of the arithmetic
quests (MIPR's) and requisitions from other operations of addition, subtraction,
authorized sources are directed to the central multiplication, and division. It can
point. All stock control records are maintained sort and arrange data, compare num-
centrally, the only supply records kept at the bers, and make logical decisions based
depot level being those required for local use. on such comparison. It cannot evaluate
Reports on receipt of supplies, periodic or spe- nonnumerical considerations. This
cial inventories, changes in serviceability status, imposes a limitation, since human
and property disposed of are forwarded expedi- judgment must be applied to use such
tiously from the depot. Requisition editing, considerations as a basis for decision.
availability determination, initiation of shipping However, to the extent that firm judg-
orders or purchase requests would all be accom- ment factors can be expressed in ma-
plished centrally. In addition, property ac- chine language, the machines can make
countability, determination of stock levels, initia- decisions. With faster handling of
tion of action to replenish stocks, and submission data, and more comprehensive and

timely analyses, better information
of necessary supply reports would all be the re- will be available on which to base
sponsibility of the central supply and stock con- management actions.
trol point.

In order to centralize inventory control and
While property accountability is concerned property accountability in a workable

with accounting for material, the point at which manner, a means of rapid, accurate
this function is performed is not dependent on communication is required. All the
the physical location of supplies. Under the sys- benefits will be for naught if there is
tern of remote accountability used extensively in delay in transmitting information be-
the past, satellite depots have been responsible tween the depots and the central supply
for storage functions and receipt and shipment and stock control point. This problem
of material at the direction of the accountable has been solved through use of ac-
depot. Centralization of record keeping in this curate, high-speed transceiver net-
manner has enabled reduction in the cost of stock works which transmit data punched
control operations, has reduced the number of into standard electrical accounting
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machine cards between points distant to coded information for input to the
from one to many thousands of miles machines. Each manufacturer employs
over either radio or telephonic facili- a somewhat different code system.
ties.. Computer tapes from one system can-

(2) Limitations. Automatic Data Process- not be processed by another. A prob-
ing System technology is in a dynamic lem exists in transmission because of
state because of the general trend in the incompatibility between the vary-
electronic development and the highly ing machine and communication codes.
competitive nature of the data proc- Since the several technical services will
essing equipment industry. Manufac- undoubtedly propose the utilization of
turers are constantly announcing im- different types of equipment, serious
proved and less expensive devices, consideration must be afforded this
engineering advances and develop- matter in order that the Army will not
ments. Agencies considering acquisi- collect a heterogeneous array of equip-
tion of computers have a difficult task ment incapable of being welded into an
in determining the most advantageous integrated system.
equipment. If decisions are delayed Obviously smaller machines have a lower
each time new advances are announced, initial cost, however, if the machine
it is conceivable that years would elapse does not have the capacity for the solu-
before an agency would actually pro- tion of certain major problems in a
cure the equipment. While furnishing single operation, it will be necessary to
the same basic end results, there is solve them piecemeal. Such action will
sufficient difference in the design of serve to decrease the effective speed of
each manufacturer's equipment to the machine. This argument would
make them incompatible. In addition, appear to favor the acquisition of only
the industry as a whole seems to have the larger equipment, however, caution
relegated the development of compati- must be exercised to insure that a
ble transmission (communication) steam shovel is not being purchased to
equipment to a position of lesser im- dig a post hole.
portance. Auxiliary equipment must also be carefully

In addition to the foregoing, increased chosen. If such equipment is inade-
vulnerability to enemy action through quate in amount and speed, much of the
use of centralized inventory control capacity of the computer may be
cannot be denied. Although this vulner- wasted. The cost of this equipment
ability can be minimized by provision must be weighed against the cost of
of duplicate records and compatible wasted computer time and a decision
ADPS installations throughout the made as to how much and what kind
Army, the capability of independent to acquire.
operation which is possible under aoperation which is possible under a Personnel considerations must certainly re-
decentralized system will not be possi-

ble.~~ POSS1 ~~~ceive paramount attention in any de-
cision to employ electronic data proc-

(3) Factors in selection and establishment. essing equipment. A computer can do
There are numerous factors to be con- only what it is instructed to do by hu-
sidered in connection with the selection man beings. Preparation of these in-
and establishment of ADPS. All or structions, called programs, and other
only some of these may apply in any aspects of the operation require well-
particular case, however, the considera- trained personnel, including systems
tions enumerated below are considered analysts, programmers, equipment
applicable in most instances. operators, and maintenance personnel.

Electronic computers require conversion of The labor market for such personnel
numerical or alphabetical information can be best classified as "great demand
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and little supply." Thus, a vigorous less efficient methods at scattered installations.
training program must be instituted. Reduction in inventories should be made pos-
Full advantage must be taken of the sible. With greater speed and improved control,
training offered by manufacturers of supply levels may be safely reduced. Transpor-
equipment and by certain colleges and tation costs can be minimized since interdepot
universities, the consultation and tech- shipments and cross-hauling can be substantially
nical advice offered by the National reduced. Greater flexibility can be provided if
Bureau of Standards, and the many timely steps are taken to coordinate installation
professional conferences and sympo- of ADPS throughout the Army, in the procure-
siums on the subject. ment of compatible equipment, and the installa-

There are a number of additional problems tion of standard procedures. Lastly, ADPS pro-
that are likely to arise in installing vides the capability to expand machine volumes
ADPS in connection with the conver- without corresponding personnel increases.
sion to centralized control and ac- ADPS can contribute to many functions other
countability. These will be brought than supply. Of Armywide interest are person-
about by additional workload during nel and fiscal accounting; these with supply
conversion, changes in methods and or- accounting will form the backbone of any in-
ganization, reduction in and displace- tegrated general-purpose data processing system
ment of personnel, and changes in job that may be developed. In addition, the technical
classification. A rather drastic change and administrative services have specialized
in methods is implicit in the electronic functions capable of being mechanized. These
approach to data processing. Many in- include problems of movement control and
dividuals must adjust to new jobs and traffic management, construction programming,
learn new skills. Such may be quite real estate accounting, and flood control, medical
difficult to some, especially to old- statistics, communications, technical intelligence,
timers. Probably some persons will be and research and development. Not every spec-
separated and others will be required to ialized application will have sufficient volume of
move to new locations. All of these data to justify an economical ADPS application,
factors have a disturbing influence on however, many specialized applications can be
the morale of the personnel concerned. performed with advantage by ADPS installed
Timely planning and vigorous imple- for other purposes.
mentation of the plans may prevent
some of these problems and will un- ADPS is not just an array of hardware, but
doubtedly lessen the effect of the re- rather a combination of complex machinery,
mainder. carefully engineered systems, and skilled person-

nel. Effective ADPS application will only be
c. Conclusions. The advent of electronic data achieved through actual experience in the use

processing machinery and high-speed data trans- of the equipment. Only by experience cn the
mitting equipment appears to favor the trend Army accumulate know-how and confidence in
toward centralized control and accountability.toward centralized control and accountability, the ability to master these systems. Actual use
With up-to-the-minute records of availability should also lead to unforeseen application andand location of supplies, and with only one
agency allocating supplies, it appears logical that benefits.
better service to the customer should result. Under any scheme of management, one funda-
Complete, current information, in one location, mental military principle should be retained-
capable of being processed with electronic speed, ADPS is a tool of management. Whatever the
should result in more comprehensive and timely particular application being performed, it as-
information for the use of management in mak- sists the responsible commander by receiving
ing decisions and checking performance. Reduc- large volumes of data, storing and analyzing it
tion in the cost of stock cohtrol and accounting at great speeds, making routing decisions, and
operations should be possible through utilization presenting results to the commander and his
of ADPS at one central location, rather than by staff for judgment and action. Regardless of
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what the advantages appear to be, in no event and reports are also collected of the number of
should centralization of control and accounta- line items shipped, received, backordered, or ex-
bility be an objective in itself. The number of tracted to another point of supply. Both of these
record keeping activities should be consistent consolidations are valuable, in fact essential in
with a supply system that is responsive to con- some areas of supply. Tonnage figures are neces-
sumer demand and provides data for the most sary for the control of transportation, handling,
efficient supply management at the least cost. and storage, while line item figures provide the
Each proposed system should be evaluated upon same kind of overall measurement for clerical
its individual merits and the circumstances and administrative workloads. But neither of
involved. these methods provides a reliable measurement

of the size and movement of inventories. Ton-
4. Consolidation of Quantities nage figures are an index of bulk, but if applied

to the overall control of inventories, result inIt is apparent from the foregoing discussion
that a consolidation of inventory data is re- a highly misleading equation which gives the

same importance to a ton of coal as to a ton of
quired, not to replace item-by-item accounting, di tbes
but to convert this enormous mass of operating
figures into the measurements and comparisons The need for a common denominator of inven-
which are essential for adequate control. Cer- tory size and movement which would provide
tain consolidations have in fact been used for meaningful overall control data has led to the
some time past; these include inventory data by adoption of financial valuation of all Army stocks.
tonnage and by line items. Tonnage reports in- Financial controls will therefore be the subject
dicate tons shipped, received, and in storage, of the following section of this chapter.

D. FINANCIAL CONTROLS

1. Army Financial Management Plan meet the diverse activities and unique needs of

a. Introduction. Until recent years the Army the Army.
was a comparatively small organization and those The Army of course is not a business establish-
responsible for its management could plan, ob- ment and cannot be judged solely by business
serve, and control its activities directly. They standards. The Army will never be in a position
could personally organize, integrate, and analyze to declare a dividend. But in accomplishing its
the data flowing to them from their subordinates, basic mission, the Army probably engages in
However, the rapid and huge expansion of the more business transactions than any other or-
Army and its entry into many new fields in ganization on earth. In view of this tremendous
World War II brought real problems of manage- management job, it seems obvious that the Army
ment at every level. The commanders needed ac- needs something more than a check book and
curate, timely, selective, and correlated informa- bank statement to manage its financial affairs.
tion for making and arriving at decisions con- The responsible commanders in the Army, who
cerning organization, staffing, and operations. are faced with the management of this Goliath,

While we have traditionally excelled in the are entitled to the best systems of financing and
art and science of warfare, we have not, until administration that it is possible to devise. Cer-

recent years, used the best available means of tainly no businessman in a comparable situation
managing the material wealth that is so impor- would accept anything less.
tant a part of modern armies. Few will argue In order to fully appreciate the importance of
that many of the basic management principles financial control, it may be well to review what
common to government and business can be has transpired in this field over the past decade.
applied to most of the activities of the Army. It will be recalled that the first Hoover Commis-
However, while recognized business methods sion pointed up the need for improving financial
may be applied directly to many operations, management in the Department of Defense.
others must be adapted in varying degrees to This, together with other studies, resulted in the
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enactment of Public Law 216 by the 81st Con- experts or to the budgeteers and accountants.
gress in 1949. The stated purpose of this law Every commander is involved in financial man-
was "to reorganize the fiscal management in the agement. Many of his decisions have an impact,
National Military Establishment to promote effi- directly or indirectly, on the financial position
ciency and economy." Among other things, the of the Army. Responsibility for effective finan-
law provided for comptrollers in the Department cial control is part and parcel of overall oper-
of Defense and military departments, Perform- ating management responsibility.
ance Budgeting and Accounting to measure the The Army Financial Management Plan is
cost of functional programs and activities, and
the use of working capital (revolving) funds for of resources. In order to prevent misunderstand-of resources. In order to prevent misunderstand-financing industrial and commercial activities. ing, it should be emphasized that this program
Subsequently, the same Congress enacted The is not directly concerned with the tactical side
Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950 of the Army. It does not extend to tactical units,
which provided for full disclosure of the results although their requirements for and use of re-
of financial operations, adequate financial infor- although their requirements for and use of re-sources are a part of the total Army require-
mation for use in management and budget ad- ments.
ministration, and effective control over revenue,
expenditures, funds, property, and other assets. In today's environment, more than ever before,
It was intended that emphasis be placed on effec- military effectiveness depends upon materiel sup-
tive orderly improvements with the objective of port and effective control of that materiel sup-
achieving simplified and more effective account- port. Economy is not limited to monetary sav-
ing, financial reporting, budgeting, and auditing. ings, or returning the taxpayers' money to the

Treasury, important as that may be. It meansIt should be noted that the Army itself early getting the maximum combat effectiveness from
recognized the need for improving the manage- all resources, men, money, and materiel, avail-ment of its financial affairs. Even before enact- a ou aable through proper application of the fourth Mment of PL 216 the Army had established a _management. This in turn means that each in-
comptroller. One of his principal tasks was to dividua must be motivated-the fifth M, namely

dividual must be motivated--the fifth M, namelyinaugurate improvements in financial manage- motivation-to do the best job possible with the
ment. The statute provided a legal basis for this

resources placed at his disposal. Furthermore,new organizational entity. Following enactment the means must be provided to the supply man-
of the law, the Army proceeded vigorously with
the organization of comptrollership at all levels
of nontactical command to provide the needed Management of the Army's programs and
foundation for improved financial control. De- resources is achieved through the two basic pro-
velopment of this effort was temporarily slowed cesses of the Army Program System and Finan-
down by the Korean Conflict, however, this epi- cial Management. It is through the first process
sode itself served to highlight some of the weak- that action programs are planned, executed, and
nesses of the existing system. With the termina- appraised. Through financial management, ac-
tion of the Korean Conflict, the Army resumed tion programs receive financial support, control,
its efforts to improve financial management. The and appraisal. Therefore, programming and
continued external interest in this activity, in- financial management are complementary, inter-
cluding the Office, Secretary of Defense, and dependent techniques for management of opera-
various Congressional Committees, served to tions and resources. Improved financial manage-
stimulate this effort and in 1953 Army Regula- ment is based on three premises. First, Army
tion 37-5 was published which set forth the plans and programs must be translated into
Army's comprehensive program for improving financial terms. Secondly, financial responsi-
financial management. bility and authority must be fixed at the points

It is apparent from the foregoing that financial where operations take place and decisions are
management is not something new in the Army made. Finally, results of operations and changes
and it is not confined to the so-called financial in the status of'resources must be systematically
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recorded and reported as they occur. Considered Management of inventories is not new to the
as a whole, these premises form the basis for the Army. For years stocks have been managed by
Army Financial Management Plan. means of item control. With this control by

b. Financial Inventory Accounting. Among item, why do we need to put a dollar tag on
the more important elements of the Financial supplies? The focal point of item control lies in
Management Plan are the portions that pertain the stock record card. Post property officers
to physical assets or property. There is usually open a stock record card for each item in stock.
more money tied up in inventories and real prop- Based upon work measurement data, a clerk is
erty than in any other asset of an organization. assigned to manage a given number of items.
The very magnitude of the Army's investment The clerk establishes a control level based upon
in supplies indicates the need for control. The issue experience. The control level consists of
question is, "How do we control this giant?" the sum of the approved operating level, the
Let us see if this Achilles has a heel, safety level, and the order and shipping time.

Periodically, the quantities on hand and on order
Our civilian commercial enterprises have two are added and the total is deducted from the

methods for controlling their inventories, or if control level. A requisition is prepared for the
you prefer, balancing supply and demand. First, difference and supplies flow into the system. You
input is controlled by buying only what they will note that the critical point is the control
expect to sell. If a bad purchase is made, the level. This is adjusted periodically and verified
remainder of the order is canceled. Like the by command liasion visits. The fact remains,
Army, the demand must be anticipated. Secondly, however, that there are so many items in the
they control output by offering bonus incentives supply system that a timely review of all items
to their salesmen, by placement of merchandise is virtually impossible. Management has long
within their store, by advertising, by display, needed a means that can be used to influence the
and numerous other devices. In other words, a inventory position of the command. It is only
market is created. Conversely, the Army at- at the smallest installation, with a minimum in-
tempts to plug the outlet. Supply economy is ventory, that the supply manager can possibly
emphasized. When a bad buy, or a poor estimate study each item individually. In addition, item
of requirements is made we are stuck with it. information loses its value as it progresses to
The recourse is to store the excess for long higher levels of management. The Army needed
periods of time and consume it by attrition, a device for gaining and maintaining control of
or dispose of it as surplus. It is apparent that bulk inventories, and this led to the development
the point of input is more vulnerable to control of Financial Inventory Accounting.
than output. If only required quantities are In essence, Financial Inventory Accounting is
ordered, large excesses will not accumulate.

a method of summarizing the stock position by
Financial Property Accounting is the term pricing inventories and reporting inventory

used to describe the establishment and mainte- transactions. The most understandable method
nance of property accounts in terms of dollar of explaining the system is to review the develop-
values as well as quantities. It is being applied ments.
in two broad increments. First, inventory ac- The first step in establishing Financial Inven-
counting for bulk stocks in the hands of depots tory Accounting is to establish logical classes or
and installations, and secondly, fixed assets in- categories of materiel covering all items stocked
cluding real property, buildings, and equipment by the Army so as to bring together like items
in use. "Financial Property Accounting" is the into significant groupings for management pur-
phrase applied to both of these increments, in- poses. For example, all items of clothing such
cluding inventory and fixed asset accounting. The as socks, shirts, and trousers, would be brought
term "Financial Inventory Accounting" applies together in a single grouping, all heavy artillery
only to that portion of Financial Property Ac- would comprise another grouping, and all dry
counting which is designed to provide monetary batteries a third grouping. These groupings are
information for bulk supply inventories. referred to as categories. The next step is to
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price items of inventory and obtain an opening oversea theaters have resulted in the greater
balance by category. Standard prices are estab- portion of the Army's bulk stocks being accounted
lished for each item and the dollar sign is used for under this system.
as a yardstick to measure quantities and activi-,ies .ithin .ach category. The establishment of inventory values in rec-ties within each category. Next, transactionsties within each category. Next, transactions ord form is a prerequisite to the utilization ofpertaining to sales, receipts, adjustments, pro- modern inventory control techniques and to thecurement, etc., must be recorded financially by
establishment of ledgers to indicate activity by termed "program costs," or the cost of goods and
category of supply. Finally, a uniform reporting termed "program costs," or the cost of goods and
system must be established to present a summary services produced referred to as rproductionsystem must be established to present a summary costs." It is therefore needless to say that Finan-
of inventories and inventory activities to higher
echelons. Two reports have been designed for cial Inventory Accounting is also a necessary
this purpose. The first is called the Statement prerequisite to the establishment of the cost ofthis purpose. The first is called the Statement
of Inventory Transactions. It reflects the dollar performance budget inasmuch as the value of
value of the opening inventory. , increases and resources available, needed, and utilized can bevalue of the opening inventory, increases and d
decreases by type during the reported period, derived only from such accounts. Financial In-

' ventory Accounting is also required in connectionand the closing inventory. Examples of the type with the establishm t and operation of working
of transactions reflected by this report are: dis- with the establishm:lt and operation of working
posals, receipts from organizations, and station capital funds. Included in the inventories

brought under financial control are items ofreturns to depots. In addition, this report pro-
vides a method for accounting for stocks in property that are or will be picked up as assets
transit between supply installations. The Army of specificof industrial funds, such items are in-
owns millions of dollars worth of supplies that the case of industrial funds, such ites are in-
previously were not accounted for by anyone cluded in inventories of raw materials and sup-previously were not accounted for by anyone.
This report reflects the value of such supplies plies. The consumable items constitute the major
by technical service. The second report is called assets of the various divisions of the Army Stock
the Supply Management Report. As the name Fund.
implies, it is a report designed to manage stocks. c. Stock Funds. Public Law 216 not only iden-
It is designed to indicate by category the dollar tified the functional elements involved in finan-
value of both the stock and supply status of cial management but recognized the need for and
inventories. It provides information concerning authorized the use of special management devices
the stock status of the Army's inventories by to fit certain types of operations that are com-
identifying stocks held for operating require- parable to private industry. Among the more
ments, reserves, claimants, and excesses. It also important of these special devices were "working
provides information concerning the input into capital" funds which are revolving funds estab-
the supply system and the amount and type of lished to finance certain operations or activities
demands which are placed upon bulk stocks. A that furnish goods or services on a reimbursable
series of logistical ratios, completed at each basis.
echelon of reporting, are designed to make the One of the most important types of revolving
report as self-analytical as possible for manage- fund from the standpoint of its impact on Army-
ment purposes. wide financial administration is the Army Stock

Fund. This fund is used to finance inventoriesThe coverage of Financial Inventory Account- of consumable supplies or common use standard
ing extends to bulk inventories only and specifi- stock items, which are supplies of the type thatstock items, which are supplies of the type that
cally excludes combat areas and materiel in the generally may be considered to be expended when
hands of troops. Initially, the system was in- they are withdrawn from the stock fund for use.
stalled in all continental United States account- Some examples are: medical supplies, subsist-
able depots in January 1954 and in 26 posts, ence, clothing, hardware, fuels and lubricants,
camps, and stations, 5 ports of embarkation, and and repair parts. Items such as automotive vehi-
selected installations overseas in July of that cles, weapons, tanks, and aircraft do not meet
year. Subsequent extensions in both CONUS and the "consumable" criteria outlined above and
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accordingly are not generally considered as being be repeated after other purchases are made and
suited for inclusion in a stock fund. sold to customers. The method of funding the

customer will be discussed in more detail in aIn the past, procurement authority, based upon
later portion of this section.an approved procurement budget, was given to

the chiefs of technical services. Appropriations In the initial capitalization of items being in-
were expended directly to replenish depot stocks. cluded under the stock fund, a standard price for'
Depots effected a free issue to support bulk in- each item is utilized. From this point of capitali-
ventories at station level, and the station supply zation forward, all activity for each item must
officer made a "free issue" to the consuming be computed at the standard price. The standard
activity or user. Under this system of financing, price for each item is obtained from catalogs,
the Army did not know the dollar value of the pricing guides, or other pricing media which are
investment in inventories nor the dollar value of provided by the responsible supplying service.
material issued to the user. Actually, the Army Revision to pricing media is effected as fre-
was placed in the position of asking for dollars quently as is necessary to satisfy sound business
to sustain current requirements, without being practices and sufficiently in advance of the effec-
able to show true dollar consumption. Consump- tive date of price change to permit dissemination
tion is particularly significant in the case of to customers and an orderly revaluation of in-
common use recurring issue type items. The pur- ventory. The standard price of each item nor-
pose of the stock fund is to correct this condition. mally consists of the current market price of the

item at the time the price is established plus aIn operation the stock fund pays for the sup-
surcharge to compensate the stock fund for first-plies procured and is reimbursed from available destination transportation and minor losses

appropriations for the goods furnished from
through pilferage, breakage, deterioration, etc.stock. The reimbursements received by the stock

fund are available for replenishing stocks wi th-fund are available for replenishing stocks with- It is the objective of the stock fund pricing policy
out the necessity for further appropriation, hence

market fluctuations may result in temporarythe term "revolving fund."
financial gains or losses.

From the standpoint of the activity buying
such supplies from the stock fund, it means that Stock fund reports of course provide the same
the requisition of supplies is controlled by the type of financial data on inventories on hand,
amount of funds available to pay for them-that t r samount of funds available to pay for them--that sales, dues in, dues out, etc., as financial inven-
is, no more "free issues." The resulting expendi- tory reports and are susceptible to the same
tures are reflected in the activity's accounts

whe tion, the stock fund must provide the fiscal re-where they enter into the determination of oper- porting necessary when appropriated funds are
ating expenses. porting necessary when appropriated funds areinvolved. The stock fund therefore provides an

When a stock fund is established, all inven- automatic check on movement toward an exces-
tories of supplies and equipment in the categories sive stock position. As stocks are built up or as
to be covered by the fund are capitalized, or sales (or issues) decrease, more of the fund is
given a dollar valuation as assets. Additional tied up in inventories and less cash is available
cash for working capital is also allocated to the for the purchase of new supplies. This factor
fund. The managers of the fund buy stocks with alone is certainly a challenge to the stock fund
their working capital according to estimates of manager and requires a near perfect job of mer-
future needs and sell stocks to Army customers chandising. If he invests his money in supplies
and other federal agencies. Under this concept, that do not have an active demand, it follows that
appropriated funds with which to reimburse the he will eventually run short of cash to buy the
stock fund manager for supplies received are things his customers need. In commercial prac-
allocated and allotted to the customer. These tice this is called "nailing dollar bills to the stock
funds may then be used by the stock fund man- shelf." Conversely, if stocks are in an excess
ager to replenish his inventory. Thus, the fund position when the stock fund is instituted, the
becomes self-perpetuating, since the process will fund itself will tend to be too large and will not
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provide adequate control of this kind until it is results in their protection for the use
reduced. intended because they cannot be di-

verted to meet current needs withoutThere are still other advantages for supplyent
provision for replacement through re-management inherent in the institution and oper-
imbursement from current appropria-ation of stock funds: tions.tions.

(1) Funds are provided automatically for
replenishment of stocks through reim d. Industrial Funds. Working capital funds

bursement to the stock fund for mate- with their revolving features can also be applied
riel consumed or sold. When annual advantageously to industrial and commercial
appropriations are made for the cate- type activities that produce and furnish goods or

gories of supplies covered by the stock render services to other activities on a reim-
funds, the money is not allocated to the bursable basis. Such revolving funds are re-
fund but to the moneiconsumer whto buys ferred to as industrial funds and are intended
from it. The fund itself is free from to provide the same type of control for manu-
the limitations of one-year appropria- facturing operations and similar commercial
tions, and so far as Congressional ac- activities of the Army that stock funds provide
tion is required, is free to purchase
stocks at times and in quantities which The Army Industrial Fund was established
will provide the most economical sup- under the authority of Public Law 216 with ini-
ply. There is no incentive to place obli- tial working capital transferred on the books of
gations other than those actually re- the Treasury from unexpended appropriations.
quired. Purchase of stock fund items It is intended to provide in general the same
may often be timed to take advantage operational flexibility, control, and management
of seasonality or other current market to the commercial and industrial type activities
conditions, whereas such timing would of the Army as is afforded in private industry.
be much more difficult if the items were
financed under the limitations of an- Each installation or activity selected for this
nual appropriations. type of financing is provided a single revolving

(working capital) fund to buy the material, sup-
sumer, a closer financial control of plies, labor, and other services required in the

manufacture of the product or rendering of theusing activities is possible than when service. Each such activity operates as a busi-allocations are made to procuring agen- ness entity and is reimbursed on the basis of the
cies. Financial controls exercised or
cies. Financbal controls exercised or cost of goods delivered or services rendered.made possible through stock funds
therefore have a much broader scope Manufacturing arsenals, clothing factories, re-
than the supply system alone. search laboratories, depot maintenance divisions,

(3) To the extent otherwise deemed appro- and printing plants are examples of the type of
priate, single service supply, or cross- installations suitable for operation under the
servicing between departments, is fa- industrial fund concept.
cilitated in the case of those supply When it has been determined through a feasi-
items financed under the stock. fund, bility survey that the industrial fund system is
because such stocks may be procured adaptable to an installation, a tailor-made double-
from, and "pooled" under, one fund by entry accounting system is designed to fill the
the department responsible for receipt, needs of that establishment, and a management
storage, and issue, with avoidance of control system to utilize the data made available
separate procurement and accounting is developed. When the systems have been de-
for stocks by several owners. signed and tested, the establishment is chartered

(4) Financing through a stock fund of just as is a private corporation. Its capital is
mobilization reserve stocks of consum- made up of a cash allocation in the form of a
able materials, supplies, and equipment project cash account with the Treasury, and the
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capitalized value of inventories on hand less out- The financial reports submitted by industrially
standing liabilities. In the production of goods funded establishments include balance sheets and
and the rendering of services, the assets of the operating statements of income and expense, etc.,
establishment are used to finance all operational similar to those prepared by commercial manu-
costs except certain statistical costs such as mili- facturers. In addition, supporting schedules of
tary pay and allowances, depreciation of plant inventory transactions, analysis of accounts re-
and equipment, etc. The monies thus expended ceivable, and accounts payable, production data,
for labor, materials, and overhead, both adminis- and the like are prepared. An annual report
trative and manufacturing, are reimbursed to covers the past year's operations to include man-
the performing establishment by its customers agement and operating improvements, savings,
from the appropriated monies available to them a forecast for the coming year's operations, and
for acquiring these goods and services. Thus the the planned management improvement program.
revolving feature of the fund is established and Additional financial and operating report sched-
the working capital of the fund is kept intact. ules are prepared for installation management

The Army Industrial Fund differs from pri- use and for the controlling technical service
limited only by the imagination, inquisitiveness,vate enterprise in that no profit or loss is in-

tended as a result of work performed. Another and vitality of individuals concerned. The in-
significant difference is that the cost of plant ventories and other working capital assets of
and equipment is not depreciated. Both plant Army Industrial Fund installations are not in-
and equipment are provided to the industrially cluded in the normal logistics asset reporting

network, but are controlled as a part of thefunded establishment through funds made avail-
able by normal appropriations. Both of these general business management of the industrial
have been considered disadvantages of the sys- fund
tem. Other disadvantages of the system are the Use of industrial funds encourages the exer-
lack of control by installation management over cise of business type controls in the management
the volume of business to be done, excessive over- of the installation or activity. It also simplifies
head costs in time of low volume that cannot the accounting and facilitates the accumulation
be reduced because of mobilization requirements, of accurate end-product cost information which
and the shortage of personnel familiar with busi- is the basis for billing the customer. The cus-
ness methods and techniques and double entry tomer through this process has accurate cost data
accounting systems. for recording in his accounts and for use in budg-

The primary advantages of the Industrial eting for the programs and functions under the
Fund are the elimination of funding by several respective appropriations.
appropriations, allotments, and suballotments e. Consumer Funding. Since the Department
through the use of a single working capital fund, of the Army must make available its appropria-
the elimination of the many different accounting tions to the various echelons of command and
systems by the tailor-made double-entry account- management, authority to obligate and expend
ing system for all operations, the provision of Government funds is subdivided and delegated in
accurate cost data for evaluation and manage- the form of allocations to major commands, ad-
ment use in controlling operations and evaluating ministrative and technical services, and other
performance, the provision of factual end-item operating agencies of the Army. These agencies
costs, and wide flexibility to the commander in in turn subdivide the allocation and delegate the
the use of resources. The industrial fund makes obligational authority in the form of allotments
available to the operator the resources and au- to their subordinate installations and activities.
thority to carry out his mission. In addition, it The installations and activities then incur obliga.
establishes an atmosphere of cost consciousness tions under this authority, limited as to amount,
at all levels within the establishment and encour- by hiring of personnel, procurement of consum-
ages the use of engineered or statistical standards able type supplies, issuance of purchase orders,
and scientific analysis. This permits manage- etc., required in the accomplishment of their mis-
ment by exception. sions. Previously the installations received only
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a minor part of their supply requirements in the financial reports, are absolutely essential to
terms of funds. Much of the materiel which they effective financial management. However, the
used was provided by free issue from depots. effectiveness of management depends largely on
Under the Financial Management Plan, the con- the skill of the managers in using the tools pro-
sumable operating supplies are capitalized within vided them.
the Army Stock Fund, and when issued for use, Early in the program of accounting improve-
require reimbursement from appropriated funds. ments, it was recognized that in order to organize
Therefore, additional funds must be provided the the accumulation of financial data into some
installations so that this reimbursement can be logical pattern the Army would have to reviseaccomplished locally and reflected in the budgets

completely its approach to accounting and alter
its basic accounting structure to meet the needs

Hence, the term "Consumer Funding" simply of the modern Army.
reflects this expansion of funding methods to Until very recently the Army did not have aprovide, to the maximum extent practicable, that single comprehensive system like a big business
installations receive funds to cover all their re- would have, but a number of unrelated systemsquirements for resources. developed for specific purposes. These systems

Consumer funding places the responsibility of fell generally in the following categories:
control and administration squarely upon the (1) Appropriation accounting, which was
shoulders of the consuming operator. Reduced administered through two Armywide
to its simplest terms, the concept provides the systems, one dealing with the control
operator with an annual program. Against this of allotments or obligational authority,
program he prepares a time-phased financial and the other with the disbursing or
plan. Funds are allocated, on a broad base, cash side of the picture.
against this financial or budget execution plan; (2) Working capital fund accounting,
such allocations to include funds for purchase of which consists of a group of special
all common consumables. The stock from which purpose accounting systems for use at
he purchases is carried in a revolving (stock) industrial or commercial type activities
fund which facilitates appropriate stock levels or for funding inventories of certain
to meet consumption demand since funds for types of materiel.
replenishment are derived solely from sales. (3) Property accounting, which in the past

Consumer funds are one-year funds, that is, was in terms of quantities.
they are appropriated each year through the (4) Operating revenue accounting, a num-
budget process by the Congress. As was pre- ber of special purpose systems for use
viously explained, they are allotted and subal- at revenue producing activities, such as
loted through appropriate channels to the user. commissaries, sales stores, post com-
The principle of providing funds to the consumer munications offices, etc.
rather than to the initial purchaser offers obvious (5) Cost accounting, which consists of a
advantages from a management standpoint. Mis number of specialized systems for ac-
sion, resources, and decision are welded together cumulating operating or unit costs.
in the improvement of operational performance
through assignment of specific responsibilities These systems evolved over the years as the
for the evaluation and control of the cost of specific requirements or need arose, without the
labor, supplies, and services by those who actu- benefit of an overall departmental policy on ac-

counting that recognized the inherent relation-ally cause the expenditures to be made.
ships between them. As an example of such rela-

f. Integrated Accounting. Although the state- tionships, consider the accounting for property,
ment is somewhat overworked, it is nevertheless which in itself involves certain techniques and
true that "accounting is a tool of management" methods not generally applicable to appropria-
and more specifically, of financial management. tion or cost accounting. When it is realized that
A good accounting system and its end-product, the receipt of the property is the result of a pur-
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chase from appropriated funds, and the issue of Related to this is the policy that the account-
the property for consumption results in an oper- ing will be decentralized, that is, it should be
ating cost it can be seen that a definite relation- performed as close to the source of the transac-
ship exists between the systems. tions as practicable and not duplicated at higher

levels. This point at which the accounting takes
Because they were not designed around a com- place becomes the basic accounting unit or

mon structure of accounting policies and were entity. Financial information is generated at
administered under different sets of rules, the that level and as it proceeds up through the
systems did not reflect the full effects of trans- organization it is summarized and resummar-
actions. With a few exceptions the various sys- ized. Accounting operations at higher levels are
tems were not reconcilable, and the resulting concerned only with those transactions taking
information could not be consolidated or sum- place at that level. Otherwise, accounting oper-
marized for review at various levels of command. ations at those levels consist mainly of review-

The Integrated Accounting System, another ing and consolidating reports.
element of the Financial Management Plan, con- In general the basic accounting entity is the
sists of two parts. One is the financial and ac- installation or its equivalent. Subsidiary rec-
counting structure for the Army as a whole. The ords in which are recorded the details of a
other consists of the subordinate systems used specialized nature may in some cases be main-
by installations and activities in administering tained by the operating activities. For example,
their parts of the Army system. For example, an subsidiary inventory records are maintained by
industrial fund activity at a specific field installa- supply offices and certain cost records are main-
tion must be provided with an accounting system tained by the operators where day-to-day in-
that can be used by the operator in running his formation is needed.
establishment. But sight cannot be lost of the

Disbursing and accounting functions are com-fact that the activity is a part of the Army and
cthe complete picture at the top levels must ind bined at the installation level so far as feasible,the complete picture at the top levels must in--

clude the data pertaining to that activity. Simi- with disbursing becoming a function of com-
larly a stock fund does not exist as an entity
completely separate from the Army. The stocks simple and flexible organization and the related
it controls are Army stocks and, together with
other Army stocks, must be included in any One of the basic policies established is that
overall statement of the Army's assets. The same accounting is conducted under double entry
principle applies to other aspects of accounting. principles. By applying this principle through

modern accounting methods, the various sys-
In effecting the integration of accounting and tems can be tied together. The inventory ac-

bookkeeping operations, certain basic policies counts become integrated with the cash ac-
have been adopted as to how and by whom they counts, the fiscal accounts, and the cost accounts
will be conducted. without disturbing the inventory accounting

One is that accounting operations are a re- classification and results
sponsibility of command. Only as it becomes a One of the important final products of the
day-to-day operating responsibility of the man- integrated system is cost data. The cost repre-
agers can it be of real use at operating levels. sents the total outlay of resources applied in
It is not intended to create an accounting super- carrying out a specific program, function, or
structure. The operating official is accountable project; in the manufacture of a specific prod-
for the resources made available to him and is uct; or in rendering of a specific service. Based
responsible for their effective and economical on the above definition, the cost accounting
use in conducting operations. Therefore, it is aspect of the accounting program is divided as
only logical that he be provided with the means follows:
by which he can measure his own effectiveness (1) Program cost accounting.- The accu-
and that of his subordinates. mulation of costs or expenses classified
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as to program, mission, function, ac- through the automatic checks and
tivity, or organization; for example, balances of a double entry system.
the cost of the defense of the Panama (2) It reduces the reconciliation problems.
Canal, Europe, or Korea. The heavy burden of reconciling the

(2) Production cost accounting. Costs of fiscal accounts with the expenditures
goods produced or services rendered, reported by the Finance Corps through
including the determination of unit disbursing offices and regional account-
costs, such as the cost to launder a ing offices is eliminated. Agreement
shirt, or to produce a round of am- between the cash and allotment ac-
munition. counts is proven automatically and

currently through the normal opera-
It is the former type of costs to which we tion of the system.

refer when discussing cost of performance (3) Duplication of accounting effort is
budgeting. It is the relating of these costs or eliminated. Disbursing becomes a
expenses to the functions, activities, and pro- function of the command; the dupli-
grams that will make cost of performance cation of voucher examination and
budgeting possible. In order to use such data detail accounting for expenditures is
to support fund requirements, it is essential that eliminated. The command has control
the cost accounts be maintained under account- over the payment of its bills.
ing controls and procedures that will permit

(4) More reliable information is availablethe ready conversion of costs as such to obliga- for budget purposes. Program cost
tions which are the basis of fund administration.
It is obvious that this can best be done through sidiary cost ledgers. Other subssidiary cost ledgers. Other subsidiarythe mechanics of an integrated system. ledgers reflect the resources on hand

Production cost accounting is being applied to execute these programs. Budget
in connection with industrial fund activities, execution is based on cost control as
where it forms a basic part of the industrial or explained earlier. Fund control is ex-
commercial type accounting system. It is pos- ercised in broader categories.
sible and sometimes desirable to apply produc- (5) The greater ledger provides a State-
tion cost accounting to operations financed by ment of Financial Condition and a
allotments of appropriated funds. For example, Statement of Operating Results for
production costs could be obtained in connection overall management analysis.. The
with the operation of a hospital, laundry, or Statement of Financial Condition re-
bakery financed by allotments, even though some fleets the values of cash, receivables,
of the other advantages of an industrial fund inventories, and other assets, as well
are not present. Subsidiary production cost sys- as payables and other liabilities and
tems will be established at parts of the instal- the Government equity accounts. The
lation accounting system where it is determined Statement of Operating Results re-
that the data obtained justifies the effort to fleets operating expenses and capital
obtain it. outlays together with revenues from

sales activities.
There are further advantages for supply man- (6) Cost accounts will furnish operating

agement in the integrated accounting concept: and staff officials with cost informa-
(1) It facilitates the administrative con- tion, the integrity and reliability of

trol of appropriations. The fund ac- which are insured by general ledger
counts are more accurate since obliga- control accounts. These cost state
tions are adjusted promptly upon ments can be used for comparison of
payment. This frees funds otherwise actual with budgeted or standard costs
tied up by unavoidable overestimates as well as for other forms of analysis.
of obligations. In addition, the system (7) Benefits accrue from the centralization
itself encourages better bookkeeping of control over the billing and collec-
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tion operations resulting from credit tions as a basis for protective and constructive
sales activities. There is greater as- services to management.
surance that all amounts due the Gov-
surance that all amounts due the Gov- The commanders at all installations each withernment are properly collected and
accounted for. the responsibility for large sums of money and

large stocks of materiel running into many mil-
(8) Probably one of the most important lions of dollars need to know that these assets

advantages of the system and the re- are being properly accounted for and safely
lated organizational structure is the guarded. They want to be assured that their
flexibility to meet changing manage- stewardship would be given a clean bill of health
ment and budgetary needs. An alert no matter what kind of an investigation might
and imaginative management is con- be made. This assurance is given by means of
stantly in search of financial facts a periodic audit conducted by disinterested per-
bearing on its problems. This program sons similar to the prevailing practice in private
is designed to provide the managers industry.
with a system that can be responsive
to their needs and an organization that The need for the audit becomes greater as the
can interpret the accounting and finan- resources increase in amount. To illustrate the
cial data in terms of management increase in size of the Army organization, ex-
significance. penditures for military purposes for FY 1934

were about $269,000,000. In FY 1953 such
g. Financial Reporting. It was stated in the expenditures were roughly $16,000,000,000 thus

preceding discussion on Integrated Accountingpreceding discussion on Integrated Accounting being about sixty times what they were in 1934.
that financial reports, the end product of a good Programs have also increased in complexity
accounting system, are absolutely essential to Programs have also increased in complexity

effective financial management. Under the and diversity. The Army is really "big business."effective financial management. Under the
Army Financial Management Plan, the term Industry took the leadership in establishing
"Financial Reporting" has been applied to the internal audit organizations, and top manage-
design and utilization of these reports reflecting ment of large corporations now look upon this
financial operations and status of all activities service as an important factor in the efficient
regardless of how financed. administration of any large-scale business.

It goes without saying that any system of Internal auditing determines whether ade-
financial reporting must be designed primarily quate control and protection of the Government's

and the Army's interests are being maintained.
for the use of the operator rather than the

It is primarily concerned with such matters asaccountant. An accounting system is like an
the adequacy of and compliance with proce-

iceberg. Ninety percent or more is concealed the adequacy of and compliance with proce-dures, reliability of accounting and statistical
data, protection of assets, and the effectiveness

percent that can be seen is exposed in reports of internal controls. Accordingly, it is impor-
and analyses. To the operator, the entire system tant and useful to management at all levels
is nonexistent if the produce intended for his because the conclusions based on actual condi-
use is not useful. tions are available to assist the commander in

h. Internal Audit. As a part of the plans for achieving more efficient administration of his
improving financial management, the approach operations.
to auditing within the Army has been changed Internal auditing in the Army is performed
to make it a more effective tool of management. by the Army Audit Agency to assure indepen-
Most of the audit improvements are embodied dence and obtain more economical and efficient
in the Internal Audit Program. operation. Audits are usually made annually

on a comprehensive basis to cover all financial
Internal audit is the independent appraisal operations of the installations. In lieu of the

activity within an organization for the review account audits which were made in the past,
of the financial, accounting, and related opera- "installation type" audits are performed cover-
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ing all financial operations at each installation. Seeing the Financial Management Plan in
The installation type audit involves a functional this perspective and as a complete reality, it is
area approach instead of an individual account evident that, though the installation command-
approach. er's authority remains unchanged, he is much

better equipped to discharge his responsibilities.
Internal auditing is a supplement to, not a

substitute for, personal attention by appropriate It should be emphasized that the systems and
levels of command. The commander has the techniques outlined are not comptroller systems.
responsibility for supervisory reviews, checks, They are the commander's systems. Under the
and inspections to insure that adequate internal American way of doing business, it is accepted
controls are installed and are functioning prop- that when a machine tool, for example, is no
erly. longer able to meet competitive production re-

quirements, it is replaced promptly. The Army
The normal verification, balancing, and recon- is replacing its outmoded and ineffective man-

ciling process are an integral part of the sys- agement tools, and, like business, will find it
tems of accounting and internal control, and for profitable to do so.
the most part should be accomplished by oper-
ating personnel on a day-to-day basis. It is not an easy job. If it were, it would

have been done a long time ago. Comptroller
i. Conclusion. The Financial Management organizations were established primarily to do

Plan, taken as a whole and with all components this job of modernizing the Army's management

implemented fully, makes possible within the tools-to make them fit the needs of the largest
Army what might be termed management-in- and most complex of organizations. In any
depth extending from the Department of the
Army to the installation and back as the broad are many problems to be solved, many setbacksare many problems to be solved, many setbacks
missions of the Army are fulfilled. and disappointments to be overcome. No man

The plan is intended to make possible the knows all the answers, but collectively the an-
placement of financial responsibility and the swers can be found.
means of discharging it equal to the present The plan is aimed at improving the com-
authority of the installation commander. Under mander's control of his operations and re-
this concept, the commander receives funds, sources. It will do this if the responsible officers
so far as possible, for all of his financial re- and civilians, in discharging their normal com-
quirements through Consumer Funding. This mand and staff responsibilities, view the plan
means a programming, budgeting, accounting, as an opportunity to achieve better management
and reporting system, as well as a supply man- control.
agement system, that matches the management
task facing him. He then programs the work 2. Budgeting and Funding
and budgets the costs at the installation, relates The budget processes in the Army are an in-
them to funds required, obtains Army command

tegral part of management control and the
advance approval in these terms, and reports budget represents a financial plan for the oper-
on the relationship of costs, as incurred, to funds ation of the Army establishment. It must be
obligated and work performed.obligated and work performed. based not only on known or foreseeable factors,

There must be assurance that cash account- but also on assumptions as to unpredictable
ing, financial accounting, cost accounting, and elements. In an organization such as the Army,
property accounting are properly and accurately whose activities are distributed geographically
interrelated according to accepted accounting throughout the world, and cover a wide range
principles and practices. This insures that the of diverse functions, the preparation of budget
figures used by all echelons of command are estimates as the basis for request for funds is
consistent, reconcilable, and reasonably accu- a task of great magnitude and complexity. Al-
rate. Therefore, Integrated Accounting has been though the budget formulation process is in
provided as well as the independent appraisal some respects inseparable from the broader field
by Internal Audit. of executive planning and direction, it is clear
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that the work of budget preparation consumes There is, of course, a definite relationship
in itself a considerable portion of the time and between the operating expense budget and the
energy of the people available for administra- cash or appropriation requirement. Eventually
tion of the Army. all operating expenses or costs are met from

appropriations. The difference between the twoThe President's annual budget, which per-
types of budgets lies in the timing, principallytains to all executive agencies of the Govern-

ment, is the structure through which money is because supplies and materials may be pur-
chased during one fiscal year but will not bemade available for financing the needs of themade avalablae for financing the needs of the used until a subsequent year at which time they

Army and is an important element in the devel- used until a subsequent year at which time they
opment of an effective system of financial ad- become part of that year's operating expense.
ministration. In general, money is made avail-

may be greater or less than the operating ex-able by the Congress in the form of appropria- may be greater or less than the operating ex-
tions or revolving funds, all of which are within pense budget to the extent that we are either
the General Fund of the Treasury. building up stocks or living off the shelf.

The Army Financial Management Plan pro-
There is, however, another type of budget, vides for a cost of performance budget which

which is more common to industry than the is designed to tie these two types of budgets
Government. It is sometimes called an operating together. In oversimplified terms, this consists
budget or cost budget. This type of budget re- of presenting the costs of goods and services
lates costs or expenses with particular subordi- to be used, the value of capital goods to be
nate organizations, units, functions, or proc- received oradded, planned changes in inventory
esses. It budgets the cost or expenses in terms position planned changes in onorder position,
of resources used in operations rather than in and adjustments, which together reflect the
terms of money needed to buy things. For a funds required to finance the program. Supple-
given period, it includes money to be spent for menting the fund requirements are the state-
goods and services used during the period, plus ment of proposed resources and finances, such
the value of goods to be used but purchased as funds available, receivable, or reimburse-
previously. It excludes the money to be spent ments anticipated, and the new authority re-
for goods that will go on the shelf and be used quired. These essentials are outlined in terms
later. of the primary program structure of the Army.

This type of budget is related more closely For example, in presenting the justification for
to day-to-day operations than the fund or ap- the maintenance and operation fund require-
propriation budget. It establishes estimates and ment, the operations expense budget is consid-
forecasts of costs by unit, function, or operation ered first. This budget provides a common
which can be related to workload and used as denominator for measurement and comparison
a management device in controlling operations. of work done and affords the means of obtaining
Actual costs, as determined by the accounting cost factors and forecasting the year's expenses.
processes, can be compared with the forecasts. By adjusting these figures by the anticipated

increase or decrease in inventories and unde-Any that are out of line serye to direct attention
livered orders, it is possible to arrive at theto an operation that might require investigation
fund requirements, or what is technically knownby the responsible operating official. as the obligation authority required.

We are therefore dealing with two types of It is necessary also to provide for central
budgets-one is in terms of money needed for financial control of procurement and stock levels
buying goods and services, and the other is in of consumable or operating materiel even
terms of costs of programs, functions, organiza- though such materiel is charged to operating
tions, and activities. The former can be com- expenses when it is issued for consumption.
pared to the need of a business concern for cash The use of revolving funds for the procurement
in the bank. The latter is the budget used by and holding of such materiel facilitates this
the operating officials in their day-to-day oper- central financial control, and simplifies in some
ations. respects the cost budgeting and accounting
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processes in connection with the cost of per- evaluation of actual costs against planned costs.
formance budget concept. Actual costs may run over or under the planned

Preparation of the Army's budget under the costs for particular activities or projects and
concept outlined above is accomplished in two may be justified by the conditions arising in the
phases. Formulation of the annual budget for day-to-day operations. This does not minimize
the Congress is the responsibility of the Depart- the importance of fund control, but the control
ment of the Army General Staff. Detailed of funds under this concept can be exercised

without needlessly hampering operations. Un-budget estimates are not required from the
operating agencies although major commanders der this plan, fund control is exercised at the

aens hh aa s installation level by the installation commander.submit statements which assess the implications
Each organizational element of the installationof the program guidance for the budget year

against operating results of the current year. operates against a cost budget which originatesagainst operating results of the current year. with the operating head of the organization.The second area of budgeting is budget execu-
A program and budget committee reviews thetion, that is, the administration of the Appro-

priation Act which is the concern of all levels cost budgets and furnishes the operating official
of command. Based upon program documents with information as to its approval or anyof command. Based upon program documents

changes made. After the installation has agreedand schedules, revised to reflect Presidential
decisions, as set forth in the Budget to Con- on its operating budget for the year, the com-
gress, each operating agency submits a Budget mander's staff computes the fund requirements

and prepares the budget execution plan. Prac-Execution Plan formulated on the basis of sub- tical application of this concept is demonstratedordinate installation operating budgets. in the Depot Command Management System
In this manner participation of field agencies which will be discussed in a subsequent portion

in the annual budget process becomes mean- of this chapter.
ingful. The timing, preparation, and submission The Army's objective in the budget area is
of these budget execution plans allow their to have a system in which each stage of plan-
preparation in operational planning terms for
the ensuing year and their submission to serve and activities is paralleled with financial plan-
as the proposed distribution by the operating ning for the resources involved, and to have
agency of pending appropriations. this process followed at all levels in the non-

One of the important objectives of the pro- tactical area. In short, to have a cost of per-
gram to improve budgeting and funding is to formance budget in being and in use at all
make the funds available in broader categories, levels. The basic assumption is that the best
ideally at the appropriations level, thus permit- utilization and control of resources will result
ting more flexibility in the use of funds by the when the program and the budget are developed
operator. This envisages a budget in terms of in the same terms, and when the budget reflects
costs and an evaluation of the results in the all resources to be used in carrying out the
same terms. Such a cost budget would not program, and when the commander or manager
rigidly limit or control operations in the manner at each level accounts in his budgetary reports
that is used in connection with allotments of for managing his resources in relation to pro-
funds where every transaction must be certified gram accomplishments, and in relation to bud-
as to the availability of funds for the particular get estimates. The program and budget then
project involved. Cost control, as distinguished must be married at all levels in order to achieve
from fund control, involves the comparison and this objective.

E. MANAGEMENT CONTROL OF OPERATING COSTS

1. Introduction of the supply system and of the effort to reduce

Equally with operation at minimum inven- these costs to the lowest practicable level. The
tory levels, this manual has stressed the im- possible savings in this area are considerable.
portance of close attention to the operating costs For example, if a figure of $6 billion annual
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issues is taken for illustration, the cost of "sell- cost breakdowns.by the broad commodity group-
ing" these supplies would be 25% of the cost ings of the technical services demonstrate that
of the supplies themselves. This is a consider- there are considerable differences in storage
able "selling cost." Furthermore, almost all the costs for different types of. commodities. In a
elements of operating cost for the Army supply sample taken at random, the costs of care and
system are variable costs; that is, they change preservation in storage for the technical serv-
directly with changes in the scope and volume ices in the third quarter of fiscal year 1953
of supply operations. Over 75%o of these costs ranged from $1.34 per ton for the Transporta-
in fact consist of the civilian payroll. The Army tion Corps to $21.63 per ton for the Signal
has very few of the "fixed costs" which are Corps. Most if not all of this range of more
virtually an irreducible element in the costs of than 1500 % must have been due to the different
most commercial distributors. These include types of commodities handled by the technical
depreciation of buildings and equipment, prop- services. Clearly it costs far less to store rails
erty taxes, and other costs of a similar nature. than radio tubes. In many cases, a differential
Since the Government charges all costs as ex- of this kind will be of central importance in
penses, the degree of flexibility in operating making and appraising supply management
costs is far greater than for any comparable decisions. Where storage costs are extremely
commercial operation. high, turnover rates and maintenance of mini-

mum inventories will be of correspondingly
2. Commodity Allocation greater importance.

The introduction of financial inventory ac- These considerations, together with others
counting, together with the commodity class which will be discussed later, suggest the im-
concept which is one of the bases for such portance of collecting and reporting operating
accounting, raises major problems for the effec- costs on the same commodity basis as the dollar
tive use of operating cost figures. Following reporting of inventories and the commodity
the basic supply concept of commodity manage- units of the supply management organization.
ment and organization, this manual has con- As inventories are reduced, however, the
sidered a number of supply management deci- measurement of operating costs assumes greater
sions on a commodity basis and has discussed importance. The decision between minimum
criteria for each decision in terms of commodity levels of three or six months' supply for an item
costs, including operating as well as inventory or a commodity class or an optimum stock turn
costs. Typical of such problems are the deter- rate of four or two, for instance, may be very
mination of wide or restricted stockage of items largely a matter of balancing elements of oper-
and classes, the question of reprocurement or ating cost to achieve the smallest overall cost
bulk transfer of excess stocks at any storage of supply for any given commodity or item.
location, and the decision to delegate or to Also, many present management programs are
centralize supply responsibility for groups or aimed directly at decreasing the operating costs
classes of items. It has been noted that the of supply, such as the reduction of interdepot
effect of reducing excessive inventories and shipments. Planning, execution, and effective
increasing stock turn rates is not only to avoid measurements of these programs depend upon
tying up the Army's appropriations in goods reporting of the cost savings actually achieved.
that are not needed but also to reduce operating
costs by eliminating the cost of storing and 3. Categories of Operating Costs
handling these inventories. Storage costs, how- a. General. The categorization of commodity
ever, do not necessarily increase or decrease operating costs which will provide the most
in direct ratio to changes in inventories for all useful measurements in the problem areas ofuseful measurements in the problem areas of
commodities. As excess inventories are reduced, supply management follows for the most part
for instance, storage costs should decrease at the present overall categories established for
a somewhat faster rate than the inventory be- individual depot reporting. These categories are
cause of increased efficiency in locating, storing, discussed below, together with certain modi-
and handling goods. Also the present storage fications and additions indicated by previous
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discussions in this manual. The application of ning, the extent of backhauling, and the ad-
these cost categories to supply management visability of delegation to local procurement
operating and control problems can also be authority.
suggested in exemplary or general terms, but f. Maintenance Costs. The costing of mainte-
will of course be subject to extension and modi- nance operations and its relation to supply have
fication in practice, leading perhaps to more already been discussed.
effective methods of categorization.

b. Storage and Preservation Costs. As indi- 4. Procurement Differentials
cated above, these costs are of vital importance

While differences in prices paid for the samewhenever local or national quantities of inven-
tory are under consideration. For example, they operating costs or savings, they are requently
affect decisions to transfer stocks between operating costs or savings, they are frequentlyaffect decisions to transfer stocks between influenced by methods of supply and must be
storage locations, to permit attrition at one
storage locations, to permit attrition at one balanced against the corresponding differenceslocation, to use open end or call contracts, and in elements of operating costs. Procurement

in elements of operating costs. Procurementto set retention levels. prices must first be distinguished from the in-
c. Shipping and Receiving Costs. While these ventory valuation under the present financial

handling costs are small relative to storage inventory accounting system. Of the number
costs, they provide an excellent index of the of possible methods of valuing inventories, the
volume of traffic in receipts and shipments and Army is using the standard price system, under
are closely related to transportation costs. An which all units of a given item are valued at
upward trend in these costs while inventories the same standard price and adjustments are
remained relatively constant would indicate an made periodically to reflect intervening price
excessive frequency of deliveries and shipments changes. While accurate pricing of inventories
and the need for re-examination of local oper- is important for balancing accounts, it is sec-
ating levels. ondary for present control purposes. The im-

d. Administrative Costs. These costs should portant point for control is that the relationship
represent the direct charges of documents between item values in any commodity group
processing, reporting, stock and supply control, or between commodity groups reflects the actual
procurement, and other functions associated relative costs of the items or groups. So long
with each commodity group. Consolidation of as this relationship remains constant, financial
such costs incurred at depots, with costs of inventory reports will provide effective data for
inventory control points and procurement agen- control purposes. With the advent of consumer
cies, should provide a means for measuring the funding, pricing of individual items has become
effect of improved processing and reporting far more important.
methods, for determining the workload involved Procurement prices, on the other hand, may
in extract action, set assembly, and condition fluctuate both with market conditions and with
and account coding, and to assist in deciding the choice of different types of supply action.
the optimum frequency of review and reorder. These fluctuations are more closely related to

e. Transportation Costs. The costs of trans- operating costs than to inventory values.
porting things must also be consolidated with Previous discussion on procurement has pointed
the other operating costs of supply. We have out the counterbalancing effect of premium
seen that these costs are often fundamental prices for local, open end, or call procurement
factors in decisions of supply management. The as against the savings in operating costs which
question of keying and distribution, for in- these procurement methods can bring about.
stance, and the whole problem of determining Procurement savings for larger orders must be
depot service areas and missions must be ap- measured against the costs of storing the goods
proached to a large extent through analysis of until they are consumed. For control purposes,
economical transportation patterns. As an ele- such considerations indicate the necessity for
ment of control, transportation cost data will collection and application of procurement prices
indicate the effectiveness of local supply plan- against other operating costs for items and com-
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modities in order to arrive at the lowest total requires a figure on "cost to hold," which con-
cost to supply. sists largely of the storage and preservation

cost element discussed above. If the choice is
5. Accuracy of Cost Data made between a three months' and a six months'

It must be recognized that the collection of order frequency, a very rough approximation
cost data on a commodity basis will present of the cost to hold figure-on the order of 10%

to 15% of inventory costs--will be enough tocertain accounting difficulties. All cost figurescertan accounting pdifficulties. All cost figures indicate the desirable alternative. Exactly how
which are used for accounting purposes must much is saved by the choice must wait for exact
be subject to checking for complete accuracy. accounting records. Control and accounting
When the same figures are used for control have different objectives, and it may often be
purposes, however, the requirements for accu- possible to derive approximate figures for the
racy vary with the degree and nature of the guidance of management action when account-
control and the ensuing action. The determina- ing data have not been or cannot be fully de-
tion of economical order quantities, for instance, veloped.

F. INTEGRATION OF MANAGEMENT CONTROLS

1. Introduction service to consumers will fall off. Procurement
costs will go up with emergency demands andThe preceding sections have discussed finan-
the general administrative costs of keepingcial and quantitative control and the control

of operating costs of the Army Supply System. ahead of these demands wi show the largestA number of relationships between elements of . increase of all. The task of operating controlA number of relationships between elements of
these costs have been indicated as important

control by the levels above him is to determinefor control purposes. It is not until measure-
ment of all elements is combined and the de- the point at which economical operation com-

bines with optimum supply performance togree of supply economy is itself measured
against supply performance that the delegation obtain the most satisfactory work from a par-
of responsibility to individuals and activities ticular segment of the supply system. Such
and the control of performance under that re- a determination is impossible without combina-
sponsibility can reach their full effectiveness.
The fixing of minimum inventory levels has into an integrated control picture. If attention
been frequently discussed and may serve as an is concentrated upon one element alone, such
example of integrated control. In the present as inventory position, the operating manager
situation, a commodity manager may often find will naturally concentrate upon that element
himself in an excessive inventory position. As and neglect other aspects of his operation where
he strives to reduce inventories by cutting back- control is nonexistent or less exacting. The
orders and disposing of excess items, his oper- overall result may be no improvement, or in
ating costs should generally decrease along with fact a decline in efficiency.
his inventories. Storage costs will go down, The scope of management responsibility for
transportation costs may be reduced through integrated control of the Army Supply System
better balance of the remaining stocks, and can hardly be overestimated. Commercial distri-
administrative costs will decrease as the job bution managers are subject to the almost auto-
of reporting and reviewing stocks improves. matic controls of the market. If their inventories
Supply performance will improve along with are long and their operating costs increase, their
improvement in stock distribution. As inven- customers are free to go elsewhere. Their com-
tories continue to decrease, however, and the petitive positions suffer, sometimes to the extent
turnover rate goes up past a certain point, of personal or business failure. There is no means
deficiencies in supply will begin to appear again. whereby the Army can or should duplicate this
Overall inventories will be too small to sustain ultimate commercial incentive. Its consumers
demand, backorders will increase, and supply must depend upon the supply system and upon a
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designated source within the system for what from the fact that the depot commander received
they receive. The responsibility of the system his resources and was subject to controls from
for effective and economical performance is to multiple authorities. Management was further
the military service and to the nation as a whole. complicated by the limited relationship that
Integrated management control must fulfill the existed between the various systems employed to
heavy task of substituting for immediate busi- satisfy these multiple authorities. A most impor-
ness incentives both the restraint and the ur- tant shortcoming was the lack of a control docu-
gency of the national interest from the highest ment, an operating program, which would indi-
to the lowest levels of the supply organization. cate the work to be done and the resources

available to complete it. The shortcomings were
2. The D~epot Command Management System classified into three main categories to facilitate

The rewards of integrated control are equal analysis and correction. These categories were:
to the responsibilities. It makes possible within funding complexities, command problems, and
the supply organization the assignment of clear lack of motivation of command.
and subdivided authority and responsibility for
manageable parts of the supply mission, together Funding complexities were caused by the
with control of the means to carry out such mis- Army's method of implementing existing statu-
sions. The Army has achieved such integrated tory provisions and by the practice of multi-
control in its supply function through the Depot source funding. The depot commander received
Command Management System. This system pro- funds, was subject to restrictions imposed by,
vides unity of command, financial management, and reported utilization to, as a bare minimum,
and control of operations at Army depots. the CONUS Army, the chief of technical service,

and any management or control groups within
Unity of command is achieved by the establish- the technical service, and in the case of general

ment of one installation command receiving di- depots all tenant technical services. This prob-
rection and reporting through one command lem was solved by placing depot installations
channel, with the responsibility for accomplish- under complete technical service control and as-
ing all missions in either a general or branch signing to the chief of one technical service full
depot. Depot commanders in turn establish de- responsibility for accomplishment of the missions
finite internal responsibility areas within their assigned to a general depot. This action resulted
installations. The dual command system between in single allotment funding, the significant fea-
technical service chiefs and Continental Army ture being that an operating agency (technical
commanders, and the autonomous status of the service) issues to an installation one bulk allot-
technical service supply sections in general de- ment of funds per appropriation to cover all
pots has been eliminated. installation operating costs, in conformance with

The Depot Command Management System is and subject to an approved operating program.
an integrated programming, budgeting, funding, The command problem was caused by the split
and accounting system under which the Army's responsibility of CONUS Army commanders and
depot business is controlled programwise by giv- technical service chiefs at installations and by
ing a technical service and its depots specific the autonomous status of technical service supply
programs to be executed, and providing the nec- sections at general depots. Unity of command
essary overall resources, unencumbered by piece- has been achieved under the Depot Command
meal restrictions. Management System by assigning the depot com-

This depot management system was developed mander complete responsibility for his depot pro-
by a task force established in 1954 by the Deputy gram and requiring him to report to only one
Chief of Staff for Logistics for the purpose of commander. At branch depots the system re-
improving the financial management of the Army quires that the depot commander be responsible
depot system. It was realized at that time that for execution of his program to only one element
the depot management system was inadequate of the office of the technical service chief. Any
and reduced the depot commander to the role management or control groups within the techni-
of a housekeeper. The basic problem derived cal service may continue to control their own
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programs, but they must assign the depot work- The depot operating program indicates the
load through the element which is charged with work assigned the depot as missions and the
the responsibility for overall depot management. labor, supplies, and equipment which support
At general depots the depot commander is the missions. The depot commander prepares,
charged with the responsibility for the perform- and submits for approval, his operating program
ance of all missions and will report only to the based on guidance received from the executive
chief of one technical service. This technical agent and locally generated information. The
service chief acts as executive agent for the program is divided into mission areas and sup-
tenant technical services who have work pro- port areas. These areas are further broken down
grams assigned to the general depot. Each tech- into functional or category groups. This area-
nical service submits to the executive agent oper- and-function structure is used in developing a
ating program information, workload data, and priced program showing work to be done and
schedules for their missions to be performed at resources to be consumed in accomplishing it.
general depots. These requirements are incor-

Based on the program guidance of the techni-porated into his budget execution plan and in- cal service chief, the depot commander estimates
cluded in his program directive to the general
depots. The general depot commander in turn prograthe workload under each function and applies a

program cost factor to the workload estimate
submits his depot operating program to the

to arrive at a direct cost for the function. In thisexecutive agent, who coordinates the approval of to arrive at a direct cost for the function. In this
manner he arrives at a total mission area direct
cost. To this is allocated the appropriate portion

technical services. of the distributed support costs. The total cost
The problem of lack of motivation that existed is then adjusted by changes in resources on hand

in the original depot management system stem- and on order and changes in existing liabilities
med largely from the lack of an operating pro- to arrive at the value of the program to be
gram. The commander had no consolidated funded. In this same functional breakout, man-
operations program from which he could operate power requirements for each function are indi-
and plan. Many times he was months in securing cated. In this manner, an operating program is
the program for which his depot was responsible. compiled which can be monitored under these
The Depot Command Management System recti- elements of control: workload, cost, and per-
fies this old shortcoming by providing the com- sonnel utilization. The operating program pro-
mander with an operating program. The com- vides the basis for a cost of performance budget
mander is instrumental in its formulation and which indicates the net fund requirement as a
is charged with the responsibility for its execu- product of cost adjusted by changes in resources
tion. The program provides him with an objec-ed by
tive. The system gives him the authority re- and liabilities. When approved by the executive
quired to discharge his responsibilities and agent, the program, together with supporting
provides one commander to whom he looks for funds, is returned to the depot for execution.
direction and who evaluates his performance. The executive agent evaluates each depot com-
In this manner the depot commander has been mander on his performance of the total depot
elevated to true command status. missions by application of the principle "manage-

The operating program is of paramount im- ment by exception." This is achieved by estab-
portance in the operation of the Depot Command lishing- variance or tolerance factors for "the
Management System in that in addition to being scope of workload" and "unit cost of perform-
the instrument from which required resources ance" elements of the program or in other words,
are determined, it provides a double management limits the degree of deviation of the actual work-
control. The control features are that workload load and unit costs versus the programmed work-
performance can be directly related to program- load and unit costs. The executive agent regu-
med work and actual costs related to program- lates the degree of control by varying the limits,
med costs. Thus, program control is substituted plus or minus, of the variance or tolerance
for a reduced degree of fiscal control. factors. Deviations exceeding limits require de-
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tailed explanations in reports. The executive ment of summary operational comparison,
agent of general depots advises the technical trend, analytical, and financjal control data.
services of the status of mission performance
where their missions are performed in general agement System is in essence an integration
depots. Technical standards and criteria of mis- of the control elements made possible throughof the control elements made possible through
sion performance are prescribed by the mission the Army Financial Management Plan. The

agency. management principles and methods described

Reporting is effected on a pyramidal basis, are not new to the experienced manager. The
providing detail as required at the operating real value of the system, or for that matter any
level and minimum summary data to the suc- administrative system, is related to the degree
cessive higher echelons. The basic external re- that supply management personnel apply their
ports are the operating program reports which ability, effort, and knowledge in implementing
contain the necessary information for develop- the system.
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PART III

PRINCIPLES FOR THE SUPPLY MANAGER

CHAPTER 10
A SUMMARY OF SUPPLY MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

A. ECONOMY OF SUPPLY

The compelling need for economical operation The data and measurements provided by the
and economical inventory levels in the Army Sup- techniques of financial management, however,
ply System has been restated and reinterpreted will not automatically produce economy of sup-
for different aspects of supply through this man- ply. Informed and effective use of such data is
ual. The constant level of military preparedness required of individual managers at every level in
required by the world position of the United the supply system. This manual has presented
States, together with the increasing rate of tech- many examples of such uses, and has indicated
nological development in weapons and equip- how the demands of supply management must
ment, create a situation in which military expen- control the form and methods by which the data
ditures could easily endanger the stability of the are presented. But it is impossible to anticipate
nation's economy. This situation is new in the in detail all the information demanded by man-
history of this country, and it is not surprising agement or all the decisions which management
that the methods and concepts of supply which will take as a result, especially in the present
have served the Army with consistent success situation where new techniques and concepts are
in the past are not wholly adequate to meet are in vigorous development. A continuing and
it. The emphasis has been upon individual re- analytic attention to the objective of supply
sponsibility for economical use of the few avail- economy is the responsibility of every supply
able supplies in peacetime, and upon unspar- manager.
ing effort to supply troops with everything The first chapter of this manual has stated
which they could possibly use in time of war. that "dollar savings will come when supply man-
Incentives have not existed which would apply agers are cost conscious, and cost consciousness
pressure for supply economy in a military es- is a way of thinking about the supply process." In
tablishment too widespread and complex for a supply system as complex as the Army's, this
adequate control of the individual item or the way of thinking is neither easy nor obvious. It is
individual consumer. The Army has recognized not merely an application on a wider scale of the
the need for adapting its supply methods and traditional emphasis on individaul care and dis-
concepts to this new situation, and has devel- cipline in the use of military supplies. It is true,
oped the necessary tools to promote and control and has been widely stated in this manual that
overall economy of supply. These include the generally a trend toward simplification of supply
techniques described in the preceding chapters, operations, whether in document processing, re-
such as operating cost statements, the Financial porting, or movement of materiel, is also a trend
Management Plan, and the Depot Command toward economy. But any such simplification
Management System. These tools provide for must take into account all operations and activi-
the first time adequate measurement of supply ties that may be influenced by it. In the discus-
economy in the form of costs: the cost of opera- sion of set assembly in chapter 3 it was pointed
tions, of personnel, and of inventories. out that the extreme of simplification in this field
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would be to reduce to a set designation the entire be done at all. Cost consciousness on the part of
range of equipment needed for any given unit. the supply manager therefore involves a knowl-
This would provide the utmost simplicity in ta- edge of the whole supply picture with all its vari-
bles of equipment, and would appear to provide ous and sometimes conflicting potentialities for
the utmost convenience to the user. But it would improvement, simplification, and economy, and
also raise intolerable complexities in the supply imposes upon him the difficult task of continuous
of individual items, and would result in greatly appraisal and balance between these factors in
increased duplication and waste of materiel. his day-to-day supply decisions. Such an apprais-
From the point of view of economy therefore, al of the total efficiency of the Army supply sys-
any simplification of the supply process must be tem is clearly the responsibility of the top man-
evaluated in its overall effect. Will it increase or agement of the Army; the effectiveness of new
decrease associated procurement costs, trans- techniques, including financial management data,
portation costs, storage costs, and all the other in assisting top management to meet this respon-
elements that go to make up the total cost to sup- sibility is indicated, for example, by the success
ply? Can it be made to work under war condi- of the Army in reducing expenditures to keep
tions? Economy of supply management can pace with curtailment of funds without impair-
never be achieved merely by adding together a ing the effectiveness of supply. As more data be-
number of independent improvements or econ- come available, the same kind of appraisal, ac-
omies in parts of the supply operation. These tion, and review is being and must continue to be
parts are dynamically related to each other; extended progressively, to the broad commodity
economy in one may easily be the direct cause of groupings represented by the technical services,
wastefulness in another; and it is not the best to comodity classes within the responsibility of
use of management effort to determine the most each service, and finally to individual items of
efficient way of doing something that should not supply.

B. RESPONSIBILITY FOR SUPPLY

The objective of supply economy, as inter- many of the implications of commodity organiza-
preted in this manual, requires the application of tion. Such an organization will not automatically
a second basic principle of supply management, solve all supply management problems; it will
the definition and assignment of supply respon- provide the means for top management to define
sibility. Maximum economy can only result from and delegate responsibility for supply in such a
comprehensive analysis of all factors in any manner that operating management can accept
given supply situation, and such analysis is use- and fufiill its assigned mission of economical and
less unless- supply managers have the authority effective performance.
and the responsibility for taking action as a re-
sult. A manager at a stock control point, for ex- It has been widely observed both in industrial
ample, may determine that the costs of storing management and in military operations that high
and issuing a certain item through regular Army morale and effectiveness of a unit or activity are
distribution channels are larger than the pro- usually found in conjunction with a clear under-
curement premium which would be paid for the standing of the unit's mission, and a well defined
distributing of some item more directly to con- responsibility for its execution. This principle
sumers under open end or call contracts. How- applies no less to the activities of a supply sys-
ever, unless both procurement and supply action tem. Where individual functions are subordi-
for the item are under unified control his correc- nated to a comprehensible and manageable task
tive action cannot be direct. Following the tra- of supply, where the correction of deficiencies in
ditional responsibilities of the technical services accomplishing this task is within the scope of
and current developments in the organization unit management, and where superior perform-
and concepts of Army supply, this manual has .ance can be detected and rewarded, the prospects
indicated that unified control is most effectively of successful operation are appreciably im-
applied on a commodity basis, and has explored proved. The location of responsibility therefore
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is more than a means for defining or measuring incentive toward excellence in performance for
the operation of a supply activity; it is a positive the individuals at every level of its organization.

C. MONEY AND MILITARY EFFECTIVENESS

Absolute dollar savings in the money spent by maintenance responsiblilty and operation will
the Army, in the form of lower budget estimates provide equal or greater military effectiveness,
or funds returned to the Treasury, are not the without building up stocks of repair parts at the
only aim of economical supply management. troop level. Only an intensive analysis of the cost
Economy also means obtaining the maximum of alternative methods of approaching the prob-
military effectiveness for each military dollar. lem, together with the relative effectiveness of
This second aim is particularly important at a each method, will provide the basis for an in-
time like the present, when economic limitations formed decision. If the most effective method
on the national bidget may be as important as turns out to be the most costly, dollar analysis
strategic requirements in determining the total should again provide the means of weighing the
funds available for the Army's activities. increased military effectiveness in this area

against the loss of funds and consequent decreaseThe statement is commonly made that the
in military capacity in other fields. This kind ofArmy runs on men, money, and materiel. Men

and materiel are the essential elements which analysis is a step beyond mere dollar savings,
however important such savings may be. It is a

contribute directly to the accomplishment of the
necessary step for all Army activities, and par-

Army's mission. Money is a factor of a different ticulary for the activities of the supply system,
vkind. First, as noted aboctive, ities often limits, at r the supply system,

kind. First, as noted above, it often limits, at
least in peacetime, the gross numbers of men and where the largest portion of the Army's funds

are spent. In default of such analysis, for ex-
quantities of materiel which the Army can use.

ample, budget cuts have occasionally been trans-
Second, within these limitations, money provides ae,

lated into cuts "across the board" in personnel or
a common denominator which makes possible some other wholesale factor. This is a quick
control and balance among all elements of the

Army's reorest roueteramethod of reducing expenditures, but it is most
Army's resources to produce the greatest pos- unlikely that it serves the interests of economy,
sible effectiveness in the defense of the nation. It y

or that it maintains the military capacity of the
enables management to compare supplies againstenables management to compare supplies against Army at the highest attainable level. Military ef-
personnel, activities against other activities, one fectiveness and economy therefore are not neces-
type of equipment against a proposed substitute. sarily divergent or contradictory aims; the most
For example, military requirements may estab- effective Army is that which has made the most
lish a demand for increased allowances of repair economical disposition of the resources available
parts to troop units. They do not, however, estab- to it, and which faces its mission with the maxi-
lish the means by which this demand should be mum concentration of combat strength which
satisfied, or whether in fact certain changes in these resources will allow.

D. ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

Essentially, the task of management within What economy will be realized by consolidation
the Army supply system is to develop sound poli- of technical service distribution areas? What
cies and programs, and to carry them out in the savings will be realized by reduction of extract
most efficient and economical manner possible. requisitions, shortage reports, and requisition
Great strides toward the accomplishment of this paperwork? How can the capabilities of electron-
task have been made, however, numerous areas ic data processing equipment and transceiver
have been suggested in previous sections of this networks be further utilized to improve the effi-
manual wherein possible further economies may ciency of supply operations? Will a more dynam-
be effected. What savings in transportation will ic inventory control system demand more respon-
be made possible by greater consolidation of sive methods of procurement? What benefits
shipments and wider use of intransit privileges? may be derived from intelligent appraisal and
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utilization of operating cost statements? Will painstaking analysis, each program in terms of
analysis of such statements and comparison of its contribution to the overall Army objectives.
the operations of similar installations and activi- He must assess the relative importance of all
ties arouse command competition as a substitute types of activities in order to achieve the best
for the profit and loss incentive in industry? possible balance in the allocation of resources.
These are only a few of the questions suggested The tasks have been outlined-aggressive,
in this manual; their solution is a challenge to dynamic management is necessary to insure
the supply manager. He must evaluate through their accomplishment.
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